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FOREWORD 

The only reason for inviting me to write a foreword 
to a literary work such as Shri Munshi's can be that I am 
called ' Mahatma '. I can make no literary pretensions. 
My acquaintance with Gujarati and for that matter any 
literature, is, for no fault of mine, next to nothing. 
Having led a life of intense action since early youth I, 
have had no opportunity of reading except in prisons 
whether in South Africa or in India. Shri Munshi's survey 
of Gujarati literature has made fascinating reading for me. 
His miniature pen-portraits of writers give one a fair 
introduction to their writings. 

Shri Munshi's estimate of our literary achievement 
appears to me to be very faithful. The survey naturally 
confines itself to the language understood and spoken by 
the middle class. Commercially-minded and self satisfied, 
their language has naturally been ' effeminate and sen~ 
suous '. Of the language of the people we know next to 
nothing. We hardly understand their speech, The gulf 
between them and us the middle class, is so great that we 
do not know them and they know still less of what we 
think and speak. 

The dignified persistence of Shri Devendra Satyarthi, a 
writer whom I do not remember to have ever met, has 
made me peep into his remarkable collection of folk songs 
of the provinces he has been travelling in. They are the 
literature of the people. The middle classes of the pro
vinces to which the songs belong are untouched by them, 
even as we of Gujarat are untouched by the songs of folk, 
i. e. the language of the masses of Gujarat Meghani of the 
Saurashtra school has done folklore research in Kathiawar. 
His researches show the gulf that exists between the 
language of the people and ours. 

But the folklore belongs to an order of things that is 
passing away, if it has not already done so. There is an 
awakening among the masses. They have begun not with 
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thought but with action, as I suppose they always do. 
Their language has yet to take definite shape. It is 
to be found somewhat, but only somewhat, in the 
newspapers; not in books. Shri Munshi's work therefore 
may be said to have only commenced with the volume 
before me. It was necessary. But he has to continue 
the work so well-begun. He has the requisite passion 
for. his work. If he has health, he will now go direct 
to the people and find out what they are thinking, 
and he will give expression to their thoughts. The 
unquestionable poverty of Gujarati is a token of the 
poverty of the people. But no language is really poor. 
We have hardly had time to speak since we have begun to 
act. Gujarat like the rest of India is brooding_ The 
language is shaping itself. There is enough work awaiting 
writers like our author. 

Munshi has alluded to Parsi-Gujarati. So there is. It 
is unfortunate that there is Parsi-Gujarati It is confined 
to novels and stories of the shilling shocker style. They 
are meant merely for passing the idle hour. The language 
is tortured out of shape. And just as there is Parsi
Gujarati there is also Muslim-Gujarati though on a much 
humbler scale. It is impossible to ignore these two streams. 
They are not wells of Gujarati undefiled. But no reviewer 
of Gujarati literature can afford to ignore the existence of 
works which hundreds, if not thousands of Parsis and 
Muslims read and by which, may be, even shape part of 
their conduct. 

M. K. GANDHI 



PREFAC~ 

This book fulfils a desire, cherished for many years, 
to place a connected story of Gujarata and its literature 
before the English-reading public. The invitation whiCh 
the Chairman of the Post Graduate Studies, in the 
Calcutta University extended to me about the·. end of 
1929 to deliver a series of lectures on Gujarat1 Literature 
provided the necessary opportunity. The invitation remain~ 
ed unavailed of as I joined the Civil Disobedience move
ment in Apri11930; but gaol life, which immediately super
vened, provided the necessary leisure to translate the de
sire into effort. 

A systematic history of the Gujarati literature cannot 
yet be written. With the materials at our disposal it is 
well-nigh impossible to reconstruct the past life of Gujarata, 
or to read its inner meaning accurately, and in this work, 
therefore, I have attempted only to describe, in a connected 
form, its historical and literary currents. This book was 
written mainly during the two and half years between 1930-
1934 which I spent in gaol. -.During this period, as I sat 
writing in my prison cell, Gujarata passed through a fiery 
ordeaL When I came out in December 1933 the book was 
already in the press and I found it impossible to introduce 
any new impressions, but from what little I could see I 
remained convinced that my analysis of the currents in 
modern Gujarata did not require a revision: The iinmed
iate after effects of an ordeal are always deceptive; they 
may appear to, but do not, alter habits and tendencies 
which belong to one's nature. · 

I confess to finding great difficulty in assessing the 
value of contemporary works. The difficulty has been much 
greater as no such review was possible without a reference 
to the work of my wife and myself. The choice before 
me was either to bring the book up-to-date, or to close 
it with the year 1913 and leave untouched a glorious 
historical and literary age of Gujarata. This age claims 
the best works of Narsiilhrao, Khabardar and Nanalal. 
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It has given birth to promising creative tendencies in 
modern literature. It also includes amongst its achieve
ments the literary output of Mahatma Gandhi, and the 
emergence of Gujarata on the stage of world politics and 
literature. What to do with myself, while writing about 
this period, was the most trying problem of all, and I am 
indebted to my friend Dr. I. J. S. Taraporevala for coming 
to my rescue with a chapter, which, perhaps, does me 
more justice than I deserve. 

In the book itself I have restricted myself to a descrip

Coming 
Changes 

tive and critical sketch of the literature of 
every period on the background of its histori
cal setting, but modern Gujaratl literature 

or its future possibility cannot be properly understood 
without realising the great change which is daily coming 
over the life of the province or appraising the forces 
which are bringing it about. 

The history of Gujarata records the interplay of two 
factors: · (a) the individuality of the Gujaratis expressed 

through a consciously directed group life; (b) 
~~tF~~~t~s the influence of the culture which, originating 

. with the early Aryans, has maintained the 
homogeneity of Indian life and the continuity of its tradi
tions for the last three thousand years. To the first, 
Gujarata owes its outlook on life, its social forms, its 
language and literature, and the urge to remain a single 
social organism. The second has created forces which 
stimulate and unify its collective impulses impelling it to 
find a greater self-fulfilment in the corporate life of 
India. 

These forces, in the ultimate analysis, can be traced 
to the geographical determinants of Guja-

Geograpbical • 1 f · d . . Determinants rata: Its natura rontiers an Its so1l. Pro-
tected by the sea on the west, by the sands 

of. Kaccha and Rajputana on the north, the Aravalli, the 
plateau of Malva, the Vindhyas, the Satapuc;Ias and the 
Sahya Ghats on the east and south, its rich alluvial soil 
has reared a race of men and women, soft and luxury
loving and yet possessing qualities which maritime activi-
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ties generally foster and stimulate, namely, a spirit of _ 
enterprize, practical wisdom, catholicity of taste and .social 
flexibility. The sea was their natural field of enterprize. 
The plateau of Malva (between 1000 to 2000 feet above 
the sea level ) made it easily accessible to the resident of 
Madhyadesa for colonization, and cultural and political 
conquest. The little gateway formed by the Satapugas 
and the Ghats, roughly between Damana and Nasika made 
Gtijarata a corridor between North and. South India letting 
in influences from the Deccan. r 

The physical conditions of Gujarata have practically 
remained the same, though their exploitation by men have 

increased both in scope and intensity. But a 
noteworthy change has come over its socio-

Change in h . di . 
Trade Routes P ys1cal con "tlons. The opening of the Suez 

Canal, which turned Bombay into the gate
way of the East, rendered possible the de

velopment of Okha, Bedi, Bhavnagar, and Porabandar as 
modern ports, and will soo'n turn Karachi into an entrepot. 
The railway lines converging at Bombay has made it a 
great clearing house of trade as well as culture. The 
Rujputana Malva Railway and numerous other small rail
ways have opened up inaccessible tracts, and the projected 
Sindha-Bombay Railway through Cutch will reduce the 
barrier of the desert. Thus trade routes have been altered. 
Contact with the world is easier and closer than before. 
Fresh fields have been opened for the commercial enterprize 
of the Gujaratis both in India and abroad. And a greater 

·spirit of enterprize and organization, a deeper catholicity, a 
mor~ living flexibility will inevitably come to characterise 
the people without destroying their individuality. The 
best minds of Gujarata have always been 'de localised' by 
a continuous inter-change of trade· and ideas with other 
provinces and countries. They have lacked the fierce at
tachment which, for instance, the Bengali or the Maharash
~ri feels for his province. But this delocalisation, to 
quote Prof. De Lisle Burns, " would not imply an uprooting 
of the mind from its native soil. To be delocalised is not 
to be de racine. . . . . . • The contact between nations is the 
best means for developing what is best in each". 
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Bombay, which with its suburbs has over 3,00,000 Gujara
tis, is a unique factor in the life of Gujarata. This meeting

Bombay and 
its Influence 

ground for currents from all over India will 
always remain national, carrying Gujarata 
with it. Again, it links Gujarata with Maha

rashtra where Samskrtic and Brahmanical influences 
abound. In its University, which created the Sarhskritic 
Revival in literature, the predominance of the classics is 
yet unchallenged, and from it, influences, enriched by 
a study of Aryan culture, go out moulding thought 
and expression. And Gujarata will continue to receive 
their inspiration from Bombay more steadily and effective
ly than at any time since the fall of Pa~apa in A. C. 1297. 

Gujarata, then, can look forward to a steady develop
ment ·of the forces which underlie its history. But their 
nature and direction have undergone a change, and their 
influences will be relatively different. 

The racial factor will also become important in the fu

Racial factor 
ture development of the Gujaratls. · Out of a 
crore and odd Gujaratis, about 20% live in 

town, the rest in villages; 89% of them are Hindus, and 
about 9% Musalmans. They are distributed unevenly over 
the province. The average density of population per mile 
in the Presidency is 160; in Gujarata 290; in the Baroda State 
299; in Ka~hiavac;ta 150. In Junagac;Iha it is as low as 163, 
in Surat District 410, and in its Gandevi Taluka as high 
as 865. · 

The Hindus and even the Mussalmans are divided into 
numerous castes. The Hindu castes are characterized by a 
tendency to split into narrowing social groups within which 
one can marry. In 1901 there were no less than 315 castes 
in Gujarata which did not inter-dine or inter-marry. Many 
of these connubial groups, some of them consisting of a 
few families, are on the verge of extinction. Again, among 
Gujaratls, males show a tendency to be in excess of females. 
For instance, the caste of Leva Kunbis, one of the largest 
and most vigorous of the village stocks, has only 772 fe
males (including widows) to a 1000 males, as against 930 in 
the Presidency and 950 in India. In some castes a wife is a 
prohibitive luxury. purchasable only at a price requiring a 
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toil of ten to fifteen of the best years of a man's life. The 
two tendencies react on each other accelerating the pace of 
each. Among many castes female infants are got rid of at 
birth to save the family the almost insoluble difficulty 
of finding husbands. If allowed to live, they are termed 
"stones" and treated as such. They are married early, and 
premature motherhood and savage midwifery complete 
their physical ruin, if widowhood does not relegate them 
to a dreary and unproductive life. 

Whereas, in old days, the Gujaratis were divided into 
higher and lower castes, modern conditions divide them 
into the town stock and the village stock. The fastidious
ness and refinement which has been creeping into our town 
life comes in the way of the town replenishing its vitality 
from the village by free inter-marriage as before. In towns 
the connubial groups are growing smaller; infant marriage 
and premature sex life are yet common ; widow re-marriage 
remains prohibited. The results are that small castes are 
dying out, women are unhealthy and s:Qort-lived, and the 
stock as a whole has been degenerating. But there is a 

Town Stock 
more cheerful side of the picture. Recently 
formed sub-castes, in a few cases, tend to 

fuse; inter-caste marriages take place, though they are by 
no means common ; the age for marriage has risen. 
Common system of education, unified intellectual life, urge 
towards social reform and political power have been creat
ing uniform standards of life. Schools and colleges, clubs 
and professions, political, social and other public w-ork and 
life in gaols as political prisoners provide powerful crucibles 
for melting diversity of habits. Restriction on inter-dining 
is all but gone. The physical welfare of women, at many 
places, is almost assuming the form of a first charge on 
the social conscience. Enthusiasm for physical culture 
has also captivated young men in towns during the last ten 
years ; and in hundreds of akhagas, they seek to re-acquire 
the racial fitness which their fathers had lost. 

The village stock of Gujarata-for instance, that of the 
Audicyas, the Khe4awals, the Anavils, the Rajputs, the 
Patidars, the Kunbis-is study and virile. Infant marriage 
prevails in the villages but in name. Premature sex life is 
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unknown. Except among the higher castes, widow re
marriage is freely allowed. But with every generation a 
foolish sense of social superiority expresses itself by 
narrowing the group within which inter-marriage can take 
place, and social customs decrease the number as well as 
the vitality of the woman. Here, as elsewhere, pride goeth 
before destruction. Progress in the villages is comparative-

ly slow, particularly as men living in towns 
Village Stock show a tendency to· sever their relations with 

the members of their caste living in the villages. However, 
the ancient process of raising the status of castes has been 
revitalised. Some members of a caste receive education, 
or, by change of occupation, acquir~ better economic 
advantages, or are taken by some preacher of Arya Samaja 
into its progressive fold and a whole caste adopts more 
refined habits and purer religious forms, claiming a higher 
status. In living memory instances are available where 
potters have by this process been accepted as masons, 
ironsmiths and sweepers as Kshatriyas, bardsasBrahmal)as. 
And at each remove, the caste attains a higher grade of. 
social well-being. Of late, the influence of Mahatma Gandhi 

· is also being felt, indirectly but none the less vigorously. 
. A party of young ardent Gandhi-ites has come into exis

tence in many backward castes. It strives to ameliorate the 
social and economic conditions of their fellow castemen. 
They introduce the charkha, fight the curse of drink, and 
resist social evils. Their work is made easier than that of 
the social reformers of an earlier generation; for, in the 
villages of Gujarata, the name of the Mahatma opens all 
hearts and disarms all opposition. 

The same problems, more or less, affect the Mussalmans 
in the villages, whose ways of life are not far removed 
from their Hindu neighbours. But the recent tension bet
ween the two communities has a pronounced tendency to 
make them drift apart in matters social and cultural. 
Under the existing conditions of India, racial intermixture 
between them on an appreciable scale is inconceivable. 
The Parsis form a small community mostly living in towns, 
vigorous and wealthy. Their race problem will, therefore, 
scarcely influence the problem of Gujaratis as a whole. 

- -
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This complex problem, so far as it is likely to affect the 
T1' Pr bl f culture of the Gujaratis, may be shortly stat
Ra~~al ~tn~~ 0 ed. The basic racial stock of Gujarata is 

powerful and tenacious, and has shown an 
extraordinary range of adaptability in the light of modern 
conditions. The foreign settlements can absorb a large 
number of Gujaratls, but, apart from them, the undevelop
ed tracts in the province, if opened up, can easily maintain 
a fairly large increase in population. The more serious 
problem, however, is to break up the connubial groups, to 
stimulate a speedier inter-mixture of castes, to encourage an 
increase in the number of healthy women, and to change 
the customs which would deny them the privilege of mo
therhood. Particularly, progress must be speeded up in 
towns by a co-ordinated, purposive effort towards the 
consolidation and strengthening of advanced castes before 
the disintegrating forces destroy the finest elements of the 

- race. "Endogamy is played out" says Prof. Hobhouse 
rightly. · By inter-maJ;riages on an extensive scale alone 
can the Gujaratis attain the race vigour which fore-runs 
great creative impulses. To be great, Gujarata must be· 
racially homogeneous and fit. 

The next aspects to be considered are (a) the social and 
cultural problems which confronted Gujarata in the past 
and the agencies which solved them, and, (b) the changes 
made by modern conditions in these problems and the 
new agencies now at work. 

The problems which faced Gujarata in the past were: 
How to resist the agencies working for dis

Pr~bf~~~ultural ruption, and how to absorb the alien influen
ces which from time to time threatened its 

culture? 

This rich and fertile province was always a tempting 
prize for conquerors. In the later half of the reign of 
Siddharaja and the earlier half of that of Kumarapala, 
Gujarata was politically one; and so was it in the reign of 
Sultan Bahadur Shah; and, again, for a short while under 
the Imperial Moguls. But, except during these short 
periods, Gujarata has been denied political unity. This 
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challenge of history has been met by Gujarata by the de
velopment of an irresistible individuality, by uniformity of 
social customs and institutions, by deliberately organised 
movements of thought and action, and by literary and cul
tural unity. 

Political consolidation of the Gujarati speaking people 

Political 
Consolidation 

under a single government is, and will re
main, a dream. British Gujarata is not 
sufficiently large to make a separate auto

nomous province, nor would separation from Bombay be 
anything but a disaster for it But, on the other hand, if 
it continues to be a part of the Presidency as now, there is 
the danger of Gujara.ti states in KathiavaQ.a, Rajputana 
and Central India Agencies drifting further apart. Neither 
British nor state policy as at present favours any closer 
political inter-relation, however desirable, between these 
dismembered parts of Gujarata. In such a matter one can 
only look to the Gujaratis themselves, to its statesmen, its 
princes, its public men; particulary, to its educationists 
and literary men who are working for its literary and cul
tural unity. Under pressure of the idea of a united Guja
rata the genius of the people, under modern conditions, will, 
perhaps, develop a more efficient harmony than in the past, 
either by co-ordinating the political, social, and economic 
activities, or by segregating political influences into the 
narrowest possible confines. If a universal popular aspira
tion carries within it the germ of a future reality, the dream 
may one day come true and a uniform and harmonious po
litical life may undo the wrong of centuries. 

The British domination, though the most insidious of all 
the 'conquests which brought foreign cultures with them, 
has produced far-reaching results. In the name of peace, 
it disarmed the people of India, and under the guise 
of liberating the intellect, tried to uproot the foundations 
of society and indigenous culture for a time. And the 
Aryan culture had to assume 'varied forms to meet the 
emergency created by it Theosophy, Arya Samaj and 
enlightened orthodoxy, Samsk{tic revival and the result
ing literary renaissance, and wave on wave of surging reli
gion-tinted nationalism absorbed the energy of the advanc-
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ing tide of foreign culture while rejecting its deleterious 
elements. And in the comprehensive impulse which 
Mahatma Gandhi generated, in Satyagraha, in the re-asser· 
tion of Ahinsa and Satya as absolute values in life, Gujarata 
emerged as the embodiment, the voice, the spirit of tri
umphant Aryan culture as expressed through modern 
conditions. Periods, dominated by ideals and heroic action 
have often been known to alter fundamentally the outlook 
of races. And it is not unnatural to expect that post
Gandhian Gujarata will continue to represent some great 
aspects of Aryan culture at their best. 

Further, this impact of India with the West has proved 

h h 
• creative, altered conditions, and reshaped Ar-

TeCangesm ult "t If I h ·h d"" Conditions yan c ure I se . n t e past t e con 1t10ns 
were generally unsettled; social habits and

forms were held together by the unity of unreflective influ 
ences ; and the idealogy was mainly drawn from Samskrtic 
sources. During the last century, however, the straight 
waistcost of enforced peace has brought its compensation 
in the shape of commercial and cultural advancement and 
of a burning desire for reorganisation. Contact with the 
great living currents of European culture has brought forth 
a sturdy renaissance. The unreflective processes have 
been replaced by deliberate, collective action and purposive 
efforts towards a fuller life. And the vast resources of 
modern civilization have brought an intensity and speed 
unknown to human endeavour before. 

The most powerful of the unconscious processes of the 
past, in Gujarata as elsewhere ·in India, was 

Caste-consc!- caste-consciousness. It included conscious-
ousness 

ness of one's own caste as the fixed orbit in 
which the life was predestined to move, belief in c;atura
varpya as . the divinely appointed harmony of functional 
groups, and loyalty to the guidance of the Brahmapas. But, 
now, it has undergone an important change in Gujarata. 
Agressive individualism declines to treat men only as 
means to any social purpose, however divinely ordained. 
Caturavarpya as an eternal structure attracts the faith of 
only a diminishing minority. The Brahmapa priest is looked 
upon more as a monopolist to be jealous of, or a dependent 
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to be grudgingly patronised. ·The caste has lost its plenary 
authority. As it-is to-day, with its funds and conferences, 
its journal and perhaps its tiny volunteer corps, it is 
looked upon by its member as one's own little party to be 
1iercely proud of and to be used against the snobbery of 
other castes; as an instrument of power and influence; as a 
first object of generosity and patronage. Feeble attempts 
at fusion of sub-castes into the four major castes have 
proved unavailing. In the place of the old harmonious 
confederation of castes, we have a multitude of conflicting 
social groups. Emptied of the idea of inter-dependence, 
Caturavarnya has lost its raison d'etre; without a faith in 
custom, its divine origin and Brahmanical guidance it can 
never possess the vitality to re-organise society. 

Behind this blatant· individualism lies the respect for 
_ . · human personality, originally a Greek idea 

Dtgmty of Hu· 1 · d b Ch · t" "t b · h b man Indlvidu:tlity popu anse Y ns Jam y; ut 1t as een 
curiously blended with the spirit of toleration 

and Ahit'lsa as understood in Gujarata in the nineteenth 
century. And Truth, as defined by the Mahatma, has 
added agressiveness to it. ·Satya, as finally determined by 
one's personal conscience is, with thousands who follow 
him, an inviolable little kingdom. Castes dare not invade 
it. Young men offer Satyagraha by picketting, fast, and 
non-co-operation against infant marriages, caste dinners, 
marriage processions and ancient bridegrooms, reducing the 
fiats of the caste to harmless thunderbolts. Luckily, so far 
the process is found workable only by the young 
and progressive, and non-violence and willingness to suffer 
take the sting out of its coerciveness. 

Caste-consciousness is not likely to disappear, nor are 
New group ideas: castes like!~ to cease to b~ social units fo_r a 

Guiarata-cons· very long time to come; but both are bemg 
clo~sne~ and altered to suit new and potent group ideas. 
Nat10nabsm. . Cl b . . d f . u s, associations an pro esstons, as also 
political and other public activities, provide social contact 
outside rather than inside the caste and render the ties of 
caste subsidiary. Among the new group sentiments in 
Gujarata the most powerful are Gujarata-consciousness and 
nationalism. · 
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Narmad, in the sixties, was the first to dream of the 
former. He passionately sang of ' Glorious Gujarata'; so 
sang N analal of ' Blessed Gujarata', and with similar passion 
sang Khabardar in one of his best poems written from 
his life-long exile in Madras. " Where lives a single 
Gujarau there· is Gujarata for ever. Where Gujarati 
is ·spoken, there is Gujarata for ever and for ever." 

" A society is an organism" says Fouille in his La Science 
Sociale Contemporaire " because it has been thought and 
willed; it is an organism born of an idea.'' The truth of this 
proposition can be seen in the process by which the idea 
expressed by Narmad has attracted to itself the volume of 
sentiment which belonged to caste-consciousness. Con
scious efforts are made to-day by Gujaratis wherever they 
live to unite themselves under the determining influence of 
this' conception.. And a new Gujarata is coming into. exis
tence. 

Nationalism, the most powerful sentiment inspiring 
Gujarata since 1930, has also been wonderfully blended with 
Gujarata-consciousness. Gujaratls in every part of India 
have tried to participate in the national struggle, because, 
as Gujaratis, they have thought it both a duty and an 
honour to do so. In a country so vast as India nationalism 
can only flourish on the strength of such a hierarchy 
of group sentiments, provided, of course, the minor is 
included in the major. 

An equally great change has come over the family idea 
which, with all its incidents, formed the basis of the Aryan 
social life. Joint family is going from Gujarata; at places 
Th F il Id it has gone. Not even Govardhanram's ful-

e am Y ea some praise could restore its vitality. Of the 
many causes which wrought this change, the noteworthy 
are the individual traits of the Gujarati and the influence of 
women. The Gujaraus have been comparatively less sub
servient to hardening custom and narrow prejudice. Family 
life has rarely been so inflexible as in other parts of India. 
Culture has never come to be monopolised by aristocrats, 
intellectual, social, or military. 

Gujarati women, again, have been comparatively free. 
And with the increase of the iQflqence of the new woman, 
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the walls of the joint family have been, stone by 
!tone, falling. Polygamy went out of fashion in the 
higher castes, imperceptibly, without an effort. The old
world, one-sided bhakti of the wife for the divine 
lord and master is a thing of the past. Love has come, 
seen and conquered. Wedded life is being invested 
with romance. Co-education in elementary schools was 
common in the past, and Gujarati opinion in modern 
times has set its face against segregated education in 
schools and colleges. -

The active participation of women in all walks of life 
has not been unknown in the past, and is an ordinary 
feature of modern life. Minatadevl who ruled Gujarata 
during Sidharaja's infancy, Anupumadevi who assisted 
her husband Tejahpala, and . Miranbai, the poetess, were 
not creatures of fiction or freaks. Widows and mothers 
have frequently carried on the family business. And 
in modern times a period of less than a generation has 
seen them taking their legitimate place in many walks of 

Position of 
women. 

life. Some have been in the forefront of the 
Satyagraha movement, risking all ; many 
have braved lathi charges or risked picket

ting in areas full of strife and bloodshed. The illiterate 
peasant women of Bardoli in 1928, and again in 1930, exhi
bited fortitude, courage and determination to suffer in the 
cause of their country, which have few parallels in history. 
The women of the cities have not been slow in the race. 
For instance, one can be seen dominating the public life 
of a large city ; another controlling labour in a great 
industrial centre; a third organising a big semi-commercial 
concern on patriotic lines ; a fourth guiding a political 
organisation of women; and many working and organis
ing in their respective spheres of public activity. The 
women of Gujarata have thus won a status in public life 
equal to men before the world knew how it was done. 
The old ideals also have not lost their vitality. Freedom has 
neither affected their gentleness, nor their devotion to do
mestic life. Most of the patriotic women who worked or 
suffered for politics during the last four years continued to 
remain obedient wives, affectionate mothers and ungrudg-
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ing housewives ever ready to serve. Smt. Kasturba Gandhi, 
the foremost woman of Gujarata, is a piece of heroic anti
quity -at_ its best. Before her sublime surrender to her 
husband's fiery will to suffer, the Puranic sa tis look inane 
and lifeless. 

The traditions on which the Puranic view of life was 
. based have not yet lost their hold, but a new 

~~~~~~c tradi- meaning and content is being given to them. 
The Brahmapa priest has passed his sceptre 

to the teacher, the literary man and the patriot. The 
SarhskJ;tic revival has swept away Puranic superstitions 
and sectarian beliefs only to restore direct contact with 
the best in Sarhskrta. Premananda's DhruvlJkhyrtna has 
been forgotten, but poems, dramas and novels based on 
Puranic subjects never fail in their appeal. Sarasvaftchandra, 
disregarded as a romance, lives as an anthology of Aryan 
literature and thought. Stotras strung with the names of 
gods no longer affords solace as does the study of the 
Bhagavadgit:1. Vedanta has losL its charm, and so have 
rituals ; religious emphasis is being transferred from belief 
and worship to service and experience. Bhakti has no 
passionate adherents; they seek life as joy, or heroism, or 
stern tapas. The tradition of continuity maintained by the 
Purapas does not satisfy the Gujarati mind to-day, but it 
seeks to revive and interpret the race memory by building 
up a new tradition to suit modern needs. Deeds done and 
ordeals undergone by heroic Indians, who in the past 
stood for the ideals which now fascinate the mind, are 
celebrated in song and legend. 

Ethical, religious and spiritual ideals have always been 

Ethical Ideals 
modified in Gujarata to suit its temperament. 
High spirituality and learning have been al

ways neglected in favour of a practical application of 
moral principles. Gujarata has been the home of magnifi
cent temples and charitable and philanthropic institutions. 
In old times, the Jain _ sadhu, the humble · purapika 
and the village bhakta brought solace and help to the 
poor and the distressed. To-day, many young men and 
women have given up careers to organise and. uplift the 
masses; Ahh'lsa has, at all times, leavened corporate life, 
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For ages there has been scarcely a town or a large viilage 
Without its sadavrata to feed the poor, its panjrapol to 
house maimed cattle. Kumarapala and Hemcandra made 
of it a political doctrine. The wealthy to-day have 
given expression to it in hospitals, orphanages and sana
toria. It has been harnessed to political energy in the in
terest of India's freedom, and of the peace of humanity. 
Ahiilsa, forgetting its morbid solicitude for the ant and the 
sparrow, has grown into an active creed of service, a cult 
of resistance to evil by non-violent means through sacrifice 
and suffering. But Gujadita prefers the joy of life to 
ascetic rigour. The high-browed Brahmana and the stern 

- sadhu have come and gone: Akho taught 
Joy of Life all the horrors of this fleeting world. Mahat
ma Gandhi's gospel of renunciation may hold its soul in 
temporary subjugation. But_ Gujarata will make money 
and spend it on the arts of life; her sons and -daughters 
will live and laugh, and love and sing joyfuUy: · 

. I am deeply obliged to Mahatma Gandhi for his kind
ness in contributing a foreword to this work and to 
Dr. A. B. Keith and Acarya Dhruva for their appreci
ation of it. My cordial thanks are also due to several 
friends for their encouragement and assistance in 
making the completion of this book possible. I am also 
grateful to the Government of Bombay and the officials 
of different jails in which I happened to be for their unfail- · 
ing courtesy in giving me the necessary facilities for 
writing the book, and to Messrs. Longmans, Green & Co.~ 
Ltd., for the promptitude with which they undertook to 
publish it. 

K. M. MUNSHI 

26, Ridge Road, 
Bombay, 5th March, 1935. 
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CHAPTER 1 

GUJARATA: THE. LAND AND THE}?EOPLE 

. Linguistic boundaries-North Gujarata-South Gujarata-Kathiavaqa-· 
Kaccha-area and population-geographical determinants-maritime • 
activity : ancient and modern-soli and productivity-general characteristics.· 

A modern poet of Gujarata sings : 
· "Blessed, oh ! blessed Is the holy land, 

Our great Gurjara Desa" ; 1. 

and rightly too. For it is no longer the land of commerce. 
and industry only. It is the land of Mahatma Gandhi, as' 
one~ it was of sri K:t;shl)a. Under: the ·guidance and in-. 
spiration of his great soul, it is· becoming the. home :of- a 
race forging its greatness on the anvil of .a ·mighty 'and· 
singular spiritual struggle. · · 

i· . 
· Roughly speaking, Gujarata occu.pies an important part 

of the western seaboard of India from Sindha to. Bombay. 
The term Gujarata is, in effect, used in two different · 
senses: firstly, to denote the mainland between Mount 
Abq and the river Damal)agailga; and secondly, the much' 
larger language field in which Gujarat1 is spoken. In the ' 
latter sense, Gujarata's northern linguistic boundary· 
touches the states of Si'roh\ and Maravada where Maravadi 
is spoken, and includes the districts of Thar and Parkar in 
Sindha, as also Kaccha; Kaccha, for cultural and literary 
purposes; has always been regarded a:s a part of Gujarata. 
The southern boundary extends far beyond the Danial)a-, 
ganga, and includes. parts of the Thana District ·and' th~· 
islands of Salsette and Bombay where Gujarat1s and the· 
Maharashtr1yans live side by side, each group speaking its 
own language. The eastern boundary runs. along the state 

1 ~ir~!JU<f~! 
amrU ~~~\~I 
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.of Dharamapura, joins the eastern frontier of Palanapura, 
and extends along the A.ravali hills, partly enclosing within 
it the Bhil settlements in which the dialect spoken is 
largely influenced by Gujaratl. Further east, beyond the 
region of the Bhils, lie the eastern and southern parts of 
Ra.jputana with Jaipur1 and Malvl as their dialects. Both 
these dialects are closely allied to Gujaratl, the Bhil dialect 
forming a sort of connecting link betwe·en the two. 

Gujarata consists of sub-provinces, which in some res
,Pects are different from one another. They are: (i) North 
Gujarata, the mainland between Mount Abu and the river 
Maht; (ii) South Gujarata, the mainland between the Mahi 
and the Damat;Jaganga ; (iii) the peninsula of Kathiavaga ; 
(iv) Kaccha; (v) the Bombay tract to the south 'of the 
Dama:Qagailga up to and inc~usive of the island of Salsette 
and Bombay, where Gujarati is partially spoken. 

North Gujarata, in very early times, was called Anartta, 
this being the name of an eponymous king of mythology. 
In c. A.C. 700 it was included in the kingdom of Gurjjaratra 
of which Bhmamala or sr1mala, near Mount Abu, was the 
capital. With each succeeding century the name Gurjja
ratra. or one of its variants, Gurjjara Bhumi, Gurjara 
Mandala or Gurjara Desa, came to be applied to territory 
farther and farther south till in A.C. 1141 it included 
Dohada, and in A.C. 1191, Godhra in the district of Panch 
Mahals. Later, the old Anartta came to be known as 
Gujarata, and even now the local pride of North Gujarata 
will not allow that any other part is Gujarata except their . 
ownhome.' 

In different mythical periods South Gujarata bore 
different lJ.ames. Originally it was known as the land of the 
·~agas; then it was called .Anupadesa; afterwards, Surpa
raka. Later on and up to c A.C. 900, the land south of the 

·river Narmada, including the island of Bombay, was known 
as Aparanta and included in the Dakshi~apatha. From . 
about c A.C. 150, the tract between KhambMta (Cam bay) 
and Narmada acquired the name of lata, which, thereafter, 
came to include the country south of the· Narmada up to 
the Damat;Jaganga.. Under the Caulukyas of A~ahilavaga 
PataQa (A.C. 961), the name La~a was grad~ally displaced 
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by the name Gurjara Bhumi. In A.C. 1222 Gurjara Desa 
extended up to Dabhoi on the north bank of the Narmada. 
In A.C. 1384 the author Of KarmaviPlikasamgraha includes 
in Gujarata, Nandoda on the south bank of that river. The 
whole of La~a up to Damat}agailgabecame part of Gujarata 
in c. A.C. 1400. The Sultans of Ahmedabad consolidated 
their kingdom under the name of Gujarata, thus demarcat
ing it from the surrounding pa:rts which they could not 
conquer. This gave the kingdom a name and solidarity, 
and to the people a life different from that of their neigh
bours. 

Ka~hiava9a was originally the Kusavrata of the myths, 
and subsequently came to be known as Surashtra or Saur
ashtra. The latter name still clings to one of its ·parts 
which is called Sora~h. In some· of the Puraqas, it is in
cluded in Anartta. Under the · Calukyas it was some
times included in Gurjara Bhumi, as is clear from the 
definition ~: m:~rf<l:~ ·Akbar included it, together with 
North and South Gujarata; in his province of Gujarata; and 
all the three provinces have shice formed one ·indissoluble 
social and cultural unit. · ' · ·. "" · : · · ; . · · · ·. 

Kaccha has always been known by • that name and, ·. 
though politically separate, its fortunes ·have' invariably 
been linked with those of Gujarata. · · 

Tha~a, Salsette and Bombay, together with Lata, were 
one country till c. A. C. 900; and though they . formed 
part of the Sultanate of Gujarata for a short time only; 
the Gujarati speaking races continued to occupy them. 
During the British period, the Gujaratis have, by their 
intelligence and enterprize, their wealth and culture, made 
many parts of this tract integral parts of Gujarata. 

II 
The area of Gujarata proper is a little over 100,000 sq. 

miles, and the number of people speaking Gujarati in the 
Presidency of Bombay is about 9,270,000, distributed in the 
following manner : City of Bombay 236,000 ; Bombay 
Suburban Division and Districts 22,000; Northern Division 
2,747,000; Central Division 72,000; Southern Division 
20,000; Sindha 76,000; Bombay States . and Agencies 
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4,230,000; Baroda State 1,867,000. 1 The above division 
will also show how a compact country has been politically · 
cut up, part being British India, and the rest parcelled 
out among several Indian states. Gujarata, off and on in 
the past, was a political and administrative unit. That 
it should be a unit appears undoubtedly an extremely 
desirable goal. But for the present, the Gujaratls have 
to rest content with the unity that runs only through their 
life and culture. Like many other provinces of India dis
tinguished by the dominance of a single language, Guja
rata is an independent social and cultural entity. Each of 
such provinces possesses a common stock of thoughts, 
feelings and ideals set working by the early Aryans in· 
India and acquired and transmitted during the course of 
history peculiar to itself. These provinces even now 
employ, as they did in the past, the structure, wealth and 
tradition of Samskp:a for their fuiler literary expression, 
throb with common ideals ·and cherish a common will. 
Thus, India has for centuries realized what to many 
nations is yet a dream : a fundamental national and 
cultural unity expressing itself through the diversity of 
independent and free provincial life and literature. These 
provinces have, through centuries, waged an unceasing war 
against the centrifugal forces tending to disrupt this unity, 
and in spite of apparent divergencies, the history of 
their literature stands out as a triumphant assertion of 
the unity of India. 

III 

The nature of the life and literature of a country 
depends mainly upon its geographical peculiarities, the 
economic factors which create or develop common interests 
and aptitudes among its inhabitants, and the cultural influ
ences which glisten through the fabric of the political and 
religious institutions giving them a living unity. These 

1. These figures are based on the Census of 1921. The Census of 1931 
was largely boycotted by the Gujarlltis on account of the Civil Disobedience 
Movement, and does not form a reliable guide. It would however be a fair 
estimate to allow at least a 1()')(, of increase in the population within the la$t 
d~ado. 
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determinants impose the national character upon the 
people and upon all that they do and express. 

The principal geographical feature of Gujarata is its un
disturbed coast line. In fact, the sea is just a few miles 
distant from its eastern boundary, and this proximity 
to the sea has been responsible for the ceaseless mercantile 
and maritime activities of its people. Some of the ports of 
Gujarata date back to the dawn of history, and have, at 
one time or another, acquired international importance. 
Through them, trade and commerce brought in riches 
which overflowed the land. From them, streams of enter
prizing colonizers went out to distant lands. Kusasthalt . 
( Dwarika) was a port through which perhaps the PaQ.is 
of ~gveda, doubtfully identified with the Phoenicians 
(Paniks-Punic), carried on an international trade. Mahish
matl of Sahasrarjuna and Surparaka, ( Sopara) the Ophir of 
the Old Testament, were sea ports of considerable impor
tance. The ]litakas record the maritime importance of 
Bhrgu-kaccha (Broach) from c B. C. 600. All later history 
sho.ws how till c A. C. 1700 this city was the great entrepot 
which maintained India's commerc;ial intercourse with the 
world. 

Ptolemy (A. C. 140) mentions Veravala, Mangrola, 
Porbandara, as large ports; these even now. carry 
on considerable sea-borne trade. Under the Calukya and 
the Vaghela kings of Gujarata ( 961-1297) the ports of 
Ghogha and Khambhata ( Cambay) rose to great promi
nence. The former was the base of the royal fleet. The 
latter outgrew Broach in international importance and 
was the resort of merchants from every part of the globe. 
The early Portuguese traders called its merchants ' their 
keenest rivals, their merchantmen their richest . prizes '. 
Under the Moghul Emperors, Surat became the premier 
port of the country. Before the British came, the flag of 
Gujarata could be seen flying in eighty four ports, twenty
three of which were on the western coast, and the rest 
in foreign lands. During the British rule,· Bombay, which 
as far as its trade and commerce are concerned, is 
largely Gujarati, and Okha and Bedi in Kathiavada have . , . 
co~e into prominence, 
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The maritime activity of Gujarata was not restricted 
merely to commerce. So early as c. B. C. 500, Prince Vijaya 
sailed from Simhapur (Si:hora) near modem Bhavanagara 
and settled in Ceylon, which had, since then, a close 
maritime intercourse with Bh~gukaccha and Surpa
raka. According to Vividha-tirtha-kalpa, a princess from 
Ceylon built a Jaina temple at Broach, and the ·well
known proverb of to-day "~~ ~:tt if~ CR: "-the bride 
of Ceylon and the bridegroom of Ghogha-apparently has 
had its origin in some long-forgotten incident. There is 
evidence of the Gujaratls, in c. A. C. 200, having brought 
presents by sea from China ; of Indian ships, presumably 
Gujaratl, having plied in Persian and Mrican ports in c. 
A. C. 100; and of Hindu settlements having existed in 
Sokotra about the same time. Naushirvan, (A. C. 531-574) 
the great Sassanian monarch, invaded Sindha with a fleet 
manned by sailors from Kaccha. Hiuen Tsiang (A. C. 630) 
records that the people of Saurashtra occupied themselves 
with commerce. . 

In the seventh century, a ruler of Gujarata, forewarned 
of the impending doom which was to overtake his king
dom, sailed away with his foilowers from his native soil in 
six large and a hundred small vessels to lay the foundation 
of a new civilization in Java. Gujarata maintained a 
colony there, and the wealth brought from Java has 
become proverbial. ~ ;orr~~ ij- Cfi{t if a;R; if ;oft a;r~ \it lltrariift 
Wa;t :o:rr1:r ~ "lif ~- He who goes to Java never returns; 
but if he does, he brings so much wealth that his grand
children's grandchildren wiii not exhaust it. Friar Oderic 
. (A. C. 1321) voyaged across the Indian Ocean in a vessel 
manned by Gujaratls; and Gujaratl sailors, according to the 
.authority of Vasco-de-Gama, knew how to guide their ships 
not only by the stars but by nautical instruments of their 
own. The Sultans of Gujara.ta proudly bore the title 
"Lords of the Sea" ; and the Sanger Rajputs of Kaccha and 
Navanagara were well known for their skill in ship-build
ing during the Sultanate. The East India Company, in c. 
· A.C. 1735, found in Dhunjibhai of Surat, a master architect 
of ships. Early in the nineteenth century, MotiSa, a Jain mer
chant, owned the largest mercantile fleet in Bombay. To-
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day, Gujaratl merchants are to be found in many parts of 
the globe, and the only large steamship company in India is 
the result of Gujarati enterprise. But, for want of a national 
government, the maritime power and glory of Gujarata 
which had endured through centuries are no longer hers.~ 

These p~rsistent activities of the people of Gujarata 
through the ages led to the rise among them of a well· 
to-do middle class which dominated social life, influenced 
polities, laid down traditions and shared with kings the 
patronage of literature. Acquisition of wealth became an 
important if not the sole end of life, and the display 
of it a great virtue. Heroism and intellectual pursuits,· 
not being thought conducive to the acquisition of wealth; 
were not assessed at any great value. The cosmopolitan 
spirit of this class, born of international intercourse,. did 
not favour an ascetical or exclusive outlook on life, but 
fostered the instinct of adaptability and catholicity of 
$pirit. Social inequality was based as much on wealth, 
as on birth or education ; and the cultural level constantly 
tended towards uniformity. As a further result, life in the 
whole province became dynamic. The people gained vast 
experience and a wide outlook on all matters. Foreigners 
came to settle among them and were .in time absorbed into 
the community. Neither the feudal nor the intellectual 
aristocracy was powerful enough ·to check this endless 
process of . levelling and adjustment. women waited 
on masters who were neither fierce warriors nor proud 
panditas, and in southern Gujarata particularly, acquired 
great freedom, sharing with men the burden of life and 
exerting their influence on the environment in a manner 
unknown in other provinces of India. 

IV 
The soil of the mainland, watered by .the rivers Tapi', 

Narmada, Mahi and Sabaramatl, is rich and varied, makes 
agriculture a lucrative pursuit, and in years with a good 
rainfall, gives to almost the whole of the rural area more 
than enough to live on. As large tracts were under cotton 
cultivation even in pre-British days, the cotton industry 
flourished in towns and villages which poured out their 
products into distant lands, including Great Britain. The 
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peasantry consequentiy has always been shrewd; intelligent 
and, to some extent, cultured ; and, ·of late, has been the 
most actively political-minded group of its kind in the 
world. Till recently, prosperity through commerce, 
industry and agriculture has prevented any very great 
disparity between the economic, religious or cultural level 
of the urban and rural areas. The man of commerce 
aspires to be a landlord ; the agriculturist tomes to the 
city or crosses the seas in search of trade profits and on his 
return invests his savings in land. These conditions, how
ever, do not exist in Kathiavada or Kaccha, where the towns 
are mere camps of ruling chiefs and the villages are the 
homes of a hard working and oppressed peasantry. 

v 
The above features moulded the national characteristics 

and tastes. Popular imagination centered round the hero 
of commerce returning from foreign lands in vessels 
laden with riches ; round the moral and the peaceful ; · 
round the charitable, the philanthropic and the worldly 
wise. The relentless valour of great warriors, the undy
ing passion for one's city or religion, the stern, unwaver
ing steadfastness with which the mighty in courage 
or intellect adhere to the ideals of their race or dvilization 
had few admirers. The soil was unfitted for a Saiikara or a 
Caitanya; it could not produce a great lover like Ca1,1Q.i'da.sa. 

These general traits took different colours in different 
areas. Even the author of Kuvalayamlilli ( c. A. C. 779 ) 
saw this difference and expressed it thus : 

- . 
There I saw the Gurjjara people.· They have strong bodies; 

are nourished on ghee and butter ; are devout, clever in negotia
tions; and speak 'nau re bhallau1h'. Then I saw the people of 
Liifa. . They part their hair ; they besmear their bodies with scent ; 
their bodies are beautiful to look at. They speak ' ambe kawn 
tumharn'.1 

1 ·~)tUp;r ~ ~ ~~ ~Q\' I 
;ri( ~j ~ a1·~ ~ Si<ft II 

o~ra{)f<i5tll"'R5tf~ ~~ 1 

a{;~m~~~~~~· 
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This distinction between· North and -South Gujarata 
remains true after twelve hundred years. The people· of 
the north, generally, are serious-minded, steady, religious. 
and of heavy build ; those of the south are pleasure-loving, 
possess a greater sense of humour and enjoy life. And 
this distinction again has led to the rise of two distinct 
currents of literature : the one, conservative, intellectual, 
sombre, puritanic; the other, progressive, light, rich in 
. humour, and vivacious. · 

The people of Saurash~ra display their outstanding 
characteristics except where centuries of diplomacy or · 
tyranny have destroyed their spirit. They are strong and 
bold, with unforgotten traditions of .a warlike past, hospi~ 
table, generous and impulsive. These men have given to · 
the folklore. of Kathiavada its romantic charm and its 
burning passion. Those ~ho follow mercantile pursuits, 
though less catholic, refined and sentimental than their 
brothers of the mainland, are hard-headed and calcul~ting. · 
The people of Kaccha share the same traits in a large 
measure and, in addition, possess a rare spirit of enter
prise and a wonderful instinct for. business organisation: 



CHAPTER II 

THE ARYAN COLONIES OF THE WEST: THEIR' 
LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE (A. C. 500) 

Early Aryan occupation....:..( ••. to A .. C. 500 ) Traditional accounts
Sahasrarjuna and Haihayas-Bltrgus--Yiidavas-Mauryas (B. C. 319-197)
Greeks (B.C .1.8Q-100)-Western Kshatrapas (c. B. C. 70 to A. C. 398)-Guptas 
(c. A. C. 390-467)-The asramas and Aryan culture-Aryan centres-Abhiras 
-Their <Origin and status-Aryan influence under Guptas-Language-

. Aryans of the Outer and Midland Bands and their dialects-Prlikrtas-
. Apabhra:D.sa-Their evolution-Early Jainism-Dharmakatha-TarangwolQ, 
-a social dharmakathi. 

Who were the original dwellers of the land which is 
now· known as Gujarata ? When did the Aryans come and 
settle in it ? These are interesting questions, and to help 
us in answering which we have no more than fragmentary 
references in the PuraiJas. The first Aryan conqueror -
from the north who raided the country up to the Narmada 
found the Nagas already in occupation. Who the Nagas were · 
it is difficult to say. Perhaps, the Bhils, Meenas, Gonds, 
Chodhras, Kolis, Dhodias and Dublas who are to be found, 
among other places, in the Surat District and at the foot of 
the Aravali, are the descendants of these long-forgotten 
occupants of early Gujarata. 

I 
The first wave of Aryan immigrants, perhaps, consisted 

, of the Saryatas, a tribe claiming descent from Manu, and the 
· B~gus, the martial priests who claimed their descent 
from the sage Bhtgu. The myth runs that the eponymous 
Saryati, and Cyavana, the Bht;gu, found a home in this 
distant land.1 The son of the former, Anartta, gave his 

. name to North Gujarata. Perhaps, Anartta also was the 
name of a tribe ; and Anarttapura (Anaildapura, Modem 
Vadanagara) was one of the earliest centres of Aryan 

,1. VJShnu IV. 1. 1. Matsya XVUL 12. 22. Harivailsa. 1. 10. 29, 31. 
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culture. Cyavana's asrama was situate on the banks of the 
Narmada, possibly near Rajap}pla, if what Yudhishthira was 
told on his pilgrimage to these parts had any element of 
truth in .it. The Bh:t;gus ·had Bh:t;gut1rthas on the 
Narmada. The next wave oL immigrants settled in 
Kathiavada, where Haryasva, a Yadava king, founded a 
kingdom.· Girinagara, (JunagaQ.ha) Kusasthali and Prabhasa 
were the earliest Aryan settlements in the peninsula.1 

Later, Sahasrarjuna Kartavl.'rya of the Haihaya race, 
a branch of the Yadus, a great conqueror, turned 
his attention to this land. The Haihayas probably 
represent the race classed by Sir George Grierson, 
in his theory of Indo-Aryan Languages, as the Outer 
Band of Aryans in contradistinction to the Midland 
Aryans of the Punjab and the Gangetic valley. 
Kartavl'rya did not like the pretensions of the 
Midland Aryans who were laying the foundations 
of small states and a great civilization in the 
north. Once, the myth runs, he killed the sage 
Jamadagni, a Bhrgu of the Midland and an associate 
of the great Visvamitra, and drew upon himself the 
wrath of his son, the fierce Rama. This dauntless young 
warrior, worshipped for generations under the name of 
Parasurama as a teacher of the martial art and as the 
sixth incarnation of VishQu, vanquished his father's 
murderer, razed Mahishmat1 to the ground and promoted 
Aryan settlements on the Narmada. Kartav1rya's empire, 
for such it was, included Anupa and Anartta ( South 
and North Gujarata ), Saurashtra ( Kathiavada ), Avanti 
(Malva) and surasena ( Mathura ), thus clearly indica· 
ting that these outlying provinces formed a homogeneous 
group of colonies originally occupied by the Aryans of 
the Outer Band.2 The myth that Parasurama, in no less than 
twenty-one campaigns, destroyed all kings is suggestive 
of the incessant war which the Bhtgus had to carry on 
against the Haihayas. In his old age, the warrior made 
Surparaka his home, and brought in his train the culture 
of Aryavarta. 

1. Harivansa 11. 37, 38. 
~. Munshl, MGhishtnati of Kartavir)la. Ind, An. XLV. 217. 
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Nothing definite is heard of Anartta or Saurash~ra till 
we come to the period of the great Bharata war between 
the Kurus and the Pandus. Some decades before that 
epoch-making conflict, ·the Yadavas of Siirasena rose 
against their king Kailsa of Mathura. Kt;shiJa, the 
young Yadava hero, killed him. Later, fleeing before 
the wrath of Jarasaildha, the king of Magadha and the 
brother-in-law of Kailsa, the Yadavas came to these 
hospitable colonies, led by Krshna and his brother 
Baladeva. In Anartta and Saurashtra, they ultimately 
settled. Ugrasena ruled his kingdom. from Dwarika with 
the aid of Krshl)a, who very soon came to be regarded 
as the supreme representative of Aryan culture and 
statesmanship. 

The Vanaparva of the Mahlibh?irata contains a narrative 
of Yudhish~hira's pilgrimage through Gujarata. When the 
eldest son of PaiJcJu visited the land, he found Aparanta, 
the sea-board to the north of the Narmada, studded 
with Aryan colonies. Markal)qeya had an asrama or 
hermitage on the Payosht;li, identified by some with the 
river Tap\; the Bht;gus bad asramas on the Narmada. 
During the war, all eyes turned to Dwarika's great states
man for bringing about a decisive issue. The Yadava heroes, 
with their unruly tribesmen, took part in the great war, and 
returned home only to destroy each other in the super
abundance of their might. A few miles from Prabhasa in 
Ka~hiavaqa, a spot is still shown where sri: Kt;sht;1a fell, 
pierced by an arrow. Tradition has hallowed the spot; a 
venerable tree throws its kindly shade over it; a small 
river flows sluggishly by to join the sea. But no 
one has cared to . surround the spot with a fitting · 
monument worthy of one held to be an incarnation 
of God and undoubtedly one of the greatest heroes 
known to human tradition. 

The succeeding centuries are a blank till we come to the 
records of the Mauryan empire of Magadha. Possibly 
Candragupta Maurya (B. C. 323-298) brought both Anartta 
and Saurash~ra within the fold of an empire dominated 
by Aryan influences from Madhyadesa. Buddhism 
and Jainism obtained a foothold in these parts a little 
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later. A.Soka (B. C. 272-232) ruled over Saurash~ra through 
a Greek governor, Yavana Thera by name. His edicts 
(B. C. 240), inscribed on a rock, can still be seen as one 
climbs to the top of Mount Giranara from Junaga(lha. · 

Mter the break up of the Mauryan empire (B. C. 197) 
these distant provinces were raided by Menander (B. C. 126), 
the Bactrian King of Kabul, known to Buddhistic literature 
as ' Malinda. He occupied Sindha and Saurash~ra. The 
first century after Christ saw a Scythian chief with 
the title of Kshatrapa (Satrap ) occupying Saurashtra. 
Kshatrapa Nahapana (A. C. 78-120) ruled over Gujarata; but 
it soon passed into the hands of the Andhra king Gautami
putra Satakari)i. This champion of Brahmanism as well as 
of Buddhism at one time held sway over the whole country 
-watered by the Godavar1, and also over Berars, Malva, 
Gujarata and North Konkai)a. During this time, South 
Gujarata came under the active influence of the Deccan. 

Soon after Gautamiputra's death, about A. C. 128, 
another satrap wrested Malva and Gujarata from the 
hands of his son. Rudradaman I (A. C.143-158), grandson of . 
the great Satrap Cash~ana, ruled over Anartta, Anupa, . 
Kaccha, Saurash~ra, Avanti, Maru, Sindhu-Sauv!ra and 
Aparanta, that is over South Rajputana, Malva, Gujarata 
including both Ka~hiava(la and Kaccha, and North 
KonkaiJa. Once . again, Kartav1rya's empire was revived 
and put together by the conquering arms_ of a foreigiler's 
Aryanised grandson. Rudradaman I was learned and 
accomplished, and recorded his greatness in Samskrta on 
the Giranara rock which already bore Asoka's inscription. 

The Saka Kshatrapas ruled long over Gujarata, bowed 
before the overpowering might of Samudragupta (c. A. C. 
380), the g_reatest of conquerors known to Indian history, and . 
were destroyed by Candragupta II (cA. C. 390). Candragupta, 
who prou_dly bore the title of Vikramaditya, ruled Gujarata 
from Ujjayini, the seat of an intensely fostered Samskrtic 
culture. Gujarata, for a century, remained an integral piut 
of an empire which stood for Aryan culture in all its aspects. 
On the very rock near Mount Giranara which bore the 
inscriptions of Asoka and Rudradaman, Skandagupta's 
viceroy of Gujarata, Parnadatta, recorded his master's 
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-
victory over the Huns (A. C. 456). Skandagupta died about 
A. C. 467 and the Guptas lost the province of Gujarata 
soon after. 

II 
Though these colonies, Aniipa, Anartta, Saurashtra, 

Kaccha and Aparanta were administered by Madhyadesa 
only intermittently, they were always dominated by 
Aryan culture. The early Aryan settlers brought with 

. theJ;ll their own civilization, and always looked for 
fresh inspiration to the home of their ancestors. They 
married the daughters of the aborigines freely and 
imposed their superior civilization on those with whom 

· they so mingled. Later waves of Aryan immigrants came 
from different parts of North India and settled in these 
colonies; but each of them retained its exclusive corporate 
existence though evolving, with others, a common life 
on the Aryan model. In convenient centres, adventurous 
~shis established their hermitages-asramas-which pre
served the high traditions of Aryan life in all its purity. 
There the ~shis lived, their character, learning and ideals 
their only source of power and influence, uplifting, unifying, 
and radiating Aryan ideals in thought, word and deed. 
These asramas were the strongholds of civilization. They 
flourished in an unbroken chain all over India, and 
maintained living contact with each other and with the 
seats of learning in the Gangetic valley and in the forests 
of Brahmavarta and Naimisha, where new ideals of life and 
thought were being brought into existence by great sages. 

It is difficult to describe this culture within the limits of a 
few sentences, though the life and literature of India have 
owed so much to it. It consisted of rituals and myths; of 
modes of life and canons of conduct ; of traditions ; of a 
wealth of language and literature; of great theories and 
living ideals. Among other things, it consisted of the 
following: 

(1) a sense of historic continuity, preserved through a 
belief in the Vedas as the source of all inspiration, giving 
to all races, of whatever origin, a conscious unity of life 
and history ; 
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(2) a mythology embracing sacred legends of rivers 
and mountains, cities, royal houses, semi-divine heroes and_ 
sages, which made the past a vital heritage to succeeding 

' ' ages; 
(3) a family life dominated by strong patriarchal 

traditions, affording shelter to every needy and helpless 
member, and, as a corollary, impo.sing strict regard for" 
feminine virtue which helped to preserve the purity of 
race and culture ; 

(4) a social theory based on a respect for the Brahmanas;. 
who as a class stood for learning, culture and self-control,. 
permitting a new-comer to benefit by, but never to destroy 
social privileges, and offering scope to the uncultured to 
rise in the scale of life, but never so fast as to jeopardise 
its stability ; · 

(5) Samskrta, a language perfect in structure and 
elastic in expression, with a rich, varied, . beautiful 
literary achievement, the living embodiment of the 
cultural ideals of the race; - · 

(6) one unchanging, supreme code of ethical values 
running through what appears to be a diversity of religious
beliefs, which insisted on the observance of the great 
vows-maha-vratas-of non-violence, truth, non-stealing, 
continence and non-possession ; 

(7) a faith in human endeavour, self-discipline 
( samyama ), and asceticism (tapas) in order to realise the 
Supreme Self in this life ; 

(8) in religious and spiritual matters, an emphasis laid 
on individual experience and becoming rather than on belief 
and scriptural word ; 

(9) and lastly, an unwavering faith in the sacred 
Aryavarta, the holy land of the Aryans, leavened by an 
abiding veneration for those who lived and died so _that 
Arya.varta may live one, indivisible, eternal. 

The ~shis called this culture 'dharma', which generally 
means a sum-total of all sentiments, beliefs, values and 
activities which make life, literature and country 
worth living for. And the effort which it made 
for self-expression through adverse circumstances, is 
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the central theme of Indian history during the last three 
thousand years. 

From the beginning of their occupation of India, the 
Aryan's hold over the country was more cultural than 
either political or economic. It was a conquest made by 
men, who, generation after generation, created or studied 
literature, sacred or profane, at Benares, Taxila, Nalanda, 
Mathura, Ujjayin1 and a hundred similar places; who lived 
under trying, if not well-nigh impossible conditions, and 

· gave to the people, in return for a meagre maintenance, 
religion, ethics, literature, mythology, and above all, a self
conscious cultural unity. The problem before them was the 
absorption of the foreign, the depressed and the backward 
elements of society around them into the fold of their 
civilization. Since the day when the mythic Saryati put his 
foot in this land, successive generations of such men have 
largely Aryanised this province. 

Girinagara, Anarttapura, Prabhasa and Candratirtha 
(Candoda) attracted Brahmanas from all parts of the 
country. Ujjayin1, a great distributing centre of culture, 
always dominated Gujarata. There was an asrama of 
Vasishtha near Abu, of Kapila near Siddhapura, of Bhrgu 
on the Narmada, of Markandeya on the Payoshnl. · 

But Gujarata was far' away from Madhyade§a, and 
the- culture she received, suffered both in purity and 
rigidity in the process of transplantation. The Mahll
bh!lrata states that the Kshatriyas of this land had lost 
their status as they had no· Brahmai.la to perform the 
ritual so very essential in the life of an Aryan. The 
Vishnu Purllna enjoined that those who visited Saurashtra 
·shouid undergo purification. Asoka had evidently 
regarded a Greek good enough to be a governor· of 
this frontier colony. Non-Brahmanical Aryan doctrines 
like those of Buddhism and Jainfsm had found a refuge 
here. During the rule of the Satrap Nahapana, the 
Brahmanas had even accepted Greek women in marriage. 
The varJ;lasrama dharma, recognising only four main 
castes, was accepted in theory ; but, in practice, it gave 
rise to a system which treated every small autonomous 
group of settlers as a separate caste, and denied to any one 
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an exclusive claim to superiority. A spirit of tolerance 
pervaded the social atmosphere. The culture was not of 
a very high order but evenly distributed. The absence of 
a large class of orthodox Brahmanas with traditions of 
learning, as in Bengal or Mah~rash~ra, retarded the 
progress of learning in Gujarata. On the other hand the . 
bitterness born of caste inequality rarely found a home 
here. -

Among the principal races which occupied Gujarata, the . 
Abhlras deserve some attention. Their dialect, Apabhransa, 
had been recognised as one of the literary languages of 
Gujarata before the rise of the Valabhts (A. C. 509). 
Were the Abhtras foreigners? Was their language alien? 
Patalijali (B. C. 150) regards ApabhraiJ.sa as the corruption 
of the normal Samskrta; Bharata (A. C. 200) refers to 
'desabhasha' and to Abh1rokti, the idiom of the Abh1ras, the 
herdsmen ; but there is no evidence of foreign origin in 
these early references. . 

There is no doubt that the Abhlras, a hated people, 
believed to have once lived on the Indus, were called 
Mlecchas. They fought in the battle of Kurukshetra. 
Manu Smrti treats them as descended from Brahmanas 
by Ambashtha women. Whatever might have been their 
early status: prior to A. C. 100 the Abh1ras lived in Gujarata 
without any brand of social inferiority. Periplus (c.A.C.100) 
found them already settled in Western India (Abiria). 
Abhi'ra Rudrabhuti (A. C .. 181) was a general of the 
Western Kshatrapas. lsvarasena, son of Sivadatta, ruled 
a principality near Nasika (A. C. 300). Abhiras lived in 
Rajasthana and Malva on the western frontier of the Gupta. 
empire in Samudragupta's time (A.- C. 360 ). An Abh1ra 
dynasty succeeded the Andhrabhrtyas, according to the 
Vishnu Purlina. All these facts indicate that the Abhiras 
occupied an· important position in society in Rajputana, 
Gujarata, and even further south, before A. C. 509. Neither 
their names nor their language appears to be foreign ; and 
even if they were originally foreigners, they were for all 
purposes children of the soil before the Christian era 
began. Many scholars believe that the Abhiras entered 
India about B. C. 150 and migrated to Gujarata a couple 

3 
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of centuries later. According to Dr. Keith, they probably 
belonged to the Dardic branch of the Indian race. 

III 
For hundred years, Gujarata formed part of the Gupta 

Empire. The Gupta period was the golden age of Indian 
history. Samudragupta, Candragupta II, the Vikramaditya 
of romance, Kumaragupta and Skandagupta were 
great, not only as conquerors and statesmen, but as 
patrons of all cultural activities. Their strong and just 
administration, more than their conquests, brought about 
the political consolidation of India north of the Narmada. 
Their learning and ideals stimulated the growth and deve
lopment of culture. 

In the Gupta period, the old Aryan myths, known all 
over the country, were edited and compiled in works 
which have since become classic. The Mahlibhrirata was 
edited, and Purav,as like the Vayu, the Harivans a, the 
Matsya and the Marka'}qeya were composed. The study of 
law and ritual, science and philosophy, ethics and religion 
received great impetus. The old literature on these subjects 
was revised, in some cases, standardised ; Manu, 
Yl1jnavalkya and other law texts were revised or composed; 
astronomy, mathematics and medicine were assiduously 
cultivated ; and architecture, sculpture and painting 
reached a high level of artistic expression. Sarilsktta, 
already the medium of intercourse for the cultured in the 
whole country, became the great unifying agency; the 
vehicle, the source, and the inspiration of culture in its 
manifold aspects ; and the symbol of Aryan unity. Literary 
expression, too, reached its climax in the kavyas, epics, 
and the natakas, dramas. Kalidasa, one of the world's 
great literacy artists, lived, as is now accepted by many 
eminent authorities, at the court of Candragupta II, Vikra
ma.ditya; and his Raghuvansa, Meghaauta, and Sakuntola 
were accepted in India as specimens of literary art in its 
most perfect form. The worship of Vishv,u became the 
state religion, and the Bra.hmanical view of Aryan culture, 
the dominant note in the nation's life. During the period 
seats of learning were lavishly endowed. So far, racial 
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unity and the common heritage of culture werethe two ties 
which bound the Aryans together; to them, was now added 
political unity. Though there is very little contemporary 
evidence, subsequent history fully bears out that these 
influences deeply affected life and literature in Gujarata; 
and it is more than probable that towards the composition 
of the Harivans' a, the Matsya, and the M!irkandeya Purli1Jas, 
the people of Gujarata made no small contribution. 

IV 
Most of the languages of India have grown up 

in one and the same way. Age after age, in each province, 
the dialect of the Aryans for the time being began to 
be developed intensely owing to the introduction of the 
vocabulary, the construction and the graces of Sari:Jskrta 
which the cultured Aryans of Madhyadesa spoke. The 
dialect thus cultivated soon lost touch with the desabhasha, 
the actual speech· of the people. The desabhasha, however, 
developed along well-recognised phonetic principles; and, 
when necessity arose, was in its turn made the object of 
literary culture. Thus the Prak(tas, the Apabhransas, 
and the present vernaculars were the de§abhashas which, 
in succession to one another, attained literary form. 

According to Sir George Grierson, there were two waves 
of Aryan immigration: one, which he calls that of the 
Aryans of the Outer Band, the other, that of the Midland 
(Madhyadesa) Aryans. In course of time, the speech of the 
Midland Aryans became Samsk~ta, and from time to time 
it lent its structure and wealth of diction to the dialects 
of the Outer Band. Under this influence, the different 
Prak~tas, Apabhrailsas and vernaculars came into exis
tence.1 The basis of the languages thus evolved was Outland,
and the body, Midland. The base of the grammar adopted 
was the vernacular, and the enrichment was due to attempts 
made to simplify the literary language by using its 
vocabulary.' 

If by the word de§abhasha is meant literally the language 
of the soil, the dialect actually in use as distinguished from 

1. Grierson, Indo-Aryan Languag~s. Sanskrit; Prakrit. En~clo, Britannica. 
2, Keith, Histofl of Sanskrit Lit,ratur' 34, 
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the language of literature, the evolution of the different 
Indian languages . can easily be reconstructed. The 
language of the f!.gveda is the first literary form of 
the primary desabhasha-the dialect of the early Aryans of 
Madhyadesa-which has come down to us, and the 
dialect itself may be presumed not to have been far 
removed from it. Perhaps the Saryatas and the Bh~gus 
spoke this primary desabhasha. The dialect of the Yadava 
heroes must have been its later variety, fast growing into 
Sarpskt;ta. We are, however, on firmer ground in the third 
century before Christ. Asoka's edict, intended for popular 
instruction, is inscribed on rocks at Mount Giranara, Sopara 
near Bombay, and Dera Dun in the western variety of the 
primary desabhasha. The inscriptions, scattered all 
over North India, show that the dialects spoken at the time 
were similar to one another. 

The secondary de§abhashas were also sub-divided into 
Maharash~r1, Saursen1, Magadh'i and Paisad according to 
the province in which the variety was spoken. The first 
three are found in Samskrta dramas. The Saurseni 
variety, resembling Sarpsk~ta and spoken in Madhya· 
desa around Mathura, was put in the mouth of ladies and 
the vidushaka, the clown, by the rules of the drama. This 
Saursen\ prevailed in. Gujarata, as also perhaps the other 
varieties of Prakrta known as Ardha-Magadh1, Jaina Maha.
rashtd and Jaina · Saursen1, the last two so named because 
of the activities of the Jaina sadhus. The redaction in 
Jaina Maha.rash~r\ of the Jaina canon, at Valabhi'pura in 
Ka.thiavada, by the conference presided over by Devard
dhigat?i (A. C. 500), indicates that this form of the language 
was favoured by the Jains.1 

1 There is no doubt that in this period the desabhllsha in Gujarata 
was Influenced not only by Miiharash!rl but the then prevailing Kanarese. 
An ancient Tamil tradition includes Gujarllta in the Panca Dravida or five 
Dravidian regions. Possibly it dates back to a time when South Gujarata, or 
Lata, had been included in Gujarata but not yet brought under the do
minance of the northern influences. It Is likely, as Professor Turner suggests, 
the ancestor of Marathi was further to the .north in Asoka's time and that 
it was push~d south by the speakers of the ancestor of Gujarati. So l~te as 
the ninth century A. C. Kanarese was spoken over a large part of Maharash
tra and the Mahrash!ri was not the principal language in the present Mara
thi-speaking area. This would explain the traces of Kanarese in the Gujarati 
language, vide }.B.B.R.A.S. 1930, p. 95. Master, Some Parall,lisms jn lndq
l!r!an and Dravidian LanQUOges. 
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These Pr:tkJ;tas soon drifted away from the desabhashas, 
which came to be known as Apabhransa, the corruption of 
the norm. This popular speech, as opposed to SarhskJ;ta and 
PrakJ;ta, was first made the object of literary culture by story 
writers. Hence arose the literary Apabhransa, sometimes re
ferred to as the language of the Abhi'ras. For every secondary 
Prakrta, there was a corresponding Apabhral'l.sa, and a 
variety of the Saurseni' Apabhrail.sa prevalent in Gujarata 
about A. C. 1000 is called by Markal).c;leya (A. C. 1450 ), 
Gaurjari. This Apabhrail.sa in its turn became the object of 
literary culture; and the de§abhasha continued to develop 
on phonetic lines, evolving the tertiary desabhasha, 
Gujaratl. Thus, age after age, the spoken language 
was intensely cultivated under the influence of Samsktta, 
as also of the literary language of the preceding age 
which had ceased to grow, achieving for itself a new 
stage in literary expression, 

To summarise the position of languages in Gujarata 
during the period under review: A late variety of the 
primary desabhasha of the Aryans was in vogue about 200 
B. C; Samskrta, soon thereafter, became the literary and 
official language; Jaina Maharash~r1 PrakJ;"ta was used by 
the Jaina sadhus in the fourth and fifth centuries, A. C; 
Saursen\ Apabhransa, the spoken language of the people, 
was growing into a literary language from about the same 
time. King Guhasena of Valabht (A. C. 559-569 ), accord
ing to an inscription, wrote poems in Samskrta, Prakrta 
and Apabhrail.sa. · · · 

v 
From early times the Jaina sadhus became a cultural 

force in Gujarata. Madhyade§a and Magadha had no home 
to offer them ; the schools of Aryan learning were deeply 
absorbed in solving questions of high philosophic and re
ligious moment, and in making an advance on the system 
of philosophy and ethics from which Mahav1ra had bor
rowed his negative creed. Royal patronage was extended 
mainly to the Brahmapas and the Bauddha bhikshus ; the 
great imperial house of the Mauryas did not feel any. at
traction for Jainism. The imperi<\1 Guptas, qevoqt w<:>rship-
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pers of Vishpu and arderit conquerors as they were, were 
not likely to admire a sect which spelt destruction to their 
masterful policy. The Jaina sadhus, celibates pledged 
for life to ceaseless travels and bent on the propagation of 
their faith, were, therefore, forced to explore more hospi
table lands, and went south and west. 

They turned for patronage and protection to Gujarata 
with its cosmopolitan spirit and its poverty of great in
tellectual and literary tradition. Its rich middle-class longed 
for some literary entertainment which, without putting an 
undue strain on its religious zeal, could give a sense of 
spiritual security. Denied the patronage of highly cultured 
or literary audience, the Jaina sadhus specialised in a 
form, which could conveniently be utilised at once as a 
means of religious propaganda, and a source of popular 
entertainment. The BrahmatJ.as, to whom the literary and 
intellectual impulses of Mathura, Kasi and Nalanda were 
the very breath of life, and whom royal patronage had 
made independent of popular support, on the contrary, 
showed an interest only in the kind of literature which 
accorded with the higher standard prevailing in Madhya
desa. They manifested no inclination to stoop to conquer 
the simple-minded or the idle rich of this distant colony. 

Dharmakatha-religious story-is the category under 
which will fall many forms of literature to which the Jaina 
sadhus devoted themselves. The common element in all 
these kathas was an insistence on the purity of Jainism, and 
on the greatness of the gospel of renunciation under every 
circumstance. One of the sections of the Jaina scriptures 
is called Dharmakath'tl-anuyoga. 

The J ainas turned classical legends, legendary lives of 
saints, moral tales and anecdotes into dharmakathas in 
order to spread their doctrine. Often, the epic legends 
were re-written to suit this propaganda ; more often, a 
Puranic hero's life-story was re-told, making him a Jaina. 
These kathas based on legendary biography were called 
caritas. Vlisudevacarita was first composed by a J a ina teacher 
of Candragupta Maurya ( c B. C. 320 ), and Paumacan'yam, 
the Jaina version of the Rlimliyatza, and Rarivafz§a, by 
Vimala in A. C. 300. 
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Romantic stories were also utilised for writing dharma· 
kathas. Haribhadra (A. C. 750) acknowledged his indebted
ness to pre-existing kathas, and, following ancient teachers, 
divided them into ( i) Di:vya, ( ii) Di:vyamanusha and (iii) 
Manusha. He himself classified them into ( i) Arthakama, 
(ii) Samk1r!la and (iii) Dharmakatha. The general public, 
as was perfectly natural, took a fancy to the kathas in 
which love was the central motive. The Jaina sadhu knew 
human weaknesses well. The author of Vasudevahindi 
insisted that dharmakatha should be properly diluted with 
good love-stories in order to achieve the best results. 
Udyotana laid down that a story should be like a newly 
wedded wife, decked with ornaments, auspicious, moving 
with graceful steps, sentimental, soft in speech, and ever 
pleasing to the minds of men. 

The dharmakatha, with this object in view, was given a 
peculiar turn in Gujarata. The stories of kings did not 
appeal to the commercial classes ; but the social dharma· 
katha, dealing with the love affairs of a nagara setha, or a 
wealthy man's daughter, with. acquisition of wealth as a 
substitute for heroism and renunciation according to Jaina 
tenets as the end of life, caught the popular imagination. 

VI 

Some fragments of a social dharmakatha of the 
period before A. C. 500, survive to give us an idea of 
what these kathas must have been like. Tarangalol1i, or 
Tarangavati, was composed by Padalipta, born in Kosala, a 
protege of the satavahana kings of the South, and the 
founder of Palita!la in Kalhiavaga, one of the places 
of Jaina pilgrimage. It was written in Praktta, 
contained many desi: words, and was mentioned in Anuyoga
dv!ira (A. C. 500). Various authors, from the eighth century 
downwards, have extolled the story and compared it to the 
Ganges. Sila.carya says that a story which lacks any trace 
of this katha has neither art nor beauty. Again, another 
unknown author is surprised that the god of death should 
escape with an unbroken head when he carried away 
Pa.dalipta ! The original work is lost, and· its merits 
can be judged only from a summary in 1,644 gatha~ 
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composed, evidently by a process of very careful editing, 
by Nemicandra, and recently brought to light by Dr. Ernest 
Leuman. This short katha shows how later authors of 
such kathas inartistically developed some elements of 
Padalipta's tale without producing its charm. It is pre
eminently a love story of middle class life, in the poetic 
style of the period, full of delicate touches and refined 
sentiments, and, but for its depressing conclusion, a thing 
of beauty. 

In Magadha, a young and beautiful Jaina nun goes to the 
wife of a nagara setha for alms. She preaches the 
usual religious precepts, and, on being asked, tells her 
life story to justify her early renunciation. Her original 
name was Tarangavatl. She was a daughter of the 
nagara setha of Kausambl, brought up in luxury, educated 
with care, and beautiful as the carhpaka flower. Once she 
went to a garden, and, seeing cakravaka birds, the 
Indian symbol of undying love, on the lake, she swooned. 
Her friends revived her, and asked her what had caused 
her to faint so suddenly. Tarangavatl told them the 
story of her previous life : how she had been a cakravaki, 
and had lived with her mate on a lake in Anga
desa ; how their love had transcended all earthly bonds ; 
how a hunter, trying·to shoot an arrow at an elephant 
bathing in the lake, had missed his mark and killed her 
mate; how, bewailing the loss of her beloved, she had im
molated herself on the fire lighted by the repentant hunter 
to cremate the poor bird; and how, on seeing the birds 
sporting on the lake, the past had flashed upon her. 

Once the past was recalled, Tarangavati wanted to 
meet the lost comrade of her former life. In her grief at 
not being able to find him, she found solace in drawing 
pictures depicting the experiences of her former bird-life, 
and exhibiting them. The cakravaka, born as a son to 
a rich merchant in the same town, saw the pictures, 
recollected his past, and, remembering his beloved, fainted. 
The lovers were soon brought together, but their parents 
objected to the match. Elopement was the only way open 
to · them, and the lovers resorted to it. They sought 
refuge in a forest; were attacked by a gang of robbers; and 
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were carried away to be offered as sacri:fi.ce to the goddess 
Kali. But one of the robbers heard 'the story of their past 
life, recognised them as the very birds whose. deat4 :he 
had caused in his past life when hunting an elephant, and 
allowed them to escape. From the robbers' camp,' they 
ran away to a town, where their identity was discovered. 
The parents received them with open arms ; and twelve 
months of unalloyed happiness followed. _ 

The story, elaborated with consummate art, is at this 
stage made to subserve a religious purpose. Life cannot 
and must not be anything but an ordeal. The lovers 
meet a sadhu who tells them the story of his past. They 
recognise in hini the .hunter who had ··been the cause ·of 
their death in their former life, and the robber who had 
helped them to effect their escape. Dire truisms on life's 
futility follow. They leave· love . and happiness arid 
mourning relatives behind them, and take to a life of re~ 
nunciation inculcated by Jaina precepts. Each goes a 
different way. The story closes on a conventional note. 
'Everybody expresses horror .at the sinful· ways of the 
world, the only refuge from which is the Jaina religion. 

The story has the elements of romance so· dear to 
Indian hearts: the inseparable cakravaka birds 1and the 
ideal of undying love running through . ·a succession" of 
lives. Both are, depicted with a charm.· difficult. to, ineef 
with in later social kathas. The cakravaka episode, even in 
the form in which it has come down to us, is one of, the· 
most beautiful in Indian literature. 

4 



CHAPTER III 

THE KINGDOM OF GURJARATRA AND THE 
LOCALISATION OF FORMATIVE INFLUENCES. 

(A. C. 500-1000) 

The Huns- Valabhipura kings ( 509-766 }-The Ciivaqas-Kingdom of 
Gurajaratra {c .. 400-953}-the Gurjaras-Segregation of cultural forces
Samskrta literature-Kiivyas-Niitakas and Campiis-Bhatti (c. 641)-Miigha 
( c. 700 )-J ainism-Early Jain literature-Haribhadra ( c. 750 )-Samaraicca 
Kaha-Udyotana ( 779 )-Kuvalayamala-Siddharshi (c. 906 )-The in
fluence of Samsk~ta. 

Skandagupta appears to have lost Gujarata a few years 
after the date of his Giranara inscription ( 456 ). With his 
death (467), the Gupta empire fell. The Huns under Tora
mana entered India, (c. 465) established themselves at 
Pavaiya in the Punjabt, and finally reached Ujjain (c. 500 ). 
Yasodharman defeated Toramapa's son, Mihirakula (c. 533). 
and became the master of Western Malva, which 
thenceforth became an independent kingdom. 
· · Senapati Bha~~arka defeated the Maitrakas · (509), and 
ruled over a kingdom consisting of Saurashtra and a part 
of Anartta from his capital, Valabh1pura (modem Vala)'. 
When Hiuen Tsiang visited it (640), it was a city of power, 
wealth and culture, and contained a large library of sacred 
books. The fame of its university had reached China; 
for Sthiramati, a Buddhist monk. in the beginning 
of the sixth century, and another Gunamati, at the end of 
the same century, were invited to China. Saivism and 
Buddhism were the favoured religions, and the temples of 
these faiths were richly endowed. The Valabhi kings 
are considered to be Gurjaras,3 or Maitrakas,• and 
are generally classed as foreigners. But Senapati Bha~
tarka defeated the foreign invaders and founded Valabhi'
pura, rich with classical influence. His descendants bore 

1. Udyotana, Kuvalayamlira. 
2. Bombay Gautttzer, Vol. I. 87. 
3. op. cit. 5. . 
4. Smith's Early H~.story of India, 332. 
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the title of' Paramamahesvara '. His dynasty administer
ed the country on Gupta lines. Dhruvasena, his descend- · 
ant, (640) was a Kshatriya and the son-in-law of Sri 
Harsa. All these facts, together with many others, do not 
exclude the probability of Senapati Bha~~arka being a 
rebel general of the Guptas,1 who took advantage of the 
general confusion to carve for himself a little kingdom out 
of his master's empire. His descendants ruled over it till 
c. 766. About that time it was destroyed, according to some 
authorities, by Arabs from Mansura. 

A scion of a small tribe, Vanaraja Cava9o, founded 
Anahilava.da Patana (c. 765), destined to become the capital 
ot" Gujarata. Th~ importance given to Vanaraja by later.· 
Jaina sa.dhus has given him a place in tradition perhaps far 
beyond what appears his due. 

North Gujarata was at this time a part of the kingdom 
of Gurjaratra. Its capital Bh1nnamala, or Srimala, lies about 
fifty miles west of Mount Abu. Tradition dates its origin 
from c. 166, but it really came into prominence in c. 500. 
Its Brahma!las, sadhus and warriors were mainly .res
ponsible for the culture and the power which made 
Al)ahilava9a Patapa so famous. Prior to 400, there are 
traces of a Gurjara kingdom2 ; Gurjara feudatories, 
presumably subject to this central authority, ruled at 
Broach from 580 to 734. sri: Harsa's father fought (c. 600) 
with Gurjaras who were allies of the Huns. The Gurjara 
kingdom, in Hiuen Tsiang's time (640), extended over 
Rajputana and North Gujarata. The author of Kuvalaya
ml1la, who composed his work in 779, refers to Bhinnamala 
as situated in the beautiful Gurjara Desa. Gurjaratra, or 
Gurjara Bhumi, included part of Jodhpura in 844, and 
Alwar in 960. 

With this kingdom are associated two questions of great 
importance to the history of this period : Whether the Gur
jaras were foreigners; and whether the name Gurjara denot
ed merely the ruling family, or embraced the people over 
whom these rulers held sway. According to the theory 

1. Vaidya , History of Medieval Hindu India, Vol. I. 245. 
2. Vid~ G11urli ankar11 Oza, Rajpuranaka ltih7Jsa, Pt, ~. 
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accepted by some authorities, the Gurjaras were a foreign 
race which entered India c. 400...500; took -kindly to Indian 
culture, founded the kingdom of Gurjaratra, accepted the 
Hindu caste system ; conquered Anartta and Lata in c. 
700; subdued the V alabht kings in c. 750; and abandoned 
Bhinnamala in c. 953 to go and settle in Anartta, and to 
make their chief, Mlilaraja, king of Anahilavada Patana1• 

Another theory treats them as Aryans who merely. used 
the name of their country, Gurjaratra, to distinguish them~ 
selves from the neighbouring peoples.s It is equally pr~ 
bable that a ruling clan which called itself Gurjara gave 
their kingdom the name of Gurjaratra, the kingdom in its 
tum giving its name to its population. 

· For our purposes, the important facts are: that 
Gurjaratra from c. 500 was an Aryan kingdom; that its 
capital was a seat of Aryan culture ; that there is no 
evidence to prove that the Gurjara Gauc}.a Brahmavas, the 
Srimala Brahma~as, the Poravada and Osavala Kshatriyas, 
and the corresponding Vaisyas were of foreign extrac
tion; and that · in 640 Hiuen Tsiang found the king a 
devout Aryan. There is no doubt that the kingdom 
of Gurjaratra localised Aryan culture, and the linguistic 
and literary influences of Aryavarta, so as to evolve in the 
fulness of time the cultural unit now known as Gujarata. 

· About 953 Gurjaratra, which since c. 816 was ruled from 
its new capital, Kanauja, was broken up. Bhinnamala was 
abandoned, and 18,000 families migrated to different parts 
of the country. 

During this period, the Kal'l):l~aka Calukyas under 
Pulakesi (611) of Badami, and then the Rash~rakiitas of Dec
can occupied part of Aparanta and U~a up to the banks 
of the Narmada. The latter were overthrown by Tailapa of 
Manyakhe~a (978), the great Karva~aka monarch, who ruled 
it through a governor from Broach. Lata to the north of 
the Narmada, was first ruled from Ujjain, then by Gurjara 
feudatories from Broach, and later by Rash~rakii~as. 

1. D. R. Bhandarkar, Foreig,. Elements in Hindu Population. I. A. XL. 
21; GurjariJ$]. B. B. R. A. S. XXI. 413 
. ~. Vaidya. History of MediellfJl Hindu India, I. 83, 
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II 

Indian culture of this period was in the keeping of kings, 
and the localisation of political forces, after the disruption 
of the empire of sri Harsa (c. 647), easily led to a segrega
tion of cultural and literary influences, and in consequence, 
to a development of provincial characteristics. In the sixth 
and the seventh centuries, the memory of a glorious past 
embodying the ideal of an indivisible A.ryavarta, the Vedas, 
Samskrta and its inspiring literature, the Brahmanas, and 
the sects of Buddha and Mahav1ra were unify.ing for
ces, stimulated and strengthened by Indian rulers, nota
bly the Guptas and Sri Harsa. But distinctive geogra
phical determinants, the non-Aryan elements' which varied 
with every province, and the conceit, ambition or jealousy 
of every petty conqueror acted as disruptive forces 
which tended to divide the country. The inter-action of 
these forces was responsible for a phenomenon bewilder
ing to the foreign historian : an Indian national consci
ousness alternating or co-existing with a strong provincial 
feeling ; people in different parts of the country; under · 
the influence of a common life and culture, exhibiting 
many characteristics of a single nation, and yet reduced by 
the ambition of ruling princes to no more than a mere 
conglomeration. 

During the early part (600-800) of this period, when the 
Aryan colonies were marked off into the kingdoms of 
Gurjaratra and Valabhlpura, Bhlnnamala1 and Anandapura 
became active centres of Aryan culture. Siirparaka and 
Ujjayin1 also influenced South Gujarata. 

The period under review was one of the most fruitful 
in Sathsk\ta literature ; for it was in this age that great 
epic and dramatic works were composed, grammar and 
rhetoric ,were studied, law and philosophy were develop
ed. And Sathsk1;ta became the most · powerful of influ· 
ences operating on the culture of the people. It was the 
language of the court, of literature, of the highest thought 

1. It produced the famous astronomer, Brahmagupta (borp. {i98) the author 
of Sphutasiddhatita ( 628 ) • 

1 
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and the , noblest ideal. It impressed its genius upon 
Gujara.ta, and prevented it, in spite of its fluid social and 
commercial life, from developing on any but Aryan lines. 

The works of Ka.lidasa, Bhavabhuti and Bapa, which 
fascinated literary men all over India, served to set a 
standard that goaded them to produce works possessing 
varying degrees of merit. Literary efforts were naturally 
directed to the kavya, or the epic, the rupaka, or the 
drama, and the campii or the romance. 

The kavya owes· its rise to the great epics, the 
Rl!mllyarza and the Mah1ibhllrata. It is a refined and 
polished epic, dominated by one sentiment, dealing with 
the adventures of a royal hero, or a royal family ; and 
literary art shows itself at its best in the descriptions 
contained in it rather than in the narrative as a whole. 
The tradition of the kavya, compact in form, elegant 
in expression and classic in self-restraint, which 
Kalidasa left behind him, had naturally undergone 
a change for the worse on account of the excessive 
importance given to description. Bha.ravi, prior to 600, 
made the ka.vya a vehicle for illustrating grammar. The 
poet, anxious to win the praise of the pedant, turned a 
grammarian, and made a great language the victim of 
well-nigh ineradicable artificiality. 

Bhatti, who composed Rllvanavadha under the patronage 
of Dharasena of Valabhi (c · 641), carried forward the 
traditions of Bha.ravi. The adventures of Rama were 
employed by him to produce an elaborate "story, and 
unrestrained fancy was allowed free play, resulting in 
the grotesque. ·About 700, Magha lived at Bh1nna-

-mala. Bhatti's influence can be traced in his S'isuplilavadha_ 
which, in spite of defects common to the times, ranks 
among the best kavyas in later Samsk~a literature, and 
abounds in elements which make it a good epic. 

Lata appears to possess distinctive literary traits. A 
kind of style, favoured by the authors of Lata, had acquired 
th~ nam~ of La,ti'. Rajasekhara represents the people 9f 
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U~a as preferring Prak\ta and hating Samsk~ta.1 Humour 
was then another peculiarity of La~a.s 

Ill 

The Jaina sadhus were very active during the five 
centuries under review; but the record of their acti
vities has to be examined with caution. 

The later Jaina sadhu has preserved this record. 
Whatever he wrote, his disciples studied, and the libraries 
of Jaina temples in Gujarata preserved. When orthodoxy 
surrenders its treasures to the printing press, the history 
of Jainism, of Prakt;ita, Apabhransa and Gujaratl will have 
to be written anew. But works, published so far, have made 
considerable contribution to the history and the literature 
of the period. They are of great linguistic and sociological 
value; but, except for the biographical details of the writer 
and his teachers and the record of reigns, they contain 
unreliable historical material. The material preserved is 
disconnected, one sided, or, in some cases, even distorted 
by religious bias; it is drawn very often from popular Jaina 
traditions ; it sometimes conflicts with facts authenticated 
by contemporary records; and it creates a false historic 
perspective. But such as it is, it is sufficient to provide a 
correct estimate of Jaina literary activities. 

· About A. C. 500, Brahmanism and Buddhism dominated 
Saurashtra and Gurjaratra; but Valabh1pura was 
hospitable enough to welcome the conference of sadhus 
which redacted the Jaina canon, thereafter called the 
Valabhi Vacana. 

Jainism, like Buddhism, was an offshoot of Aryan 
thought. Neither Mahavira, nor his disciples, ever claimed 
to teach any but an Aryan creed ; and the doctrine 
of re-birth, the supremacy of the five great vows, 
the efficacy of detachment, vairagya, and the goal 
of final emancipation; kaivalya, which they taught were 
essentially Aryan doctrines. Though Jainism did not attract 

1. ~ tmf ~: ~ ~erfh: I 
2. Sinhadeva, Commentary on V'Qgbhatta. 

~ ~ lf4l•lf.l!l~ trfit:JiiN ~I 
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·a large Brahmanical foilowing, the Jaina sadhus were very 
often drawn from that class. About the first century of 
the Christian era, many of its great missionaries were 
learned Brahmanas, whose ambition was to see that their 
doctrines acquired a place of honour among the learned 
in the land. 

Vimala's Paumacariyam, written in Jain Maba.rashtri 
Prak~ta, was one of a large number of attempts io 
alter the Rain'F/.yana to suit the needs of the Jainas. Works 
like Nandisutra, composed about the time of the Valabhi 
redaction, show that the religious and literary activities 
of the Jaina sadhus were influenced by the Vedas, the 
Mahabh'irata, the Ramayafta, the Pura~ as, the well-known 
systems of philosophy, the Arthasastra of Kau~ilya and the 
Kamas'Utra. Jainism was only one of the cultural achieve
·ments of Aryavarta, though not very powerful or popular. 

The revolt in favour of using SamskJ;ta as against 
Pr:tk:t;ta, headed by Siddhasena Divakara (c. 533 ), was an 
attempt to raise the literature and the thought of the Jainas 
to the high intellectual level attained by those of the 
Brahinaras. A Brahmara by birth, Siddhasena wrote a 
well-known text book of iogic, and was, on the testimony of 
Hemacandra, a poet. . This revolt naturally met with con
siderable opposition from the orthodox sadhus, who, moving 
among the illiterate, were blind to the great intellectual 
upheaval which was bringing about a deeper cultural unity 
in the country through language, literature and thought. · 

IV 

.The next stage of Jaina activity in Western India is re· 
presented by the life ~nd works of Haribhadra (c. 750). 
Born. a Brahrna!la at Citoc;Ia, he was converted to Jainism 
by the nun Yakini. His life was inspired by a strong hat
red of the Buddhists who had killed his dearly loved 
nephews. He used the word viraha, bereavement, in the 
last verse of many of his works, it is said, to keep alive the 
memory of this loss, Proud and fierce, he travelled far and 
wide, displacing Buddhistic influence . which was· already 
on the wane. Haribhadra spent the best part of his life in 
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Gujarilta, and, according to tradition; wrote 1,444 works, re
ligious, philosophical and literary, both in Samsk:rta and 
Pralqta. .· 

Out of his many dharmakathas, Samarliicc11kahll 
( Samar11dityakathii), composed in Maharashtri Prakrta, 

·has come down to us, and justifies his · reputation 
so uniformly emphasized by successive generations of 
Jaina authors. It is written in a racy, simple, fluent 

. prose interspersed mostly with verses in the Arya metre, 
a welcome departure from the highly ornamental style 
which great masters of prose, like Baqa and Datl9in, affect
ed. It is pre-eminently calculated to capture the imagina
tion of lovers of romance ratherthan attract the admira
tion of. a cultured few. The story is full of thrilling 
adventures of certain individuals through a succession of 
births as men, birds and beasts. The religious motive is 
inculcated at every step by the retribution which over
takes the heroes, who represent the cardinal sins, anger, 
deceit, avarice and untruth. The propagandist achieves 
his aim by repeatedly bringing home to the superstitious 
reader life's futility and the potency of Jainism as the only 
escape from it. 

The story, in brief, is that Gutlasena, a prince, in his 
childhood always held up to ridicule Agnisarman, the ugly 
and mis-shapen son of the high priest. Tired of being.a 
butt of ridicule, Agnisarman went to a sadhu to be initia
ted into the ways of asceticism. After the lapse of some 
years, Gutlasena, who had . come to the. throne by then, 
went to meet his old victim. He had, in the mean
while, pecome a great ascetic. The king invited the 
ascetic to dinner. · But, under a strict religious . vow, 
he dined only once a month, and promised to come to the · 
royal palace on the day he broke his. fast •. On the 
appointed day, the ascetic came to the royal palace. 
The king's men, however, were celebrating the birth of a 
prince and would not attend to the ascetic. Thereupon 
he went away ; and was compelled to continue his fast 
for another month, as he had to· go W"ithout his dinner 
that day. The king, when he came to know how the sage 
had been treated, in all humility, sought him out and 
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begged his forgiveness. Anotfier invitation followed. The 
ascetic again came to the royal palace, only to be turned 
out a second time for some insignificant reason. Four 
times, the sage received the penitent king's invita
tion, but, on each occasion, was turned out without 
food or attention. Worked up to a fury, Agnisarman 
vowed to wreak eternal vengeance on the king 
through all successive lives, and, giving up all food, 
died. He observed his vow, and at every re-birth, he 
persecuted Gupasena. As a result of a series of adven
tures, Agnisarman was consumed by his own malice and 
Gunasena, acquiring higher merit at each fresh birth, 
attained salvation. 

The story is well-told, and represents a stage of 
. social dharmakatha different from Tarangalolll. Unlike 
the older work, its religious parts are woven into the 
main story. Literary effort is less apparent. The emo
tion of love, intense, fresh and natural, which dominates 
Tarangalola becomes subordinate to a spirit · of 
adventure and religious zeal. In Tarangalolll, karma, and 
remembrance of previous life and its consequences 
serve to motivate the story ; in Samarlliccli, the story 
serves to illustrate those ideas and to impress certain 
moral principles upon the audience. In the former, 
the characters are taken from life; in the latter,. they 
verge on the allegorical. The author himself calls it 
dharmakatba. The specimen furnished by Haribhadra 
suggests that · a large body of fictional literature 
composed in Western India at that time, has been lost. 

A little later (779) Udyotana, perhaps one of the disci
ples of Haribhadra, composed, mainly in Pralqta and 
partly in Apabhrailsa, his Kuvalayamlila in Jaball'pura 
Uba.lora). It contains very valuable historical material, and, 
among other things, shows that in Gurjaradesa, around 
Bhmnama.la, Jainism had acquired great influence and 
the Jaina sa.dhus were active in pursuit of literature. A 
Samskn;a version of this romance was made by Ratna
prabha {c 1400). Udyotana's dharmakatha. is still in manus. 
cript. "This story". says the author, "composed with
out pride of poetic skill, has no literary point of view. 
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It has been composed with the object of only telling a 
dharmakatha. Let no one therefore find fault with it."1 It is 
woven round the old theme of retribution overtaking certain 
individuals who embody the cardinal sins through a succes
sion of lives. But we miss Haribhadra's raciness of style 
and freshness of presentation. Literary effort is trans
parent. The characters are more allegorical; the adventures 
are less exciting; the outlook on life is more pedantic. We 
feel narrow influences becoming predominant. The style 
of Bapa, not his creative art, is the principal inspiration. 

Jaina dharmakatha was losing, or had lost, touch with 
real life. Siddharshi ( 906 ) wrote his Upamitibhavapra
PancakatM, a lengthy allegory on the world's worthless
ness, in the form of a dharmakatha. It includes dreary 
sermons, an encyclopaedia of knowledge, and a collection of 
stories, good, bad and indifferent. It is a reductio ad absur
dum of a didactic and allegorical story. Siddharshi apologe
tically refers to the necessity of composing in Samskrta. 
" Sarhsk~ta and Prak~ta equally deserve importance, but 
men of little learning prefer SarhskJ;ta. If the remedy is 
at hand, why not please everybody?" A few decades later, 
Jaina poets, like Dhanapala (973), the friend of king Mulija 
of Dhara and the author Tilakamanjari, frankly accepted 
Salllsk~ta as the language of literature Par excellence. 

1. I quote from Munl Jinavijaya's !lrticle OQ Kuualfllam'a~ i~ Vas(ln~ 
Srnar~. ( GuH 



CHAPTER IV 

.HEMACANDRA AND HIS TIMES 
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Miilaraja, the founder of the catukya dynasty of Ar:tahUva$ Patar:ta (961· 
996)-His successor&-Jayasinha Siddharaja (1094-1143)-Kumarapata (1143-
1174)-Learning in Patar:ta and S'iirparaka-Soqqhala (1026)-Hemacandra 
(1089-1173)-His life-His meeting with Siddharaja-ln:Ouence over Kumara
pata-Literary career-His position-Pioneer of Gujarata as a cultural unit
[)vyairayamaJiakijvya-Kumorapiila-carita-Other work&-Siddhahemcandra 
-His contemporaries-S'riprua-Riimacandra · (1093-1174)-ffafyadarpa!la
.His dramatic theory-NataviTasa-Kaumudi-mitranandam-The Drama in 
Gujarata. 

About 953 Bhmnamala was abandoned, and its 
residents migrated to different parts of the country. MU.
laraja, a Calukya or Caulukya, established himself at 
Al)ahilava9a Pa~apa, the capital of North Gujarata ( 942 or 
961 ).1 A great general and a far-sighted statesman, he 
overcame Barappa, the viceroy of the Deccan Calukyas in 
U~a; destroyed the formidable G~haripu of Saurash~ra; 
and subdued Lakha Fulan1 of Kaccha. He was a devotee · 
of Siva. He founded · the famous Rudramahalaya at 
Siddhapura, and invited learned Brahmapas to come and 
settle in Gujarata. His ambition was to weld these homo-
genous provinces into one kingdom. . . 
, Thus the foundation of modem Gujarata was laid; and, 
about the beginning of the tenth century, North Gujarata, 
then known as Sarasvata Mapqala, definitely came to be 
'known as Gurjara Map9ala. His successors, the Calukya 
kings of ApahilavMa Pa~apa, soon came to be known as 
the 'Lords of the Gurjara Bhumi.' They consolidated his 
conquests; and, as a result of their rule, Gujarata became 
the home of power and culture. In the words of Kinloch 
Forbes, the author .of RlJsmlJlli, 'their greatest and 
enduring claim to glory is, however. to be found in the 
fact that surpassing the boast of . . • • Augustus, they 

1. The earlier date· is corroborated by the Sambhara Inscription. See 
~nnHOl Rtf10rt, 1926, of The S~d!l!' Museum, Jodhpur. · 
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found their country waste and left it a land flowing with 
milk and honey'. 

I 
Miilar~ja was succeeded by his son, Gamu!l9a (997·1010). 

His grandson, Bhlma (1022-1064), fought valiantly against 
Mahmiid of Ghazni when he raided Patana and sacked 
the temple of Somanatha at Prabhasa ·i~ 1024. Bhima 
soon recovered North Gujarata, and consolidated his posi
tion. Under his beneficent rule, the country revived from 
the devastating effects of the invasion.· · 

Bhlma's son, Kar!la (1064-1094), was also a good and a 
great king; but his illustrious grandson, Jayasiilha 
Siddharaja (1094-1143), made Anahilavada Patana. the seat 
of an empire. He united North and South Gujara'ta;annexed 
Ka.thiavaqa, Kaccha and Malva; and carried his conquer
ing arms to Ajmer in the north, Kolhapura in the south, · 
Mahobaka, modern Mahoba, in Bundelkhanqa in the east: 
He was an indomitable warrior, a· great monarch, and a 
very generous patron of art and learning. During the . 
fifty years of his rule, Gujarata became rich, powerful, 
and conscious of its greatness. The foundations of a new 
literary movement were laid; Pa~a!la acquired an aU-India 
reputation as a seat of culture. 

His nephew, Kumarapala (1143-1174), succeeded him 
when past middle age, and foJlowed in his footsteps for 
some years. About 1160, he came under the influence of 
a Jain sadhu, Hemacandra, and tried to. introduce an 
ethical motive in the state. 

II 
Pa.tana inherited the learning for which both Valabhi'

pura and Bhinnamala had been famous. Intercourse with 
Dha.r~ and Ujjayini helped to keep alive the high literary· 
traditions of classical Samskrta. The Brahmanas invited 
by Miilara.ja to settle in Gujarata, brought their literary 
and cultural traditions with them .. The Nagara Brahma
nas of Anandapura, modern . Vaqanagara, persisted in 
their loyality to high Brahmanical tradition, taste and 
learning. Uvvata (c. 1100 ), for ·instance, wrote a 
commentary on Prlitis'akhyas and Vajasaneyi Sainhitli. 
The Jaina sadhus not only continueg to write reli?:iou~ 
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. works but carried their activities into the field of secular 
learning. 
. The literary activities of La~a are represented by 
So<;l<;lhala. fie was born somewhere near Bh:r;giikaccha, and 
was a Valabha Kayastha. He was brought up by his uncle 
Gangadhara. At Sthanaka, Thana, three successive 
kings of Konkava honoured him with friendship. 
Vatsaraja, the king of Lata, also invited him to his court. 
He finished his work, ,Udayasundarikath?J, at Siirparaka 
between 1026 and 1050. He was proud of his Kayastha 
lineage, which he traced from Kaladitya, the brother of 
Slladitya of Valabh1, and regarded himself as the peer of 

· Vatmlki and Bal)a. The work is an imitation of K?Jdambari. 
Notwithstanding these finds, the literary atmosphere of 
the period remains dim, till it is lighted up by Hema
candra. 

III 
Hemacandra's works have been preserved with great 

care by generations of Jaina sadhus. They have, however, 
surrounded his life and achievements with unreliable and, 

. at times, unsavoury episodes. A comparative study of the 
main legends, tested by autobiographical details supplied 
by Hemacandra himself, would yield a different picture of 
this poet, saint, politician, and one of the most versatile 
of Indian scholars. 

On Karttika Sukla 5, Samvat Year 1145, ( 1089) canga 
was born a Mo<;lha Vavia at Dhandhuka. At the early 

· age of eight, he was given away by his devout mother to 
Devacandra of the Purvatalla Gaccha, a learned Jaina 
sadhu. Devacandra took the boy to Starhbhatirtha, 
Cambay, and, under the patronage of Udayana, the gover
nor of the town, initiated. him as a sadhu with the name 
of Somacandra. The infant sadhu then began his pere
grinations, acquiring knowledge as he went. At the age 
of twenty-one, he was promoted to the dignity of a siiri, a 
preceptor. · Thereafter, the little Canga was known as 
Hemacandrasiiri. 

Hemacandra soon came to be acknowledged as the 
most learned of Jaina sadhus. The Jainas were very power
fql in Gujarat~ frolll the tenth century onwards, when th~ 
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warrior-trader communities, like the Osavalas and the Pora
vac;Ias of Bh1nnamala, migrated to Pa~aQa. The sadhus, 
who had carried on their religious and philanthropic 
propaganda under humiliating conditions till then, gained 
great strength. It was but natural that they should 
thenceforth strive to remove the badge of inferiority 
which had been imposed upon them by the more powerful 
and learned Brahmapas. Persistent attempts had been made 
by them to enlist the sympathy of the ruling Calukyas ; and. 
when Siddharaja came to the throne, it looked as though 
they would be rewarded with success. His mother MinaJa, 
or Miyanalla Devi', was a Jaina, and so were some of 
his· ministers. The sadhus suffered from great dis
advantages. Their favourite language was the dead 
Prakt;ta ; their audience was small and mostly composed of 
the uninfluential ; and their doctrine had been banned as 
heterodox. But the attempt of Siddhasena Divakara to 
raise the Jaina literature to the level of the Brahmanical, 
was being followed by many sadhus. They felt an urge to
wards participation in the great literary movement which, 
through Samsk(ta, was maintaining the homogeniety of 
politically divided India. Hemacandra stood out as the 
greatest of them all. 
· In 1138 he led the learned men of Patana who 
waited upon Siddharaja to offer their congrat~lations. 
The conqueror had just returned triumphant from 
a war with Malva. Siddharaja, jealous of the literary 
glory of Ujjayini, asked Hemacandra to write a Samskrta 
grammar, and procured for the scholar the then available 
grammars from different parts of the country. . This was 
the scholar's opportunity for which he had long been 
waiting. He compiled his famous text-book of grammar, 
and, associating his name with that of the monarch, called 
it Siddhahemacandra. Siddharaja got copies of it made, 
and sent them to all the kings in India. Twenty copies 
were sent to Kashmir, then the home of learning. This. 
gave Hemacandra reputation throughout India. , 

He was appointed court poet, and began to com
pose Dvylls'rayamahlikl1vya, in· which he celebrated the 
glories of his patron's dynasty while illustrating the rules 
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Of Samskrta grammar. He acquired considerable influence 
ov~r Siddharaja, which served to protect the Jainas from 
the indignities of jealous Brahma!las who were powerful 
at court. 

IV 
On Siddharaja's death, Kumarapala came to the throrie 

in 1143, and Hemacandra went back to his literary work. 
Besides the appendices to his grammar, he composed . 
Aneklirthasafngraha, a dictionary of homonyms; Chandonu
s'lisana, a work on prosody; Abhidhlinacintlimarzi, a diction
ary of synonyms; S' eshlikhyanlimamlila ; Des'inlimamlila, a 
lexicon of non-Sari:lsk{ta words; and Nigharzfus'esha in three 
volumes, two of them dealing with medicine and botany, 
and the third, with jewels. · 

About 1157 he came in intimate contact with king 
Kumarapala, who had successfully completed a series of 
campaigns against his neighbours. The king, a man 
of culture and about-sixty two years old, easily · fell 
under the influence of the great scholar. The Jainas 
accepted the king as their co-religionist. Jaina authors of 
the succeeding centuries have taken delight in dwelling 
upon this incident to show that the king adopted the Jaina 
faith to the exclusion of the worship of Somanatha, the 
tutelary god of the Calukyas. This claim is pitched too 
high. Reliable evidence establishes that Kumarapala was 
a Saiva ti111169, four years prior to his death; and that he 
was not converted to Jainism, if by that is meant that he 
gave up his family devotion to Saivism. _ It is equally well
established that he accepted Hemacandra as a counsellor, 
and went to Jaina temples; that as a result of Hema
candra's advice, he issued edicts prohibiting the selling 
and eating of meat, and traffic in.intoxicating beverages. -
That he gave up meat and wine, gambling, lechery and the 
chase, and took the vows which a devout Jaina takes, is well 

· founded. Ahinsa, non-violence, one of the cardinal 
· principles of Aryan ethics, was for the first time made the 
· basis of active social and political reform by Kumarapala. 

Hemacandra's literary activities continued even after 
he became the guide, philosopher and friend of Kumarapala 
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about 1160. The works which he composed between 1160 arid~ 
1173 are Yogas'lJs'tra; Vitarl'igapras'asti; a commentary on 
Yogas'listra; Trishash!is'alllk'lipurushacarita, being the lives 
of Jaina saints, including Paris'ishtaparvan and Mahlivira-

. carita; cantos V -XX of Dvy'l1s1raya, in which the history of 
the Calukyas was brought down to the time of Kumarapala; 
Kumarapalacarita in Prak:.;ta ; and a commentary on 
Abhidh'linacintlima?Ji. He died in 1173, and six months later 
his royal patron followed him. The commentary on the 
lexicon, Aneklirthasaingraha, left incomplete, was complet-
ed by his disciple, Mahendra, after his death. . · · 

Hemacandra identified Mahavira with Siva. To him, 
Jainism was the noblest of doctrines which made 
up dharma. He respected the Vedas, worshipped Soma
natha, and accepted the authority of the Mahlibhlirata 
and the Manusmrti. He was an apostle of Aryan culture. 
Samskrta was to him life itself, and the classical 
kavyas; grammars and poeties were the source 
of his inspiration. Though a zealous propagandist _ 
of his faith, he was not a separatist. He gave his sect 
and province an honourable status in the cultural life of 
India; and became, for his time, the greatest representative 
of classical learning, which stood for Indian unity. 

Siddharaja's one aim in war and peace was to outshine 
the traditional fame of the semi-mythic Vikramaditya. He 
was a generous man, open to flattery, and anxious to 
attain immortality if literature could procure ·it for him. 
He was building an empire, and the people of Gujarata 
were acquiring the proud consciousness of being a great 
people. Jaina valour and wealth had a. great share in 
this achievement. Jaina sadhus, therefore, definitely cast in 
their lot with this province and decided to. make Gujarata 
their holy land. Hemacandra gave up everi : the peregri
nations enjoined by his religious vows; and with ma
sterly skill and· statesmanship, he concentrated his intel
lectual powers upon leaving a great literary heritage to 
Gujarata. He assiduously fostered a pride in · the 
greatness of the Calukya kings, who had identified them
selves with its glory. In his Dvy'lis'rayamah'liklJvya, he 
described the glories of the calukyas in the orthodox 
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literary style, and invested the king of Patana with the 
dignity which classical poets had reserved for ·the ancient 
royal houses of the Sun and the Moon. Gurjara Bhiimi be
came a great country. Pa~apa rivalled the glories of ancient 
Pa~aliputra and Ayodhya. But this later day specimen 
of the kayya is, but for stray flashes of poetic merit 
and some historical material, lifeless and pedantic. 
Hyperbolic praise, characteristic of courtier-poets, mars 
the dignity of the whole poem, and is difficult to excuse 
in so versatile and great a scholar. It can only be 
explained by the fact that in the Pa~apa of Siddharaja, 
literary taste and ideals had deteriorated. 

KumliraplJlacarita, illustrating the rules of Prakrta and 
Apabhransa grammar, is an attempt to give a Vikramaditya 
of its own to Gujarata. It has served as a model for 
innumerable caritas, prabandhas and rasas, which have 
kept alive · the memory of Galukyan Gujarata, fostered 
provincial patriotism, and helped to build up a tradition 
of unity for modern Gujarata. 

The poem opens with a description of Kumarapala, 
and the feudatories waiting upon him. Apahilapura is 
then described, as also the wealth of the king, the 
splendour of its Jaina temples, and the liberality with 
which he worshipped at these temples. The magnificence 
of the king's possessions, his gardens, the luxury in which 
he lived, and the pastimes of his people during different 
seasons are then dealt with. Canto vi deals with Ku
marapala's war with Mallikarjuna of Konkapa. Ambac;la, 
minister Udayana's son, who bore the title of 'Rajapitamaha', 
achieves a victory over the king of Konkapa and 
brings his head, covered with gold, to Kumarapala. The 
other conquests of the king are then referred to. In canto 
vii, Kumarapala wakes up to find himself a Jaina uttering 
religious wisdom, and invokes S~tadevi. The goddess, in 
canto viii, delivers a sermon full of the well known philo
sophic. and religious doctrines of Jainism. It is very poor 
as a kayya. But it aims at conciseness and proportion, and 
bears some impress of the classical art, which later Gujarati 
poets never succeeded in reproducing. Pralqta, as this 
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work shows, was next to SamskJ;ta the literary language 
of the Jaina sadhus. 

Trishash!is'alllk'liPurusha, re-written from Sila's (c.870) 
Mah?Jpurushacariyam, and Pari$ishtaparvan are lengthy 
collection of Jaina legends of heroes and saints. They 
are typical of Jaina literature. In one of them, for 
instance, Candragupta Maurya is made out a devout 
Jaina. Ordinarily very crude, they appeal only to those who 
are fired by the ardour of faith. In Dr. Keith's words, they 
do not attain the level of literature.1 

His K?Jvy?Jnus'?Jsana is borrowed from Mammata's famous 
K?Jvyapraklls' a and other similar works. His grammar Siddha
hemacandra is a monumental work. The first seven 
adhya.yas deal with SarhskJ;'ta, and the eighth with PrakJ;'ta, 
~aurseni, Magadhi, Paisacl, Culikapaisad, and Apabhransa. 
The work is more in the nature of a text-book prepared 
from works of authority, but has been of immense value in 
the study of PrakJ;ta and Apabhrailsa. His Yogas'llstra is 
very elementary, and falls far below the standard of many 
Jaina works on the subject. Hemacandra was a scholar and 
a practical reformer, rather than a thinker or a yogin. 

VI 
Hemacandra spent his life in trying to assert his ethical 

and literary superiority over the Brahmal)a scholars at the 
court of Patana. Their names and works have been un
fortunately ·lost to us. Amiga, grandfather of poet 
Some5vara, a Bra.hmal)a of VaC;Ianagara, was the hereditary 
family priest of Siddharaja and a man of great learning. He 
was able to resist Hemacandra's attempts to acquire ex
clusive influence over the king. The great Bhava BJ;haspati, 
respected of Siddharaja, Kumarapala, and the king of 
Ujjayin1, was from all accounts a mighty, venerable 
Brahmal)a of interprovincial influence. Kakkal, a Kayastha 
and a friend of Hemacandra, was a great grammarian. But 
we know nothing of them except what is conveyed by stray 
and biassed references in the works of Jaina authors. 

Of the Jaina contemporaries of Hemacandra, the avail
able list is fairly long. But most of them have left purely 

1· Histoyy of Sanskrit Lit1rature, 294. 
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religious· works. One of them, however, is noteworthy. 
S'rtpala (c. 1095-1154) was, according to the Jaina 
authorities, kav1ndra, poet laureate, of Siddharaja. 
The king, it is stated, had great affection for him and called 
him brother. He is said to be the author of a lost kavya, 
Vairocanaparlijaya. Some of his prasastis, eulogies, 
and a few verses quoted by other authors are available, and 
prove the poet's mastery over the technique then uni
versally accepted by Samskt;ta poets. Any estimate of his 
poetic worth is impossible. The poet's son and grandson 
were also poets. Two minor poets, Vardhamana and 
Sagaracandra, have left poems in eulogy of Siddharaja. 
Vagbhata, a son of the minister Udayana, wrote Alliinkl1ra 
on the lines of Hemacandra's Kl1vyl1nus'l1sana. 

VII 
Some pupils of Hemacandra have left literary works, 

the most noteworthy of whom is Ramacandra (c.1093-1174). 
Siddharaja gave him the title of 'kavikataramalla'. 
He appears also to have been a recipient of royal favour 
during the reign of Kumarapala. But according to a story 
preserved by Prabandhako1a (1349), he tried to prevent 
Ajayapala from succeeding Kumarapala on the throne. 
The prince, upon his accession, took his revenge by making 
the politically minded sadhu stand on a red-hot piece of 
copper. Ramacandra .was a prolific writer. Some of his 
works possess real merit, a rare thing for an age in 
which mere capacity to write in stereotyped Samskrta 
was often the only passport to literary fame. The poet 
called himself the author of a hundred prabandhas, out 
of which over twenty-five have come down to us. 

Nl1!yadarpaf1a, a treatise which Ramacandra composed 
in collaboration with Gu~acandra, another pupil of Hema
candra, has valuable quotations from lost plays, and is a 
store-house of literary and historical material. This treatise, 
though planned on Dhanamjaya's D~aritpa, shows its 
author to be an original thinker. He departed from the 
orthodox theory that there were only ten kinds of dramas, 
and added Na.~ika. and Prakarapi to make them twelve. But 
a bolder departure was to have divided rasa, sentiment, into 
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pleasurable and painful. ij"~=~ ~: 1 All the authorities, 
including Hemacandra, had insisted that the rasas must 
produce pleasure similar to that of realizing Brahma. But 
according to Ramacandra, people go to see painful dramas 
in order to see the skill of the poet or the actor. Thus he 
entered upon a defence of Tragedy. Ramacandra combated 
another prevailing belief that an actor did not experience 
the feelings which he represented. He maintained that an 
actor would himself fee] what he wanted his audience to 
feel : 'just as a prostitute, in trying to please others, does 
herself experience pleasure.' Evidently the author was not 
merely a theoretical exponent of dramatic technique, 
but had practical experience of stagecraft. 

His NalavillJsa is a good instance from which to judge 
his literary worth: The story of Nala and Damayantl is so 
brimful of human elements and dramatic situations that 
few men of letters in India have escaped its fascination. 
The story, originally told in the Mahlibharata, has been 
made use of, among the old ~minent authors, by Gul)ac;lhya, 
Kshemendra, Somadeva, Sriharsha and Trivikrama ; and, 
among the Jaina writers before Ramacandra, by Dharma
sena and Hemacandra. After him, numerous Gujarat1 
authors through the centuries have worked upon it. But 
he alone has tried to introduce realism into the 
drama by eliminating some of its miraculous in· 
cidents, like the message sent through a swan. This may 
have been necessitated by the exigencies of the stage. 
It may have been also a result of literary perception 
unusual for those times, and entitles the poet to rank 
high among later-day dramatists. 

Another noteworthy drama by the same author is 
Kaumudimitrl11Jandam. It is a prakaraJ;Ja, a bourgeois 
comedy. The plot is made up of a number of incidents loosely 
woven together as in kathas. It is very much inferior 
to the prakara!la masterpiece, Mrcchaka!ika, but has some 
delightful touches. At places, it discloses a sense of 
humour ; and is characteristically free from allegory and 
the aggressively propagandistic features of Jaina works. 

Mitra!landa, a merchant, with his friend Maitreya, while 
at sea; is stranded on an island occupied by a gang of · 
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swindlers disguised as ascetics. The leader of the gang 
had a novel method of robbing people. He would entice 
a stranger to marry his daughter, Kaumudi; and, after the 
marriage, contrive to have him flung into a pit under the 
nuptial chamber. But, on this occasion when Mitrananda 
makes love to Kaumudi, she actually falls in love with 
her father's intended victim and reveals to him the 
impending danger. Both seek safety in flight to 
Siilhaladvipa, Ceylon. . 

Their path, however, is beset with danger. Mitrananda, 
taken for a thief, is arrested, but is saved by th~ king 
whose son he has cured of snake-bite. The king leaves 
him and Kaumudi in charge of the minister. The 
minister, enamoured of Kaumudi, sends away MitratJanda 
to one of the king's vassals, who wants a victim for 
human sacrifice. Mitral)anda is, however, recognised and 
saved by his friend Maitreya who happens to be in great 
favour with the vassal. 

Kaumudi is turned out of the minister's house by 
his jealous wife. She wanders until she meets Sumitra, 
daughter of a merchant. Shortly afterwards, she 
is captured with Sumitra's family by Prince Vajravar
man. When in captivity, Kaumud\ and Sumitra meet 
Makaranda, a friend of MitratJanda. Sumitra marries 
Makarailda, and the three begin their unhappy adventures. 
They encounter a kapalika, who, in order to kill Makaranda, 
revives a corpse. But the resurrected man kills the 
Kapalika instead. Makaranda then repairs to the king of 
Ceylon and finds MitratJanda. The drama, so full of in
coherent marvels, ends happily as Kaumudi meets her long
lost husband. 

The lovers have been walking for a long time. MitratJanda 
offers to massage Kaumudi's tired feet. She, abashed. will 
not let him do so. " To forget good manners was not 
praiseworthy for the daughter-in-law of a respectable 
family". Then follows this dialogue : 

MlTRA:t:lANDA [to himself] : She does not know my family, nor my 
temper. I have not conferred any obligation upon her. And yet this dark
eyed one has given up her relatives for me. Really, women are thoughtless 
when in love. [to KAUMUDIJ Dear! You have willinilY Qndertaken sreat: 

. .. 
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hardships ; left your home, borne cold, heat and wind, wandered on foot ; 
made yourself the laughing-stock of relatives who loved you so long ; and all 
this for me, a merchant from a very distant country, whose family, 
character and wealth yo~ do not know, whose love you cannot be sure of. 
You wish to climb a mountain but blindly. You wish to cross the ocean 
without even a cockle shell to carry you across. Without remedy at hand, 
you have lashed a big snake to fury. 

KAUMUDl: Aryaputra! All women behave like this. Why are you 
surprised at this conduct of mine? Women, inspired by love, leave their 
long-cherished family for lovers whom they have seen but for a moment,l 

MITRA~ANDA: [to himself]. Women are pre-eminent among the 
heroic. Blinded by love, they hold their life as blade of grass.2 

KAUMUDl: They may go to foreign lands, suffer misery, wander 
unhappily; but they are true to their lovers, not to their own people.s 

In Gujarata, this was a century of drama. On festive 
or religious occasions, as a rule, plays were performed 
in temples with some kind of scenic display ; and consider
able attention was paid to acting. Out of the twenty six 
dramas, discovered and undiscovered, which Gujarata has 
contributed to the six hundred odd dramas in Samskt;ta, 
twenty three belong to the century between c. 1150 and 
1250; and of these, Ramacandra composed as: many as 
eleven. He wrote four varieties, nataka, prakarapa, natika 
and vyayoga. Three dramas were written by two 
other pupils of Hemacandra, Devacandra and Yasahcandra; 
and the rest, by writers of the succeeding two generations. 
Hemacandra and Ramacandra made a great effort to 
plant the drama in Gujarata, but it struck no root. 
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CHAPTER V 

APABHRAN~A LITERATURE 
Early- references to Apabhransa-Its extent-Its early literature

Dhanapila (c. 900)-Bhavisayattakaha-The literature found in Hemacandra's 
works.-In the works of Somaprabha ( 1185 ).-In the works of Merutuiiga 
( 1303 )-Munjariisa. 

Apabhrailsa was a literary language of Gujarata at 
least from thetimeoftheriseofValabh1pura. DaiJgin (c.600) 
recorded that literature found expression in four media: 
Sarilsktta, PrakJ;ta, Apabhrailsa, and Mixed. " The speech 
of A.bhlras and others in literature is known as Apabhrail· 
sa," he said, thus clearly implying that Apabhransa was 
spoken not only by A.bhiras but by others as well, and that 
it had become the object of literary culture. Bha.maha 
(c. 650) described kavya as threefold: SarilskJ;ta, Praktta 
and Apabhrail.Sa. Rudra~a ( c. 900 ) put it on a level with . 
the older literary PrakJ;tas and Sarilsktta, and recognised 
varieties according to the country in which it was spoken. 
Rajasekhara ( c. 900 ) made it a limb of the Kavyapurusha, 
poetry personified, and referred to it as being used in the 
literature of Maravaga and Saurash~ra. In his time, it was 
a literary language but had not ceased to be spoken. 
Bhoja ( c. 1000 ) contemptuously refers to the Gurjaras as 
being satisfied with this language and no other. Nemisadhu 
(c. 1069) calls Apabhrail.Sa frakJ;ta itself, and refers to its 
varieties, Upanagara, A.bhira, and Gramya. According to 
him, the language could be properly learnt only from the 
people themselves. Thus, Apabhrailsa had one dialect for 
citizens, another for A.bh1ras, a third for the vulgar, and 
was a spoken language in the eleventh ~entury.1 

During the calukyan period, a living literature was 
being produced by men who, away from the learning which 
prevailed at court, addressed themselves to the people in 
their own dialect. What of it is published is enough to give 
an idea of its variety, beauty and its comparative immunity 
from pedantry and religious obsession. Its outlook was 

1. See Note A at the end of the chapter. 



artifices often detracted from its homely charm. Folk 
literature, like folk music, have one thing in common : 
they make a direct appeal to the hearts of men. 

Dohakosa, composed in East Bengal, contains many 
Apabhransa verses. Svayambhudeva (c. 900) wrote a Jaina 
Harivahi apurlirza and Paumacariyam. Dhavala also 
composed Harivahs'liPurlirza in eighteen thousand verses: 
But the most popular form of literature was the social 
dharmakatha, of which an excellent specimen has been 
preserved. Bhavisayattakahli ( Skt: Bhavishyatkatha) was 
composed by Dhanapala about the tenth century.1 

The poet belonged to a Dhakka<;la Va!lika family of 
Dhanasiri living, probably, near Mount Abu. The style 
bears traces of Samskt:ta inspiration; the description is 
vivid and true to life; the story is well-told. It is made up 
of two disjointed parts, the original katha and the typical 
Jaina ending. The first part of the story is very interest
ing, rich in adventure, and powerful in appeal. 'In some 
places, it possesses the freshness which we associate with 
the stirring tales in the Arabian Nights. 

III. 

In the city of Gajapura, o~ Hastinapura, there lived a 
young, handsome and wealthy merchant, and his wife, 
Kamalasri. Kamalasd gave birth to Bhavishya, the hero of 
the poem. He grew. up into a very attractive child and 
received both a liberal and a military education. 

His father grew cold towards his mother and married a 
second wife, Surupa. She gave birth to Bandhudatta, 
who grew up strong and turbulent, wanton and pleasure
loving. He was a terror to respectable citizens. A desire 
to go to foreign lands took possession of this boy, and he 
collected about him needy young merchants ready to 
participate in his adventures. Even the king could not 
withold his permission from this impetuous youth. His 
brother, Bhavishya, was also infected with the spirit of 
adventure and joined his younger brother. 

The father's parting advice is reminiscent of Polonius'. 

1. Vide Appendix L · 
7 
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If any difficulty comes your way, act thus : Never speak a harsh word. 
Son, speak like an ignorant man who knows not the ways of commerce. 
Never give your heart even to a friend. Speak little and in measured terms. 
Increase your wealth by all means ; if need be, even by deceiving and 
making signs with hands. Praise your own commodities, and leam the 
mind of the other party by diverting his attention. Never let your secrets 
be known, and always try to know those of others. Heed not another's 
actions, even if you come to know of them ; deflect not from your course. 
Do not let anyone know your character, but discover the nature of 
others by gaining their confidence.! 

They sailed down the river Yamuna and came to 
the open sea. A gale drove their little fleet to a distant 
island, Mainakadvtpa by name. The young adventurers 
landed on the island. Bhavishya went into the interior 
in search of fruits and flowers, and was soon lost sight of. 
Baildhudatta had now an opportunity to translate hatred 
for his brother into action, and, in spite of the remon
strances of his companions, ordered the party to set sail. 

When Bhavishya found that he had been left alone 
on an unknown island, he courageously entered the forest 
full of birds and beasts; and after making an offering 
to Jina, he took a path which led across the mountains. 
He came upon a city with lofty buildings, beautiful 
archways, white-painted houses with half-open doors 
and windows, and a market-place rich in wares. All · 
these, however, presented an unearthly appearance. The 
palace was untenanted and silent. • All musical instru
ments had assumed silence with the thought that there 
was no body to play on them.' Undaunted, Bhavishya 
came to a temple, where he duly offered worship, and 
went to sleep. 
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God Acyutanatha came to · know of his plight, and 
ordered: Mapibhadra, the king of Yakshas, to protect 
Bhavishya and lead him back safely to Gajapura. When 
Bhavishya awoke from his sleep, he heard words directing 
him to go to a house where his future wife awaited him. 
He followed the direction, and found a lovely maiden, 
'whose limbs, visible through her filmy dress, slyly laughed 
at him'. She slowly overcame her shyness, and besought 
him to take her away before the demon, who had made the 
city lifeless, destroyed him. Bhavishya narrated to her his 
own story; was convinced that they were made for each 
other; and offered marriage to her. The girl expressed 
willingness to accept him. 

On hearing this, the son of Paiikajas'ri (Bhavishya ), gifted with 
good manners and well-born, smiled, and said, "Oh long-eyed one ! What you 
say is right. I am myself amazed. Though deserted by my own relatives 
and kinsmen, I was led to you in this way, no doubt, by my good luck. The 
traders with whom I came left me alone In the forest; and as I wandered 
from place to place, I saw your house. Drive all your fears away. Have 
no fears, daughter of a good merchant. You are well-born ; I, son of a 
merchant, am led to you in this desert by fate. Now, everything will soon be 
well. 

The young lady trembled with excitement, and, straight
way, 'was pierced with the arrows of the god of love'. 
The girl 'with tremulous eyes', though overpowered by 
bashfulness which showed her graces to advantage, was 
bold; and quite modern. She asked, " Why don't you do 
what is imminent?" 

But she did not yet know the man's character. 
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Bhavlshya, muttering a prayer to Vll'a, firmly replied, .. 0 Lady with 
lovely eyes, what you say is right. But, beauteous maid, I am proud to 
abstain from taking what is not given to me ceremonially. When some one 
is found to give you to me in marriage, your desire will be satisfied. If 
nobody gives your hand to me, we shall live only as comrades in spirit. • . • • 
The girl perceived that he was an extraordinary man and restrained her 
feelings. The sun had not yet set.t 

A desert isle, a setting sun, a beautiful maiden and a 
handsome man discovering their soul's affinity, the girl's 
audacious question, and the reply are elements in a 
situation full of charm and romance. And it is the work 
of a celibate Jaina sadhu addressed to a Gujarati middle
class audience a thousand years ago ! 

Suddenly the demon appeared, fearful as darkness, like 
unto. 'the loud laughter of Death.' Bhavishya faced him, 
ready for fight. But the demon suddenly recollected his 
former life and took kindly to the hero. In a sudden out
burst of friendliness, he made the city hum with life, and 
bestowed it, as also the maiden, on the lucky hero. 

Years·. r passed, happy for Bhavishya and his wife, 
unhappy !or the bereaved parents in distant Gajapura. In 
course of time, the young lovers were tired of the city. 

, " To live in this lonely city is to see a dream, or to dance 
in darkness." ·They left it, and, with all their valuables, 
came to the seashore, where they hoisted a signal on the 
top of a tree to attract the attention of a passing ship. 

Bandhudatta's party was again ship-wrecked on the 
island, and met the couple. Bhavishya forgave his perfi
dious brother, loaded him with presents, and told him his 
story. Bandhu, though jealous and spiteful, spoke sweet 
words and celebrated their re-union. In a happy mood, 
they all prepared to leave the island. But when the boats 
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were ready, Bhavishya happened to be away making a 
religious offering, and Baildhu repeated his old· trick. 
Heedless of every one's protests, he set sail carrying away 
with him the bride and the wealth of his brother. · 

The story now begins to suffer in interest. Bandhu 
made unsuccessful overtures to Bhavishyanuriipa, his 
brother's wife. Ultimately, Baildhu reached Gaji:1pura, 
passed off the lady as his wife, and the wealth as his own, 
and received great honours from the king. Only Kamala, 
Bhavishya's mother, was disconsolate as her son was. not 
among those who had returned. 

The king of the Yakshas, however, brought .Bhavishya 
to Gajapura in his aerial car. The hero met his mother, 
and sought justice from the king. The king punished the 
perfidious Bandhu, but forgave him at the instanc~ of 
his magnanimous brother. The guilty were forgiven,- and, 
to crown the general feeling of reconciliation, the _king 
offered his daughter, Sumitra, to Bhavishya. ' . · 

The prince of Poyapapura, in the meantime, marched 
on Gajapura. The king of Gajapura offered resistance, 
his army led by Bhavishya. And in the battle that 
ensued, he was victorious owing to the valour of the 
hero. The conqueror was appointed Yuvaraja by the 
king. This was, perhaps, the closing incident of the 
story as it originally stood before a Jaina author retouch
ed it. Bhavishya and his wife went to Tilakdvipa, where 
a sage explained to them the principles of Jainism, and 
recounted the past lives of Bhavishya. The hero, there
upon, renounced the world. 

IV 

Hemacandra has preserved several quotations from the 
Apabhransa literature of the tenth and eleventh centuries. 
If these quotatio_ns are any indication, the literature of the 
time was mythological, religious, didactic, erotic and 
heroic. The elegant phrase_ and the picturesque image so 
often found in these verses indicate a well-developed 
literature. 
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HEROIC 

Look at my lord: he has been described as ths breaker of the temples of 
elephants gone wild in hundreds of battles.t 

Oh, friend I It is just as weD that my lord has been killed In the battle. 
Had he come home vanquished, I should have felt ashamed before my 
friends.9 

On the field of battle, where arrows destroy arrows and swords cut 
swords, my husband cuts his way through a crowd of warriors.s 

Dear friend I My husband, when he is angry, destroys his enemies with 
his weapons as weD as his hands.4 

· Of the two of us who have gone to the field of battle, who will seek the
GOddess of Victory? And who wm seize the Goddes of Death by the hair, 
and live?& 

·eowards say thus : "We are but few, whlle the enemies are many,'" 
Look at the sky, young lady I Only one moon gives light.' 

DIDACTIC 

The ocean keeps grass on the surface and jewels at the bottom; so, 
too, the master abandons his good servants and honours the wicked ones.' 

Merits do not beget prosperity, but may beget fame. A lion does not cost 
even a penny, while an elephant costs lakbs.S 
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People take fruits from trees, but cast off bitter leaves. But great trees, 
like good men, bear those leaves on their laps.l 

A wicked person, falling from great height, destroys.his own people, 
even as a boulder, rolling down from the top of a mountain, crushes other 
boulders.2 

Very rare, indeed, in this Kali age, Is the man who hides his own virtues 
and reveals those of others. I pay my homage to that good man.s 

To whom is life not dear? Who has no love of money? When time 
comes the great consider both of them contemptible as grass.~ 

The fire under the ocean does not care whether the waters are· dried up. 
Is it not enough that it keeps on burning even In water? 5 · 

HEROIC 

The body had not met his body. The lips did not touch his lips. Even 
as I was drinking in his lotus-face, the meeting came to an end.& 

Why cannot this young lady look farther by the light of the moon, when 
she can see her hand In the darkness by means of th~ rays issuing from 
her face?' 

What pity can these breasts have for others, when they cruelly fiing 
themselves on their own heart? Men ! Take care of yourselves. The 
breasts of maidens are ruthless. a 
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If she loves me, she will be dead by now : and if, she be alive still, she 
has no love for me. In any way, I have lost my wife. Why do you thunder 
you wicked cloud ? 1 

Oh, bee, don't you make a buzzing noise in ·this forest. Don't you lament 
as you look in that direction. The Malati creeper whose separation has 
brought you to death is in another country.t 

My heart has been captured by you; you have been taken in by her; 
she dances to the tune of another. 0 beloved! What can I do? It is just 
like a fish swallowing another.s 

v. 
During the Calukyan period, several Jaina sadhus 

composed prayers and religious legends in Apabhransa. 
Most of these religious compositions were adapta
tions from the Prak~ta which had long ceased to be 
understood by the ordinary people. When the sadhus at 
the· court of Pa~ana, who formed the aristocracy of the 
priesthood, devoted themselves to Samsk~a, their humble 
co-workers continued to cater for the needs of the masses 
in their own language. But even their language soon ceased 
to develop on independent lines. Those who made use of 
Apabhrailsa looked for inspiration to the sadhus who 
employed Samsk~a ; and such fragments as have come 
down to us show that Apabhrailsa literature flourished in 
the twelvth century on the wealth of expression and the 
grace of style furnished by Samsk~a masterpieces. 

The following extracts from Somaprabha's Kumlirapala
pratibodha will suffice to give an idea of the lines of 
progress which Apabhransa followed. 

If there is dishonour, but not death, one should go Into exile ; but one 
should not wander about playing into the hands of the wicked.1 
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The notes of the cukoo are heard. Spring has come on the earth. The 
great King, Love, like a warrior, has given an exhibition of his victorious 
might.l · 

Seeing the rays (kara, which also means hands) of the Sun, the lover, 
Dame North is fascinated. Dame South sighs out Malaya breezes. The 
Sylvan goddess, covered by reddish new leaves, glows, as if dressed in red 
apparel, in the arms of her lover, Spring.2 

The fresh sprouts of mango trees sparkle with swarms of black bees, 
as if the flames of love were emitting a stream of smoke. s 

VI. 

Hemacandra has quoted two verses from a Munja
rlisa. Merutunga has given some more, and has also based 
Munjaprabandha, in his Prabandhacintlima'!li, on · it. Evi
dently, it was a popular love poem of the eleventh century 
describing the adventures of Mu!ija, the king of Malva 
styled P~hiv1vallabha (c. 950-997 ). Its sentiments were 
unsophisticated, and its language, based on popular idioms. 
Perhaps it was what Hemacandra calls a gramya maha
kavya. 

Mulija, the gay lover and the indomitable conquerer, 
travels every night twelve yojanas to meet a lady-love. 
·Later, his passion cools down, and she addresses him thus: 

Muiija, the bond of love is already loose. Fool, don't you know that the 
thunders of Ashiidha are already heard, and soon the roads will be unfit (for 
your dromedary t~ travel ) ? ' • • • 

8 
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'As you leave my arms, so do I leave yours. Who is at fault ? But if you 
leave my heart, I shall know that Munja is wroth with me.I 

The water-maiden bears up life by kissing her own hand-the hand 
which drank the crystal clear water in which the beloved Munja was reflect· 
ed.' 

Mu?ija carries on a life-long war with king Tailapa 
of Karnataka. Against the advice of his minister, Rudra
ditya, he. crosses the Godavari; is defeated; and is cap
tured by Tailapa. Tailapa's sister M~alavati', a widow, 
falls in love with Mu?ija. While both are looking in a 
mirror, the elderly widow bewails her grey hair. 

Munja says, "M;-nruavati, do not weep over departed youth. Sugar· 
candy, even if broken into a thousand pieces, will taste sweet.''~ 

Efforts are being made by Mu?ija's friends to rescue 
him from the subterranean cell in which he is kept. Mu?ija 
insists on taking Mroalavat\ with him. She, afraid of los
ing her lover if they went to Dhara, informs her brother 
about the plan; and it is frustrated by Tailapa. 

Women are clever in inventing amorous talks to please the mind; the 
person who confides in them comes to grief.4 

Tailapa forces Mulija to beg from door to door. The 
poet says: 
. Why did you not die by fire or string ? Why did you not become a heap 

of ashes? To day, Munja, tied to a string, is taken from house to house b"ke 
a dancing monkey.• 
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While begging, Mulija calls upon the spirit of his de
parted minister who had advised him against crossing the 
Godavari. 

Rudriiditya, now In heaven ! Unattended, I stand, deprived of my 
elephants, chariots, horses and men. Call me to you : I stand with my face to
wardsyou,l 

A proud damsel contemptuously gives him whey to drink 
in a cup made of dry leaves. Mulija says : 

Simple-hearted damsel! Do not turn away in pride, seeing me with a 
cup of leaves in my hand. Munja was once the master of fourteen hundred 
and seventy-six elephants but now he has lost them all.' 

. M~palavati offers alms to Mulija. 
Munja says, "M;-niilavati, if wisdom after the event is the same as before 

it, no one would be overcome by calamity.''3 

M~alavat1 replies : 
When luck turned, even the ten-headed king ( Ravana ), the master of 

seas and the lord of the forts of Lanka, was destroyed. Therefore, Munja, 
do not grieve.t 

Ultimately, Mulija meets death under the feet of 
Tailapa's elephant. 

The language of this poem approximates the earliest 
specimen of Old Gujaratl found in the works of the twelfth 
century. 

Apabhrailsa, thus, had a rich and varied literature 
intended for the people. But at the end of the thirteenth 
century, it was fast becoming inaccessible to the 
ordinary people, who no longer used it in speech. The 
de5abhasa of the people, Old Gujarati, was spoken from 
about 1100, or, perhaps, earlier. 
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"NOTE A. REFERENCES TO APABHRAN~A 
1. Patanjali, Maliabhashya (B. C. 150 ). ante p. 17. 
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2. Bharata,lra!Ja!astra XVll. (A.C. 200:) ante p.17. 
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3. Inscription of Dharasen;~ II of Valabhi, refering to his father Guha
sena (559·569), Bombay Gazmer Vol. I, p. 90. ante p. 21. 
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5. Bhamaha, Kavy'ala;nJlara L (c. 650). ante p. 48. 
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6. Rudrata, Kay'alamklira II. ( c. 900) ante p. 48. 
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7. Rajasekhara, Ki.ivyamimatisa (c. 900) ante p. 48. 
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8. Bhoja, SarfJSllalikantliabhara!I(J (c. 1000), ante p. 48. 
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9. Nemlsadhu, Commentary on Rudrata's ·above quoted Kavy'Olamkara 
U. 12. (c. 1069). ante p. 48. 
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10. Hemacandra, Siddhahemacandra ( c. 1140) contains 120 sutras on Apa• 
bhraiisa, and about 180 verses by way of illustrations. ante p. 53-55. 

11: Viigbhat{Qlatizkara (c. 1200), ante p. 44. . 
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It is likely that there was only one literary Apabhraiisa, and not many: 
that it was used as lingua franca by the cultured In the whole of North India 
from Maharashtra and Gujarata to Assam; and that the allied modern Indian 
vernaculars, Hindi, Bengali, Marathi, Gujariiti &c. sprang from it. -Vide, P. L. 
Valdya, The Apabhran§a Literature t! the Tenth Century and its Influence on 
Marathi Language. Jour. Bom. University L vi. 218. May, 1933. 



CHAPTER VI. 
SOME~VARA AND HIS TIMES. 

(A. C. 1173-1297) 
Yasahpiila (c. 1174)-Moharajaparajaya-Somaprabha (1185),-K.,tnara~la

pratibodha-Political changes (1179-1297)-Vll'adhavala, Vastupiila, and 
Tejahpiila-Vastupala as patron of learning-Somesvara (1184-1254-)-Kirtti 
kaNmudi-Surathotsava-Ulliigharaghava-Pralhiidana (1164-1209) Yarthapara· 
krama-Vastupiila's Naranaraya,ananda-ArlsiDha's Suk(tasam!iirlano-Bala· 
bhadra's Vasantaviliisa-Jayasmha's Hammiramada mardana (1222)-Udayapra· 
bha-Subhata-Medical works-The artistic value of the literature. 

On the death of Kumarapala, his nephew Ajayapala 
( 1174-'76) succeeded ·to the throne, but not without 
combating a conspiracy in which some of Hemacandra's 
pupils were involved. He was not amenable to their 
influence as was his uncle before him ; and later Jaina 
authors had their revenge by attributing to him vices 
of which contemporary records absolve him. 

Yasahpala, a Jaina Mo<;Iha Vattika occupying a high 
position in the king's service, composed an allegorical 
drama, Mohllrajaparl'ljaya, celebrating the supposed 
conversion of Kumarapala to Jainism. The drama was 
composed between 1174 and 1177, and was performed 
at Kumara-vihara ·at Tharapadra, modern Tharada 
near Palattapura. The drama, except for Kumarapala, 
Hemacandra and, perhaps, the court jester, contains 
allegorical characters, and is a good specimen of later
day literary performances. Yasahpala's style is simple 
and delightful, but lacks· the chtssical touch. In technique, 
incident and human interest, his work is decidedly 
inferior to Ramacandra's. 

JMnarpatta, the spy sent to report on Moha, Delusion, 
comes to king Kumarapala and reports that Moha has 
successfully besieged the city of 'Man's Mind '. Its king, 
Vivekacandra, the Moon of Discrimination, has fled, taking 
his wife and his daughter, l(u>asundari, Compassion, with 
him. One of Kumarapala's queens, Ki'rttimalijari, Garland 
of Fame, with her brother Pratapa, Valour, is also reported 
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as thinking of going over to Moha, as the king ha:d fallen 
under the influence of a Jaina sadhu. 

In Act II, Kumarapala sees Kwasundarl, and falls in 
love with her. The queen, Rajyasri, Royalty, is angry with 
the king, and the king asks to be forgiven. In Act 
Ill, Puvyaketu, the Banner of Merit, conceals himself 
behind the statue of a goddess; and, making believe that 
the goddess is speaking, prevails upon Rajyasd not 
only to give . up her wrath, but to send an offer for 
K:t;pasundad's hand. But, when the offer is sent, Viveka 
consents only on condition that the seven vices are 
banished fi:om the kingdom, and the king abolishes the 
practice of confiscating the estate of men dying without 
male issue. The king agrees to the conditions and forgoes 
the property of a dead millionaire, who, however, turns up 
with a new bride in an aerial car. In Act IV, gambling, 
flesh-eating, drinking, slaughter, theft and adultery _are 
banished in spite of the plea that they bring in revenue. 
In Act V, the king, armed by Hemacandra with his 
Yogaslistra, wins a victory over Moha. 

Moharlljaparajaya contains materials for reconstructing 
the life and splendour of Patana and its merchants, 
'whose wealth was the envy of emperors'. An· in
teresting episode refers to the act of Kumarapala in 
abrogating the law, whereby the estate of a deceased 
leaving a widow but no son escheated to the crown. When 
the king was informed that a millionaire, Kubera, had died 
and that his vast wealth had lapsed to him under the 
law, he feelingly expressed himself thus : 

What policy Is it which entitles wicked kings to take a dead man's 
wealth, collected by him in high hopes, after a long struggle, and with multi
tude of worries? The sinners who snatch away the loin cloth from a weeping 
woman may not have any compassion ; but have they no sense of shame ? 1 

Again, when he found that the relatives of the deceased 
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would not enter his house before the king's servants had 
taken possession of his wealth under the law, he said: 

Afraid of the king, the relatives of a person dying sonless cannot even 
perform his obsequies. The members of his family, crying with grief, are 
made miserable by the king's servants, who, more ruthless than the servants 
of Death, are busy searching for wealth.t 

These verses throw light on a custom then in vogue, and 
on the sentiments which ruled Kumarapala's conduct. A 
court receiver in an administration suit filed on the death 
of a man under modern law, has scarcely improved upon 
these ancient ways of king's men. 

In Yasahpala, we have the logical extension of the 
literary movement which Hemacandra introduced, of 
weaving round the kings of Pa~a!la an atmosphere which 
classical kavyas had created round the epic heroes. But 
literary inspiration had receded into the back-ground. 
Sidharaja, Kumarapala and Hemacandra were invested 
with a transparently semi-mythic importance. And the 

, classical style was unabashedly made to ply the bard's 
inglorious trade, or play a hand-maid to the religious zealot. 

II. 
The next author of importance was Somaprabha, a 

sa.dhu. He wrote his KumlJraPlllapratibodha in c. 1185, 
twelve years after Kumarpala's death at Patana in 
the upasraya of Siddhapala, Sr1pala's son. The· work 
was read by the author to Gu!lacandra and two other 
disciples of Hemacandra. The work is principally in 
Prakrta and Apabhransa, with some parts in Samskrta. 
The author sets out his object thus : . 
· Though the lives of Hemacandrasiirl and Kumiirapiila are interesting 

from other points of view, I desire to say something about the teaching of 
the Jaina faith only. 

And faithfully does the author keep his word ; for, the 
work is a series of sermons on Jaina vows supposed to 
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have been delivered by Hemacandra to Kumarapala, and 
gives an exaggerated account of how the latter carried them 
into practice. This lengthy work is dreary and devoid of any 
literary merit or historical value. The work is useful 
only as a landmark. It shows how, within two decades, 
the Jaina sadhus canonised Hemacandra and Kumarapala, 
and absorbed them so completely in their religious 
literature that they ceased to be looked upon as men. 
Idolatry, in literature as in life, finds a fertile soil in 
India, and ruins the literary gifts of many who would be 
noteworthy writers but for it. 

The author's other works are Sumatinllthacarita, a 
religious work; Suktimuktlivali, a collection of didactic 
verses; S'atlirthaklJvyam, verses having a hundred 
meanings ; and Srhgl1ravairl1gyatarahgi1J'i, a tirade against 
women. None of these are of any literary value. 

A remarkable work is Panc'/Jkhyana by Purpabhadra 
( 1199 ) . It is a revised version of Pancatantra of 
Vishpusarman. This edition, prepared by the sadhu at the 
instance of a minister of Jhalora, has enabled modern 
scholars to restore this valuable contribution · of India to 
the literature of the world. 

III 

Ajayapala died in 1176, and was succeeded by his 
infant son, Bala Mlllaraja, who died in c. 1178. During 
this period Mahmud, or Shahab-ud-din Ghori, invaded 
Gujarata ; but its seasoned army led by the queen-
mother, Naikadevl, drove back the invader. . 

In c.1179 the throne of Patana came to be occupied 
by Bh1ma II. He styled himself· Abhinava Siddharaja, but 
chroniclers have dubbed him Bholo, the Simpleton. The 
feudatories revolted against his authority, but were soon 
suppressed by Arporaja Vaghela, a Calukya of Dholka, who 
threw his weight on the side of his king. Arporaja's son, 
Lavapyaprasada, or Lavapaprasada, whom Bhlma appoint· 
ed a sarvesvara, dictator, followed in his father's footsteps 
and, with the assistance of his son V.lradhavala, consolidated 
the authority of Patapa. 

9 
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Both the Vaghelas, father and son, held their court 
at Dholka. Under their strong rule, the kingdom again 
became powerful. Except for an unsuccessful invasion 
in 1194 by a Muslim army headed by Kutb-ud-din Aibak, 
Gujarata was happy. In 1242 Bhima, who had outlived 
three generations of viceregents, died and Viradhavala's 
son, Visaladeva, formally occupied the throne of Pa~atta
During his vigorous reign of nineteen years, he revived 
the golden prime of Jayasinha Siddharaja, and assumed, 
with some justification, the dignity of Maharajadhiraja. 
He was the last great Hindu king of Gujarata. 

On his death in c. 1261, his throne was occupied by 
Arjuna up to c. 1264 ; by Saranga from c. 1265 to 1296 ; 
and by Kartta, popularly known as ghelo or crazy, from c. 
1296 to c. 1304. After VIsaladeva's death, petty wars des
troyed the power of Pa~atta, which soon came to rule over 
only a small part of North Gujarata and Ka~hiava~a. In or 
about 1297, Ulugh Khan, the brother of Sultan Alla-ud-din 
Khilji occupied Pa~atta, sacked the temple of Somanatha 
and laid waste the country. The end of the thirteenth 
century of the Christian era saw the end of self-governed 
Gujarata. 

The period from c. 1200 to 1250, when the great 
Vaghelas presided over the destinies of the country, 
represented a half century of great activity in the fields 
both of conquest and literature. Lavattaprasada, VIradha
vala, and Visaladeva were warriors, administrators and 
patrons of literature. They also knew how to choose 
their servants well and wisely. About c.1220 Vrradhavala 
invited the two brothers, Vastupala and Tejal].pala, sons 
of a Jaina, merchant, Asaraja, to become ministers of 
state. Rich and religiously disposed, they soon proved to 
be great warriors and statesmen. Jaina, Hindu, and even 
Muslim shrines shared their generosity. They erected 
temples and patronised art, their temples at Abu being 
monuments of Indian art. Vastupala was married to 
Lalitadev1, Tejal].pala to Anupadevi. Both ladies assisted 
the ministers in their work and were held in great esteem. 
The statesmanship and valour of the brothers gave to 
Gujara.ta its last Maharajadhiraja in Visaladeva. Vastupala 
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died in c. 1248, Tejal}.pala a few years later; and both 
retained their power and the confidence of their sovereign 
till the last. 

Vastupala was decidedly the greater of the two. His 
personality, statesmanship, heroism and munificence 
evoked a chorus of literary praise. Some§vara, the family 
priest of the royal Calukyas, composed works in his honour, 
and a host of other literary men followed the example. 
Many poets have been mentioned in contemporary 
works as being under his protection. The minister 
appreciated and encouraged literature; established three 
libraries at a cost of eighteen crores of rupees ; procured for 
the poets the manuscripts of literary masterpieces ; and 
helped them in the preservation of their works. And the 
poets repaid their debt well : they gave immortality to his 
life and works. 

IV 
Some§vara ( c. 1184-1254 ) was the leading poet of 

Vastupala's court. He was the family priest of the kings 
of Gujarata, a direct descendant of Sola, the priest of 
MUlaraja, and the grandson of Amiga who officiated as a 
priest to Siddharaja. His father, Kumara, was a physician 
as well, and cured Ajayapala of his wounds. Some§vara 
has left two mahakavyas, Kirttikaumudi and Surathotsava; 
one drama, Ullligharllghava; Rlimas'aiaka; and two 
Pras astis, one of which has not yet been found. 

Kirttikaumudi served as a model to many contempo
rary kavyas which had Vastupala as its hero, and .. 
represents a further stage in the evolution of the movement 
which, as we saw, could be traced to Hemacandra's 
Dvylisraya. The audience loved to look back proudly 
upon the times of Siddharaja and Kumarapala, parti
cularly as LavatJ.aprasada and Viradhavala were trying 
to restore Patana to its former glory. 

Somesvara. was an ardent admirer of Kalidasa and 
looked upon Raghuvansa as his model. 

Kiilidasa was born a poet, and he sang Sri Rama's life. It was a mixture of 
sugar and milk,l -
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Among the latter day poets, he mentions Magha, 
Bharavi, Bapa, Dhanapala, Bilhal)a, Hemacandra, 
Nllakap~ha, Pralhadana, Naracandra, Vijayasena, Subha~a, 
Yasha]].avlra and Vastupala, the last six of whom were his 
contemporaries. 

The poet describes the city of Patapa • the house of 
~ri '; its fort and its gardens where damsels come to play ; 
the chants of its Brahmapas, the songs of its women, the 
eulogies ·of its bards; its houses which were white like 
snow, its palaces in which luxury reigned; and the sacri
ficial smoke which, Jike Yamuna, rose skywards to join 
the heavenly Ganga. The city outshines all the cities of 
traditional fame. The poet then describes the river, the 
temples comparable to the Himalaya, the banners of the 
temples • so high as to protect even Arupa, the Sun's 
charioteer, from his master's fiery rays'; the roads crowded 
with elephants and horses. The women also come in for 
their share of praise. 

Wherever the women move, undulating with grace, the eyes of the 
gallants follow like their maid servants. Those who are looked at by the 
women with sidelong glances, are smitten by the god of love, who, though 
bodiless, assumes a body. Here, Brahma created women of matchless 
beauty; and yet their beauty was matched by its reflection in the bejewelled 
walls.' 

In canto ii, the poet gives a short history of the kings 
of Pa~apa, beginning with MU.laraja. Siddharaja is rightly 
given the central place. Lavapaprasada's dream is then 
described. Gurjara Rajyalakshmt, the royal dignity of 
Gujarata, appears to him, • a goddess in . the very image 
of a full-moon night, her face white like the moon, a white 
mark on her face, in white clothes, a white garland in 
her hand'. She laments the downfall of Patana, weeps 
over her vanished glory and departed heroes.· 
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Here darkness was unknown, for, the scions of the line of Miilarilja 
spread their light all around. But, now, a light was not to be found even at 
night. The city, once resounded with drums at night,; now, only the bowl 
of jackals is beard. Then, the lake bloomed with the lotus-faces of young 
damsels ; now, it helplessly sheds tear-drops as the wind blows over it. 

And she exhorts Lava1;1aprasada to . win back her 
departed glory. 

The dream vanishes, and the hero sends for his son, 
and his priest, the poet. The poet explains the meaning 
of the dream and recommends the appointment of a good 
minister. · 

In canto iii, the family of Vastupala comes in for 
a highly eulogistic tribute. The king appoints Vastupala 
as his minister. (canto iv.) The minister takes charge of 
Khambhata and is faced with an invasion from the South. 
Sankha, king of La~a, also sends a message threatening to 
march on the city. (canto v) The poet, then, deals with 
Vastupala's war with Salikha and celebrates his patron's 
victory in high flown phrase. ( canto vi ) He sings the 
beauties of Khambhata in the traditional manner of kavyas 
and narrates Vastupala's conversation with his poets. 
(canto vii) Then follows a description of moon-rise 
( canto viii ); of the daily life of the minister and (canto 
ix ); of his pilgrimage to Satrm:hjaya, Giranara and -
Prabhasa. 

Somesvara's diction has both grace and lucidity. When 
he has something new to say, he rises above the weari
some and degenerate imitation of classic models. The 
kavya had become rigid and lifeless. The vicious taste 
of the pa1;1gitas perpetuated the bondage of form; style and 
expression which were no longer living interpretations of 
life; and, like all worn out conventions, they stifled the soul 
that accepted them. From the historical point of view the 
work is invaluable. The author had first-hand know
ledge of events connected with the Calukya kings, and 
was free from any propagandist zeal. In the first three 
cantos, he sets men and events in a fairly correct 
perspective, and is a fairly reliable guide for leading the 
reader out of the labyrinth of Jaina works. 
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His next mahakavya, Surathotsava, deals with the epi
sode from the M'i!rkandeya Purlina, of King Suratha who 
reconquered his lost kingdom by. the favour of the goddess 
Ca!l<;ii. . His drama, Ullllgharllghava, in eight acts, is based 
on the Rllml!yaJJa. It was performed before the temple of 
sri Krshna at Dvarika. The author introduces fine senti
ments a~d incidents in tlie drama to retouch the character 
of Rama. The modesty of Rama, for instance, is 
represented with skill in the stanza which he addresses 
to his father when people celebrate · his victory over 
Parasurama. 

As prescribed by destiny, I broke the old bow of Safikara. Ret:tuka's 
son (Parasurruna) conceded to me a great deal in the field of battle, treating 
me as a child. But the people regard my breaking the bow as due to my 
valour only out of their affection for me. You must, therefore; stop them 
from doing so. It is improper to treat the great with contempt without 
reason.t 

v 
Pralhadana, whom Somesvara describes as • the 

incarnation of Sarasvatl, as having won fame by being the 
son of Sarasvati and the husband of Jayasri, the goddess 
of victory', was a younger brother of Dharavarsha, the 
Paramara ruler of Candravatl, and lived between 1164 and 
1209. He was reputed to be versed in different philosophies. 
He was a warrior and founded the city Pralhadanapura, 
modern Pala!lapura. · Of his works, only Pl1rthaparl!krama, 
a drama of the vyayoga type (military spectacle), and a 
few verses have come to light. This one-act drama, exhi
biting d!pta rasa or the sentiment of excitement, is based 
on an incident in the Mahabhl!rata, of Arjuna recovering 
the cows of King Vira~a from the Kauravas. 

Vastupala himself, under the name of Vasantapala 
conferred upon him by Somesvara and other poets, has 
left a mabakavya called Naranllrl!yafZlinahda in sixteen 
cantos, dealing with the episode of Arjuna eloping with 
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Subhadra, KJ;shp.a's sister. Coming as it did from so great 
a man and so generous a patron of poets, it naturally 
evoked great contemporary praise. According to 
Alainkliramahodadhi, it improved upon Vyasa's language ;1 

and not to be outdone, Somesvara called the minister the 
adopted son of Sarasvatl. Merutunga called him a 
mahakavi. His fame travelled even outside Gujarata. But 
the poem is a mechanical product of the literary conven
tions which were in vogue all over the country. Pompous 
kavyas without true poetic inspiration or direct touch 
with reality were turned out in that age like factory
made articles. 

Arisinha's SukJ:tasainkirlana is a kavya modelled on 
Kirttikaumudi but composed with less imagination and 
poetic exuberance. Balabhadra's Vasantaviliisa is the 
third and the largest mahakavya on v astupala, and follows 
the same example both in matter and style. In this poem, 
the presiding deity of the kingdom appears in a dream to 
Viradhavala, and the conventional descriptions follow w.ith, 
mechanical precision. · -~-• :. 

The messenger from Saiikha who advises Vastupala 
to flee adds that no one will feel disgraced by the . 
flight of a bania. The minister gives an apt reply : 

Messenger ! It is a delusion to think that Kshatriyas alone can fight. 
and not a Van,ika. Did not Am.baqa, a Val)lka, kill Mallikarjuna· in battle? I, 
a VSI)ika, am well·known in the shop of the battlefield. I buy commodities
the heads of enemies-weighing them in the scales of swords ; I pay the price 
in the form of Heaven.s 

And Vastupala proved as good as his word. 
Jayasinha, a Jaina sadhti, while living at the temple of 

Munisuvrata at Bhrgukaccha between 1222 and 1236, 
composed Hammira-mada-mardana, a play, in which is 
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celebrated the victory obtained by Viradhavala with the 
aid of Vastupala over the forces of some Muslim invader. 
The play was written to please· Jayantasinha, son of 
Vastupala, and was performed at the festival of the 

. procession of Bh1me§vara at Khambhata. It furnishes 
some historical information about the event and the 
times, but is very inferior in style and technique to the 
dramas of Yasahp~ila, Ramacandra and Some§vara. There 
is no individuality in the characters, no plot, and no 
movement. The style is highly affected even if judged 
by the standard of his contemporaries, and the author's 
unbounded delight in long compounds takes away 
whatever little charm its perusal might otherwise afford. 
The mutual adulation in which Vi'radhavala and Vastupala 
indulge at every step is unusual even for an age given to 
unqualified panegyrics. 

Gujarata is menaced by Turushka Hammtra aided by 
the Yadava Sinhapa, who can also rely upon the assistance 
of Saiigrama, nephew of the king of Lata. In Act I, 
Vastupala advises Vi'radhavala to secure the aid of the 
kings of MaravliQa. Vastupala's spies run to and fro 
between the warring kings. One of them induces 
Sangrama to flee; and the minister, some time later, 
enters into a treaty with him. Maravaga is destroyed by the 
invading Mlechha, Malicchrikara, who, however, retreats 
at the approach of Vi'radhavala. The diplomacy of 
Vastupala surrounds the invader with many difficulties, and 
he is defeated by Vi'radhavala. Finally, the king goes to 
the temple of Siva, where the god grants a boon to the 
king. If the minister is properly delineated in this drama, 
he was an astute diplomat rather than the heroic statesman 
described by the exuberant Somesvara. VastuplilatejahplJ/a
prasastl of the poet follows K.irttikaumudi both in form and 
substance. 

Udayaprabha, the preceptor of Vastupala, composed 
Sanghl1dhipati, a mahakavya,on the pilgrimage ofVastupala 
and Suk!takirtikallolini, a kavya of the usual type. The 
author has a better style than Jayasiilha. A Brahmapa 
poet, Subha~a. has left a play called l>Utlthgadam. Its 
merits do not justify the praise which Somesvara, in his 
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usual vein, showered on tts author. · Snpala's grandson, 
Vijayapala, has left a drama, Draupadisvayainvara, and 
Amaracandra, among other works, a summary of the 
Mahllbhl!rata called Bl1labh'iiratakl1vyam. 

A few scientific works may be briefly noticed here. 
The versatile Hemacandra wrote Nighartfusesha, a dic
tionary of medical terms. In the twelfth century, we 
come across a great Gujarati physician, Soghala, a Raikwala 
Brahmava. His works, Gurtasamgraha and GadlJnigraha 
are considered as of exceptional merit. The thirteenth cen
tury saw the works of two more physicians of eminence, 
Govindacarya, a Mogha Brahmava, and Yasodhara, a 
Srlgauga Brahmava.1 

VI 

Literature, judged from a proper artistic standard, was 
very poor and lifeless indeed. In this age, the authors had 
before them for their model either Magha's sisup'tllavadha 
or Bana's Kl!dambar"i, and looked to Kalidasa as the 

· ultimate source of their inspiration. But their style was 
wooden and, often, incorrect. Their fancy, unlike 
Kalidasa's, was either fettered by conventional alamkaras 
and modes of expression, or performed unmeaning acroba
tics which never added any beauty to the picture sought 
to be drawn. Characterisation as a literary quality simply 
did not exist. Literary effort began and ended with a 
mechanical weaving of classical myths or contemporary 
episodes into works devoid of interest and characterised by 
extravagance of thought and expression. Poetry is a 
revelation; and these poets, tied to the apron strings of 
their masters, had nothing to reveal. They had no ideas 
to convey, no social life to depict, no deeper interpreta· 
tion to offer. 

1. Durgashankar Shastri, Gujaratnun Vaidyaka Sahitya. Sahltya P. Report 
VoL U. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

A RETROSPECT OF THE PERIOD 

Gurjaradesa-The activities of the People-Sociallife-Saivism-V aishl}a
vism-Philosophic in:Buences-Jalnism-Gujarata one with Aryavarta-Its 
activities-Aryan culture-Its literature and life-The premature close of the 
period. 

On the death of Vi'saladeva in 1261, the brilliant period 
in the history of Gujarata which began with Miilaraja 
in 961 came to an end. During this period, Anarta, which 
was part of the old kingdom of Gurjaratra, became a 
separate kingdom, and, with Lata, Ka~hiava4a, Kachha and 
part of north Koilka!J.a, was consolidated into one political 
and cultural entity under the name of Gurjaradesa. The 
kings of Pa~a!J.a, with their triumphant arms, raided diverse 
parts of India and succeeded in founding a powerful king
dom. And, for over a century, they successfuily repuls
ed the invading Mussalman. 

II 
During this period, the maritime activity of Gujarata 

was at its highest, its merchants being as enterprising as 
its kings. Large parts of the country were brought under 
cultivation. Cities sprang up at different places. The 
country was fabulously rich. 

The social progress of the people continued unchecked. 
The cultured and powerful communities of Rajputana and 
Malva came and settled in the country. All of them found 
an honourable place in the existing social system, and 
enjoyed social autonomy._ Several of them, like the Osvalas, 
the Porvadas and the Srimals, attained eminence both in 
the society and the state. Brahma!J.as from different parts 
of the country also came and settled here. 

The same characteristics of the people to which we have 
referred in an earlier chapter continued to distinguish them 
throughout this period. There were equal opportunities of 
advancement for high and low, more so than in any other 
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part of the country. A striking example of this is provided 
by the Jainas, who slowly attained a status as high as that 
of the Brahma!las in learning and politics, and as that 
of the Kshatriyas in war. Their sadhus contested the 
Brahmanical superiority in matters cultural, though they 
never came near overthrowing it. They were ardent 
students, prolific writers, and indefatigable preachers of 
ethical principles, especiaily of ahinsa. They opened the 
doors of learning to many for whom they would other
wise have remained closed. Somesvara, a Brahma!la, 
Pralhadana, a Paramara Rajput and Jaina sadhus like 
Jayasiilha, had, irrespective of their differing commu
nities, a common literary training, tradition and ambition. 
A MoQha Vapika, Hemacandra, was the greatest scholar 
of the age. 

The absence of a rigid religious basis for society made 
the absorption or tolerance of foreign elements in the social 
organism easy. The Magi of Persia became the Maga 
Brahma!las. On more than one occasion, Mussalmans were 
converted to Hinduism and were absorbed. ·Fugitives from 
Persia found a home in Gujarata. Mussalman traders and 
mercenaries from several parts of Asia and Africa came 
and settled in the country, and lived peacefully with their 
neighbours. 

Gujarata maintained its catholic traditions throughout 
this whole period. The social structure does not appear to 
have been very rigid. Caste was not so hide-bound as at a 
later period, and intermarriages were very frequent. 
Widow-remarriage was not banned. Adult marriage ap
pears to have been the rule. The people on the whole 
were spirited and happy, and, for the times, cultured. 
Under the strong rule of Pa~a!la, they became united 
and powerful; and the name Gurjaradesa, adopted for 
the country by its kings, gave them conscious unity. The 
various communities began to live a uniform life, and 
their culture acquired an individuality of its own. The 
ancient Aryan colonies were thus inspired by a tradition 
and cultural self-consciousness peculiarly their own. And 
Gujarata was )?orn! 
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III 

Gujarata; during the whole of this period, was pre-
. dominently Saiva. The whole land is studded with temples 
of Siva or their ruins, many of which date back to the pre
Calukyan age. The rulers of Valabhipura, except for one 
king, were devotees of Siva, and ·styled themselves 
'paramamahesvara '. Their seals bear the impress of the 
bull sacred to their god. Dr. Bhagvanlal is of opinion 
that the temple of Somanatha attained its high position as 
a shrine under the Valabhi kings. The Calukyas, as we 
saw, recognised in Somanatha their guardian deity, and so 
did a large number of chiefs during the whole period under 
review. 
The Brahmapas of Vaganagara, who came to be called 

Nagaras, possessed high Brahmanicallearning and were 
devotees of Siva. The family priest of the Galukyas and 
Vaghelas was a Brahmapa of Vaganagara. Many of them 
were statesmen, warriors, officers as also priests and 
literary men. Many of the inscriptions of the period were 
written by them and their influence was considerable. 

The most influential form of Saivism was the Pasupata 
cult, founded by Lakulesa, who was born at Karavapa 
a few miles south of Baroda, and worshipped as the 
eighteenth incarnation of Siva. The shrine of Somanatha 
was in the charge of priests of this cult who had a high 
reputation for learning. 

The worship of Vishpu, the Bhagavata Dharma, intro
duced during the Gupta period, was favoured by a 
small section of the people. We find a temple dedicated 
to K~shpa at Giranara in A. C. 455.- Ruins of a large 
number ot such temples, erected during the period and 
dedicated to one or other of the incarnations of Vishpu, are 
found in North Gujarata. Hemacandra testifies to the 
existence of a temple of Vishpu in Patapa. An inscription 
of 1074 begins with 'Om Namo Bhagavate Vasudevaya '. 
Hemacandra, in his Kavylln~l!sana, cites two verses in
. dicating the popular K~shpa cult of the time. 

11 Mother! Krslu:ta, while at play, ate as much earth as he could." 11 Is it 
truer Krshl?a ? " 11 W~o sai!l it ? " 11 l3al<!deva ? " "Jle i~ tellin~ a li~" "Loo~ 
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into the mouth ! ""Open. Let me see " The mother saw the whole universe 
in the mouth of the Child and was surprised. May this Kesava protect you ! 

The dark beauty of the child, l{rshQa, was reflected on Radha's breasts, 
shining as gold pots. Believing the reflection to be a dark cloth, KrshQa again 
and again attempted to remove it. Seeing this, Radha smiled; and l{rshna 
himself was ashamed of his surprising mistake, and smiled. May this KrshQa 
be victorious 11 

Somesvara, in his Kirttikaumudi, bears testimony to the 
fact that the Jain Vastupala worshipped both Saiikara and 
Ke§ava, and, in Surathotsava, refers to the love of Ra.dha and 
Ktshpa. Vlradhavala dedicated a temple to Vlranarayapa. 

Gujarata did not offer a good field for the intellectual 
activities which kept busy the great schools of Indian 
learning in other provinces. In the ninth century, Sailkara
carya, no doubt,· exerted a powerful Vedantic influence over 
the Brahmapas, who exorcised the old popular cult like 
Pasupata of its fierce rituals. But Ramanuja, Madhva, 
Nimbarka and other scholars of less renown frequently 
passed through Gujarata, which served as a corridor 
linking north and south, and none of them, left any 
lasting centre of activity. The influence they exerted was 
just enough to make Gujarata more catholic and tolerant. 

When MUlaraja came to the throne of Pa~apa, Buddh
ism had long disappeared, and Jainism had no important 
foilowing, the statements of Jaina authors to the contrary 
notwithstanding. But the immigration of the. Osvalas, 
Porva.Qas and other important communities gave 
Jainism an important _position. During the three 
centuries under review, the whole of Gujarata came to be 
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studded with beautiful temples erected by this small but 
wealthy community. It was left to Hemacandra to secure 
for his sect that position of dignity which till then was 
only reserved for the Brahmavas. The Jaina sadhus spread 
an atmosphere which made for equality of status, non
violence, and such social purity as abstention from meat, 
drink and gamblfng could bring. 

IV 
Though the local pride of Gujarata had altered the out

look on life, it would be erroneous to infer that Gurjara-
. de§a had become a separate province in any sense. 
Throughout, in language and culture, it was one with 
Marava<;Ia, Malva and Rajputana. Ujjayin1 and Mathura 
continued actively to influence it. The forces making for 
Indian unity which were at work at the end of the Gupta 
period ruled unimpaired. The only important fact to be 
noted, however, is that Patana had become the most 
powerful city in the whole area," attracting not only power 
and heroism, but learning, art and culture. 

Gujarata had an art of its own. Painting of the Ajanta 
style was popular. Mussalman invaders have destroyed all 
but a few of the noble temples which local art had reared; 
but the superb art of the temples at Mt. Abu and of the 
ruins at Modhera and other places had its rival nowhere 
in India. Solana, the architect of Vastupala's temples at 
Abu, may be justly ranked as one of the world's greatest 
artists. 

Gujarata had great libraries in Jaina and Pasupata 
monasteries. The Jaina works, composed during the period, 
are numerous, and indicate great intellectual activity of 
this sect. The works of the Brahmavas which have come 
down to us, few though they are, also indicate an equally 
intensive activity. 

Samskrta was the language of the court and culture. 
It made the contact of Patana with the culture of the 
country real; in fact, it made Gujarata only a constituent 
of a great cultural unit. It stengthened and inspired all in
fluences which, even as they slowly percolated to the lower 
strata of life, maintain~d intact th~ spirit ancl th~ form of 
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Aryan life. The influence of the Epics, the Purlinas, the 
Smrtis, and the classical works like those of Kalidasa, enter-. 
ed deep into men's life, making ancient India a living 
model for the present. And, during the time of Kuinarapala, 
we find a short-lived but successful experiment at introduc
ing the ethical principle of ahinsa in the actual govern
ance of the state. The spread of this doctrine resulted in 
making life more tolerant, gentle and pure. Great in war 
and peace, Gujarata, was no less great in its expression of 
the spirit of Aryan culture through the life of its people. 

Samskrta literature was assiduously cultivated. Some
svara was·a poet and a man of letters; he had his literary· 
inspiration from Kalidasa and Magha. That Vastupala, 
should have spent his leisure in composing a mahakavya 
and Pralhadana in composing a vyayoga drama, shows how · 
literary traditions dominated statesmen and warriors. 
No doubt literary inspiration, on account of the artificial 
tendencies of the age, lacked vitality. Kavyas had lost in 
dignity and self-restraint, and could ill-conceal the motive 
which underlay the courtier-poet's literary efforts. But one 
noteworthy feature distinguished this literature from that 
which was to follow. It had the thrill of a heroic age; its 
outlook on literature was neither morbid, nor other-worldly. 
The Apabhrailsa and the Old Gujaratlliterature provide 
ample evidence to show that life was not only heroic, but 
joyous and free. 

v 
But a calamity, in its destructiveness more terrible than 

a cataclysm of Nature, suddenly brought this period to an 
abrupt end. The Mussalman invaders laid waste the 
country and destroyed the strength, the learning, and the 
glory of Gujarata. 
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CHAPTER I. 

A CENTURY OF CHAOS: OLD GUJARATI AND ITS 
EARLY LITERATURE ( 1297-1400 ). 

The Mussalman occupation-The migrations-The waning influence of 
Samslq-ta-Early literature in des'abhasha, Old Gujarati-Literature in the 
twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth centuries-The evolution of the language
Folksongs and rasa dance-The des'i tunes-Rasa as a literary composition. 
Fagapoems-Neminathacatushpadika (1269)-SomasUJ:idara (1374-;1.446)-Ranga 
sagara Nemif7iga-F7igu by Natarshi (1439)-Prose-TaruQaprabha ( 1355 )
Prthvicandracarita ( 1422 )-Legends of Hemacandra-Prabandhaciniama~i. 

With the death of V1saladeva in 1261, the glory of 
Gujarata departed ; and a period of unsettled existence was 
followed by a century (1300-1400) of catastrophic events, 
which changed the face of the whole country. 

In 1297 Ulughkhan, the brother of All-a-uddin, in
vaded Gujarata, and captured Apahilavaga Pa~apa, which 
thenceforward became a permanent camp of the army of 
occupation. The viceroys of the Sultans of Delhi sallied 
forth from it, now and again, to plunder, to destroy, and 
to carry fire and sword in every direction. Most of the 
tributary kings and the grandees who had made the court 
of the great Vaghela so illustrious were either put to 
death or forced to embrace Islam. Some stood their 
ground and fought with grim despair. 

Soon, however, the viceroys rebelled against the autho
rity of Delhi, and the amirs, in their turn, against the 
authority of the viceroys ; and, in consequence, confusion 
prevailed everywhere. Occasionally, the imperial presence 
supported by a strong army was required to bring a recal
citrant viceroy to his senses. Ultimately in 1391, Zafar 
khan, a Rajput, a convert, was sent by Mahmud Shah II to 
GujarlUa to bring to book Farhat-ul-Mulk, the governor of 
the province. Zafar Khan spread carnage wherever he went. 
He defeated the governor, and having conquered the 
country, elevated his son Mahmud to the sultanate of 
Gujarata. When Mahmud died in 1403, Zafar Khan, with the 
title of Muzafar Shah, ruled the country for a few years. 
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In 1411 his grandson, Ahmed Shah, transferred the capital 
to the town which he named Ahmedabad after himself. 

I 
About 1300 Gujarata was very prosperous. "Besides Cam

bay, the most celebrated of the cities of Hind in population 
and wealth," records a foreign traveller, "there are 70000 
towns and villages, all populous, and the people abound
ing in wealth and luxu~es."1 But during the following cen
tury, Gujarata received neither respite nor mercy from the 
invaders. Her shrines were desecrated ; her wealth 
was plundered ; her women were violated or kidnapped. 
Forcible conversion was the mildest alternative offered by 
the invader to the children of the soil. People migrated 
from place to place in vain search of security. Many castes, 

'like the Khac;layatas, Nagaras, Jharolas and Moc;lhas, now 
settled in different parts of Gujarata, bear the names of 
the towns of North Gujarata from which they migra
ted at this time. Priests, poets, and sadhus sought re
fuge in obscure villages, placing themselves beyond the 
reach of the ruthless destroyer. All that the terrified 
people could do was to lock up their women-folk indoors, 
and to barricade their world behind the bulwarks of caste, 
pancayata, and mahajana. 

The Mussalman conquest brought about a revolu
tionary change in · India. After twelve centuries, 
royal patronage was withdrawn from SarhskJ;"ta. Learn
ed assemblies, which maintained its traditions under royal 
patronage, were dissolved for want of support Many 
papc;litas fled to sacred places like Kasi and took to the life 
of a recluse ; the race of poets disappeared. Devout 
Brahmapas turned for support to their poverty-stricken 
followers in small towns and villages, and assumed the obs
cure role of family priests or purapikas. What was said 
of the sixteenth century in France could be said of this 
period. The men whose thoughts were worth preserving 
did not know how to write, and the men who cultivated the 
literary art did not think it needful that they should have 
any thoughts to express. · 

1. Bombay Gazetteer, VoL L 287 a. 
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II 
Learning sought popular support through the medium 

of Gurjara bhasha, or Gujaratl, which was the spoken 
language of the people since the eleventh century.1 Bilhal)a, 
the author of Vikramlihkadevacarita, ( 1088 ) evidently 
referred to it when he ridiculed Gurjaras for their 
incorrect speech'; and, possibly, Hemacandra had it in. 
mind when, in KlJvyl!nuslisana, he mentioned the gramya or 
vulgar variety possessing literature of its own as dis
tinguished from Apabhransa proper~8 Its earliest available· 
literature, which dates back to the twelfth century, clearly '· 
indicates pre-existing literature. · 

From the beginning, it was distinct from Apabhransa; 
for instance, many of its words were not derive<J from· 
corresponding words in the older language, and its struc- . 
ture was fundamentally different. And, under conditions · 
created by the invasion and rule of the Mussalmans, it 
continued to evolve in unbroken continuity till the middle 
of the nineteenth century, when factors arising from 
British rule introduced new elements in it. It may, how
ever, be conveniently divided ~into· Old Gujaratl, the 
language of the pre-British period, and Modern Gujarati. 

IV 
The available literature of the twelfth and thirteenth 

centuries in Old Gujaratl includes the following typical 
works: 

(1) · Bharatdvarabl!hubali rlJsa by Salibhadra (1185); · 
(2) fambUsvl!micarita by Mahendra (1210) ; . 
(3) RevantagirirlJsa, by Vijayasena, a preceptor of 

Vastupa.la. (c. 1231); 
(4) Neminlithacatushpadikli by Vinaycandra (c. 1269); 

1. Vide Note A at the end of the Chapter. 
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(5) AriJdhanli, a prose note on palm leaf (1274}; 
(6) BiJlaSikshli by Samgrarilsinha ( 1280 }. 
Many rasas and prose stories of the fourteenth 

century are available. But the works valuable for appre
ciating the change in the language are: 

(7) PratikramatzabliliJvabodha, by Taru!laprabha (1355) ; 
and, 

(8) Mugdhllvabodha, a text-book of Sarilsktta grammar 
with explanations in Old Gujarati by Kulama!lgana (1394.) 

About the same time, flourished Somasundara · (1374-
1446), and early in the following century, Bhalapa ( c.1426-
1500), both very important authors in the language. 

The fundamental characteristics of Old Gujaratl may be 
shortly noted. 

I. Sarilsk~ta, Prakx:ta and Apabhransa belong to the 
class of languages known as synthetic, while Old Gujarati, 
from the beginning, exhibits a progressively pronounced 
tendency to become analytic and drop the inflections. 

II. Old Gujarati develops a phonetic change by which 
a double consonant is simplified and the preceding vowel 
is lengthened. This must have been the result of a change 
of accent. 

III. The indistinc~ly pronounced vowel at the beginning 
of a word is dropped. · 

IV. A definite tendency to replace the Apabhransa form 
of words by its Sarilskx:ta equivalent comes into existence. 

V. About 1400 i.J~ begins to be used as an auxiliary verb. 
VI. After 1500, as Gujarata had become a separate 

kingdom and Pa~apa was no longer a literary centre for 
Gujarata as well as Rajputana, the language spoken in 
Gujarata began to develop new features, assuming its 
modern shape about 1650.1 

IV 

The earliest folk literature of the Aryans was asso
ciated with the dance called rasa. Men and women, sing-

1. Vide Note B at the end of the Chapter. 
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ing mostly erotic folk-songs, danced to the accompaniment 
of appropriate movements. Sometimes men alone, very 
often women by themselves, danced the rasa. Mathura. 
was its early home, and long before the Christian era, it 
came to be associated with K~shva, who was believed to have 
invented it. The Vrshnis, the Satvats and the Abhlras, 
all nomadic tribes, were the first to worship the cowherd 
hero and invest the rasa with a semi-religious significance. 

The rasa produced the early lyrics of the Madhya 
desa Aryans, whose dialect was the Saurseni Prakrta. 
It gave birth to folk-tunes which could be sung ·ac
companied by dancing and rythmic movements, and 
predominantly influenced, if it did not create, the Saril
sktta drama. K~shva, the hero of the rasa dance, the 
naughty cowherd boy, the ardent lover, a god of love more 
fascinating than Madana himself, became the centre of 
erotic sentiment and terminology ; and popular imagina
tion found for him a lovely bride in Radha. 

Rasa also gave the people their principal festive insti
tution. It formed the basis of yatra, a kind of drama 
staged by amateurs at fairs and religious festivities, which 
persisted in spite of the disappearance of the regular 
drama. Itinerant parties of dancers, male and . female, 
travelled from place to place staging rasalila. The spring 
festival of Holi resembling the May-Day merriment of Old 
England, and Madan Utsava or Dola Utsava, a festival 
in honour of the god of love, provided occasions for rasa. 

Women of Gujarata have made rasa, under the name 
of garabo, a special feature of many festive occasions, parti
cularly during the first ten days of the month of Asvin 
sacred to the goddess Amba. On such occasions, the 
women of different localities gather together, and dance 
in a circle around a burning lamp placed in the centre 
on an earthen jar, or garabo, singing love lyrics set to 
popular tunes ; and, as they do so, they keep time by 
clap of hands or with their feet. This is pre-eminently a 
Gujarati: institution. Sarvgadhara (c. 1200 ), in Saingita
ratnllkara, gives a tradition that lasya dance was taught to 
the women of Saurash~ra by Balla's daughter, Usha, who 
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learnt it from Parvati, the spouse of god Sankara. Hema: 
candra refers to rasaka; and Laksamapagapi ( 1143) des
cribes it thus : 
- ; Some ladies dance riisa giving time-beats with hands high and low, some 
smile as their hands move in rhythm.l 

SaptakshetrirlJsa, an Old Gujarati work ( 1271 ), refers 
·to two kinds of rasas: Tala rasa in which the rythmic 
beat was marked by clapping the hands, and Laku~a 
rasa, in which small sticks held in the hands of each 
.dancer were used for the ·purpose.1 :Both these forms 
are still in vogue, and as popular as they were then. 

The rasa dance naturally gave rise to poetic literature 
depicting Love's conquests in spring, or the loves of Ktshpa 
and RadM. It was essentially popular in tone and ex· 
pression; its great feature was its freedom from strict rules 
of prosody. Each poem had its own law; and all that 
was necessary was cadence, and the possibility o_f 
its being sung to a popular melody known as raga, or desi, 
local style.3 Such a poem, which could be sung with a rasa, 
came to be called a rasa or a rasaka, and later, 
garab\, from the dance, garabo. 

The rasa sung in the spring festival or faga was 
itself called faga. The fagu poems describe the glories 
of the spring, the lovers and their dances, and give a 
glimpse of the free and joyous life of Gujarata before the 
fourteen.th century. The earliest available faga in·· Old 
Gujarati is SthulibhadraflJga (1324). 

But the word rasa changed its meaning about the 
end of the eleventh century ; it came to be used for a long· 
composition giving a sustained narrative in rhymed 
verse, partly in old Apabhransa metres like duha and cupa.i 
and partly in desi melodies. In 1118 Yasodeva, in 
his Navatatvabhrishya, refers to such a rasa even in 
Apabhransa. Hemacandra calls a similar composition 

1. ifif<f 13tll<i5ctMI~ uri !i~ ~~ a:rcm: ~ I 
2. ~ aremr ~ ars l-m: qtcrr 1 

et<r\ e~ \1fT~( ~er ;rRcrt. II 
·3. Vide Appendix L 
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a maMkavya. Bharate'Jvarablihubali rlisa by Salibhadra, 
the first available rasa in Old Gujaratl, is dated 1145. At 
first," perhaps, the popular caritas and dharmakathas were 
called rasas; later, all poems in this form·came to be known 
as rasas irrespective of the subject which they treated, 
and were sung by men and women on festive occasions. 
Jaina literature of this kind became stereotyped. New 
authors did nothing but turn the works of their pre
decessors in Samskrta, Prakrta, Apabhransa, and even Old 
Gujarati, into rasas·. -

A love poem, set to popular tunes, was another 
poetic form. The earliest specimen of such a poem is 
Neminathacatushpadikli (c. 1269). It is a love-lament of 
Rajala on her separation from Neminatha. She describes 
her feelings as they vary with each month of the year. 

Rajala weeps, as she sees the lakes full of water in the month ~f 
Bhlidrapada. " 0 source of all kindness ! Why have you left me, lonely and 
helpless?" . 

Her friend replies, ''Do not weep. He is heartless and will never be yours ; 
otherwise, having reared a tree, he would not set fire to it; having carried 
you to the top of a mountain, he ·would not throw you down." 

Rajala replies, "You speak truly. In these rains, the lakes burst their 
bounds, the sea tosses about, and the mountains are worn away; 
but the dark-hearted beloved does not relent." I 

In a similar vein the poem refers successively to the 
other months of the year. Later, similar poems were very 
popular ,under the name of bara masi, literature of the 
twelve months. 

v 
The first notable author in Old Gujaratl appeared at the 

beginning of the fifteenth century. Somasundara (1374-
1446), a sadhu of great literary attainments composed 
explanatory works in prose on religious imd philosophic 

,..treatises. His Rahgasligara Nemi/liga is a charming poem. 
1. ~itfcf ~r ~ ~~fer ~qi!T Uati{. u~fcr 1 

·~ ~ ~i{ f.RI:TR fcliiJ ~ ~R II 
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Then, In spring full of the fragrance of the.sweet Madhavi creeper, is 
born Rat!, the goddess of love. Trees take up weapons of flowers and start 
to fight the love-lorn. Madana enters the battlefield and blows his trumpet, 
the Malaya breeze. Bees, his soldiers, bustle about, and cuckoos sound 'a 
clarion call .... 

All gardens begin to bear the weapons of the god who shoots flower
arrows. Bees spread everywhere. 

When people, fascinated, see bees sitting on a Sevanti flower, they say 
that Rahu has eclipsed the moon. 

Another short and interesting poem of the kind is 
Vasantavilllsa, The Joys of Spring, believed to have been 
composed in the beginning of the fifteenth century. The 
poem was found in an illuminated manuscript containing 
paintings in the style of AjatWi, which was favoured by the 
Gujarati painters of the time.1 A love-lorn bride, oppressed 
by the fresh beauties of the spring, expresses her feelings 
thus: 

Stop, friend cuckoo. Why sing so much ? I am forlorn; my lord is far 
away; I cannot take delight in pleasure. My garland is a burden on my breast. 
Friend, ornaments are like blazing fire to me. Perfume does not 
attract me; nor does the moon fascinate me. Friend, my body is athrob 
with pain ; fine raiment no longer charms me ; my food is tasteless to-day ; 
even sweet water tastes flat. 

Full moon, why do you give me pain ? Why ? Dark-spotted one, why 
kill a helpless woman ? Consider well : if you kill me, it will be sinful. 

Bee, why not leave me alone? My body is frail. Moon ! Torturer I 
We have no old scores to pay.' 

1. N. C. Mehta, StHdies in Indian Painting. Chapter II. 
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Fl!gu, composed by Natarshi (c. 1439 )., expressing 
the joys of spring, is an excellent specimen of faga 
literature. 

The month of Fag a has begun. Spring has come; the good people are 
full of joy; Malaya breezes blow; Kama has been wielding his weapons. 

Rasaka 
The sylvan goddess came and besought the .Lord. "The ten quarters 

have assumed new forms; Kamadeva is coming to embrace you, Krslu;!a, Lord 
Muriiri, pray come." 

Having heard this, the Lord was pleased and looked at his friends ; and 
with his friends, the Yadava went to the forest. 

Maidens, bowed with the weight of their breasts, move like elephants 
excited with passion; their anklets tinkle and the broad head-ornaments 
shine. 

Their braided hair look as if a cobra had nestled there; vying with the 
colour of their lips, corals acknowledge defeat. 

Andola 
Gopis begin to dance; hand-drums are played upon; bending their. beauti

ful bodies, they dance to the accompaniment of rythmic movements. 
Sariigadhara, the best of his family, plays the flute. 

They sing new songs of spring to the melody of the s'riraga; they 
keep time with their feet. Sariigadhara plays the flute. 

In their hands, gopis hold lotus-stems; they wave them over their 
heads; to every tune, they keep time. And Sariigadhara plays the flute. 

As the moon shines among the stars, so does Mukunda among gopis; 
gods, men and lndra bow down to him in worship. Sariigadhara plays the 
flute. 

Fag a 
The best of cowherds, Mukunda, and the gopis wander about in the. 

forest, playing; and the forest, inspired by the breeze, bows low to Muriiri.I 

1. qmJ 
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The literature of the de5abhasha possessed an artistic 
beauty of its own, though it was largely influenced 
by works like Gitagovinda, or, as is more likely, by older 
songs. 

VI 

The Jaina sadhus popularised their teachings by means 
of prose kathas, some of which have been preserved. The 
prose which they used was highly developed, racy and ex
pressive. It possessed a rythmic charm peculiar to itself, 
and, often, was embellished with literary graces borrowed 
from Samsk~a works like Klldambari. The style of Tarupa
prabha, (1355), the first author of merit in prose we know 
of, is remarkable for vigour, grace and felicity of ex
pression. His Parikramartablilavabodha, intended to illus
trate the ethical doctrines of the Jainas, is well told. 

Somasundara's Upade§amlllli and Yoga§listra contain 
numerous tales in prose, which, though less rhetorical 
than Tarupaprabha's, show ease and rythm. The stories 
written for the young, the ignorant and the credulous are 
simple, full of miracles, and inspired by a hatred of 
the Brahmapa, the sadhu's age-long and successful rival in 
religion, letters and politics. 

A cunning Brii.bmaiia, of Ujjayini by name Aghoras'iva, went to the land 
of tanners. He met thieves. He said to them, "1 am assuming the garb 
of a muni to pass myself off as an ascetic; praise me that the people may be 

~(Qp:r <RfOr flrlicrft, ~oR ~ mR ifl1T I 
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deceived." The thieves consented. Thereafter, the Briihmlii).a, assuming 
an ascetic's garb, went and lived in a forest between three villages. The 
thieves began to praise him to the people; they said that he had been fasting 
for a month and induced the people to worship him. 

The people invited him to meals. Believing him to be an ascetic, they 
told him of their wealth and consulted him about their future gains and 
other affairs. Having come. to know of the wealth of the people, he joined 
the other thieves and broke open their houses af night. 

Once, one of the thieves was caught. On being beaten, he disclosed 
the names of the other thieves. The people captured all of them and 
punished them. As the Briihmal)a had been in the garb of an ascetic, 
they gouged out his eyes and drove him away. Afflicted by pain and 
and censured by people, he felt contrition for his acts. He died and went 
to hell Thus he who deceives others, lives to be sorry for his acts.l 

But a much more artistic piece of prose dharmakatha 
is Prthvicandracaritra by Mapikyacandra (1422). The story 
is exceedingly well·told. Apart from the conventional lists 
of weapons, sciences, etc., it contains some excellent 
description, revealing a rare sense of proportion. The 
language is more elaborate than Tarupaprabha's or Soma
sundara's, and more musical. The sentences are construct• 
ed with a sure eye to rhetoric and balance, and, at places, 
attain poetic cadence. Very often, the sentences are broken. 
up into clauses, the last words of which rhyme. 

In Chapter I the rivers, the mountains and the countries 
of the world, and the city of Pai~hapa in Maharashtra, its 
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markets and its jewels are described in detail. P\'thvicandra, 
the king, sees a dream. 

What kind of dream ? The king saw a damsel who had the golden 
hue of royalty, tempting even to gods ; she had jingling anklets, shining 
earrings, a garland in her hand, a broad forehead like the crescent moon.l 

As she throws a garland on his neck, the king wakes up. 
Next day he holds his court; and the author enumerates 
his officers and describes his court A messenger from 
Ayodhya arrives, who describes the country of Kosala, its 
capital, its king Somadeva, his queen, and their accompli
shed daughter, Ratnamalijar1, versed in seventy-two arts. 

Chapter II begins with the description of the monsoon. 
The monsoon, enemy of travellers, then began to blow; famine disap

peared. In the rains, lively thunder issued from the clouds, and the famine
stricken became fearless as if the drums of victory had announced a 
generous king. In all quarters, lightning flashed; travellers ran home. The 
sky became fearful; the sun and the moon developed a nimbus. The nights 
were dark ; the insects sang. The storm from the north spread; the heavens 
were overcast. The quarters of the sky were dark; peacocks danced. Rain 
poured in torrents; waters flowed noisily; creepers covered the hedges. 
Carts, ploughing through the mud, got stuck; people turned their thoughts to' 
God. Rivers were flooded, overflowing their banks. Saplings sprouted ; 
foliage danced. Farmers rejoiced ; religious teachers read the scriptures; 
streams ran down mountains; and lakes, filled to the brim, overflowed. I 

King Somadeva goes to see a lake. The Brahmattas are 
invited, and the Purattas and the ~m\'tis, which are enume
rated, are recited. .Ratnamalijari comes to the lake. A 
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swan, lovely like a heap of kuilda flowers, flies from the 
lake and alights on the king's hand. The princess, moved 
by curiosity, takes it in her hands. The swan suddenly flies 
away with her. The king's efforts to recover the princess 
meet with no success. Then comes spring, and the king 
again goes to the lake. He is presented with a lotus, 
from which Ratnamanjar1 emerges. The restoration is duly 
celebrated, and the joy of the people is fully described. The 
king then decides to hold a svayarhvara for his daughter 
and invites all eligible suitors ; and the messenger has 
come to PJ;thvlcandra with the invitation. 

Prthvicandra starts for the svayarhvara with his troops, 
chariots and horses; traverses a forest ; and halts before a 
city. Suddenly, a man runs up to him and falls at his feet. 
The warders of the city, in pursuit of the man, ask the 
king to give him up as he is a thief. PJ;thvi:candra ·dec
lines to surrender him ; and, thereupon, Samaraketu, the 
king of the city, marshalls his army for battle. The 
two armies meet, and P{thvi:candra, thanks to divine aid, is 
·victorious. Samaraketu lies at his feet, a chained slave. 

In Chapter III the fugitive who was pursued as a thief 
tells his story. 

In Afigadesa is situate the city of Sripura, where lived a merchant, Laxmi· 
dhara, full of wealth. I, Sripati, am his son, but my luck was bad. Our 
wealth was ten crores, but it disappeared with my father. Father died; and, 
after his death, what was in the ship sank in the sea. Some wealth was mis· 
appropriated by the servants ; what was in the shop was stolen by thieves. 
Whatever was in different places was lost. Some was taken away by the 
king. All wealth was gone ; one lac alone remained. 

Then I left all other work, and began to load a ship. On an·auspicious 
day, the ship was loaded. Three hundred and sixty kinds of spices were 
in it ; seven kinds of sweets were on board ; seven kinds of pickles were 
stored·: the casks were filled. The God of the sea and the crew were worship· 
ped. The drums were beaten and trumpets blown. Fisherwomen began to 
dance; the mast was erected; the anchor was weighed; the sails were spread; 
the sailor in charge began to throw out water collected in the boat; the 
helmsman sat holding the sheet; the captain ·sat in the bow. Oars were 
plied. The helmsman began to steer ; the pilot, to look after the ship. The 
gods were happy ; the sea echoed back the music. 

We went further; cold winds blew; and the sky was overcast with 
clouds. Furious gales blew; the sea became stormy. The waves rose sky 
high; the frightened people became sea-sick. The waves rose higher and the 
cargo was lost. Some one said, " Oh ! Luck" ; others began to pray to the 
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gods. The ship dashed against a rock and was wrecked. Sripati found 
a plank. Clinging to it, he came to the shore after three days.l 

Sripati then meets an ascetic who demands his head. 
Frightened, he runs away, comes to the city, and is pur
sued by the city guards. 

He now wants to give up the world, tired of its injus
tice. Samaraketu, after listening to his experiences, cat
ches the infection and wants to give up his throne. 
P~thv1candra asks him to accept the worship of Jina. In 
the meantime, a sadhu comes along and_ Samaraketu 
accepts the Jaina faith. 

P~thvicandra proceeds to Ayodhya. He is received by 
Somadeva and, when he attends the svayamvara, out
shines all the kings present. Ratnama?ijari comes dressed 
for the occasion, and the suitors are introduced to her. 
Ultimately, she accepts P~hvicandra as her husband. 

In Chapter IV King Dhumaketu, angry at being passed 
over by Ratnama?ijari, raises an army of demons. Con· 
fusion follows; darkness spreads everywhere; and in the 
morning, the princess is found to have disappeared. Every 
one is anxious until the earth opens, and a divine woman 
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seated on a throne brings back Ratnamalijad. P~thvi
candra then marries the princess ; and rejoicings follow. 

Prthvicandra and Somadeva soon thereafter listen to 
a recital of the life of Dharmnatha T1rthaiikara, from 
which they receive religious inspiration. P~thvicandra and 
Ratnamalijari return to Pai~ha!la, where, in course of time, 
a son is born to them. The king then takes Jaina vows. 

VII 
In spite of the loss of royal patronage, the sadhus conti

nued to pursue their literary activities in Samskrta, 
which, however, left the classic groove and ran in popular 
channels. Following the footsteps of Hemacandra and 
Somaprabha, they created a new mythology for their 
faith out of the legends of Kumarapala and Hemacandra, 
many of which had already attained absurd proportions. 
The works belonging to this period which have been 
the main source for later literature of its kind are: (1) 
Prabhllvakacaritra by Prabhacandra and Pradyumna (1278) ; 
(2) Prabandhacintlima'J)i by Merutuliga (1303-1306); and (3) 
CaturviinJatiprabahdha by Rajasekhara (1348-49). The first 
is a collection of twenty-two legendary lives of Jaina 
teachers and includes one of Hemacandra. The second 
contains a series of episodes concerning, among others, 
Vikrama, Salivahana, Vanaraja, Mulija of Dhara, Bhoja of 
Ujjayini, Bhima, Siddharaja, Kumarapala and Hemacandra. 
The third is on the same lines as the second. 

Prabahdhacihtlima1Ji is by far the best of the three in 
style and treatment, as also in wealth o{ historical material. 
Though mainly in Samsk~ta prose, it contains interesting 
quotations from Apabhransa literature. The language is at 
places full of inaccuracies and des\ words, and the work, as 
a whole, is not of a high literary order. The anecdotes are 
full of anachronisms, omissions and bias, making them 
unreliable as historical documents. But the author never 
pretended to write any history. 

The old stories do not delight persons of understanding as they have 
heard them very often ; hence, I am compiling this Prabatidhaciniamal;'i 
which contains detailed information about the good men who lived nearer 
our times. All prabandhas, as the learned recite them according to their 
understanding, become different In character; clever people, therefore, 
should not criticise this work, as it is based on good tradition. 

13 
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As centuries passed, the historical prabandhas ceased to 
have any element of history in them and deteriorated even 
from the literary point of view. The only other important 
work of this kind in Sat:hsk~ta, produced during this age, is 
Kum'liraplJlacaritra by Jayasiilha (1360). Kum'liraplJ/apra
bandha by Jinamapgana (1436) and Vastuplilacarita by Jma
hansa are similar works. 

Note A. Gujarati 

The word, Gujarata, as applied to the land is very old. AI Beruni 
(97G-1030), the Arab traveller, knew it as Guzrata; Marco Polo (1254-1324) 
applied it to a territory which included modern Gujarata; Ambadevasiiri,l 
author of Samararasa (1315) and Rajasekharasiiri, (1348)2 knew the province 
by that name, Padmaniibha (1456) used the word Gujarata, as also the adjec
tive Gujarati.s 

Its desabhasha was referred to by Bhrua!).a (c. 1426-1500) as Apabhransa 
or Gurjarbhasha4 ; by Marka!).deya in his Pr'OkrtosartJOS1Ja ( c. 1450 ) as 
Gaurjari Apabhransa5 ; By Padmaniibha (1456) as Prakrta&; by Narasinha 
Mehta (1450 or 1550?) as Apabhrashta gira1 ; by Akho (1650) as Praiqta, or 
Bhash3.S Premananda (c. 1640-1750) was perhaps the first to call it Gujarib."\l; 
and. for the first time, it was so styled by foreign visitors about the same time 
(1731).10 These names were used generally to distinguish it from Sa:nskrta, 
the language of culture. 

With a view, however, to find a place for it in a scheme of Indian 
languages, modern scholars have tried to invent new names for it. Dr. Tes
sitori calls it Old Western Rajasthani from the area in which it was spoken; 
Narsinhrao Divatia calls it Gaurjari Apabhransall; D. B. Keshavlal Dhruva, 
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Middle Gujaratl, Apabhransa being named Early Gujariiti.2 Grierson calls it 
Gujarati. 

Why is not the word, Gujarati, used by Premiinanda himself, correct and 
appropriate? 

Note B. Evolution of Old Gujariiti. 
Generally speaking, in the synthetic stage of a language the particles 

added to a noun to form case-endings are not separable, but are incorporated 
in the word itself, with the result that the terminal syllable is varied as in 
Samsk;ta. In the analytic stage, the word stands without any termination 
and an auxiliary word is tacked on to express the relations denoted by the 
termination, 

The changes described in the text are illustrated with special reference 
to the works mentioned on pages 85 and 86. , 

I. The nominative case termination in Skt. is the visarga, e. g., ~: 
In Apa. it is \3'1 e.g., smi ~; the same, in Old Guj. No. 1 (1185); it Is 
optionally dropped in No.2 (1210), e. g.,~~. The option is continued 
till it is dropped In No. 8 (1394) e. g., ~ ;;m~. 

The objective case termination In Skt. is ~ e. g., ~; It is \3' in Ap. and 
in No. 1 (1185) ; it is optional in No. 2 (1210) e. g., "ll'tr q~. The option is 
also found In No.8 (1394) e. g., ;oftcr ~ ~ and~~. ~. 

The Instrumental case termination survived even in Old Guj., e. g., 
~ ~ in No. 8 (1394) ; ln1Mod. Guj. an optional form is used with a 
propositation, e. g., I:Tlf~ or lifif ~. 

The dative case termination in Pkt. was ftift e. g., i'flif~; in Ap., 
~; in Old Guj. it is optional with UOT EfiKUtT In No.7 (1355), ~ CfiRfitr· i_s 
continued in No. 8 (1394). Thereafter the case termination is no longer 
used. The preposition it, which is used, is derived from Pkt, thus : ~-~
~-it and is, perhaps, similar to MariUhi ~ and Nepali ~. According to 
Narsinhrao, it is derived from Skt. Qif-QUT-!J~. 

The ablative termination in Skt. Is formed by ~ e. g., u;rra:.; by ~ 
i~ Apa.; by ti' in No. 2 (1210) ; by ~, ~ in No. 7 (1355); by ~, 
~. or the preposition l!:l<l', ~ in No.8 (1394).1!ft-~ are derived from 
Skt. R~ and ~, and their use marks the analytic stage of the language. 
Bhalaf!a (1450) uses :r.ft'~; some others,,~. The optional use of R 
is continued till the end of the xvn century in Jaina works. · 

The genitive case termination in Skt. is ~; in Ap. it is U e. g., ciililit; · 
is~ in No. 2 (1210) e. g., <fro~~ ffif~. But the preposition ~. ~ 
and if\3' from Skt. Qif Is also used in Ap. It is used in Old Guj. in No. 1 

1. He dates the beginning of Gujarati from 1494 (1550 A. V.) Early 
Gujarati 1494·1594; Middle Gujarati 1594-1694; Modern Gujariiti thereafter. 
Gujarati Language and Literature, Vol. ll, p. 9, 129. 

?.· Presidential Address, Sahitra Parlshad Repo~ Vol.~ 
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(1145), e. g., +mr ilfu d01'3"Cl/{'tft, and in No.2 (1202}; and displaces the 
termination in No.5 (1274}. It becomes ~. if1!1'3', in No.8 {1394), e. g., 
~; and QUit and iff in rahnat}adeprabandha (1456}. Both these latter forms 
have come down to Mod. Guj. Another preposition used for the purpose is 
derived from Skt. ~. It becomes ~ in Ap.; ~ in No. 8 {1394); survi
ves as ~ in Bhiilar:ta (c. 1450) and as ~fr in :Maravadi; and is still used 
In poetry and in some adjectives in Mod. Guj. e. g., ~, ~'iR't. It is found 
in Bengali 61l{R, 

IL No. 6 (1280) shows that the change referred to in para ll p. 86 had 
come to stay e. g., ~for ~ Ap. and ~fu Skt. ii'N for ~ Ap. 

m. No. 6 (1280) has ~for ~ Ap., and ;oqf'~ Skt. The same 
work uses~ as in Apa. for 6lfur Skt.; but it becomes~ in No.7 {1355). 

IV. ~ Ap. Is replaced by ~ Skt.; similarly, ~ by ~, ~ 
by~. 

V. Bhiilal}a ( c. 1450 ) and Padmaniibha in (c. 1456) first use ~ as 
auxiliary. 

VI. (a) About 1650 the final ~ or ~ became lt, the final ar:a- or e
became ai'f. ~became U; ~Old Guj. became~. 

(b) The penultimate~ ore- became Of;~ turned to ilif7T, §UN to 

~. This change was effected about 1700. 

(c) About 1700, ~when preceding ~. lt, if became ~e. g.,~~; 
and ~became CiS e.g.,~~· In South Gujariita the change has not 
been effectively introduced even now. 

(d) The passive ~ b~came ~ e.g., ~. Old Guj., was replaced by 
ifiUif •. 

(e) Between 1450 and 1650 various other changes came into existence 
by which 

(i) The syntatical concord was changed to fit into a later idiom, e. g. 
the concord In the passive voice of verbs In the past tense as in Skt. was 
used by Bhiilal}a and Premiinanda, but. later, this is altered and the 
object is put in as In dative with~. ~ if{f dilJt ~ i (Bhiilal}a) would be 

now a-~ ~ ~ ~- iii{~ i ~ ~l ( Premiinanda} would be ~ 
~~~~. 

(ii) An idea conveyed by an earlier grammatical form was altered in its 
later form, e. g., the sense of the passive future third person singular 
form is altered to the active future first person singular. cn~ftr ·Skt. 
~ Old. Guj. (It will be told) is changed to ilitft~. (I will tell). 

For a detailed philological discussion vide the Wilson Philological Lec· 
~ures by Narsinhrao Divatia, entitled Gup:v·ati Languaqe and Literature, VoL lL 



CHAPTER II. 

PADMANABHA AND THE HEROIC POETRY 

IN OLD GUJARAT"i. 
Heroic poetry-Ral)(lmallachanda (c.1400}-Padmanabha (1456 }

KQhna4fideprabandha-Its value. 

As it appears from the verses already quoted· from 
Hemacandra's works, Gujarata had heroic poetry in 
Apabhrap§a reflecting its martial spirit in the days of the 
Calukyas and Vaghelas. A similar literature in Old Gujarati 
has all but disappeared ; only two poems give an idea of its 
nature. They provide a brilliant picture of the epic heroism 
displayed by Gujarata when it grimly contested every inch 
of ground with the invader. 

I 
The first poem, RatJamallachahda, is a short ballad, com

posed about 1400 by sri'dhara, celebrating the heroic deeds 
of Rapamalla of Ic;Iara. It consists of seventy stanzas in 
metres like cupai and duha, and is the earliest work of a kind 
which has been a favourite of the bards. This literature, 
principally panegyrical, is composed in metres which lend 
themselves to recitation with considerable dramatic force. 
The language is very often archaic and strongly alliterative. 
Sometimes words are altered out of recognition in the 
interest of sound effects, and assonances and other verbal 
tricks abound. 

Rapamalla of Ic;Iara, of the Kamadhaja or Ra~l}oc;Ia family, 
was a great warrior. About 1397, he harassed Zafar Khan, 
the viceroy of Pa~apa, and spread terror among the Mussal
manchiefs. 

As the army of the Sultan bristled with valour Rru:tamalla's whiskers 
flew about with wrath, 1 

The Sultan calls upon him to submit. Rapamalla roars : 
If my lotus-like head bows before the Mlechhas' feet, the sun will not 

rise in the sky. So long as the sun moves in the sky, Kamadhaja will not 
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bow to a block of stone. Even if the flame of the submarine fire is extingui
shed, I will not yield an inch of land to the Mlechha.l 

A battle ensues between the two armies, and is described 
in jingling rhymes. The Mussalmans are routed, and in 
token of submission the not unusual humiliation of 
being made to eat grass is forced on them. Ranamalla 
begins to think of world-wide conquest, and he s~ys, " I 
will bring under my control everything on which the sun 
shines."' 

II 
Kl!nhatfadeprabandha (c. 1456) follows a greater literary 

tradition. It deals with the struggle which Gujarata made 
for self-preservation after 1297, and breathes the grim and 
heroic attitude of mind which prevailed among her people 
during the fourteenth century. The author, Padmanabha 
of V1salanagara, was the poet-laureate of Akheraja, the 
Cahamana or Cohapa king of Jhalora and a descendant of 
the hero of the poem. A few manuscripts of the work, lucki
ly mistaken for those of a religious work, were preserved 
by the Jaina temples. Its language is Old Gujarati, then 
spoken all over Western Rajasthana including Gujarata. 
The style, though not as elegant as Bhalapa's, maintains a 
high level of expressiveness. The language is neither trite 
nor ornate ; the interest is well sustained throughout. The 
author, however, could not resist the temptation of record
ing in the conventional manner the names of Rajput and 
Mussalman warriors, and of introducing didactic verses and 
tedious narrative of past lives. In some places, the chrono
logical order has not been preserved, and the same descrip
tions appear more than once. As a narrative, it is much 
better than many other rasas; and it has the merit of being 
without religious bias. 

III 
The poem opens with a prayer, and proceeds to mention 

Ma.ravac;la, 'the land of nine forts', and the Sonagira Cohapas 

1. !JiR" ftR:~ il~ ~. SJ •1401~1'1fUr miiJ' cr ~
ISI"t ~3~ a\tur ~,, m ~~'lirl:i "' \:11m' wr~. 
<tft ~ ij1Jf !H're ~; wr ~ or ant :;m{ ~-

2- ~<il ~ ~Qj'~ ~ ~~ (~ ~,· 
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'as noble looking as royal swans'. Kartladeva Ghelo ruled 
in Gujarata. Being enamoured of Ke8ava's wife, he killed 
the husband and appropriated the .wife. ·The minister 
Madhava, Kesava's brother, moved by wrath, said, "I 
shall not taste any food in Gujarata till I bring the Turks 
here."1 On this, the poet feelingly laments : 

To the place where he worshipped his God and sang His praises; 
where he performed sacrifices and gave gifts to BrahmaJ:taS; where he 
worshipped the sacred Tulsi plant and Pipala tree, heard recited the Vedas 
and the Puriii:tas; where all go for pilgrimage; where all sing the Smrtis and 
the PuriiJ:las, there, Madhava brought the Mlechhas.2 

Ready to betray his country for a private wrong, 
Madhava goes to Delhi. He approaches Sultan Alla-ud-din 
with presents and offers to subdue Gujarata if an army is 
given to him. The sultan consents, and sends a message 
to Kanha<;lade, the Cohatla king of Jhalora, to let the imperial 
army pass through his territory on its way to Gujarata. 
Proudly, Kanha<;lade replies: . 

I owe no such duty. They will plunder the villages ; take my men 
prisoners; tear off women's ears. I do not make way for those who oppress 
the Briihm~a and the cow.a 

But Alla-ud-din, determined to conquer Gujarata, secures 
a passage through Meva<;la. Ba~~a<;la of Mo<;lasa vainly bars 
the way of the onrushing hosts. 

Pillaging, burning, destroying, the Sultan's army marches 
towards Patatla. The Mussalmans, with Madhava at their 
head, invest the city. The ex-minister, traitor to the last, 
advises Kartla to escape with his life. The king takes the 
advice ; the queen flees on foot ; and the capital falls into 
the hands .of Alafkhan, the general of Alla-ud-din. 'And 

1. ~fcr.t ~\lfil' 'lit, ~ ~ arrot ~-
2• ~ l{iift( ~!:TTir, ~ i5ftft( ~t ;:rr;r, 
~ ~ ~ ;on;r, ~ ror.t'( <{\"GI'( (:!fl11, 

~ ~~ tft~ ~(, ~ ~ ~ll ~(, 
~ ~ ~& 6\\~ ~. ~ suvr mcit( ~ 
•••••••• llNfcr ~~~ arrturarr ~-

3. 1taf~~~. 
~( rrm ~ ii'R, er01m ;;rorr ~Wf( ililif, 
~ ~ f<csr if( ~. ~ erR: cWr ~- ~-
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from what once were temples was sounded the muezzin's 
call to prayers.' 

The army then started on a further campaign of con
quest and destruction to the south. It carried carnage right 
up to Surat, Rander, and the sea; returned to Saurash~ra, 
destroyed many of its towns, and proceeded to Prabhasa. 
The Rajputs mobilised their strength to protect the shrine 
of Somanatha, and valiantly fought the enemy. But the 
fortress fell; and in front of the temple which they had 
vainly sought to protect, the heroic warriors, after ceremo
nial bathing and anointment, feU fighting, 'surrendered 
themselves to Somanatha'. Madhava, the cause of aU this 
evil, was also kiiied. 

The temple had faUen into the hands of the enemy. 
Alafkhan broke open the shrine, shattered the idol to 
pieces, and carried away the fragments in a cart to Delhi. 
"We shaii make chunam out of it", he said. The poet 
then piteously asks Siva : 

0 Rudra! By your wrath you burnt the demons. You spread virtue in 
the world; You removed the terror which oppressed the gods; You putto 
flight the powerful demon, Tripura, even as the wind blows away chaff. 
Padmanabha asks you : 0 Rudra ! Where is now your mighty trident? 1 

The conquering army, the poet proceeds, burnt villages, 
devastated the land, plundered people's wealth; took 
Brahmapas, children and women of all castes captive, and 
flogged them with thongs of raw hide; carried a moving 
prison with it, and converted the prisoners into obsequious 
Turks. "Alafk~an then turned his attention to Kanhac;Iade, 
who had declined to give a passage to his army. 

Parvatl and Gapga, God Somanatha's spouses, urge Kan .. 
hadade in a dream to save the god from the hands of the 
Mlechha. When Alafkhan sends a message to Kanhac;lade, 
he gets a fitting reply : " A hero never praises himself. He 
who performs heroic deeds alone wins fame." Alafkhan 
thereupon continues his march and encamps at Sirapa. 

1. arrtT( ~ I '<iiJl{ ~ ~~ ~ fc'l~ i1"1'm; 

Rt( Sl~cfi m~ ~~ •mrrcftiii, ~)r'1Q ~~
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Ministers of the Cohapa king call on the Khan, who shows 
them his army and his prisoners. The ministers report the 
state of things to Kanhagade, who gets ready for battle. 
The goddess Asapura is worshipped ; necessary orders are 
given ; and the Rajput armies go forward to meet the foe. 

In the battle that follows, the Turks are routed. Alaf
khan flees for life. The idol of Somanatha is recovered, 
and nine lacs of prisoners are set free. The victory is then 
celebrated in Jhalora, and the conqueror returns home 
amidst the rejoicings of his people. The fragments of the 
idol are duly installed in five different towns where they 
are worshipped. (canto i) 

The fleeing Turks came together in a forest; some were without clothes; 
some, worn out and hungry ; others, staggering and wounded; whilst a few 
were being carried on stretchers. 1 ......... 

Alafkhan entered Delhi like a thief in the night. When the· news of 
battle spread, consternation prevailed. The women of the Turks began to ' 
weep; some tore their clothes to tatters ; many smashed the anklets on their 
feet. Some threw away their precious necklaces ; others ripped off their 
ornaments. Some rent their hair ...... One had lost her brother, another a 
husband, a third her handsome sons ...... The markets were closed. 2. 

Alla-ud-din puts the blame on Alafkhan and is very 
wroth. He orders another attack on Jhalora. The army 
thereupon marches back and invests the guardian fort of 
Samiapa, which is in the .charge of Santalasinha, Kanhagade's 
nephew. Kanhagade goes to his nephew's assistance, and 
the Mahomedan army is annihilated. 

1. ~~~omit~~.~ o@r~ ~ ~; 
'l:t'li ~ CfGr ~~. ~ <tR\" ~ ~ ~or. 
'l:t'li ~ ~ 'Cfl~, ~ G'ref i3itrTG~ ~. 
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Alla-ud-din becomes furious. He sends for his generals 
and the viceroy of Patapa, collects his army, and himself 
takes the field. The progress of the army, more like a town 
in motion, is then described. The army lays siege to Sami
apa, but the fortress is impregnable, and it remains so even 
at the end of seven long years. The Rajputs, in the well
provisioned fort, continue to defy the enemy. Alla-ud-din 
then decides upon a sinister stratagem. Cows are killed, 
and their flesh, tied up in sacks, is thrown by catapults 
over the fortress walls into the lake within. The following 
morning, the Rajputs find their only source of water defiled 
by the flesh of the sacred cow, and decide upon jamahara, 
a rite commonly known as jauhara. 

There was no hope of life. None would touch a drop of the water. The 
queen said, "We will now perform jamahara." And she addressed a mes
sage to the queen of Kiinhaqade : " Of what has overtaken us, you will come 
to know to-morrow. Remember us with affection. In this life, these are our 
last salutations." Having thus spoken, the queen put on all her ornaments. 
The retainers brought heaps of sandal-wood. Strong and heroic, the queen 
entered the fire. All said "Rama, Rama", and the friends wept.l 

The Padshah comes to know of the queen's self-immola
tion, and offers to treat the beleaguered city with every con
sideration if Santala only submits. The heroic king 
replies, " I am ready to give up life, not my honour". The 
non-combatants in the fort are then asked to leave it, and 
all the warriors decide on an attack. They worship the 
~aligrama ( Vishpu ) , and then pray to ~ama. They take 
their bath, dry their hair, put on Tulsi garlands round 
their necks. Animated with one desire, they rush on the 

1. Gt1~ct04•it emiT~. l!; wft ;rif ~ ~. 
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Mussalmans. A great battle ensues; and the Hindus, fight
ing valiantly, are killed to a man. (Canto ii) 

This unflinching and terrible self-immolation in order 
to safeguard their honour was the marvellous fea
ture of Hindu warfare during those dire times. There is 
not a fort in Rajputana which cannot boast of the proud 
heroism of women who wooed fire to save their honour, and 
of men who marched to death to preserve their freedom. 

VI 
Alla-ud-din captures Samiana, and calls upon Kanhadade 

to surrender. But he is again met with a proud refusal. 
The Padshah continues his march, and, on the way, pillages 
and burns the venerable city of Bh1nnamala, even then a 
centre of learning. Some skirmishes follow with varying 
success. The Mussalman army camps near Jhalora. Alla
ud-din's daughter, Piroja, who has fallen in love with,· 
Viramadeva, the son of Kanha9ade, insists on an offer of 
marriage being sent to the latter. With lofty pride, the 
Rajput prince spurns the offer.· 

The Cohiii;Ia's race is spotless, like the full moon. Descended as I am 
from the sun, shall I disgrace the founder of my race ? . • • Shall I become 
a convert? This has never happened before, and shall not happen now.l 

The insulted Padshah then proceeds to invest Jhalora. 
He finds it in a merry mood, for, he hears bands playing 
within her walls, and sees festive banners floating on her 
towers. The Rajputs, at intervals, sally from the fort and 
harass the besiegers, and the Sultan has eventually to with
draw towards Delhi. Kanha9ade, thirsting for fight, comes 
out of Jhalora, and his armies press the retreating Mussal
man army hard. 

The princess, having acquired occult knowledge, finds 
that V1rama was her husband in previous lives. She tells 
her father of her relationship with V1rama, and prophesies 

1. 'qatflll-t ~ ~~ ~~ ~ a"!!J ~ 
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the death of her lover, of KanhaQade, of her father and of 
herself. This part is introduced evidently after the usual 
orthodox style of kathas from TarangalollJ downwards, but 
in the mouth of the daughter of Alla·ud-din, it mars the real
istic charm of the poem. 

Anxious to see Viramadeva and to obtain the freedom of 
her sister and brother-in-law, then prisoners in Jhalora, the 
princess, goes to the city with a small retinue. She encamps 
on the bank of a lake, and is met by the chivalrous Kanha
dade and his son Vlrama. The princess begs for love, but 
in vain. 

Love has made me miserable. What can I, an unfortunate woman, say? 
Love ! I, a foreigner, beg of you ; find out for yourself what you are to me. 
My days and nights seem endless; the pain of separation oppresses me; 
I cannot live without you, my love. A fish cannot live without water ; no 
more can a woman without her lord.l 

Virama is unrelenting. The princess, anxious for peace, 
requests that the Mussalman army should not be attacked 
at night, and that her sister should be released.. The chival
rous Rajputs readily grant these requests. Vlrama, in 
return, demands that the Sultan should not destroy tem
ples, pillage the land, or trouble Brahmapas and slaughter 
cows. On behalf of her father, she agrees to respect his 
wishes. At her desire, she is taken to see Jhalora and has 
a view of the impregnable citadel. KanhaQade releases the 
prisoners and returns the captured elephants. Loaded with 
presents, the princess returns to her father, and the Sultan 
withdraws to Delhi. (canto iii). 

VII 
The princess tells her father of the glories of Jhalora, its 

learned men, its warriors, its markets, its pleasures, its 
ramparts, and its prosperity. The Padshah does not like 
the engagement into which his daughter has entered, but 
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agrees to wait for the period of eight years, at the end of 
which, according to her prophesy, Jha.Iora is to fall. Later, 
he gives orders to his army to proceed towards Jhalora. 
The princess sends her nurse with the army to bring 
Vi'rama to her, or, in the event of his death, to bring her his 
head. The army is repulsed by the Jhalora forces led by 
V1rama. But the Sultan is adamant: Jhalora must be 
captured at any cost. · 

For over twelve years the beleaguered city defies the 
Mussalmans. Its merchants feed the people ; miracles 
save it from disasters. At last a palanquin-bearer turns 
traitor, and discloses a secret way leading to the fort. The 
bearer's wife, furious at her husband's treachery, kills him; 
and informs Kanha<tade of the unexpected entry of the be
siegmg army. Desperate combat ensues. Kanhadade's 
brother works wonders against heavy odds ; but the out· 
numbered Rajputs are faced with the alternative of death
or dishonour. Kanha<tade sends for the priest and, present
ing him with his own horse, begs him to flee from the fort. 
The Brahmapa is not to be outdone ; he accepts the king's 
horses as gifts, but returns them to the royal stables. The 
king is surprised and asks the priest why he, a man of 
peace, does not leave the fort. 

Who will carry your funeral bier, my king? If I live after you die, then, 
[live in dishonour. If Jhiilora falls, I too will die..l ..• 

The solem rite then begins. The queens prepare for the jamahara ; the 
priest gives his benedictions to Kiinhaqade ; the subjects now bow before 
biro, and decide to join him in the immolation. The king calls his son Virama 
!nd anoints him king. Virama bows to his mother, who blesses him. The 
1andal and other sacred wood Is brought. All the queens, having bathed, 
:ommend themselves to the Sun. They enter the fire ; precisely 1,984 of 
their sex follow ; gods witness the sacrifice. 

Kanha<tade and his men, sword in hand, then rush on 
the besiegers. ' The Raj puts re-enact the RamlJyatJa.' Hun- · 
dreds fall fighting. The city falls into the hands of the 
enemy; and Kanha<tade, at bay, withdraws to the citadel. 
His priest advises him to crown his heroism by falling in 
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battle and the Cohapa hero acts accordingly. Vi'rama 
reigns for three days and a half. His queens also prepare 
for jamhara. Their companions looking on, the beautiful 
queens come to the .balconies, and with restrained tears 
worship their beloved Jhalora fort. " And verily shall we 
share Vi'rama's beautiful throne on the Sonagiri Mount,'' 
they said, and entered the fire. 

· To ensure death, Vi'rama thrusts a dagger in his bowels, 
straps up the wound, rushes into the fight, and, dealing 
death all round him, is himself slain. The Mussalman gene
ral, who has not lost sight of the princess's wishes, tries to 
take him captive. But the hero, invincible in death as in 
life, escapes him. 

The nurse brings Virama's head to Delhi on a bier, and 
placing it on a gold salver, brings it to the heart-broken 
princess. As she gazes at the face of her beloved, the head 
turns away from her : the invincible Cohapa hero even in 
death keeps his vow. Whereupon the princess laments 
thus: 

My virtuous, handsome hero ! Why are you so wroth ? I am love
struck, my Sonagiri Cohiit:ta. I am but your wife, with one life only separat• 
ing us. Why do you forget our love 1 My heart is broken. Will you not 
hear me? You are gone to paradise; I wUI come with you.l 

Having worshippe4 her beloved's head, she jumps into 
the Jumna to meet in the next world him whom she had 
missed this. ( canto iv ) 

VIII 
Except where necessity for the conventional features of 

the rasa takes him out of his normal vein, the author is 
realistic. He is perhaps the only one of the many writers 
of the period who has handled characters and events so 
well arid truly. The narrative is, on the whole, well sus-
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tained. The Rajput and the Mussalman warriors are true 
to life, the former headstrong, firm, unflinching in matters 
where honour was concerned, neglectful of prudence, fana ... -
tically heroic; the latter, deceitful, determined, relentlessly 

- cruel and determined on victory at any cost. Only Piroja, 
the daughter of the Sultan, is out of harmony with the set
ting. The characters do not lack individuality, as do most 
of those found in the literature of the age. The irate Sultan 
is not badly done. Kanhac;Iade, generous, charitable, be
loved of his people, superstitious, is well depicted. In 
him is revealed the real Rajput. His son, though he 
occupies little space, is also well drawn, and so is the old 
Brahmapa priest. Madhava, the ' direful spring of woes 
unnumbered', is also well drawn. The poet portrays 
the actual situation in the India of the day : Hindu princes, -
strong and heroic, one jealous of the other, fighting in iso .. 
lated splendour; the Mussalmans, stern and relentless, 
advancing and campaigning as a collective body. This 
prabandha is a rhapsody unique in Old, or Modern Gujarati, 
throbbing with great and sustained heroism; an epic of a 
great age fast fading into oblivion; a swan-song of the 
Gujarata of Siddharaja. 



CHAPTER III. 

A. NEW GUJARATA AND THE PURANIC MOVEMENT. 

( 1400 to 1600 ) 

The Sultanate of Ahmedabad-Akbar-Maratha raids-The Puranic in· 
, fluence-The new spirit among Brahmanas-Impetus to the desabhashli-
. Riimiinanda-The puriir:lika-The Giigariii bhata-The akhyiina literature- -
Bhiilat;~a (c. 1426-1500)-The iikhyiinii in his hands-K"adambari-.Da!ama-· 
skandha-Mantri Karmar;ta ( 1470 )-Bbima (c. 1473 )-Niikara (c. 1550 ). 

Political history from 1411 to 1707 had a negative influ
ence on the literature of Gujarata. From 1411 'to 1573 the 

· country was ruled by the Sultans of Ahmedabad; from 
1573 to 1707it was a province of the Moghul Empire. These 
facts circumscribed life, and brought into existence new 
literary traditions which not only ignored political condi
. tions, but provided an. easy way to forget them. 

I 
' In 1411 Ahmad Shah, the grandson. of Muzafar Shah, 

·.transferred the capital of his kingdom from Patapa to 
. Ahmedabad. He was a fanatic, and his acts did not belie 

his bigotry. He invaded Soratha, Malva and Koilkana, but 
tried to conciliate the Hindu ·landlords by giving them a. 
fourth share of the villages. His grandson, Mahmiid Begga, 
( 1459-1513) was powerful both on land and sea, and conso-

. lidated the kingdom by annexing Junagagha. He built 

. many of the monuments which have made Ahmedabad 
famous. The Mussalman historians narrate numerous 
anecdotes revealing his popularity with his people. To the 
Hindus, however, one sultan was as good, or as bad, as 
another. 

The next great Sultan was Begga's grandson, Bahadur 
Shah ( 1527-1536 ), a great warrior who adopted an aggres
sive policy of conquest. Gujarata soon came to be divided 
into twenty five sarkars: Ahmedabad, Siintha, Godhra, 
Campanera, Va<;lodara, Bharuca, Nandoda, and Surat, 
in the centre; Sirohi, Jhalora, Jodhapura and Nagora in the 
north ; Dungarpura, Vansavaga, N aildarbara, Baglapa, and 
Dharampura in the east; Dan<;Iarajapuri, (modem Janjira), 
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. Mumbai, (Bombay) Vasai (Bassein), and Damal)a in the 
. south; Soratha, Navanagara, and Kaccha in the west. A 
'territory slightly larger than what is linguistically. the 
Gujarata of to-day was a political unit under BaMdur·. 
Shah. His ambitious raids drew the wrath of Humayun, 
the Mogul Emperor, who overran Gujarata in 1535. 
Bahadur soon recovered it, but he died the next year. 
Reckless as a ruler, he laid a heavy burden of military ex
penditure on the people and left them to the tender mercies 
of his revenue farmers. 

In 1573 Akbar annexed Gujarata. 
From 1411 to 1573, Gujarata remained a political unit. 

The Khans and Amirs swept across the country ; made. 
friends with Hindu chiefs and leaders as suited their imme
diate purpose; spread terror and destruction for a time; 
and were worsted by their rivals, or, sank into imbecility .. 
During this period, the people enjoyed settled existence 
only when sheltered behind their castes, mahajanas and 
pancayats. Social exclusiveness became the rule of the" 
day, and life acquired an unprogressive and narrow out
look, mainly religious and other-worldly. And so it conti. 
nued till the British came. ' 

I 

Of all the cultural and educational influences forged 
during the Gupta times, the Pural)as were the most power-· 
ful. The Mahlibhlirata, including the HarivanJa, a complete • 
cyclopaedia of Aryan culture, had attained the sanctity of 
a fifth Veda under the name of satslihasrisamhitlJ. The 
Vi7yu, the Matsya, the Mllrkarujeya, the Brahml11:zfja, and, per
haps, the Devibhligavata Pural)aS had become very popular 
by the seventh century. The Vish~u (c. 600), the Pura!la of 
the Bhagavata dharma which the Imperial Guptas followed, 
exercised great influence over the minds of men. Other 
Pura!las also came to be composed, till their traditional 
number stood at eighteen. 

Literary men, for centuries, sought inspiration for 
subject and atmosphere from one or more of these Puranas. · 
The tradition of mythic kings; the mythology connected 
with sacred places all over the country ; stories and hymns 

15 
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glorifying god~ and goddesses; 'and the ethics and the ritu
al--aU this Purii!lic wealth had brought uniformity of belief, 
conduct and outlook to aU who looked upon Bharatakhanda 
as their land, and Dharma as the law in this life and the 
means of salvation for the next. It had created in the 
people a living sense of homogeneity, and of the continuity 
of Aryan life. When the Mussalmans overran the country, 
the Pura!las became, in the hands of the Brahma!las, formi
dable instruments to preserve religion and culture. The 
Pura!lic scheme of things had universal application. A 
Hindu king had a place ready in the genealogy of the Sun 
or the Moon. A recently elevated Brahma!la had a posi
tion ready in the family of a venerable Rshi of Vedic anti
quity. And the people had all the materials ready to bring 
up fresh generations in the traditions of Aryan life, to pre
serve the integrity of society, and to resist the proselytising 
vigour of the foreigner. 

And when the Brahma!las found the fanatical foreigner 
-mleccha as they called him-devastating their land, 
demolishing the most sacred shrines of their faith, destroy
ing their dharma and the social structure which they be
lieved to be eternal, they developed miraculous adaptabi
lity. They delivered to the masses, through the medium of 
their dialects, the message of the Purapas, and made the 
past live again. The Pura!lic revival preserved society and 
culture, and directed literary energy into the channel of the 
desabhasha. It spread over the whole country, and opened 
up prospects for all. Poets received fresh inspiration; 
pura!likas, a new vocation; philosophers, a new orientation. 
To the village saints, it gave something to live for; and it 
brought to the ordinary people, in the place of cumbrous 
ritual and abstruse doctrine, bhakti, a worship full of joy 
and song, dance and prayer. Every province began to work 
out its cultural salvation. Every language began to de
velop, and its literature assumed distinctive character. 

II 
About the beginning of the fourteenth century, one of 

the greatest of Indian reformers lent an active hand in 
spreading the different influences then at work. His life is 
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shrouded in tradition; his creed is found only in the devo
tional songs composed by his disciples.. .Ramanaftda, origi
nally a follower of Ramanuja, began his apostolic work ·in 
North India. He was an· uncompromising advocate· of 
purity of heart, and spread the worship of Rama, the high~ 
souled hero of the RfimliyatJa and the seventh avatara of 
VishtlU. He protested against social and religious evils. 
The Vedas, Brahmapas, rituals, inequalities of caste, the 
grossness of idolatry, and even Sarilskrta came in for his 
iconoclastic zeal. _He stood for God, humility, and equality 
of men.. · 

His teachings proved vety popular among the lower 
classes of Hindus and Mussahnans. His principal disciples 
included Kabi'ra, a spinner, Raidasa, a tanner, Sena, a 
barber, Sadna, a butcher, and Naraharidasa, a Brahmana. 
Kabira, a Hindu brought up by a Musalman, was catholic 
in an age of orthodoxy; and his padas, songs, appealed 
equally to both communities. He created a great impres
sion in Gujarata and the Kabi'rpafttha gave rise tc- sects 
which claimed numerous adherents. Guru Nanaka 
(1469-1555), the founder of Sikhism, was a disciple of Rai
dasa; and the GratJtha Sl1heb, the sacred book of the sect, 
contains the only available padas of Ramananda and Rai
dasa. Naraharidasa was the guru of Tulsi'dasa (1532-1623), 
the greatest of saint-poets of the age. The latter's Rlima
caritamlinasa, if judged by the number of men it has in
spired, can be classed among the first few books in the 
literature of the world. 

Ramanaftda and· his disciples wielded a great liberalising 
influence over their age. Even the orthodox Brahmapa 
was shaken out of his religious groove, and could not .but 
admire their tenets and revere the idealism for which the 
deity, Rama, stood. They threw their weight against Sam
sk:rta, and were the first unflinching champions of the 
language of the people. Kabrra's attack on the lovers of 
Sarilsk:rta runs thus : 

PaQqitas talk in Samskrta alone and dubb those who use the bhiishii Ignor
ant fools. In the world, P!U!4itas praise only Samskrta. But bhaktl through 
the bhiishii alone ~ives stren~th and le~ds to !)alvation. S~mskfta is the water 
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of wells; bhasha is running brook. Bhasha Is loved by the true guru and 
shows the true way,l ' 

~ Ramananda's influence in Gujarata was widespread in the 
latter half of the fourteenth, and the fifteenth, century. It 
taught the learned not to spurn the lowly and the illiterate, 
but to work with and for them through the medium of 
their own language. 

III 
In the beginning of the fourteenth century, we first come 

across definite literary landmarks of the Puranic movement 
in Gujarata. The Bhllgavata, Jayadeva's Gitagoviiula and 
Bopadeva'sHarilillimrta, works principally dealing with the 
amours of KJ;sh!la, had perceptibly altered the tone and 
language of the folk-songs relating to Radha-KJ;shva. In 
1416 NJ;sinharavyamuni composed Vish1Jubhakticahdrodaya, 
a work on bhakti. In 1417 an inscriptiononMountGiranara 
begins with a prayer to Damodara, 'the stealer of butter', 
referring to sr1 KJ;"shva's well-known pranks as a cowherd. 
In 1499 Vaghela Mokalasinha is recorded to have protected 
the members of the Bhagavata sect. 

PavQ.itas were rare, and the knowledge of SamskJ;"ta was 
restricted to a select class. Among the intellectual and 
well-to-do classes, there was naturally a craving for litera
ture, and, from the beginning of the fifteenth century, poets 
worked through the medium of Old Gujarati to satisfy 
it. But their language has been transformed out of 
recognition. Manuscripts of some of their works, :re
covered so far, have been written years after the author's 
death. In many cases, the works were handed down 
from generation to generation by professional reciters of 
the Puravas, or puravikas; and every reciter went on mak
ing such changes in their form, language and substance as 
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the occasion and the taste of his audience required~ The 
gagaria bhata, who preserved most of these works in the 
form of akhyanas, was the greatest sinner in this respect. 

The gagaria bhata, or mapa bhata, is peculiar to Gujarata, 
and has played a great part in the evolution and preservation 
of this class of literature. He is the popular counterpart 
of the purapika, who, generally well-read in Samskt;ta, 
recites the Purapas from the original to a select audience 
at his own house, or at the house of his patron. The 
pural]ika, more often than not, maintains the dignity 
of learning, and enjoys the position of a friend in his 
patron's family. But the gagaria bha~a is rarely acquainted 
with Samskrta ; he knows only the akhyanas, or the 
Purapic episodes in Gujarati verse which he has learnt 
from his teacher during his apprenticeship. He goes from 
place to place with a couple of disciples. His stock-in-trade 
is his akhyanas, his tact, and his mapa or gagara, a large 
copper pot with a narrow neck from which ·he gets his 
name. 

Wherever he happpens to be, he opens his session at 
night on some temple-door or verandah before a public 
square. With his nimble -fingers loaded with brass rings, 
he starts playing upon the gagara as on a hand-drum, 
and makes the pot resound with his skilful raps. The 
neighbourhood flocks to hear the katha, as the Purapic 
recital is called; the public square in front and the windows 
of the surrounding houses are turned into an auditorium 
for the occasion. The bha~a recites an akhyana ; explains 
many parts of it ; adds a flourish here, a touch there, 
to move or tickle the audience ; improvises new stories 
and introduces lively anecdotes. The audience sits, hour 
after hour, absorbed in the recital. The description of 
a Purailic incident or character, in the mouth of a com
petent bha~a, assumes a fresh form and contemporary 
colour. At an interesting point in the recital the bhata 
stops, and wants to know who among his listeners will pro
vide his next day's dinner; and, unless he is ignorant of 
the rudiments of his art, he is sure to receive invita
tions from more than one hospitable townsman. Having 
made sure of the morrow, he proceeds with the katha 
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till after midnight, sometimes till the early hours of the 
morning. The session continues for a month, sometimes, 
longer; its length, as a rule, depends upon the bhata's abi
lity to attract a good audience, and upon the hospitable 
nature of the locality. After the session is over, the bhata 
is feasted, carried in a procession through the town, and 
presented with a purse as a send-off. 

The bha~as flourished in Gujarata for more than five 
hundred years, but have fallen on evil days with the advent 
of the press, the theatre, and the cinema. They provided 
free entertainment and education, religious and secular, and 
helped to preserve Pura!lic literature. But these poets were 
scarcely qualified to reproduce the spirit, the art, or the 
idealism of the original Pura!las ; and were mostly content 
with mechanical repetition of narrative verses handed down 
from teacher to disciple. Their range of emotion, senti
ment and thought was limited ; their language, suited to 
an illiterate audience, lacked refinement and expressiveness. 
Sometimes, only a Bhala!la or a Premananda could break 
the monotony by a word-picture of contemporary life, or 
by a charming song fuii of homely sentiments. 

But the service which the gagaria bha~a rendered to cul
ture was immense. 

He considered himself the heir of ancient Aryan culture ; of a civi
lization, pure and incomparable, brilliant with heroic exploits, beautiful 
literature, undefiled ideals .••••• He was prepared to arrest the growth of alien 
culture. His ears heard the music of the inspiring past. His eyes were fixed 
on coming victory. He opened the floodgates of his soul; he sang of his 
hereditary culture. He inspired piithasiilas; he offered prayers from village 
to village ; he recited kathas from street to street; he made his songs popular 
in every home. He kept alive religion and a sense of historic continuity. He 
preserved language, literature, inspiration, and ideals. And, thanks to him, 
the immortal spirit of the culture, breaking the bonds of political subjection, 
triumphed in the land.' 1 

This literature took the form of an akhyana. In form, 
it was a rasa ; but the narrative parts were brief, the ar
rangement more systematic, and the language more influ
enced by Samsk~ta. In substance, it presented an independ
ent literary composition based mainly on a free rendering 

l· Munshl, 'ildi Vacano. (Guj.) 2<t 
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of an akhyayika from the Puravas, supplemented by por
tions borrowed from other sources or composed by the:. 
author himself. 

IV 
Bhalava may be called the father of the akhyana. He 

was a Moqha Brahmava by caste, a resident of Pa~ana. 
His date, tentatively fixed between 1426 and 1500, is yet 
uncertain. The incidents of his life, which enthusiastic 
admirers have unearthed, do not appear to have· any 
reliable foundation. But his works show that he was a 
good student of the epics and the Puravas in the original. · 

In one of his works, he says : 
Men of sentiment, who are fond of the Pur3r]as, desire to hear them, 

but their desire remains unfulfilled. BhataQa has, therefore, composed this 
poem in bhashi. 

He appears to have supplied a growing need, and, on 
his own admission, evoked considerable antagonism from 
those who found his method undignified for a purapika of 
learning. He started life as a devotee of Siva; but later, 
as his works show, fell under the influence of the 
Rama.naildi: sect and transferred his allegiance to Rama. 
He left two sons, Udhava and Vishvudasa, both of whom, 
following in his footsteps with far less ability and equip
ment, have left parts of the Rlimllya1Ja. 

His early works were mere renderings of the akhyayikas. 
But, later, he borrowed the episodes from several sources, 
pruned or altered them, and added fresh materials to 
produce a new work. He also travelled outside the Puravic 
field to compose a rasa on Bava's Klldafnbari. In works 
presumably composed during his last days, the akhyana 
reached an advanced stage of evolution. It was a Gujaratl 
a.khyayika. With contemporary sentiments, and the 
Pura.vic plot and characters altered to suit them, it became 
a new and distinct literary form. 

His Harasafnvllda gives the episode from the S'iva 
Purllna, wherein Parvati, jealous of Ganga whom Siva had 
harboured in his matted locks, tries to win back the love 
of the god by assuming the guise of a forest-girl. Mrgi
llkhylina, from the same Purava, describes a hunter. who, 
unconsciously worshipping Siva, obtains religious merit 
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and goes to heaven. These, and saptaJati borrowed from 
the MlJrka'tldeya Purli't7-a, may be classed among his early 
works. They follow the original closely, relieved only by 
an occasional gleam of contemporary sentiment. 

The deer in Mrgi-l!khhyl!na when his mate is killed, 
addresses the hunter in a manner which does credit to the 
sentiments of the poet and to the atmosphere which permit
ted their expression. 

With cunning skill, you slew-my lovely bride, before my own eyes. Shame 
upon him who lives, when the mistress of his soul is dead ! Without my bride. 
life has no aim ; the world is desolate. Without her, my house and garden 
are lonely as the abodes of the dead. She was my support in trouble ; I had 
no better friend. 

Parallelisms of this nature were quite common in the 
literature of the period, and were employed by the poet 
with great effect. 

v 
To the next period of Bhalapa's literary activity belongs 

Klidainbari, perhaps the best of his works. It is an adapta
tion of Bapa's great work, carefully abridged with an eye 
to literary presentation. This work of Bhalapa is the best 
rasa in the language, perhaps the most artistic and sustain
ed composition, not even excepting the akhyanas of Prema
nanda. It has all the good features of a rasa, but without 
the loose structure, the monotonous descriptions, the ever
recurring didactic passages and the ill-concealed religious 
purpose which destroy the unity and charm of many of 
them. Some of the beauties of the original work are 
brought out with great skill in a language not possessing 
the wealth or elegance of Samskt;ta. 

From the wealth of Bapa, Bhalapa chooses what his art 
and audience require, and presents it with the freedom of 
a master in the art of literary expression. At places the 
poem is word-perfect. Bhalapa's description of the Acchoda 
lake is a delightful picture painted with the help of a few 
of the great phrases from Bapa's elaborate masterpiece. 
The little parrot's tale of how it preserved life after its 
parents had been kiiied by the hunter, is one of the many 
passages in which the poet has given to a translation the 
charm of an original. The parrot finally says: 
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• • • • • King 1 What can I say ? Nothing is so dear as life.. Otherwise, how 
could I forget my dead father in the veey moment in which I suffered so 
terrible a blow. No one could be so heartless as I. I forgot all gratitude. 
He had denied himself food to give it me; had kept me by his side with 
loving care ; had brought me up under great hardship. But I forgot all grief 
at the loss of my parents and tried to save my life. Who could be so callous? 

King, I was so tired that I could not even walk. The way was difficult to 
tread ; my body was covered with dust ; I was wretched ; my feet tottered 
with fatigue. I longed for death, but it did not come. My sight was blurred; 
my h!'lart trembled ; my mind stood still. Thirst made me miserable, but 
water was far away. King ! I stumbled at eveey step.l 

At another place, the poet graphically describes how 
the women of the royal place exchange remarks about each 
other. They are typically GujaratL Additions in the 
interest of realism are also made at appropriate places 
without destroying the flow of the poem. 

Bhalapa is the greatest artist i~ the language for portray
ing parental and domestic feelings. The maid describes 
to Tarapiga his queen's yearning for a child in words full of 
grace and feeling. 

While talking, Oh King, she says: "Life is wasted. I never kissed a child of 
mine, never pressed it close to my heart. I never saw the smiling face of a 
son, beautiful with two tiny teeth looking up to me as I fed him with milk. 
Never did I hear, with joyful heart, anklets jingling on his feet as he stumbl
ed along on his toes. Oh ! What shall I do now ? I shall never see him return 
from school, ink-pot and writing-board in hand, running up to me, clinging to 
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me with the word 'Mama'. My heart longs for a mother's joy; but the long
ing will never be fulfilled."l 

But this work, which modern students of the literature 
appreciate, does not appear to have evoked contemporary 
enthusiasm or to have been a subject of imitation. 

Nallikhylina, which followed, was similar in technique. 
The Mahl1bhl1rata, Sdharsha's Naishadhiya and Trivikrama's 
Nalacampu have been laid under contribution to produce 
a short a.khyana on the episode of Nala and Damayanti. 
Though the execution of this work is decidedly inferior to 
that of Kl1dambari, it was the original of many subsequent 
copies. 

v. 
His other works are : RlJmaviraha and Rl1mablllacarita 

from the Rlimliyarza ; ]l1laiulharl1khylina from the Padma 
Purlina; Durvl1sl1khyana from the Mahllbhl1rata; Dhruvll
khyllna, Rukmirzihararza, Satyabhlimllvivllha, ](rishrzavish!•~ 
[(rshrza-bllla-carita, and the DaJamaskandha from the BhlJga
vata. 

BMlana made a free use of garabis in the works 
dealing with KJ;Sh!la's life, and invested them with charm 
of language and delicacy of sentiment. The models furni
shed by him were copied by all later poets, including 
Dayarama, and gave to garabi its distinctive form. The 
following garabi is still popular for the homely charm with 
which it describes the feelings of Jasoda, KJ;ish!la's foster 
mother. 
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Come home, darling Mavaji ! I will give you milk and rice with a loving 
hand. You have grown rich since you went to Mathura ; and, powerful too. 
But, believe me, none loves you more than I do. Devaki herself will not hold 
you more fondly in her arms than I held you in mine when nursing you. 
Her body will never be as mine was then, all quivering with rapture. 

Alas I I am your nurse, not your mother; you know it now. I know why 
you are wroth: I tied your hands when you stole butter. Yes, and I did not 
jump after you in the Kiilindi ; you remember it still ; you owe me a grudge 
for it. None else can win love, and forget it so lightly as you. Raghunatha ! 
Lord of Bhiilai}a! Do remember your love for me, short-lived though it was.l 

The poet deserves a high p1ace in literature as the pio
neer of the new tradition, which, through akhyanas, gave 
Gujarata a new literature. Many authors have worked 
upon his akhyanas, but none, except Premananda, has 
improved upon them. His style is expressive and ele
gant. He knew the art both of translation and adaptation. 
As we read him, we note the remarkable change which two 
centuries, between Somesvara and Bhalava had wrought. 
Style, verse, outlook, all had changed, and so also the 
literary quality. 

The next poet whose work is available, MantriKarmana 
(c.1470), a Vavika by caste, has left an akhyana, Sito
hara1Ja, which is poor in style. Kesava H~derama, a Kay
astha of Pa~ava (G. 1473), composed DaJamaskandha, aver
sion of Xth canto of the Bhllgavata. Bhima, a Modha 
Brahrpava of Siddhapura, composed some akhyanas and a 
work entitled Harilili!shodajakali!, (c. 1484) borrowed from 
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the HarilillJmrta of Bopadeva. The movement spread fast. 
Poets from different parts of Gujarata composed similar 
akhyanas, using the BhlJgavata, the Rllmllyat~a and the 
SaptaJati for their models. A voluminous writer was 
Nakara (c.1550), a Desavala Vapika of Baroda, who at
tempted a rendering of some parts of the Mah'llbhllrata. 
He was unable to follow the original Samskrta even with 
Bhalapa's fidelity. Many of the Brahmapa ·authors were 
gagaria bhatas:by profession. · 
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Narasinha Mehta. 

In the fourteenth century, the classics and the philo
sophies receded into the background. Even the Purapas by 
themselves did not meet the requirements of the people. 
And the cult of bhakti became the most potent factor 
in the Puranic movement, stimulating an intensely devo· 
tional attitude towards the gods. 

I 
KJ;shpa was the first to become the centre of a great de

votional impulse. Owing to this impulse, this semi-mythic 
person is now the greatest among epic heroes, a Ulysses, 
and very much more. He is the One who delivered the 
message of the Bhagavadgitll, the most popular and the 
most profound scripture in a land of conflicting scriptures, 
a work which has inspired the life and thought of great 
Indians from Safikara to Tilak, Aravinda Ghose and 
Maha.tma Gandhi, among the moderns. He has fired the 
imagination of almost every Indian poet since the Bhligavata 
was composed. And, as the very image of triumphant 
manhood, he has for centuries ·brought solace to 
millions. He occupies the highest place in the Indian 
pantheon; in religion, he is the God, and in philosophy, 
the all pervading Over-soul, Parabrahma. The process 
by which a hero of mythology has continued to hold 
this position has to be rightly understood in order to realise 
the mighty impulse which· spread through the country 
in his name1• 

1 Vide. Munshi, Thof/mika RasClllar§at~o ( Guj. ) p. 116 et $e<l· 
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In the Jf.gveda, Vishpu, the sun-god, was the omniscient, 
'trivikrama visvasya,' and Varupa, the sky-god, was the 
king of heavens, 'bhuvanasya raja'. Later, the Aitareya 
Brlihmarza elevated Vishpu to the position of the greatest 
of gods, and the Vedic myths connected with other gods 
were transferred to him. The Taittariya Ararzyaka identifi
ed him with Narayapa, an ancient ~shi, who, as an incarna
tion of Vishpu, was worshipped by a sect known as Palica
ratra. All these different attributes came to be transferred 
to one deity, the god Vasudeva, whose worship was com
mon even in the days of the grammatian Papini (c. B. C. 
500). Bhagavan Vasudeva's devotees came to be known as 
Bhagavatas; such a one was Heliodore, the ambassador of 
a Greek king, who came to India (c. B. C. 200.) The Gupta 
Emperors were styled 'Mahabhagavatas ', the great de
votees of the Bhagavan, and the worship of Vishpu and 
his spouse Laxml was popular in the Gupta period. 

It spread right down to South India; and Saiikara (c. A. 
C. 800) refers to the worship of Parabrahma in the form of 
Bhagavan Vasudeva. The Vishrzu PurlJrta had for its·object 
the glorification of Vishpu as Vasudeva. But, so far, the 
bhakti or devotion which the Bhagavata cult inculcated 
was akin to reverence, and found its best expression in 
Arjuna's prayer in the BhagavadgW% canto xi. The God 
was great; the devotee, weak and helpless, prayed to his 
Master with humility. 

This aspect of bhakti was soon changed. It was invest
ed with all the attributes of earthly love. Narada, in 
BhaktislJstra, defines it as of the nature of intense love. 
SaJ?c;lilya, in his Bhaktisutra, explains it to be attachment 
towards god, which, as amplified by the commentator, 
means love 'characterized by horripilation and other signs 
of worldly love, like the love felt by Sakuntala for Dush
yanta'. The new bhakti was an emotion which impelled 
the bhakta, the devotee, to worship the Lord, to seek him 
everywhere, to yearn for him, to quarrel with him, to re
move the distance which reverence implies, in short, to 
love him passionately as one would a human lover. -This 
new emotion led the national imagination, before c. A. C. 

· 800, to create Ra.dha, a bride for Kr-shpa, more human an~ 
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lovable than the majestic Laxm1 or Rukmipt of the Puranas. 
In DhvanylJloka (c. 850) she shares the incense with 
K{shpa ; about 980 she is mentioned as his spouse in an· 
inscription of King Amoghavarsha of Dhara. 

The BhlJgavata Purl11Ja, composed sometime between 
c. 600 and c. 800, gives prominence to this aspect of bhakti 
for KJ;shpa. .This was an epoch-making work; it soon 
gained predominant influence in the country, as much 
through its being the gospel of the new emotion as by its 
rare literary charm. Its sentiments and turns of expres
sion were soori carried to the doors of every villager by the 
purapikas in all provinces. 

Pure bhakti is beautifully expressed in the Bhligavata. -
As the wingless nestlings wait for the mother, as the hungry clilves long 

to be suckled, as the love-lorn damsel waits for her lover, so, Lotus-eyed, 
does my mind yearn for thee. •.• To hear about Vishi!u, to sing of Him, to 
remember Him, to fall at His feet, to worship Him, to bow to Him, to serve 
Him, to be His friend, to dedicate oneself to Him, is the nine-fold bhakti ...... 

To the gopis, (says Krshqa) the nights, when I, their lover, went about 
with them in Vpi.davana, were like flitting moments. But when I left them, 
their nights were endless as cycles... In this way, hundreds who knew not· 
My real Self loved Me only as their Lover, and attained to Me, the Para
brahma,l 

Thus the Puranic movement, leavened by bhakti, captur· 
ed the religious thought and sentiment of the age. 

II 
Between the tenth and the thirteenth centuries, bhakti 

spread all over the country. Temples had been raised to 
Vishpu and Salikarshapa in the extreme south. In the 
sixth, seventh and eighth centuries the twelve Alvaras or 
apostles-one of whom was a lady-had preached the 
bhakti of Narayapa in devotional songs which became 
popular under the name of the Vaish1}ava veda, the scrip
tures of the Vishpu cult. After the Alvaras came the 
Acaryas, who gave it a philosophic basis. In c. 1000, 
Yamunacarya propounded the doctrine of · prapatti, sur
render to God; his great-grandson,Ramanuja, who succeed· 
ed him, gave a complete philosophic back-ground to • the 
movement, and elevated it to the level of a mono-theistic 

L VL 11. 26; VI15. 23·24; XI, 12, 11-13. 
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religion. About 1150 Nimbarka founded a new school in 
Telailga!la stressing the pure bhakti of K:JZsh!la and Radha. 
"We worship", says he "Radha, the daughter of Vrshabha, 
the goddess who joyfully adorns the left lap of the great 
deity Krsh!la, as beautiful as K:JZSh!la himself, surrounded 
by thousands of damsels. She it is who fulfils all desires." 
Madhva (c. 1199-1278) laid the foundation of a yet more 
vigorous Vaish!lava cult. These great philosophers, by 
their learning and dialectic skill, founded new schools of 
thought; and the linguistic and intellectual unity which 
Sarilskrta imparted made it easy for them to introduce a 
new ou.tlook in the religious and moral life of the whole of 
India •. 

In the tenth century, decadent Buddhism under the in
fluence ofKah!laBhatta, a great scholar and poet of Bengal, 
preached illicit love and complete bodily and mental sur
render to the teacher as the only way to emancipation. 
The Radha-Krshna romance had already obtained a hold 
over the popular mind through folk-songs and festivals. 
Both these currents combined to strengthen the bhakti of 
Krshna. Umapati, in the eleventh century, and Jayadeva, 
the author of Gitagovinda, in the twelfth, wrote highly arti
stic and .sensuous poems on K:JZSh!la. The linguistic, the 
rythmic, and the sentimental graces of Gitagovinda caught 
the imagination of all bhaktas in the country, and within a 
century of its composition, it was recognised as a classical 
model. In the thirteenth century, Maharashtra also deve
loped its bhakti cult, but with a decided bias towards as
ceticism. Thus bhakti grew into the most creative force in 
the country, bringing joy to every home and re-vitalising 
the Aryan culture. 

In the fourteenth century, Navadvipa (Nadia), the an
cient centre of learning in Bengal where later Budhist 
monks had preached unchaste love as the only avenue 
leading to Nirva!la, rang with the passionate love-songs of 
one of the greatest Indian poets, Ca!l<;lldasa. This learned 
and pure Brahma!la belonged to the Sahajia sect. Following 
its tenets, which required a seeker after salvation to love a 
low-caste married woman, he had given his heart to a 
washer-woman, Rami. Ca!l<;lldasa was persecuted for this 
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love, but, for the sake of the woman to whom he addressed 
his immortal love-songs, he endured every form of persecu
tion. "You are religion; you are my parents. You are 
my threefold worship. You are the Vedas, the Gayatri. 
You are the goddess of speech, Sarasvati, and Parvatl", 
thus, he expressed his yearning for Rami. He composed 
kirtanas, ostensibly religious, which told only the tale of 
his undying passion. 

With these lyrics eternally ringing in his ears, Madha
vendrapuri, a sanyasin from Bengal and a disciple of 
Madhva, came to V~iJ.davana near Mathura. The sacred 
groves, where once K~sh!Ia had made love to Radha, were 
the most active centres of the bhakti cults. The bhaktas, 
the teachers, and thousands of devotees came there 
every year from all parts of India, generation after genera
tion; and so also came there Madhavendra to meet his 
lover, Sri KJ;shpa. On the banks of the Yamuna, in the 
groves hallowed by divine romance, the learned sadhu 
wandered like a maiden in love, singing songs, seeking his 
Love. This bhakta founded there atemple which attract
ed Bengali bhaktas. !Ie died in c. 1485 leaving a number 
of disciples including Isvarapuri. 

A few years later isvarapuri initiated into the mysteries 
of bhakti Nimai, a young, brilliant, strong-headed papqita 
from Nadia who had come to Gaya to perform his father's 
obsequies. Nimai, one of the most notable lovers in history, 
heard Madhvendra's gospel and straightway fell in love with 
Sri KJ;shpa. "Leave me", he said, "I am not of the world. 
I will go to VJ;ildavana and meet my Lord." He gave up 
the world to become a sanyasin, and went about like one 
mad, calling upon his Lord. He wandered all over India in 
search of V aishpavas. A stern ascetic and a profound 
scholar, he prayed and sang to his Lover, quivering with 
emotion like a heart-broken girl. Nimai, better known as 
Caitanya or Lord Gaurailga, soon became the living em
bodiment of bhakti. He revolutionised Vaishnavism. 

Caitanya longed to see VJ;ildavana become ·the centre of 
the bhakti cult. In c.1510 Lokanatha, his follower, founded 
the headquarters of the Caitanya sect in the holy grove. In 
c. 1516 two Mahomedan noblemen became converts to 

17 ' 
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.Hinduism, accepted him as their teacher, and took charge of 
the temple. These two, Rupa and Sanatana, and their 
more eminent nephew, Jiva Gosaili, made Vrndavana a Iiv· 
ing centre of bhakti and learning. Under tlie' influence of 
the V~ildavana school, bhakti flooded the country. To love 
Sri KJ;shpa with the undying passion of a bride became a 
national religion. 

The new bhakti impulse from VJ;ndavana spread in 
Gujarata in the sixteenth century, and, perhaps, the two 
greatest bhakti poets of Gujarata, Miranbai and Narasinha 
Mehta, were influenced by the sadhus and bhaktas of this 
sect. 

III 

Miranbai, the greatest poetess of Western Indiaf was a 
grand-daughter of Rao Dudaji, chief of MeQta, a small prin· 
cipality in Rajputana.1 She was born about the year 1500, 
and her grand-father, a devout Vaishpava, influenced her·· 
mind from her earliest years. She was married to Bhoja
raja, the son of Rapa Sangha of CitoQa, but he died in c. 
1517. In 1532, Sangha's younger son, Vikrama, came to the 
throne of CitoQa, then suffering from the after-effects of 
SatJ.gha's unsuccessful war with Babar, the founder of the 
Mogul Empire. 

The widowed princess forgot the world in the worship 
of K~shpa. Surrounded by sadhus and bhaktas, she pray- -
ed incessantly, singing devotional songs composed by her
self. Her association with low-born sadhus offended the 
Ra.na's sense of propriety, and he tried to put a stop to it 
by persecution. But MiratJ.'s attitude was unyielding. 

Giradhara Gopala is mine, and none else. I have left mother, father, 
and brother; in company of saints, I have lost all sense of shame. I run to 
welcome saints; I weep, looking at the world. I have reared an immortal 
creeper of bhakti, watering it with tears of love •••••• The thing has gone 

1 Another theory makes her a queen of Kumbha Raqi of Otocta, 
placing her between 1403 and 1470. 
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. forth: every one knows it. Mirari, the slave of Glradharat'says, what Wa!) to 
happen has happened.t -

And in one ol her beautiful padas she addresses the 
Rana thus: · · 

Raqajl ! What can I do ! My love for KrsiD!a is eternaL Raqa of 
Mevada I What can I do? I am so tempted. My heart is at peace only 
when i worship my Rama ; otherwise, I cannot even sleep. The double rosary 
on my neck is to me a lovely ornament. How can I forget my Lord, the 
bride-groom in all my past lives ? 

The Rapa even made an attempt to kill her. Rajput 
standards had condemned her as a disgrace to the family. 
In her waking hours, she was a love-lorn cowherdess, be
loved of her Lover, living in the imaginary world of 
V¢davana. 

No one knows the pain I feeL No, none. The wounded and the suffering 
alone know the plight of the wounded. Like a fish, I am dying for water. 
I Ue on a bed made of thorns. Mlran's pain will cease only when the physi
cian, ~amalii, Dark one, comes,2 

· Krshna is a living lover to her. She visits Vmdavana 
and yearns to see him. She hears his flute as its notes rise 
to the sky. He stops her on the way, taking the toll of curds 
as from other gopis. She plays with him, dances the rasa 
with him. She pines away; she is reminiscent. "I am mad 
with love and no one knows it". She is fascinated with 
KJ;shpa's face. 
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I love your face. Enchanting one, I love your face. I saw your face and 
the world has become repulsive. My mind has been different since then. 

Her longing is acute. 
Kanhuda does not know of my love-my virgin love for Him. We went 

to fetch water from the Jumna; He sprayed us with water there. And the 
spray was all about us. 

The Beloved held a rasa in Vrnaavana; He pulled the raiment of sixteen 
hundred gopis. And the raiment were torn to shreds. 

K'"ana I I am mad after you ; You have shot your arrows at me; and 
the arrows have pierced me through and through. 

Bai Miran says : Lord Giradhara, Kanhuqa has burnt her to death ; He 
has thrown her ashes from a high hUL And the ashes are flying about on all 
sides.l 

Again she sings : 
My Giradhara, my Lover, my beloved handsome Dark One I Do not for

sake us. You have gone to dwell in Mathurii, but do not be cruel. •••• Your 
flute is stm heard ; itn echoes are about us. Without you the pathways of 
Vraja are hatefuL1 

So many stories are told about her that it is difficult to 
ascertain the facts. But one of her bhajanas sums up her 
adventures. 

Govinda is my soul. The world repels me ; I love only my Ramaji-I 
know no other. Saints devoted to Hari live In the -palace of MiriUi. Hari 
lives away from the deceitful; but He lives beside my saints. 

Raniiji sends a letter. Go, and give it into the hands of MiriUi. "Leave 
off the company of sadhus; come and live with me." 

Miriinbiii sends a reply. Go and give it Into the hands of Ranaji. "Let 
go your throne and kingdom ; come and live with my siidhus." 
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Rani sends a cup of poison. Go and give it into the hands of Mirin. 
M"U'an drank It as If it were nectar ; the Lord of the Universe protected her. 

"Camelman I Get the camel ready. I have to go a hundred kogas. It is 
sinful even to take water in the kingdom of the Rru)a.." Miran left Meviicla 
and went to the west. She gave up all, for her mind was not with the world. 

Miran Is the beloved of Hari; she lives In the service of His saints. She 
likes the company of the holy ; her heart Is away from that deceitful person.l 

Thus Mrran came to live at Dvarika in Kathiavada. 
After her departure, Crto<fa fell on evil days. Its throne 
changed hands at short intervals. Ultimately, the ruling 
prince traced its misfortunes to Miran's departure from 
Cito<fa, and begged of her to come back. Miranbai declin
ed to return; but the unfortunate prince wanted her back 
at any cost. The Brahmapas entered upon a fast in order 
to induce her to come. Moved by this, Miran went into 
the temple to ask leave of her Lord; she did it with tears 
in her eyes, singing her songs; and as she sang, she was 
merged in the idol of her Lord. 

IV 
Miran is claimed by Gujarata, Rajputana and the whole 

of the Mathura region. But, as during the century in which 
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she lived there was only one langUage irt these patts, Old 
Gujarau or Old Western , Rajasthant; it is no wonder 
that her padas are now found in all the different verna
culats which have taken the place of that language. She 
has· not left any long poem; a large number of the padas 
which bear her name are not authentic; but some definitely 
bear the impress of her pure, noble, and loving personality. 
Her language is simple, and appealing. 

She has only one thing to say, and, in consequence, her range Is limited. Her 
poems have elegance and delicacy rather than variety. Her hem Is capable of 
deep feeling, but Its expression Is limited by her comparative ignorance. Miran 
Is not ego-centric, only intense : not voluptuous, nor profound.l 

But passion, grace, delicacy, melody-Miran has all 
these gifts. Her longing is exquisite; it seizes all hearts,. 
penetrates all souls. Her poetic skill possesses the supreme 
art of being artless. Sometimes she brings natural beauty 
to aid sense and sound in producing harmony. An untrans
latable harmony characterizes the following: 

The peacock's notes are shrilL Riidha ! the peacock's notes are shriD • 
. Peacocks call; bapaiyas call : koels sing ; the sound fills the air. Lightening 
glistens ; dark clouds thunder. Drizzling rain pours gently ; and as I come 
to meet you the fringe of my sari is wet. B3i Miran says, this is the charm of 
my Lord Giridhara; My Lord has stolen my heart.2 

Miraft's padas, some of which are garabis, have been very 
popular throughout Rajputana and Gujarata, and have con
siderably influenced the literature of succeeding periods. 

v 
Yet another school of bhakti arose, known as Rudra

sampradaya or Pushtimarga. A Vishpuswaml founded the 
sect 8 ; ·and Vallabhacarya Goswami, a Brahmapa from 
Telaftgapa born in c. 1479, made it noteworthy. The 
Goswami repeatedly travelled all over India preaching his 

1. Lllavati Munshi, .Miranbai Eka D(shl, (Guj.) 
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* * * ~~lm,~scrr~- ~Q 
!!RlR !!RlR ~ <IW, ~ 'ITU ~ 'fiR. ~Q 
Iff{~ S1:J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ..m. ~0 

s. Munshi, '171odQnka RfJSQdorlano (Guj.) p. 204. 
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cult, and naturally came. to Gujarata. He founded th~ 
shrine of srr Nathaji in Vraja in c.1558, and diedJn c.1576. 
Vallabhacarya was a scholar· more. than a bhakta, :. The 
record of his meeting with Caitanya does not show him at 
his best. His aim was to found a compact sect on the basis 
of bhakti; and it was carried out in practice by the initiate 
taking the vow of 'dedicating to Lord Sri Ktshpa his body, 
organs of sense, soul, heart and all its activities, as also his 
wife, house, family, wealth and self.' . 

Vallabha's son, Vi~halanathaji, improved up01;r his· 
father's doctrines. His father was not 'the slave of Ktshpa',' 
but Ktshpa himself. Rasalila, in which Vallabha's sqns 
played the part of young Kt;shpa, became a · predominant 
feature of the goswami's existence. 

'The acarya was to be considered a husband of many 
wives and the centre of rasalila, and one whose principal 
function was to dance the rasalila.'1 The Sahajia doctrine 

· of self-surrender to the teacher was combined with 
bhakti; and the sect flourished on the degrading self-dedi
cation of its adherents, both men and women, to a religious 
institution, the heads of which claimed to be living Kt;shpas-. 
No doubt, some of the goswami's were learned and led an 
irreproachable life, and, in playing the part they did, were 
merely systematising existing practices. Thus the rasa 
dance from a popular festival became a religious ceremony. 
Conducted by one male, the religious head of the institu-.. 
tion regarded as the Ktshpa on earth, and women devo
tees, it was performed ill the sanctum of the palaces of 
the goswamis which went by the name of temples. The 
grandson of Vallabha carried these principles to their logical 
extreme, and inculcated the doctrine that a devotee should 
dedicate even his wife to the acarya before marriage was 
consummated. That these theories did not remain in
nocent abstractions was proved in a case which came before 
the High Court of Bombay in 1862. 

Vithalnathaji came to Gujarata and acquired a large 
follow.ing. In c. 1570 we see the influence of this sect on 
Gujaratl literature in Gopaladasa's Vallabhilkhylina. The , 

1 Vithaksharatnavivarati(J, quoted In op. c:lt. 207. 
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enthusiastic worshipper looked upon the goswami as God 
and. described his appearance and pomp with abject admir
ation. This sect became very popular in Gujarata, attract
ing many castes which followed Saivism or Jainism. Its 
music, rasas and sensuous literature opened a vista of joy 
before the people. 

VI 
In the sixteenth century, Narasiilha Mehta voices the 

new impulse of bhakti in Gujarata. At one time his date 
was taken as fixed between 1414 and 1480. Results of re-

. cent investigations point to his being placed between 1500 
and 1580.1 About the beginning of the seventeenth century 
his fame as a bhakta spread over all the provinces of 
India. His life, works, and, more particularly, the miracu
lous assistance which K~shtta gave him from time to time 
fired popular imagination; and, soon, he became the centre 
of a new mythology of bhakti. The first Gujarati poet 
to sing of his life was Visvanatha Jani ( 1652 ). 

Some incidents of his life are mentioned by the poet 
himself in works which are undoubtedly his own. Nara
siilha, born in the village of Talaja near Junagagha, was a 
younger son of one K~shttadasa, a Vac;tanagara Nagara by 
caste. The Nagaras were, for centuries, the repositories of 
learning and orthodoxy; and their fierce exclusiveness was 
then at its height. Narasinha lost his father early, and was 
left dependent on his elder brother. He associated with 
itinerant sadhus, and was introduced by them to the myste
ries of bhakti peculiar to V mdavana. He sang, danced 

• f.. 
like a gopl, and began to look upon Sri K~shtta as a lover. 
This conduct shocked his castemen who worshipped res
pectability no less than orthodoxy. His betrothal was 
broken off. But, after some time, another bride, Matteka
bal, was found for him. 

His brother's wife knew the fine art of hitting those who 
·could not hit back; and Narasiilha, by temperament incap
able of making money, was made to lead a life of humilia
tion. The poet confesses: 

1 See Note A at the end of the chapter, Vide, Munshi, NaTasaiyrr-Bhakta 
Harino, Introduction (Guj.) pp. 49-82. 
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. My birth was in Tala}ii." My" brother's wife tauntecr me and ~ailed me a . 
fool. The word pierced me; I went into the forest and worshipped a phallus· 
of Siva which was lying unworshipped. · · · . . . 

Again, at another place he says, "My brother's wife said 
words which rankled in my mind". For seven days and 
nights the poor, helpless poet worshipped Gopanatha 
in a temple situated a few miles from Junagaq.ha; and 
at the end the mighty Siva was propitiated. The god took, 
him to Dvarika, where the poet saw, with his eyes 'in-fine 
frenzy rolling, Lord K~shpa dancing his eternal rasalila· 
with the gopis. Humbly, he held the torch, while his Lord 
danced. With the aid of a highly-strung imagination pea: 
pled with the fairy beings of bhakti literature, he achieved 
his heart's desire of establishing living contact with ~'ti 
K~shpa. "I resolved," he says, "to sing daily of the joy which 
once I knew, and so tell the world what always lives irimy 
heart". His heart full of love for his Lord, he went and 
thanked his brother's wife for the favour she had, done h,im'. 

Blessed are you, my brother's wife. You spoke harsh words ; and be
cause of them, I saw the dance of the Lord of cowherds in Gokula, and the 
Lord of the earth embraced me. · 

Narasiilha left his brother's house, and set up a_home of 
his own in a small, old house. It is identified by tradition· 
with a spot now known as Narasiilha Mehtano Coro in 
Junagadl)a. Mapekabai bore him a daughter, Kuilvarabai, 
and later a son, Samala. The family was maintained by the, 
generosity of the religious-minded in the town. The poor · 
poet was incorrigible. To people who rebuked him for his. 
habits, he humbly replied, "Such am I, verily such am I; I. 
am exactly such a one as you describe". He collected 
around him a few simple-hearted worshippers of K~shpa of 
both sexes. He composed padas or bhajanas,·mainly devo
tional, sometimes philosophic or ethical, very often descrip~ 
tive of the amours of Radha and K~shpa; and he spent his· 
days and nights in singing them to the accompaniment of 
his karatala.1 Ever happy and intoxicated with pure bhakti, 

1. Karatiilas are small cymbals loosely fixed in pieces of wood. They are 
held in each hand and used to beat the time to vocal music ; and are the pro
verbial accompaniment of bhajanas. 

18 
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he lived in an imaginary world, more real to him than 
the reality of worldly life. · 

But the bhakta had to pay the penalty of belonging to 
· a caste composed of the fastidious. Kuilvarbai married 
· and bore a child; and her father had to give her husband's 
people presents by way of mosala. Then, Samala had to be 
married. All these ceremonials and social occasions meant 
money; and the poor Mehta owned nothing but his kara
talas, his poor saintly companions, and his unalterable faith 
in his K:rshva. Nagaras laughed at the penniless fool who 
believed that his God would help him. But someone always 
came forward with timely assistance for the godly man. 
Assistance so rendered came to be regarded miraculous, 
and the miracles were sung by later poets with faith and 
feeling. 

N arasiilha was not a fool, and not merely a poet. His 
life was inspired by a great philosophy. His heart went 
out to all men equally, and he sought every opportunity to 
bring solace to the lowly and the wretched. He derided 
family pride and caste exclusiveness, and mixed with the 
poor and the untouchables, teaching them bhakti. He 
sang: 

He who leaves his family, worships Hari and bears the taunts of the 
world, he, say I, Narasinha, he alone will meet Hari. Others will live in 
vain.l 

But the climax was reached when the proud, orthodox 
Nagara Brahmavas of Junagac;Iha found that he had gone to 
a dheda, an untouchable sweeper, to sing bhajanas. They 
forthwith excommunicated him. Tired of social persecu
tion, the saint exclaimed, "0 Lord ! Do not give· me 
poverty and birth in the Nagara caste again ".1 

A semblance of poetic justice is done to Narasiilha by 
later poets by adding another incident to this episode. 
When the Nagaras were sitting down to a caste-dinner, 
they saw a dhec;Ia sitting next to every one of them. This 

1 !JiciS~;!t~~. ~~~'f~ ~; 
~ ~~)~~~. ~crrn-~~-

2 ~ ;!t ~ ;ncr ;nm:'T, ~ if antfu:r SfcffiT{ ~. 
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vision, however, vanished as soon as. they rescinded. the 
decree of excommunication which they had passed against ' 
the bhakta. Many other incidents have been sung by later 
poets. Once N arasinha received monies and drew a hU!}QL 
on Krshna at Dvarika; and God himself honoured the bil[ 
of exchange. Again, Ra MapQ.alik, the king of JunagaQ.ha 
called the poet and, to test his sainthood, asked him to get 
a garland, hara, from his Lord before morn, threatening 
him with dire penalties if he failed to do so. The bhakta · 
p:rayed the whole ·night, and K:rshpa, just as the dawn 
broke, gave him the coveted garland. Both these incidents . 
appear to be based on a later tradition. 

Domestic calamities overtook the poet. His wife died, 
· and, later, his son. His daughter became a widow. But the 

poet was happy as ever, unshaken. in his faith and love. : 
Believe me, all worldly happiness is shadowy. All things except 1};-shqa 

are ephemeral.! 

And, singing his love for his divine lover in passionate 
verse, the great saint, philosopher and poet lived to a ripe 
old age. 

VIII 
For centuries, his padas have been handed down orally. 

The followers of Vallabhacarya considered Narasi!}ha a 
vadhaia or a messenger of the coming dispensation, and 
attached special sanctity to them. The result has been un
fortunate. No padas are available in the poet's own 
language; and some of them bear the traces of different 
authorship. The most notorious instance is that of Hl1ra
ml1lll which is supposed to have been composed by the poet 
to celebrate the occasion when Ktshtla gave him a garland 
·of flowers in Ra Mandalika's court. The poet is confronted 
by representatives of other sects. All of them, including the 
poet, thereupon break into mutual vituperation. Some 
padas put into the mouth of the poet are in questionable 
taste, and display narrow-mindedness and arrogance 
foreign to Narasiilha's temperament. The poem came into 

1 ~ ~~ ~zm Cfi(t ~~ 

~ fcr.rr ~ ~ ~· 
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existence about 1650; it was re-arranged and partly re
written by Premananda in 1678, since when it has grown to 
twice its original size.1 

. Slimal~llno vivllha, The Marriage of Samala, the poet's 
son, is an authentic autobiographical poem. The poet des
cribed the events of his life: how his brother's wife drove 
him out, the god Siva tookhimtoSriK:rshpa,andhesawthe 
rasa; how his saintly wife served him; how a simple-heart
ed priest came to Junagagha to find a husband for the 
daughter of Madana Mehta, a proud official of Vaganagara; 
how the priest, fascinated with the saintliness ofthepoet and 
the qualities of his son, betrothed the girl to Samala. The 
caste tried to ridicule the match; and the poet, goaded on 
by his wife, went to Dvarika to the Lord whose friend he 
claimed to be. There he found Krshna, who treated him 
with great friendliness and promised his support. And the 
Lord of the universe made the marriage procession of the 
bhakta a triumphant march full of pomp. The poet naively 
describes how the proud Madana Mehta, when he rushed 
forward to greet his guest, saw Narasiilha Mehta as 
a divinity. The marriage was solemnised with eclat, the 
procession came back to Junagagha, and the poet humbly 
adds: "The Lord disappeared as Narasiilha stood with 
folded hands." · 

The reputation of the saint had evidently spread far 
enough to attract substantial generosity. 

IX 
The bulk of his works consists of padas, about seven 

hundred and forty in number,1 collected under the name of 
Srngllraml!la, the Rosary of Love. They are the expression 
of the Caitanya attitude of mind. To Narasiilha, as to 
Caitanya and Miran, Krshpa was the living Bridegroom. 
He was convinced that he had gone to Dvarika with God 
Sailkara ·and held a torch when K\"shpa danced with 
Radha; and that, all absorbed, he had not even noticed that 
his hand was scorched as the torch burnt out. 

1 Op. cit. Introduction, pp. 14-48. 
2 Op. cit. Introduction, p. 4. • 
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I have held the hand of the great Lord of gopis in pledge of love ; I do 
not care for any one else • • . My manhood disappeared : I began to sing as 
a maid. My body was transformed ; I was one of the gopis. I intervened 
as a friend, and soothed the irate lady (Radh'ii) with soft words .••• Then I· 
knew the delicate shades of emotion and sentiment, and felt strange experi· 
ences. He who sat and sang with Radha lived in my heart thereafter. 

Modern prudery has tried in vain to find · an esoteric 
meaning in the padas. The voluptuous imagination of the 
poet had been set on fire by the sex-tinged bhakti of 
V¢davana; and it expressed itself in a poetic form sane~ 
tioned by the literary tradition of the age and acceptable 
to the religious sentiments of the author. The padas are 
subjective in their tone. 

My Love has played the flute. I cannot stay in the house for a mo· 
ment: I am so excited. What shall I do to have a look at him? • · ••• ,1 

I clung to K"anji's neck, and drank the nectar of his lips ••••• ,2 

How shall I go to fetch water ? I am pierced by his flute; the tempter's 
eyes are dancing; I am attracted by his grace .••..• s 

His eyes are matchless .•. There is magic in his eyes; they have 
charmed me with love. How can I go to my house? He has stolen my mind.! 

Tell me, Samalia, dear, where had you been? •.. You have forgotten 
your love of late; you are attracted to a new woman ; I am dying for you. 
I have weighed you in the balance • ·• • 5 

My Lord does not speak with me; I cannot live without hearing his 
words. Somehow I bear the separation. But what shall I do now ? . • • 6 

Krshna is with the gopi, and she adresses the moon 
thus:· · · 

1 <ftGcRt cot qft ~. ~ or ~~ ~; 
~~ ~;r cr~. :itcrr tE 'lit ~p.r ~. 

2 ~~'li~,iaN{~~ 
3 ~ ~ \11(1; ~ ~. qj(l<i5Gll!; ~I:Tfufi~; 

Cfilt{Ufillu ~ m, ~ ~ ~~-
4 ~:q.r ~ 'lill(QT ~. ~ m t ;r~ ~ ~; 
~ ir~ ;sni qr(t ~. q~ iA' ~ ~1~ '· 

5 ~ ~ ;mq~ ~. ~ CFit ;m' aft; •.• 
~ ~.~ ~. ~ <rcrCi5 om~ q;r ~ ~. 
om f.r.n aJit ~ftr qAA, ffi'Ci5 ~ ~ ~. 

s 'flU iiN or~ eire, at<~"rer qAA ~; 

~~~~~~~~~~. 
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Don't flicker like a lamp. Moon! Be steady, just for once. My Love is 
with me to-night ; all shyness is at an end •••• Let not your flame grow faint. 
J:,ook, my lover smiles on me ••• • •• The soul of my soul has met me to-day.l 

Rl!sasahasrapadi, as it stands at present, is a loosely 
· woven poem of about one hundred and twenty three 
·padas2

• But the original must have been a free rendering 
of chapters 29-33 of the Bh11gavata canto X. The poem be
gins by describing the gopis as they came dressed up for 
the rasa. In words well-tuned to the idea, the poet first 
describes the jingling anklets of the cowherdesses as they 
run out to meet their lover, and then, in verse after verse, 
the longing of each gopi. The rasa begins. The padas 
grow more picturesque, now describing the rasa, now de
picting the condition of some gopi. The poet exclaims, as 
he describes his own part in the rasa: 

The torch-bearer, Narasinha was Had's torch-bearer; and his manhood 
disappeared. . • • 

The lovely young women shouted 'thei thei' as Kllhna appeared with 
each gopi. The anklets and girdles and the beat of drums sounded in 
exquisite harmony. The ardent lover danced with ecstasy. The resounding 
melody with its seven notes floated up to the sky. The gopis danced with 
graceful movements, and pressed him to their hearts, ~eir arms on each 
other's neck." s 

But exquisite fancies are rare. The poet is all along ab
sorbed in the grosser side of the rasa: the dress, the smile, 
the embrace and a thousand other details. VasantanlJ pado, 
The Songs of Spring, are in a similar vein, but the subject 
is the faga festival. Hhujolllnlf Pado, the Songs of the 

1 ~qcrit ~iff<.~ 
ft~~~aml'; 

~r;ft fit~ll) ~ ~ ~qr ~ ~ .... 
~ ;s:~(Q ~ ~1 ~ ql';R ~~~ ~~ •••• 

~ Sl11ll ~ ~ ~ ~-
2 Op. Cit. Introduction, p. 24. 
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Swing Festival, relate to another popular festivity con
nected with KJ;"shpa. In both these works, perhaps, the 
faga literature was being pressed by Narasiilha into the 
service of the bhakti cult. These padas have given· to 
men and women in Gujarata a glimmer of romance, of love, · 
of the joy of life, which their humdrum every-day existence 
denied them. 

X 
The next group of poems relates to the episodes in 

KJ;shpa's life as described in the canto X of the Bhllgavata. 
They are on the same model as the rasa, each being a series 
of short padas. They are: JG:sh1Jajanma dealing with the 
birth of Krshna; BlllalillJ describing the sports of his in
fancy; · Nilgadama1Ja dealing with the well-known incident 
of his bringing back a ball which had fallen into the river 
Jumna and incidentally vanquishing a cobra; Dl11Jalilli and 
Mlinalilii relating the story of how K:rshpa extracted the 
toll of curds from the gopis; and Sudi!mlJ caritra, the story 
of an old friend, needy and poor, who goes to seek the a!d 
of Ktshpa. Govihda gamana, The Departure of Govinda, 
relates the episode of Akriira taking away Krishpa from 
Gokula. These were composed at different periods of his 
life ; the last was composed, as he himself tells us, in 
his old age. As akhyanas, they indicate a more advanced 
stage than those of Bhalana's, but less advanced than 
Premanailda's. They are n'ot literal translations of the 
originals, nor are they, in presentation and substance, 
independent works representing GujaraU life. The author 
knows the text well. The original episode is changed ; 
unified by the poet's imagination, it is reproduced as a 
fresh story, though not different from the Pural)ic original 
in incident and character. 

Suratasaingrlima, The Battle of Love, which describes 
a boyish prank of K~shl)a, is an independent creation 
both in conception and execution. It is a work of higher 
literary value than many other akhyanas. 

On an early spring morn, when the birds are singing 
gaily, Radha, with ten friends, goes to sell curds. She meets 
KJ;"shpa who, with ten of his friends, is out to gather his 
toll of curds. Krsh9a abuses Radha. Angry like a feminiJ:}e 
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Rudra incarnate, she catches hold of Krshna. Krshna at
tacks the young cowherdess; a battle ens~es, but is sus
pended on the sudden appearance ofK~sh!J.a's father,Nanda. 
The belligerents conceal themselves for a while, and when 

. Nanda passes on, come together again. They decide to 
meet on a full moon night to resume battle. Radha is de
termined to fight fiercely. "The vanquished must become 
the victor's slave,'' she says. 

When the full-moon night arrives, Radhaandherfriends 
emerge from their houses, ready for the fray, each little 
amazon selecting her antagonist. Radha writes out a mes
sage calling upon the enemies to surrender; as luck would 
have it, Narasinha is present, and is entrusted with the 
letter. The young cowherds, on the other side, take coun
sel whether or not to yield to their fair enemies. One ad
vises prudent surrender. "There is no joy for you in victory, 
no dishonour in defeat." But Krshna refuses to submit to 
women. In the meantime, Narasinha comes along with 
the message, is taken to be a thief, and is beaten. He is, 
however, saved by Krsh!J.a. The poet asserts his dignity as 
an ambassador, hands over the message, and, turning an 
ardent feminist, advises the young men to surrender. He 
says, "Do not think that it is so easy to vanquish women ... 
The lioness is more powerful than the lion, and, so is the 
cowherdess, strong and tough". But his advice is reject
ed, the young cowherds begin their march, and send Jaya
deva, the author of Gitagovinda whom Narasinha consider
ed his comrade in the Lord's service, with a message de
manding immediate submission. Radha. scornfully rejects 
the demand, saying, " We are the primal forces of life, 
mothers of men, gods and demons. Have you seen the seed 
without soil?" 

The pourparlers having failed, the armies march against 
each other. Kisses, embraces,' side-long glances shooting 
from winsome eyebrows', and many other unmentionable 
missiles are valiantly exchanged. The poet takes his 
humble share in the fight. In the first round the amazons 
defeat the young cowherds, but K:rsh!J.a rushes to their 
rescue. Radha is overpowered at first, but recovers her 
ground. She goes back to her friends and shoots an 
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'arrow of anxiety'. The cowherds run for their lives; some 
fall; KJ;sh!la faints. He has to be carried away from the 
battlefield by friends. The fair warriors, flushed with 
victory, pursue the fleeing men to the very outskirts of 
Vraja. And lovely Radha 'having vanquished the lord of 
cowherds' marches on, occupying the conquered territory. 

This is the best of his long poems. His favourite 
measure, prabhatia, with its slow-moving music, often takes 
on a martial air. The march, the fight, the defiant mes
sages are described appropriately, sound matching sense. 
The personality of Radha emerges from the poem with a 
vividness rare in the literature of the age. Determined, 
proudly defiant, and lovelier by far than any other heroine 
in Old Gujaratl literature, her portrait is a piece of unusual 
creative art. 

XI 

But Narasiilha's style is at its best in the padas of bhakti 
and jliana, philosophy. They present the different aspects 
of the real Narasinha; the Vedantin; the iconoclast who de
fied the existing formulaeoflife and for whom self-surrender 
to his all-pervading Master was real and complete; the man 
who cheerfully bore the cross of worldly afflictions, his faith 
in the goodness of his Lord unshaken; the saint whose heart 
went out to all. His creed was positive; his experience 
expressed itself in noble and touching eloquence, making 
his padas a living source of faith and inspiration. 

What avails it if one takes his bath and offers worship? What avails it 
to sit in the house and give money in charity? What use is it to have studied 
all the six philosophies ? To have preserved caste-distinctions ? These are 
but tricks to gain a living. Narasiiiha says : Who knows not the Supreme 
Soul that dwells within him, who sees not the Essence of all things, he has 
wasted his life, precious as the chitilmani jewel." 1 

His V edantism is highly practical. 

1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ;)' ~ ~~ ~~it{ {t\' <rr-f ~~ ••• 

~~~~err~~ ~~~~enVt! 
~ i} ~ ~ q~ ~ ~ am;rru~ qfum' if ~; 
;M ~ ~ fcl-rr <t<tFidti!fOI ~ ~. 
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You will never find the truth by making nice distinctions between soul, 
God and Supreme Soul. Narasiiiha says : When you forget I and Thou then 
alone will the Master help you.I 

The dhe<;Ias, sweepers, invite him to sing his bha
janas. He agrees to go, for 'where distinctions come in, 
God departs. To the eye of the dispassionate, all are equal.'' 

The poet goes amongst the untouchables and prays. In 
the morning he returns, singing and keeping time with his 
karatala. The Nagaras, his castemen, laugh at him. What 
kind of Brahmapa is this, herding with untouchables? The 
poet is silent. They say, "You don't know caste-distinc
tions." He bows low with folded hands and replies, "Yes! 
I have only the support of the Vaishpavas." He defiantly 
sings: 

I am such a man; I am such a one as you say. In the whole of the society 
I alone am wicked, yea, more wicked than the wicked.•You may call me what 
you like ; but my love is deeper. I am Narrasaiyo of the wicked deeds, but the 
Vaislu;tavas alone are dear to me. He who believes himself superior to the 
worshipper of Hari has led his life in vain." s 

According to him, a Vaishpava is not one who worships 
Vishl)u; he is the flower of Aryan culture. He describes it 
in a verse which Mahatma Gandhi has made the hymn of 
his life. 

He is the real Vaishnava who feels other's sufferings as his own. He 
serves those who are affiu;ted and has no conceit. He bows before everyone, 
despises none; is steady in word, body and mind. Blessed is the mother of 
such a man. His outlook is always dispassionate ; he has left all desires ; he 
sees a mother in another man's . wife. He never speaks an untruth, and 
touches no· one's wealth. Ignorance does not overpower him ; his mind knows 
stem detachment. He has experienced ecstasy in the worship of Rama ; 
his body in Itself possesses all places of pilgrimage. He has no avarice, he 

1 ;j['f.r~~~~'lt,~~~~~; 
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knows no fraud, he has outgrown desire and anger. Narsalyi says : To 
look at such a man is to earn merit enough to save seventy-one generations 
from hell.1 . 

This was for our poet no academic description of the 
Aryan code of ethics. It was a flaming truth, which the 
poet had felt and lived all his life, uttered in immortal 
words. In some of his padas the poet expresses himself 
with great poetic eloquence. In one such pada, Narasinha 
has risen to a power of conception and expression, a solemn 
majesty of noble, resounding utterance, which has scarcely 
been improved upon by any other author in the language. 

Look at the sky, see Who pervades it, uttering the words: 'I am He', 'I 
am He'. At the feet of the Dark One, would I die ; for there is none here who 
can compare with Krsbi!a. My mind, lost in one endless festive mood, can· 
not fathom the great, dark splendour. Know the animate and the inanimate 
as one ; lovingly bold fast to the life eternal. Look there-where the flaming 
light shines out of a million, rising suns ; where the heavens are ablaze 
with a golden mantle; there, the Supreme sports in joy, swinging in a 
golden cradle. There, without wick or oil or thread, burns bright the fiery 
lamp, unwavering and everlasting. Let us see, but not with eyes, Him who 
is Formless. Let us drink in the delicious joy of this vision, but not with 
tongues. He is the Unknowable, the Deathless swinging high and low. The 
Lord of Narsaiyi is omnipresent. The saints alone can catch Him in the web 
of their love.2 

1 ~~ m ~ ~. ~ rm- qm: ~ ~; 
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The bhakta of a personal K~shrta merges in the philo
sophic saint, expressing the two-fold vision in one great 
word picture. 

XII 
Thus, lived and sang the noblest figure of vanished 

Gujarata. 
He dedicated thought, word, and deed to Sri Krslu)a. He plac~ all his 

desires and hopes at his feet •••••• As he carried on this alchemic process, 
he outgrew his sensuality. His bhakti turned spotless; the love as of a 
gopi, which he cherished, grew measureless; he saw his Lover in all men. 
'Who sees Me everywhere, who sees all in Me' was not a mere phrase to 
Narsaiya, nor an idea, but a ; plain, living fact .••••. He realized lsvara
pr!ll}idhana: forsaking all, he placed himself in His hands. And the stifling 
bonds of existence fell away from him •••••• He came to be the embodiment of 
the Idea on which great souls from Vyas, Christ and Augustine to Caitanya 
and Mahatma Gandhi have built the fabric of life. Awake or asleep, his days 
were an eloquent commentary on the great truth perceived by Lord Veda
vyasa: 

' Fix thy mind on Me alone ; let thy will sink in Mine : 
So shall thou abide in Me alone-for ever; there's no doubt.' 1 

The legacy of rich and varied vocabulary and lan
guage of great power and beauty which he left, exercised 
great influence on literature. His padas, cast into slow
moving and elastic prabhatia metre generally reserved 
for early morning prayers, moulded the language and senti
ments of succeeding generations. His taste is often loud 
and vulgar. He lacks the delicacy of Miran, the intensity 
of Suradasa, the classic dignity of Tulsidasa. His language 
is too rhetorical to permit of that light, lingering touch 
which makes for great poetry. But he broke away from 
the lifeless literary tradition of his days. He changed 
Gujaratl poetry from an impersonal to a personal art. Poet, 
bhakta, apostle of Aryan culture-Narasiilha was, and is, 
unique in Gujarata. 

ijfij'(fci({ ~tlci~tiSI '1ft, WrfClt ~ ~ !!@. 
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1 Op. cit., p. 92. 
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When the knowledge of early Gujariiti literature first began to be acquired, 
some scholars conferred upon Narashiha the honour of being the first poet 
both in date and merit. As will appear from the text, the literature had its 
beginnings at least three centuries prior to the date, 1414-1480, tentatively 
fixed for Narashiha by these scholars. (1) This date was chiefly based upon 
the year 1512 (A. V.) given in Iraramara, a poem attributed to Narasinha, as 
the date when Ra ~at)qallka of Juniigaqha (c. 1433-1473) put his sainthood 
to test. Iraramara, however, is not composed by Narasiliha_ himself, but is 
the work of some later poet; the legend of the garland apart from its 
intrinsic improbability has no historic basis ; and the belief that Narasiliha 
and ~3l}qalika were contemporaries has nothing in its support except the 
poem Itself, the existence of which cannot be traced beyond c. 1650. (2) 
Further, the earliest authentic reference to Narasiliha himself is in a work 
of the grandson of the Vaislu!ava goswiimi Vit}lalnathaji, composed about 
1600. {3) The Gujarati poets of the fifteenth and the sixteenth century, 
most of whom were bhaktas or puranikas, had no knowledge of him, and do 
not bear any trace of his influence. · (4) The first reliable reference to him 
in Gujariita itself is in 1652; and the available manuscript of none of his al
leged works can be placed before that. (5) Govindadiisa's diary of his 
and Caitanya's visit in August 1511 to a temple of l{al!achodji, at Juniigaqha, 
is silent about this greatest- bhakta of Krsbl!a as Ral)achodji, who made 
Junllgaqha itself famous amongst the bhakti cults of India. {6) The bhaktl 
of Narashiha bears traces of the Vpidavana school which spread over the 
country about 1500. The date of Narasir~a, therefore, can reasonably be 
placed in the sixteenth century, somewhere between 1500 and 1580. Pursu
Ing a doubt raised by Principal Anandshankar Dhruva, I went into the ques
tion in Gujarati s-ahitya, (1927), and more elaborately again In the Introduction 
to Narasaiyo: Bhakta Harino (1933). Narsinhrao Divatia In his Vassonji Lee· 
tures, Gujarati Language and Literature, while criticising some of my arguments, 
has admitted the validity of the doubt as to the orthodox date and the 
necessity of bringing it later. 



CHAPTER V. 
POPULAR FICTION. 

(136Q-1652). 

Original sources-Gut)adhya-Folk stories common to BrahmM!a and 
Jaina works-Characteristics-Ethical motive-Love-Akhyana and Katha
Vetalapancavm.§atiJia ( 1360 )-Sirihasanadvattm~-ika ( 1463 )-Pancatantra-~ukas
aptati-l.raJhavanala-dogdhoka-prabandha-CawapancO!;ik7i-Marud~olacupOi (1541) 
-Vady'UviUisano PavQI)o ( 1429 )-~ilavatino RQsa-Sadayavalsa ane S'avalingQ
]ain legendary literature-Lavanyasamaya ( 1485 )-Vimalaprabandha
Nayasundara ( 1560-1620 )-~paca~darasa-KusumaSrirasa ( 1652 ). 

From prehistoric times, India possessed a fascinating 
wealth of folk-lore. Literary men from Bhasa downwards 
have drawn freely upon it; and all literatures, Samskrta, 
Prakrta, Apabhransa, Old and Modern, glisten with· its 
golden threads. 

I 
The ]lJtakas were a rich storehouse to draw upon. 

Gu!laghya, the author of the lost Brhatkathll in Paisacl 
Prakrta, was looked upon as the father of popular fiction; 
and Kathlisaritsligara, (1063), an edition of the work 
abridged by Somadeva, true to its name, was the ocean 
where met the rivers of popular imagination. Kshemendra 
composed a similar collection of tales under the title 
Brhatkathlimanjari. Paikatantra, another such collection, 
was translated into Pehlvl in the sixth century, and into 
Italian and English early in the sixteenth century. Some of 
the stories in the Arabian Nights can be traced to early 
Indian sources. Other favourite sources drawn upon 
by Indian authors were Vetlilapancavimatikl:J, Sinhlisana
dvl!tririliki:J and Sukasaptati. 

With classical influence on the wane, fiction came into 
popular favour in Gujarata, and many authors diverted 
their a~tention from religious to secular literature. Even 
dharmakathas were presented as portraits of real life. In 
the hands of Bhala!la, as we saw, even the Purailic 
akhyayikas developed a tendency to become popular tales. 

The stories composed in Gujarata depicted life as it 
was before the Mussalman invasion of the country. They 
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were not, as it was once believed, the handiwork of any 
·particular section of writers either Brahma!la or Jaina. 
Long before the versions now available to us were com
posed, their originals had become indispensable to the 
masses as a source of culture and entertainment in the 
whole of India. 

These stories, unlike dharmakathas, were not allegori
cal; nor did the didactic element in them subordinate the 
human. They were romances, pure and simple. A charac
teristic common to them was predominance of· the mira
culous. Witchcraft, incantation, transformation of the 
human body, revival of the dead, transition from one body 
into another were freely introduced. Fantastic adventures 
were no less common. Many of them had bourgeois setting, 
and described voyages and commercial enterprises. Rob
bery, seduction and kidnapping were by no means 
neglected. 

They portrayed a free society, unknown to this period. 
They spoke of co-education; of women, free, educated and 
versed in the fine arts; of headstrong feminists ; of heta
irae, · highly cultured and loyal ; of a certain degree of 
general education. Love, intense and spontaneous, or be
trayal of it, provided the principal motive ; and ordinarily 
the miseries of lovers, parted by accident or intention, 
sustained the sentimental interest of the story. The out
standing shortcoming of this class of literature was failure 
to delineate human character. The hero of one story was 
like the hero of another ; so, was the heroine ; and .so were 
the king and the hetairae-wooden and stereotyped. 

Prahelika, or a riddle, was a literary feature which they 
had inherited from their SarpskD;a forbears. Da!lgin men
tions sixteen kinds of prahelikas\ and even fifty years ago, 
solving riddles or koydas was a popular pastime in Gujarata. 
Heroine after heroine goes about offering meaningless or 
even obvious riddles to men, after having solemnly re
solved to marry only the happy suitor who is clever enough 
to solve them. Perhaps, in an age of ignorance, this was 
the only kind of cleverness which appealed to intelligent 
women. 

1. K'"aeyadarsa. III, 96·124. 
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II 

The source largely drawn upon for these stories was the 
VetlJlapancavimatikl!. Candragupta II, the Gupta Emperor 
and the traditional Vikramaditya of Ujjayini, is the hero of 
these miraculous tales. A yogi asked Vikrama to carry, 
without uttering a single word, a corpse hanging on a tree 
to a place where miraculous powers could be acquired 
by certain processes. The king took down the corpse, when 
the ghoul, Vetala, residing in it, began to tell a story. 
At the end of the story, the ghoul put a question to the 
king. The king, forgetting the yogi's injunction, gave 
a reply, upon which the corpse disappeared, and was 
seen again hanging on the tree. This incident is repeated 
twenty five times, and every time Vetala produces an inter
esting story. 

Vikramaditya, styled paraduhkhabhanjana, the reliever 
of people in distress, is the king Arthur of India. At one 
time there was scarcely a house in Gujarata, perhaps in 
many parts of India, where his exploits were not listened 
to with rapt attention. Sama}a compares their recital with 
the Rllmllyana. The first available work on these legends 
in old Gujaratl is by Madhusudana Vyasa (c.1360) and is 
called Vikramacarita cuplli. Up to c. 1668 as many as five 
poets had composed works on these legends. 

Another popular work is Sinhllsana dvlltrinnkl!, compos
ed by the sadhu Kshemailkara from original sources in 
MaMrashtrl Prak~ta. In these tales, King Bhoja of Ujjayini 
discovers the throne of Vikrama, on which are carved 
thirty-two statuettes. Every time Bhoja desires to seat 
himself on the throne, one of the statuettes asks him not to 
do so till he has been as generous and helpful as Vikrama. 
Thus each statuette in succession tells a story relating the 
exploits of Vikrama. The first available version of these 
stories in Old Gujarati is c::Jmposed by Malayacandra in 
c. 1463. Many authors wrote about them till c. 1721, when 
Samala Bha~a re-wrote them. 

Pancatantra was revised in the thirteenth century by 
Pan:abhadra, a Jaina sadhu of Jhalora. In the fifteenth 
century, this work was twice rendered into Old Gujaratl. 
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sukasaptati was another fruitful source of popular 
tales. A man left for a foreign country, and, in his absencet 
his wife was tempted to break the marital vow.- But 
her parrot was a clever bird. Every night, as the woman was 
tempted to leave the house in search of a love adventure, it 
started telling a story about a woman who extricated her
self from difficulties. At a thrilling point in the story, the 
parrot would ask the woman how the heroine should act. 
When she confessed her inability to offer a way out, the 
parrot would tell her not to leave the house that night if 
she wanted to hear the solution_. Thus, on every one of the· 
seventy nights, the woman, attracted by a fresh story, 
gave up her intention of seeking a paramour. At the end 
of the period, the fortunate husband returned to find his 
wife as chaste as when he had left her. The first Gujarati 
version (c. 1582) of these stories is by Ratnasundara; a 
Jaina sadhu. Tales of conjugal perfidy were always been 
heard with avidity, then as now. _ · · _ 

Popular imagination,, highly exercised over Vikrama,' 
produced a number of other tales independently of Sallls
k{ta sources. Mailgalamarteka, a sadhu, composed about 
c. 1582 Vikrama ane Kh'iJprl1corarl2sa based _on such a tale. 
Similar tales were also told about Siddharaja who, to 
Gujaratis, was a replica of Vikrama in valour and generosity. 
In c. 1549 Matisara composed a work called Karjiitra
manjari, in which a statuette on the famous Rudramala 
temples at.Siddhapuratells a story of her love. In c. 1577 
Kanakamudra, composed a Karpuramanjar'i rlisa. 

III 
Another tale of wild, romantic love which fascinated 

,Gujarata was borrowed from Kl2makundalli Nataka of 
Anandadhara (c. 1300). It appears to have been· .Po!nilar 
both in North India and the Deccan, for we find ft ·adapted 
both in Hindi and Marathi. Ganapati,. a son of Narasa 

· Kayastha, composed a Mlidhavlinaia-dogdhaka-prabandha in 
Old Gujarati at Amod in c. 1528. It had evidently a wide 
appeal, for one of its copy was found in Bikaner1• Gapapati's 
work consists of 2500 dogdhaka verses, and is inspired by a 

1. VIde, Mujumdar's Article in Gujarat'i s-ahitya, p. 411 (Guj.). 
2() 
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Madana Purap,a, a Purava of Love. Kusalalabha wrote a 
Mlidhava-kamakup,rjalll rllsa in c. 1560; Samala gave his 
own version of it and called it Mlldhavlinala ; and a play 
based on it evoked interest even in modern times. 

In the city of Pushpavati, where Kamasena rules, lives 
a Brahmava youth by name Madhava, 'as handsome as 
Love'. The women of the town run after him, and the 
citizens beseech the king to get rid of so fruitful a source 
of trouble. The king, in a judicious mood, tries to test the 
intensity of the fascination exercised by the boy by bring
ing him before his queens. Finding him, however, a danger 
to his own domestic peace, the king promptly banishes him. 

Madhava, wandering from place to place, comes to 
Amaravati. His extraordinary intelligence immediately 
draws the attention of the local king, who gives him an 
honoured place in his court. A hetaira, Kamakuvdala, the 
favourite of the king, is at the moment dancing. Madhava 
watches her performance. Admiring her skill in dancing, 
undisturbed even by a bee which alights on her dress, he 
presents to her the very betel leaf, biga, which the king 
had presented to him as a mark of honour. The king angry 
at the scant courtesy shown by Madhava to the royal 
present, orders him to leave the town. The young man 
with the curse of beauty upon him, while on his way to 
leave the city, meets Kamakuvgala. She invites him to 
her house. The two meet; both fall in love with each 
other, exchange spicy riddles and their spicier solutions 
and are happy. In the morning, both part from each other 
with breaking hearts. Gavapati puts the following prayer 
in Kamakuvdala's mouth: 

The fair one whispers thus : "Madhava, pray do not go. I will get a 
subterranean room made, and keep you there ••. If you like, I will lock you up 
in my heart. But do not move a step away from me. If you hide yourself 
In my eyes, I shall screen you with collyrium. I fall at your feet; I beg of 
you, do not go to a foreign land. Come to the mirror, and I will close you 
in with my arms around your neck (as a bee is enclosed In a lotus); the sun, 
when he rises, may open all other petals, but not the knot I will have tied 
you with. I will wear you inside the knot of my braid, as Lord Siva wears 
Ganga. I am a forlorn woman ; I weep in distress. My Lord, do not leave me." 1 

1 i!'f':TCI' ~~t't iJ' ~3' ~ ~ ~ I 

~~~~~~~~~~ 
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He goes to Ujjayini, and describes his distress in: verses, 
which he writes on the wall of a temple. Wandering in 
disguise about the city at night, as was his wont, to discover 
the miseries of his subjects, king Vikrama reads the 
verses; and he employs a dancing girl to find their love
lorn author. Madhava is found, and, is-brought to Vikrama. 
Apprised of the hero's love for Kamakup<;lala, the 'reliever 
of distress' forthwith calls upon Kamasena to give her up; 
and, on his refusal to do so, marches upon his city with an 
army. 

Vikrama, however, wants to test the strength of Kama
kundala's love. He goes to her in disguise and tries in vain 
to win her for himself. As a further test, he informs her 
that Madhava is dead. On hearing of the death of her 
lover, K11makuruJalll becomes unconscious, and is on the 
point of death. The king comes back to his camp, and in
forms Madhava of her death. The poor lover also faints. 
Vikrama, horror-struck at having killed a Brahmapa, wants 
to commit suicide. The spirit V etala, his friend from the 
other world, comes to his rescue, and revives the lovers. 
They are married by the king with great pomp; and the 
lovers live happily ever afterwards. The Gujarati poets 
have worked into this tale a history of the previous births 
of the lovers after the style of Tarangalolll. 

Caurapanc(j~ikl! is another love-story in Samskrta which 
attracted the attention of Gujaratl authors. Bilhapa, a 
poet from Kashmir, so runs the story, fell in love with the 
daughter of Kshitipala, a king of the Punjab. The' father, 
discovering his daughter's infatuation for the poet, banished 
him from his kingdom. The heart-broken poet poured 

~!I~~I:Ttu~~~A:1 
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forth his feelings of sorrow and disappointment in the fifty 
verses of this work.1 Some Gujarati poet has prefixed an
other poem of seventy-four verses to this one, giving a local 
turn to this romantic incident. Accordingtothispoem, King 
Virasiilha of Patava employs Bilhava to teach his daughter 
Sasikala. The teacher and the pupil fall in love with each 
other and are secretly married. When the king discovers 
the marriage he sentences the poet to death. This story 
has been worked upon by Jfianacarya in his Bhilha1J11kl2vya 
(c. 1500). 5amala Bha~a has incorporated the story in his 
Madanamohanl1. 

IV 
But Gujarati poets also composed original stories. Ml1ru

dholl1cupni by Kusalalabha (c. 1561) is the most attractive 
of such stories. Another version by an unknown poet was 
composed in c. 1601, and yet another was written in c. 1616 
by Anaildodaya. Dayabhai, a modern dramatist, has drawn 
upon the story for his play, UmrJ-Devdi. 

The language of Kusalalabha's work, parts of which are 
in prose, presents the R~:jasthani a;;pect of Old Gujarati. 
The plot is realistic; and the sentiments and imagery have 
an old-world flavour. It is a beautiful love-poem of old 
Gujarata, fresh with local colour. The note of love sounds 
true and intense in its appeal as in no other poem of 
the age. The poet unequivocally admires the sentiment of 
SJ;iigara. 'It is the principal among the nine rasas. It 
pleases the gods; it is the friend of women. Respect for 
the plighted word, affection, humour, pathos, voluptuous
ness, laughter, love, and the joy of reunion, all are found 
in it.' 

In the city of Puilgala in Maravac;la, lived king Piilgala. 
He receives an offer to marry Umadevl, the beautiful 
daughter of Samailtasiilha of JMlora. Uma has already 
been twice betrothed, once to the king of Pa~ava, and again to 
king of JunagaQ.ha. But the mother of the princess dislikes 
Gujarata. "Gujarata is full of diseases and lunatics. Weak 
men and shameless women live there. How can we give 
the princess to such a country ? " Ultimately, recourse 

1. Sir Edwin Arnold has rendered the work in En~lish. 
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is had to a trick; the date of marriage is fixed, but the 
kings of Junagac;lha and Pa~apa are informed of it so late as 
not to permit of a journey from their capitals to Jhalora. 
On the appointed day, Pit'lgala alone is present, and is 
married to Uma. 

Uma gives birth to Maru, short for Maruvapi, 'whose. 
body is as fragrant as kasturi •. When she is a year and a 
half old, a famine overtakes the land; and Pingala and his 
people seek a more favoured land near Pushkaratlrtha. 
Nala, the king of Nalavaragagha, comes there on a pilgrim
age with his queen and a three-year.old boy, Salhakumara 
whose pet name is :P]J.ola. 

The two kings become friends, and cement their friend
ship by marrying the baby :PIJola with the infant princess. 
Nala then returns to his own country and, through time and 
distance, becomes indifferent to the marriage of his little 
son. l)]J.ola grows up ignorant of his marriage, and is mar
ried to Malavatii, a princess of Malva. 

:P]J.ola, who is fond of horses, makes friends with a 
horsedealer. The horse-dealer, when he goes to Pingala, 
learns to his surprise that the king's daughter has been 
married to his friend l)]J.ola, and is awaiting an invitation 
from her husband. He informs Pingala's men about Dhola's 
maqiage with the princess of Malva. The information reaches 
Maru. With an aching heart, she goes about sending 
messages to the husband whom she has loved from infancy. 
Piteously she addresses a sarasa bird in the lake: 

Bird ! lend me your wings ; I shall ever be grateful. Flying across the 
seas, I will go, meet my lover, and then give them back to you. This land of 
the North is oppressive ; my heart lives in the South. 1 

But the bird does not listen to her. It flies away. 'Un
fortunate indeed is she who has been deserted byhermate'. 

In distant Nalavaragac;lha, Dl:).ola's mother lets fall a re
ference to the marriage in the presence of her son, who 
thus comes to know of the wife he has married in infancy. 
But the jealousy of his wife, Malavapi, is roused. She 

1. ~em)~~~if~; 
ijl'lf{ ~ ~ ~, sft;:r ft{{? 'ffiit ~. 
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causes messengers from Puilgala to be killed, so that no 
message of Maru is ever delivered to her husband. 

King Piilgala is surprised that none of his messengers 
ever return. Finally, Maru sends her message through 
wandering minstrels. 

Wanderer! Give a message to Dhola ... Come to me soon, beloved! 
Without you, your bride is heart-broken;· a bow without the string... Love ! 
If you do not come by the beginning of Sravana, the lightning will fall, and 1 
shall die in fear •••••• Day and night, I weep, for I am lonely without you. 
Daily I worship the direction in which you Jive ; my eyes have not closed in 
sleep since you left. Love, Come soon. Else, be assured, the crows wi'll fty 
over the dead body of ~aru".l 

The message reaches Phola. He wants to leave for 
Puilgala, but Malavatti, anxious to keep him to herself, in
duces him to put off his visit on one excuse or another. 

Now, my beloved, the rains have come; the roads are muddy; the 
creepers cling to the trees, women, to men.' 

Phola sends a bard with a message to Maru, and pre
pares to go, in spite of the protests and wails of Malavatti. 
The latter even requests the riding camel to feign lameness, 
but all her efforts to put obstacles in the way of her impati-
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ent husband are in vain. She is, however, successful in 
exacting a promise from him that he will not start on his 
journey as long as she is awak,e. Malava!ll then tries to -
give up sleep, but nature is too strong for her; and one 
day, as she falls asleep, J)qola takes the road to Puilgala. 
Malaval)l wakes up to find her husband gone and bewails 
her lot. 

Cursed is the land which has no mountain. If there had been one 
here, I would have thrown myself from it. Love, I go mad when I see a 
bed ; like a black cobra, it poisons me. 

She sends a parrot to bring her husband back. The 
parrot flies to J)hola, and tells him to return~ "Malavani 
will die without you." J)qola replies heartlessly, "Go, 
collect wood and, when she dies, cremate her." 

Approaching Puilgala, Phola sees Maru as she comes 
with her friends to fetch water from a well outside 
the town. The parted lovers meet, and, are received with 
joy by Maru's parents. 

My lover whom I awaited has come. The pillars dance ; the house 
smiles; the bed-steads reel with joy.l 

After a few days spent in pleasure qf all kinds, J)hola. 
with his bride, sets off for his native land. People warn 
him against the jealousy of one Umar Sumara whose offer 
for Maru's hand has been rejected. On the way, a serpent 
bites Maru and she dies. J)hola prepares to die with her 
on the same pyre, removes his ornaments, and gives a 
message to his camel to be delivered to his parents. 

But God Saiikara and his spouse hasten to the rescue 
of true love, and Maru is revived. Resuming their journey, 
J)hola and Maru meet Umara's men. They induce J)hola 
to join them in a drinking bout, intending to kill him when 
drunk, and to capture Maru. She comes to know of the 
plan and warns him. Hotly pursued by Umara's men, the 
galloping camel bears them in safety to Nalavaraga<;lha. 
Every one is happy, and Maru and Malava!li, both basking 
in their husband's love, live like two sisters. 
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. v 
Another popular story, Vidyl!viliJsa, is taken from Vinaya

candra's Mallin'lithamahlJklJvya . (c. 1229) in Samskrta. 
The first Gujaratl version of the story, written by Hiranaftda 
tinder the name VidyltviliZsano Pavlido, is dated 1429. 
The most racy and popular version of it, undoubtedly, is 
that of Samala under the name Vir.ecatanivlJrtlJ. 

In the town of Kaficanapura lives Srlpala, the nagara 
setha. He calls his four sons and asks them the best way · 
to make money. Three· of them indicate the normal 
methods . of business, but the fourth, Srivatsa, an idiot, 
talks sedition. " I will rule as our king does " says he ; 
and his father drives him out of the house. 

Srivatsa goes to Ratnapura and attends school, where 
his dullness earns for him the· name mo.rkhacata, the fool. 
Among his fellow-pupils are Saubhagyamafijari: tile king's 
daughter, and the son of the minister. The princess is in 
love with the minister's son, but he does not encourage 
her. The princess is insistent. The reluctant lover plays 
a trick upon .4er; he persuades the idiot to impersonate 
him as bridegroom, marry the princess, and run away with 
her during the night. · · 

Before leaving the city, Srivatsa goes to offer his part
ing salutations to his teacher. Taking pity on the idiot, 
the teacher invokes Sarasvati, the goddess of learning, 
and gives him some water endowed with the miraculous 
power of making a man learned. The idiot drinks the water, 
and, on · the instant, he sheds his idiocy like a cast off 
skin. The princess, under the impression that she has 
married her lover, silently travels with him the whole 
night on a camel. When the dawn comes, she discovers to 
her horror that she has married the wrong man, and that 
too the idiot. 

They come to Ujjayini. Srivatsa, now poet and 
scholar, earns fame and the title of vidya.-vilasa, one 
who delights in learning. Srivatsa's learning attracts the 
king's attention and he is appointed prime minister. 
Meanwhile, the unhappy princess, ignorant of the trans
formation her husband has undergone, lives in an upper 
storey of the house, bewailing the lot which has tied her 
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to a fool. The princess, having known her husband from 
his boyhood, declines to believe !n his reputed learning. 

King Ratnaketu learns that his minister, though able to 
win over every one, has failed to win the heart of his own 
wife, and, curious to see the woman who could not be won 
by so charming and learned a husband, invites himself to 
dinner at their house. To frustrate the king's curiosity, the 
princess wears, in turn, three different dresses, and the 
king fails to ascertain which of the three ladies serving 
him is his minister's wife. 

The king's curiosity remains unabated. He gives orders 
that his minister's wife should come and sing at a festival 
held outside the town in honour of the guardian deity. The 
princess makes what she thinks an impossible condition. 
" I will sing only if my husband . plays an instrument in 
accompaniment!" says she. To her surprise, the condition 
is accepted. The minister plays upon the instrument to 
perfection, and she has to sing. The people are transport
ed with joy at the skill of both, and the king has them car
ried in a procession through the city. 

During the procession, the princess loses her ring. And 
for the first time after their marriage Saubhagyamafijari 
speaks to her husband, when she asks him to find it. 
Srivatsa goes back in search of the ring, but is inadvertently 
locked out of the city at night. Being in a hurry to return 
to his wife, he tries to enter the city through a gutter, and, 
in doing so, is bitten by a snake. 

A courtesan, who sees what has befallen him, takes him 
to her house and cures him of the snake-bite. Srivatsa, 
in return, promises to grant any favour she might ask. 
The hetaira demands that he should live with her as her 
paramour, and, as a man of honour, he has to keep 
his promise. Unwilling to take risks, the woman ties round 
his foot a charm which immediately turns him into a 
peacock. 

Peacock by day and paramour by night, poor Srivatsa 
leads a miserable existence. One day, Srivatsa, the 
peacock, flies to his own terrace, and hears Saubhagya
mafijari bewailing the loss of a husband whom she has 
come to love too late. On the following day, he again 

21 
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visits his home. On this occasion, his wife's friend happens 
to untie the charm, and he resumes his own form. The 
husband recounts his tale of woe to the wife, but insists 
on being turned into a peacock, for a word plighted even t<r 
a courtesan must be kept. And once more a bird, he flies 
back. 

But the princess reports all she has heard from her 
husband to the king, who retrieves him. Srivatsa, now 
restored to his usual form, is honoured by the king. Giving 
him his daughter in marriage, the king retires to a forest. 
Srivatsa succeeds to the throne, marches on the city where 
his father lives, and, defeats its king. The story ends with 
the reunion of the father and son. 

VI 
There are two other love-stories of a still more fantastic 

kind, in which romantic lovers pass through a succession 
of lives in order to attain a happy union. One is Hansllvali, 
the available Gujarati versions being of c. 1355, 1457, and 
1617, the last by a poet of the name of Sivadasa. This poet 
also wrote a tale called Kllmllvati, which Virji, the pupil 
of Premananda, re-wrote in c. 1669. The heroines of these 
two stories are a class by themselves. They begin as man
hating feminists, become ·love-lorn damsels, and end as 
loving wives. There is yet another popular story called 
Silavatino rllsa, in which the loyal wife of a merchant 
sojourning abroad is believed to be carrying an illegitimate 
child, and is driven out of the family. Tragic adventures 
befall her, but, in the end, she and her husband come 
together. Matters are explained; the child is proved to be 
legitimate ; and the wife is taken back, her honour fully 
established. There are three versions of the story dated 
c. 1547, c. 1580 and c. 1644 respectively. &imala has 
adapted the story in Bhadrllbhllmini. 

One other tale, Sadayavatsa-Sllvalingll, has charmed 
Gujarata for about five hundred years. Sadayavatsa and 
Savalinga, husband and wife, are banished from their 
native city, and are separated. Ultimately they meet after 
undergoing fearful experiences, in all of which the fantastic 
vies with the miraculous. The story is possibly taken 
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from some unknown Prakrta source. Its ·first available 
Gujarati verson is dated c. 1410, and many ·versions have · 
followed. In the villages, its latest version still holds the' 
·field against modern stories. 

VII 
During the fifteenth century the literary activity of the 

Jaina sadhus was as brisk as before, though its direction 
underwent a change. They were at an advantage compared· 
to the Brahmapas in those troublous times. They were 
not burdened by family or social ties. Except during the 
monsoon, they were always on the move, immu'i:J.e from the 
political misfortunes which had overtaken Gujarata. Their 
literary tradition was intact, for their clientele was rich 
enough to preserve the integrity of the upasrayas which 
sheltered them, their pupils and their libraries. As they 
travelled from the Punjab to the Deccan, their outlook grew 
wide and varied, while their solitary life left them suffi
cient leisure to acquire a thorough knowledge of Samskrta 
and Apabhramsa literature. · 

The sadhu composed caritas of the self-same tirthail
karas, cakravartins and saints as the Jiterary sadhus 
before him had done. Just as the Brahmapical author was 
obsessed by certain Purapic heroes, he was by Bharata, 
Rshabhadeva, Neminatha and Stholibhadra. He wrote 
about them in tedious, monotonous rhyme. Sometimes 
he varied his theme by writing about Kumarapala and 
Vastupala. He also tried his hand at philosophic discus
sions, sermons, sajjayas or eulogies of. places of . pil
grimage, and other religious subjects. But, unfortunately, 
religious propaganda was the sole ostensible excuse for 
his resorting to literature; and, consequently, his work 
suffered from a surfeit of religious and moral· bias. He 
lacked the emotion of bhakti to elevate :his utterance to 
even comparatively artistic poetry. With lapse oftime, 
even his stories lost in interest, for, every incident had to 
be moulded to a narrow, rigid code of life. 

VIII 

Some of the Jaina poets have hitherto suffered unmerited 
neglect. Their language for a time was treated as archaic; 
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the religious and moral precepts with which they sowed 
their compositions repelled both scholar and reader ; and 
the unbalanced praise of Jaina scholars more often than 
not retarded a due recognition of their real worth. 

The most notable author of the sixteenth century was 
Lavapyasamaya, an author of considerable literary attain
ments. His original name was Laghuraja. He was born 

. in c. 1485 in a SrimaH Vapika family of Ahmedabad, and 
·was initiated as a Jaina sadhu at the age of eight. His 
autobiographical note in Vimalaprabahdha runs : 

Through the favour of Sarasvati, I became a poet in my sixteenth year 
and so I have composed excellent rnsas, with parts in prose and parts in 
poetry, using chanda, kavita and cupru. I have also composed songs and 
poems in different tunes, and also dialogues. 

He composed over twenty nine works. Four of these 
are rasas of tirthankaras and saints. One is Rllvanamahdo
darisainvllda, c. 1506, a work based on the Rllmllya~a, being 
a dialogue between Sita's abductor and his wife. The 
other is Devarlljavatsarll}acuplJi, a story of the ordinary 
type. He also wrote the well-known Vimalapyabahdha, 
c. 1512, and other religious and ethical poems. 

Vimalaprabahdha, or VimalarlJsa, purports to be a bio
graphy of Vimalasa, the minister of Bhima I, the calukya 
king of Pa~apa ; but it has scarcely any historical value. It 
is a story based purely on tradition. But, such as it is, it is 
better than the rasas on historical persons of the centuries 
following, and represents an intermediate step between the 
historical prabaildha of Merutufiga and the popular legend 
of Rshabhadasa. This prabaildha was rendered into Sarhs
krt;a in c. 1522 by Saubhagya. 

The prabaildha begins with a description of the Hemaku~a 
mountain; of the foundation of Srimala by the goddess 
Laxmi (canto i); of the origin of the castes known as 
Srimalas, Osvalas and Poravaqas ; of good omens ; of the 
eighty castes of the Vaisyas ; of their social customs 
(canto ii) ; and of the iniquities prevalent in the Kaliyuga. 
( canto iii ). The birth of Vimala is then described. The 
auspicious signs on his body foreshadowing greatness 
are mentioned. The ceremony of putting him to school 
and the way he completes his studies are next described •. 
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· Afraid of their enemies, his mother takes him- to her 
father's village, where he acquires knowledge of arts and 
skill in arms through the favour of the goddess Ambaji. He is 
betrothed, and also discovers a buried treasure. ( canto iv ). 
The auspicious signs on the body of a bride, the virtues of 
a good woman-rather a formidable number-the marriage 
of Vimala and Sridevi, and the festivities accompanying 
it are then described (canto v ). The poet depicts their 
joy with an unusual restraint : 

Lovely flowers spread their fragrance in beautiful gardens. There, they 
sport in dalliance ; make coronets of campa flowers and crown each other ; 
they gambol in fountains. 

Vimala then goes to live in Patana. King Bhima is 
jealous of the rich and brave Vimala; and tries to have him 
killed by a tiger; but Vimala kills the tiger (canto vi). 
Tired of the persecutions of the king, Vimala leaves Pa~apa, 
captures Candravati, near Mount Abu, and becomes its 
ruler. A traveller tells him of the twelve sultans in the 
city of Rome who have made it their business to destroy 
the Hindus. Vimala marches on them with his army, which 
is described in detail. A battle follows. Vimala is victori
ous, and returns to his city in triumph (canto vii). Then is 
described Vimala's war with the Brahmana king of Thatha 
in Sindha, (canto viii) and, finally, the reader is treated. to 
an account of the greatness of Jaina religion and to an 
autobiographical note (canto ix). 

Vimala was a heroic figure during the days preceding 
those of Siddharaja, but the story of the poet is entirely 
fictitious. For a study of contemporary manners the work 
is invaluable, but, as literature, of little worth. 

IX 

Half a century after Lavapyasamaya, we encounter N aya
sundara. He lived between c. 1560 and 1620; resided for a 
long time in Gujarata; and had a lady disciple, Hemasri, who 
composed Kanakr!vati (c. 1585). Nayasundara, like all Jaina 
sadhus, travelled far and wide, and was a student of the 
Samsk~ta, Prak~a, Hindi and Urdu literatures. He left 
three social rasas-RUpacandrakuhvararZisa ( c, 1581 ), 
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SurasuhdarirlJsa (c. 1590), and PrabhlJvatirlJsa, besides one 
Puravic rasa, Naladamayahti and two religious works. 

RUpacandrarlJsa is one of the best written social rasas of 
the century. The miraculous elements are to some extent 
repressed, or relegated to interlude tales. The diction is in
accurate, but ornate, and largely influenced by Sathskt;ta. 
It contains a much larger element of local and foreign 
words, is more rhetorical than Bhalava's, and, at places, 
develops a music and elegance of its own. The detailed 
descriptions of the conventional sort are often relieved by 
a freshness of outlook and humour. 

After the inevitable description of lands, the prosperity 
of Malva is described, 'the happy land which has no 
thieves, where there is plenty of affection but rio selfish
ness'. Then is given a detailed account of its capital, Ujja
yini, of its palaces, temples· and marts 'with bejewelled mer
chants, fat and handsome, whose hands never leave off twist
ing their mustaches, their gaze fixed on customers'. In that 
city, resided a merchant Dhanadatta and his wife Dhana
sundari. The author points out at great length how a good 
woman is a blessing and a bad one a curse (canto i ). 

The merchant and his wife had a son, Ro.padeva. His 
infancy is described with a wealth of realistic detail. 
RO.padeva is put to school and the ceremony connected with 
going to school is described, as also the subjects he learns 
there. The thirty-two qualities of a perfect man are 
then enumerated. Rupacanda's marriage, and the ceremo
nies, dinner and festivities connected with it, are described 
with picturesque details, (canto ii). The description holds 
good in every respect in many parts of Gujarata and 
Maravada even to-day. 

Gumtsena, a tributary of the king of Kanauja, comes to 
live in-Ujjayini with his beautiful daughter Sohaga, who has 
decided not to marry. She attains her seventeenth year. 
' The flood of youth increases, and Kamadeva, the god of 
love and youth, comes and lives in her body'. She wants 
to see a drama, but her friend restrains her. "How can 
song and dance be heard and seen by an unmarried girl ? " 
The girl feels very miserable, for she has not yet found the 
man whom she could love. How is she to find him ? The 
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friend asks her to have confidence in. her womanly instincts. 
A woman always wins. · 

In a moment, she weeps, and, in a moment again, she smiles and puts the 
minds of helpless men on trial. She can speak one thing and do another. A 
woman has no peer In the world. 

The friend then tells her the story of the clever wife of 
King Vikrama's son, and, in telling it, relates a few mira
culous events (canto iii). But Sohaga longs for a husband 
fit to be her mate. The friend first brings her king 
Vikrama as a suitor ; but he is unable to solve the riddles 
proposed by the girl, and is rejected. Sohaga then asks 
her to fetch Ra.pacanda, she has seen him buying betel 
leaf at the shop opposite her house. The friend goes to the 
young merchant but finds him unresponsive. But she 
persists: 

She saw you once with her eyes, but she has been mad after you since. 
Her every moment is endless as a hundred years. Dame Lotus lives In the 
lake and the Sun In the sky ; but she blooms only when he appears.l 

And the poet declares : 
When you look at a man, and your body and mind rejoice and the eyes 

grow fond, do not desert him even If life departs.2 

Ra.pacailda comes to Sohaga and is struck by her per
fect beauty. Then follows a conventional description of 
her limbs with stereotyped similes. He falls in love with 
her at once. 'Again and again he looks at her, for his 
eyes are insatiate'. The lovers then spend the night 
together. Sohaga is happy. 

He Is the very lover who visited her in her dreams; she decides to 
borrow the thousand eyes of lndra to be able to look at him again and 
again. 

A passage at arms in solving riddles follows. Their 
sports are then described in the usual fulsome style 
(canto iv ). 
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SurasuhdarirlJsa (c. 1590), and PrabhltvatirlJsa, besides one 
Purapic rasa, Naladamayahti and two religious works. 

RUpacandrarlJsa is one of the best written social rasas of 
the century. The miraculous elements are to some extent 
repressed, or relegated to interlude tales. The diction is in
accurate, but ornate, and largely influenced by Sarilskt;ta. 
It contains a much larger element of local and foreign 
words, is more rhetorical than Bhalapa's, and, at places, 
develops a music and elegance of its own. The detailed 
descriptions of the conventional sort are often relieved by 
a freshness of outlook and humour. 

After the inevitable description of lands, the prosperity 
of Malva is described, 'the happy land which has no 
thieves, where there is plenty of affection but rio selfish
ness'. Then is given a detailed account of its capital, Ujja
yini, of its palaces, temples· and marts 'with bejewelled mer
chants, fat and handsome, whose hands never leave off twist
ing their mustaches, their gaze fixed on customers'. In that 
city, resided a merchant Dhanadatta and his wife Dhana
sundari. The author points out at great length how a good 
woman is a blessing and a bad one a curse (canto i ). 

The merchant and his wife had a son, Ro.padeva. His 
infancy is described with a wealth of realistic detail. 
RO.padeva is put to school and the ceremony connected with 
going to school is described, as also the subjects he learns 
there. The thirty-two qualities of a perfect man are 
then enumerated. RO.pacanda's marriage, and the ceremo
nies, dinner and festivities connected with it, are described 
with picturesque details, (canto ii). The description holds 
good in every respect in many parts of Gujarata and 
Maravada even to-day. 

Gumisena, a tributary of the king of Kanauja, comes to 
live in.Ujjayinl with his beautiful daughter Sohaga, who has 
decided not to marry. She attains her seventeenth year. 
' The flood of youth increases, and Kamadeva, the god of 
love and youth, comes and lives in her body'. She wants 
to see a drama, but her friend restrains her. "How can 
song and dance be heard and seen by an unmarried girl ? " 
The girl feels very miserable, for she has not yet found the 
man whom she could love. How is she to find him ? The 
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posed by Mapikyacaildra in Diva in Gujarata ·(c. 1220). It' 
is not in the author's best style; but, with this work com
posed a hundred years earlier, one can easily understand 
how Premanailda came to write his masterpiece. Sura- · 
sundarirlisa is a comparatively inferior work. It is a rapid 
rec~tal of the adventures which overtake a princess aban
doned in a forest by her husband. 

Nayasuildara represents the authors in Old Gujaratl 
who adopted a style and manner exactly the reverse 
of Bhalana's. Bhalana introduced the essential features of 
rasa, namely, popular sentiments and the forms in which 
they were expressed into what was primarily a rendering 
of a Samskrta poem. His object was to create a literature 
for a fairly intelligent class which had lost touch with Sam
skJii:a. Nayasuildara enriched old rasa stories with a wealth 
of literary and emotional reminiscences frqm SamskJ;ta 
works, and thereby produced a work which helped :, to 
raise the level of popular literature. Both these movements 
starting from a different point of view met in the next cen
tury, when literature took a well-defined shape suited to the 
taste of the people as a whole. Purapic akhyayikas became 
popular tales and popular tales became transformed into 
poems of literary workmanship; at the same time, long 
and stereotyped descriptions remained inartistic feature 
of both. 

X 

Kusumsrirlisa by Gangavijaya is an interesting piece of 
social rasa composed in c. 1652. It is written in popular 
diction, approximating to Modern Gujarati and unburdened 
by SamskJ;ta words and imagery. The story, which is 
mainly in duha with conversations in desi, is well-told. 
The author's technique is superior to that of many other 
well-known poets. His sly humour is unusual with old 
Gujaratl authors. One of the interlude tales, perhaps 
borrowed from an old source, is very interesting. 

Dhanasundara, a merchant living in the town of Ratna
pura, goes abroad on a trading enterprise, leaving his wife 
Dhanavatl in the care of his friend, Purohita, the priest of 
the king. Purohita comes to the merchant's and is well 

22 
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received by the lady. Attracted by her beauty and intel
ligence, he declares his love to DhanavaU. She tries to 
reason with him, but the priest is not to be put off. The 
helpless lady makes an appointment with him for the first 
quarter of the night ; and, not knowing how to get rid of 
this disloyal friend of her husband, goes to Durgapala, 
the commandant of the fort, with the complaint. Durga
pala, equally struck with the charms of the unfortunate 
lady, promises to get rid of the priest if he himself is 
received as a favoured lover. She is in a quandary and 
gives him an appointment for the second quarter of the 
night. 

In her terrible plight, she turns to the minister who 
is very properly shocked at the conduct of the two 
officials, and promises to get rid of them if she will accept 
him as a lover. She makes an appointment with him for the 
third quarter of the night, and approaches the king, as the 
final court of appeal, for protection against the evil inten
tions of his officers. He promises protection promptly, but 
on the very same condition the others had imposed. The 
lady, now desperate, invites him to come to her in the 
fourth quarter of the night. 

DhanavaU, though in distress, has the ingenuity to 
discover a means of escape out of this four-fold calamity. 
She has a long box with four compartments opening sepa
rately, brought down· to her room. She also takes an old 
neighbour into her confidence and gets her to help carry 
out her plan of action. She requests her to spread a rumour 
in the town early next morning that news had been re
ceived of her husband's death, to collect the ladies of the 
town, and to come to her house. 

The fateful night arrives. The priest arrives smartly 
dressed and self-satisfied. DhanavaU, sweet, affectionate 
and ready to yield, invites him to dinner. At the end of 
the first quarter, the commandant knocks at the door. 
The priest is frightened and is induced by the lady to 
conceal himself in one of the compartments of the trunk. 

The commandant enters. He, too, is well received 
and is entertained with talk and food. Time flies; the 
minister knocks at the door; and Dhanavati obligingly 
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accommodates the commandant in another compartment 
of the trunk. The minister, like the two that preceded 
him, seeks safety in the third compartment of the trunk 
when the king knocks at the door. The lady's fascinating 
talk diverts the king, but just as he feels that he is gaining 
ground, the women of the town arrive beating their 
breasts with lamentations at Dhanasundara's death. Fright
ened, the king finds security in the fourth compartment 
of the trunk. 

News of Dhanasundara's death spreads in the town. As 
Dhanasundari is a childless widow, the authorities, accora
ing to law, want to take possession of the merchant's 
wealth. But the king, the minister, the general and the 
priest are not to be found. Ultimately, the queen orders 
the officers to take possession of the dead man's wealth. 
When the officers arrive at her house, Dhanavati, all tears, 
confesses her ignorance of the whereabouts of her 
husband's wealth, but points to the trunk as, perhaps, the 
only receptacle which may contain it. The officers find the 
trunk very heavy, and, anticipating a rich ·addition to the 
royal coffers, hastily carry it to the queen. 

The queen, struck with the heaviness of the trunk, is 
anxious to acquaint herself with the exact amount of wealth 
it contains. Dismissing the servants, she opens the first 
compartment. Out walks the priest, and the queen, per
plexed, asks him how he came to be there. The priest, 
without offering any explanation, requests her to open the 
second. The process is continued; the second, the third, 
and the fourth compartments are opened; and the 
genera], the minister and the king all stand before the 
queen, dumbfounded in self-confessed guilt. 

XI 
Another sa.dhu of considerable literary powers wa~ 

Samayasuildara, who flourished between c. 1580 and 1642. 
He was an indefatigable author, and composed about 
twenty long works, besides a large number of small_ poems. 
Many of his works are rasas in the orthodox style and deal 
with tirthaiikaras and saints. He wrote Naladamayantirllsa 
(c. 1617 ), and Sitlirllmcupl1i (c. 1627). He used many 
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new <Jhalas or deSI melodies which, on his own testimony, 
became popular. The rhetorical flavour of his ·style and 
his bumorous descriptions both closely approach Prema
nailda's. His vivid picture of K:~·shpa as an astrologer in 
Si1mbapradyumna, but for its older language, might be 
mistaken to be from the pen of the latter. 

Yet, another Jaina author, Rshabhadasa, must be 
mentioned, if not for his literary ·merits, at least for the 
untiring energy with which he spun his thirty-two works. 
His literary activities were spread over a period from 
c.1617 to 1632. About sixteen of his works are rasas on 
tirthailkaras and saints. There are two on Kumarapala, 
and one on Hiravijaya, an eminent Jaina preceptor (c. 1517-
1596) who induced Emperor Akbar to issue firmans pro
hibiting violence to animals on certain days in the year, 
and who, in consequence, assumed mythological propor
tions for his pupils. The poet spun out his rasas in a dull 
and uniform style. He lacked the art of telling a story ; 
like many other so called poets of the period, he had noth
ing new to say. 



CHAPTER VI 

AKHO AND THE GOSPEL OF OTHER-WORLDLINESS. 

The Moguls-Economic conditions of Gujarata-Sociallife-Veiikatadhvarin 
on Gujarata-Other-worldliness-Akha Bhakta (1615-1674)-Life-Works-
Chappas-Phllosophical works-His influence. · 

In the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries, Gujarata 
regained lost ground. As a province of the Mogul Empire, 
it enjoyed a sort of settled existence and grew prosperous 
once again. The people succeeded in confining political 
influences to limited spheres, and stiffened social barriers 
so as to secure contentment and happiness within narrow 
grooves. Restricted life drove restive minds to harp upon 
the worthlessness of the world, while the prevailing content
ment led genial spirits of the age to create a new literary 
tradition. 

I 
When Akbar, in 1573, formed the province of Gujarata, 

he sliced off some districts, annexing them to Khandesha 
and Malva. Maravaga, also, was finally separated from 
Gujarata. The province was largely immune from wars and 
land-taxes, though the great nobles to whom the Emperor 
entrusted government administered it by deputies, who 
never cared to carry out the constructive policy enjoined 
by the imperial edicts. Except for an invasion of South 
Gujarata in 1600 by Malik Ambar, the governor of the Nizam 
at Daulatabad, this state of affairs continued till 1644. In 
that year Aurangzib, then the viceroy, gave the province a 
fore-taste of the intolerant policy which was to characterize 
his rule. 

Mter Aurangzib came to the throne, Sivaji first invaded 
Surat in 1664, and the imperial authority grew weak. Soon 
the Mara~ha raids became a normal feature of life. Baglapa, 
the guardian fortress of the south, passed into their 
hands in 1672. They raided Broach in 1675, and again in 
1685; Surat in 1699; and Broach, once again, in 1705. Two 
years later Aurangzib died, and the Mogul Empire began· 
tottering to a fall, 
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II 
Under the Moguls, Gujarata regained its prosperity. 

Cambay was the most flourishing port in India. "It was 
impossible," wrote Varthema, a European traveller ( 1503-
1508) "to describe its excellence". Surat was another port 
of international importance. Ghogha as a port rose into 
prominence. Padre Ovington ( 1690) was in ecstasy at the 
matchless ingenuity and skill of GujaraU bankers, weavers 
and ship-carpenters. "No other province in India " said 
Khafikhan ( 1719) "can equal this rich province." European 
travellers and Indian historians vie with one another in 
extolling the magnificence of Ahmedabad with its three 
hundred and eighty suburbs; each of them, according to 
Mirat-i-Ahmedi, (1756), was of 'considerable size, containing 
good buildings and markets filled with everything valuable 
and rare, so that each was almost a city.' 

III 
During this period men were being driven into pro

gressively narrowing communities. Social barriers were 
stiffened ; the individual was sacrificed to the group. Un
touchability came into existence. VimalajJrabandha records 
the existence of numerous sub-castes. Every social group 
which acquired a new local habitation and name by migra
tion remained a self-contained unit and exercised rigorous 
control over its members. Marriage between members of 
different castes was prohibited. Disintegration of the joint 
family which had commenced prior to the date of the law
text, Mitllkshara, (XI century) was sternly resisted. 

Wise men, poets and moralists were moved to right
eous indignation at young wives who, desirous of having a 
good time with their husbands, drove them to disrupt the 
family, and, thereby, to destroy the protection which it 
afforded.- No measures were too strong to restrain these 
centrifugal tendencies of women. They lost the high status 
which they once enjoyed in the family, and were generally 
treated as slaves. Co-education in village schools came to 
an end. Marriage of infants became almost universal. In 
Ml!rwjholr:tcupm, the hero, when three years old, was 
married to the heroine who was younger. Bhima (1485) 
bewails the degeneracy of the age in which girls were 
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mothers at eight, and widows at sixteen. Old men paid fancy 
price for infant wives. Marriage of a grown-up girl with
an infant husband was by no means rare. An ill-assorted 
match was the rule. InRUpacandakuhvara rlJsa, Sohaga says: 

Better kiU me, mother, with your own hands; place, if you like, a black, 
venomous cobra on my body ; let me suffer the fearful misery of hell;· but, 
do not give me in marriage to a stupid man. 

·"In this world you never find one thing," runs a garabr 
"you never find a well-matched pair." The position of a 
girl in the house of her husband was insufferable. ·. In a 
popular garabi, styled Kera KlJnfrJ, the Thorn, a young 
wife enumerates her father-in-law, mother-in-law etc., as 
thorns in her side. 

Men were, as a rule, much married. Many a story 
leaves an unpleasant impression on the modern mind be
cause of the light-heartedness with which the hero marries 
and supersedes wives. :Ohola, when in search of his first 
wife, is willing to see the second dead and burned, and 
only because she loved him too well. Even a married 
woman was helpless. When her husband decides to start 
for a foreign land, Surasundarl says, " If you leave me 
behind, people will spread scandals about me." Dhanavati, 
under similar circumstances, is more emphatic. 

No one will respect me even in my father's house. No one will ever pay 
me any attention. The world will call me a helpless woman. When her 
husband Is with her,. a woman can do what she likes. She can talk with 
dignity; she can treat every man with contempt. A woman, when her 
husband Is away, is bereft of her senses; she is more dead than alive. 

In the Gujara.ta of the Calukyas, remarriage of widows 
was not considered disreputable. But in the fifteenth 
century, Bhalapa bewailed their lot. 'Pious and charitable 
widows are treated like dirt. If they keep themselves tidy, 
they are suspected of immorality.' Early in the eighteenth 
century, Prema.nanda regards remarriage of widows as an 
abomination. 

And society remained the same till the beginning of the 
twentieth century. 

IV. 
But these social activities were not the result of decay, 

but of a purposive corporate effort to preserve life from 
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.destruction. Within their· castes the people· were happy. 
Vallabha in his bom.J>astic style thus describes Gujarata in 
1704: ... 

I have seen many lands, wandered over the earth. I have gone beyond 
Attack to see wars. Some things are found in some places, and other things 
In others. But every sort of happiness is not to be found In these lands; you 
see something wanting. But. in virtuous Gujarata, you see men and women 
equipped with food, drink , and wealth. One thing more. It has something 
unique: the great. the powerful among the fair, Love. Yet another one like her, 
nay a greater lady, Day! (compassion ) lives here. •••••• In this Gujarata live 
the merciful, the generous, the honourable, the wealthy, and the learned. Go 
to any place In India yourself: You will never find the qualities for which 
Gujarata is famous.l 

This description is too effusive, but the testimony of 
Veiika~adhvarin of Telangapa, the author of a campu, 
Vilvagurftldar$a ( c. 1640) requires to be noted. 

See this Gurjarade5a, Visvll.vasu. Full of wealth and plenty, this land is 
another paradise. Its young men have their mouth full of fresh pana, fragrant 
with camphor and sweet betel-nqt. They put on fancy, bright-coloured dress, 
attracting admiration; they adorn themselves with shining ornaments of 
jewels. Their bodies are fragrant with sandal-scented paste. They seek 
pleasure in company with damsels beautiful as Rati. 

The beauty of the young damsels of this land is incomparable. Their 
colour is molten gold ; their lips are soft and red; their hands are delicate as 
sprouts; their speech Is sweet as nectar; their face is lotus-like ; their eyes 
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have the lustre of dark lotus In them. What graces of these young Gujarii.ti 
damsels do not fascinate? 1 

The poet also refers to the wealth of Gujarata. 
The people visit different countries, observe their novelties, and also acquire 

measureless wealth. Then they return home, and meet their loyal wives, 
anxious to meet them, after a long period of separation. In this way, these 
blessed ones, rich with every possession, enjoy untold _happiness.2 

The works of Premananda, Vallabha and Samala corro
borate Veilkatadhvarin. Political power, effectively segre
gated, was being undermined The land was rich, men 
contented, and life even. The Puranic order of things was 
accepted as eternal Society, though subdivided, was self
contained; a sense of interdependence and service permeat
ed all its strata. Social structure had lost freedom, but 
gained power of resistance. 'Aryan culture had thus 
triumphed in the hour of its apparent defeat 

v. 
The Mussalman rulers were accepted by the people as 

part of their normal existence. Many of them were Hindu 
converts ; their proselytizing zeal had abated ; and their 
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self-interest linked them to a people who could replenish 
their treasury when required. Bhakti lost its vigour as a 
new impulse. By its very nature, its intensity could only 
be the privilege of the select, and the new Vaishnavism 
and its voluptuous high-priests had given it a new ·shape. 
The heroism of a .Kahnadade or a Narasiilha Mehta had 
become a thing of the past 

Wealth and contentment without heroism stunted the 
ideals of life and produced resentment among the thought
ful. What was the use of this world, they asked, so stale, 
so unchanging, so sordid ? Contemplation of the futility 
of life induced in them the morbid attitude of mind which 
characterized both the Jaina sadhu and the ascetic Vedantin. 
In a classical poem, Safikaracarya had expressed it cen
turies ago. 

This life Is fleeting, more transient than a drop of water on a lotus leaf. ••••• 
To be born, to die, and, again, to live in a mother's womb. •. In such a world, 
difficult to be crossed, nothing can save one except the grace of Murnri. 

And, therefore, pleasures had to be eschewed and liberty 
destroyed. Men and women had to be made other-worldly; 
for, a death-like existence in this life was a necessary precur
sor of a happy existence after death. Woman was the gate 
of hell, the curse of creation, an encumbrance in this life, a 
hindrance to the next. To be a good man was to be a man 
dead to the joys of life. Thus this age evolved its gospel 
of living death. And it was preached by its literary 
exponents with irrepressible rancour. 

VI 
Akho or Akha. bhagata ( c.1615-1674) voiced this gospel. 

He was a goldsmith of Ahmedabad, originally from the 
neighbouring village of Jetalpura. For sometime he worked 
as the head of the royal mint. He lost his wife early, and 
also a sister whom he dearly loved. Forgetting the tradi· 
tional dishonesty of the goldsmith, he secretly added his 
own gold in preparing an ornament for a lady whom he 
cherished as a sister. The lady would not believe that a 
goldsmith could so flagrantly depart from the recognised 
maxims of his trade, and had the ornament tested to find 
out the truth. When she found that he had spoken the 
truth, she went to thank him for his kindness. Akho, 
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however, was shocked at the lady's suspicions, and came 
to hate a world so full of distrust and suspicion. In the 
meantime he was put into prison on a charge of commit
ting defalcation. The charge, however, was not proved, and 

. he was set free. Weary of life, he threw his implements 
into a well and went abroad seeking peace of mind. 

He sought refuge in prayer, performed many rituals, 
but found no peace. He went to Gokula in the hope of 
obtaining spiritual assistance from the goswami, the head 
of the Vaishpava sect. 

There, I accepted Gokuln!tha as my teacher ; he passed a string through 
my nose.l 

He was feasted ; he observed the festivities of the sect ; 
but his spirit rose in revolt. 

He ( the goswami) had, no doubt, become a guru. But with a stone round 
his own neck, how can he keep himself afloat ? He did not know Hari at all ; 
he was merely posing as a teacher.2 

At war with himself and the world, he went to Kasi, 
where, hiding himself behind a wall, he heard the principles 
of V edantic philosophy expounded by a sanyasin. The philo
sophy of Safikaracarya gave him the solace he needed .. 

Akha, now a complete believer in vairagya, non-attach• 
ment, gave up his wealth. On his return journey to 
Ahmedabad he went to see the goswam1, his teacher. But 
the poor beggar who now sought admittance to the palace 
was not the rich Akha who had brought presents. He was 
turned out. The goswami himself refused to recognise 
him. The poet sang : 

He who can bring you to R!ma is the teacher. Others are like wolves; 
they rob you of your wealth, but cannot save you from the sins which cause 
rebirth. 

He went home and studied the philosophic doctrines of 
Sailkara, and spent his life either in expounding them or 
lashing the world's hypocrisy in caustic verse. Late in life 
he was inspired to compose his works. He says, " I wept 
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for · a long time ; and once Hari appeared. • • Then the 
floodgates of my speech were opened." 

And he decided not to wet his feet any more ' in the 
waters of the world.' 

VII 

His . works, expounding the Advaita philosophy are: 
AkhegitlJ, Cittavic11rasainv11da, Pancikaratta. Guru§ishyasain
v11da, Anubhavabindu, Kaivalyagit11 and Paramapadaprl1pti in 
Gujarati; and Pancada$it?Jtparya and BrahmalillJ in Hindt 
He has also composed about seven hundred chappas, or 
epigrammatic stanzas, on different aspects of life, and about 
sixty padas. Akha's place in literature depends upon his 
chhapas and padas in which, following a line of early 
writers like Man~apa, he expressed the dominant note of 
the age in biting verse. In these small poems, he fights 
the accepted formulae of life, bitterly, brutally, making all 
kinds of ugly comparisons to bring his point home. But 
the fight is not for a vigorous and full life, but for an arid 
detachment Akha himself did not claim to be a poet but 
a jnanl, a student of philosophy. " If Akha were to write 
poetry, he would stand disgraced." 

Do not consider a jnani a poet. How will you be able to describe the rays 
ofthe sun? 1 

He was, however, very poorly equipped for literary work. 
The words which he used were very often inappropriate. 
His knowledge of prosody, grammar and syntax was 
meagre. His meaning was often shrouded in obscurity. He 
treated Samsk\"ta with lofty contempt. 

What is the use of speaking in Samslqta ? Nothing is lost by speaking in 
Priilqta? I 

His attitude towards other poets was equally contemp
tuous. 

Poets only make an empty noise to make themselves heard, like the thun
ders of the sky when the constellation. Rohtl!i, is in the ascendant They 
only want to be worshipped ; they join couplet to couplet, full of empty words. 
One is a poet ; he composes much and yet does not think of Brahma; he only 
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collects wealth by transacting business in love and hatred. What does he gain 
by it?l . 

He has no faith in those who teach religious precepts. 
They only bring up water from a deep well with a tom leather bucket.' ••• 
A shallow man of learning is a quarrelsome woman whose conceit is pam

pered by the birth of a son; a vicious bull who has fattened himself by grazing 
in the rains ; a mad dog attacked with rabies; a monkey drunk with wine.S ... 

Be your own teacher; worship the soul within.' 

He hates religious forms. 
He has spent fifty-three years in making religious marks on his body; his 

rosaries have been worn out; his feet are tired with wandering from one sacred 
place to another; yet he has not reached Hari- ... Hearing religious recitals 
again and again, I have grown deaf; but the knowledge of Brahma has not 
come to Akha.5 

He holds up to ridicule men whose 'gods are as numer· 
ous as the stones they worship'. 6 
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They seek religious comfort after they have grown old and lost their vitality 

and wealtb.t ... 

Religion is a fruitless, internecine quarrel; one says Rruna, the other, Allah.' 

Do not pride yourself on your being a Vaish.gava; do not go about enjoying 
feasts from door to door. A king is be who perfonns kingly deeds, not be who 
merely calls himself a king.3 

He hates the social system, which degrades the untouch
ables and makes Brahmapas and Vai.Syas masters. 

To the Niiray81)a. none is high, and none, low .•.• This world is made up of 
five elements but a fool takes pride In his caste. In order to maintain their caste, 
some are called the bead, some the waist, and some the feet. But, really, the 
Br!bmaiJa, the Kshatriya, the Vaisya and Siidra all make up the bodies of Hari. 
Who is then a Siidra? 4 

He is contemptuous towards the purattikas. 
Some wish to obtain the favour of those who died in the past. How can they 

who read about corpses be happy? 5 

He sums up his gospel of other-worldliness succinctly: 
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Opium and worldliriess are alike to him who tastes them. The more he takes 
them, the more tasteful they appear. If he leaves them, he dies. If he takes 
to them, he Is dead.l 

VIII 

The poet's longer works are philosophical rather than 
literary. In spite of his arrogant refusal to call hiniself a 
poet and his obscure and ungrammatical style, Akha's 
poetic flashes lighten his philosophical works, producing 
images of great vividness and beauty. In Anubhavabindu. he 
thus illustrates philosophic doctrines: 

The waters of the sea spread in all directions. They spread on the earth : 
the vegetation grows luxuriantly. What of it is left rushes down the hills: and 
It bears the name of a river. People hold It sacred and bathe in it. It rolls on 
proudly. Akhl! No one sees Its beginning. But Sri Hari is as the sea, while 
life Is but the river-flow. ••• · 

The hot season passes away ; the monsoon spreads in lovely colours. The 
lightening flashes; the gentle winds exhilarate the mind ; the moon shines 
everywhere; all distress is quieted. In the same way, the delusions of the 
senses disappear before the refulgence of the Supreme Consclousness.s 

In Akhegitll, he describes the manifestation of the 
Supreme Soul thus: 

The moon floods the world with light; her rays spread over the forests, 
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glades and temple tops; even so the Supreme Soul pervades the sense world, 
and penetrates into the recesses of the heart.t · 

AkM did not possess Narasiilha's subjectivity, nor his 
glorious wings of passion. But his bhakti was not devoid 
of personal touch, a world-hater though he . was. He des
cribes a bhakta in Akhegitll : 

He sings with the throb of tears in his voice; his limbs are a-quiver. He 
sheds tears of joy. His heart is full; he is inspired by love. While eating, 
drinking, and speaking, he sees Ranta. His mind is pervaded by Him. He is in· 
different to his worldly duties. His heart is soft as butter, full of affection. His 
eyes are filled with ambrosia. He Is but a field for the bhakti of Hari to grow. 
The mind of a young woman, engrossed in her lover, lives in him ; she sees him 
and none else aD day and night. And so does the mind of a slave of Hari live 
with Him.9 

He had philosophic insight ; his study of Vedanta was 
deep. But the poetic value of his works often lies in the 
Vedantic conceptions and images in which, from the 
days of the Upanishads, the great Indian philosophers 
have embodied thought ; his real contribution has been to 
use them with great force and appropriateness in the 
language. 

One more instance may be given of a felicitous use of 
Vedantic images. He describes supreme bliss in Akhegitll 
thus: 

What unknown bliss is mine to-day? I comprehend the Incomprehensible ; 
I praise the Perfect Brahma, the Lord transcending the Lord of M11~ He 
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' 

rules vislipu. Siva· and Brahm! ...... The Living Essence shines from noth-
ingness ... He Is Indescribable, neither all-pervading nor atomic.:. when you· 
know Him, an phenomena fade away. He stands revealed In reallty; karma 
touches him not, nor time; He pervades a11.1 · 

IX 
Up to the beginning of the modern period, most of the 

poets echoed the note of Akha,-a note which came out of 
a bitter heart, weary of the stagnant social and political 
conditions in Gujarata. Neither art nor insight characte
rised their outlook on life. This class of cheeiless litera~. 
ture consisted of monotonous padas on SJ;ngara ; on jnana; 
describing the vanity of life; on vairagya, praising other
worldliness and despising joys of life. 

1. ~) ~ an;;r ~'<R ~\ ~ Q;; 
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CHAPTER VII 

PREMANANDA 
(1636-1734) 

The literary consciousness of Gujar2ita-Visvaniitha Jani-Premananda
His life-His works-His literary characteristics-his realistic art-His 
personal note-His philosophy of life-The akhyana in his hands-OkhaharaiJa 
(1667)-Abhimanyu'akhyana (1671)-l-Iu1J4i (1674)-Sradhha (1681)-Mamerm1(1683)
Nafakhyana (1685)-Ra~ayajna (1685)-Ash(avakrakhyiina (1710)--Sudamiicaritra 
(1682')-Da.Samaskandha-The plays attributed to him-Vallabha (1704) 
MitradharmQkhyana-Ratnesvara-Samalabhatta (c. 1700)-His position in 
literature-His style and technique-His chappas. 

By the beginning of the seventeenth century, Gujarata, 
as a province of the Mogul Empire, had settled down to a 
sort of peaceful existence. A new literary tradition came 
into existence ; and the form, the expression, and the techni
que for which the rasa or akhyana stood, together with 
its frame work of Purapic episodes or popular fiction, were 
made a medium for a realistic treatment of life. 

I 
The exponents of this tradition found in the life of 

Narasiilha Mehta a new and fertile source of inspiration. 
Popular imagination had been busy surrounding him with 
miraculous achievements. About 1645 an unknown poet 
composed Hl!raml1ll!, celebrating the incident in which 
Krshna gave the saint a garland in the court of Ra 
Mapc;ialika. Visvanatha Jani ( 1625-1675) was the first 
well-known poet to compose Mos{!lacaritra ( 1652) about 
another incident. Soon after, Krshpadasa composed a 
Hllracaritra (1655) and Hzo:zcji (1657). In 1678 Premananda 
edited, and in part re-wrote, HaramZZla, and set about 
composing brilliant works on the well-known incidents in 
NarasjiJha 's Hfe. 1 

II 
. Pr.,.•nannndn, bOll ol· J~n-<11118 of Baroda w· ' th 

ltterary figure of the age · A. B _h •b as e greatest 
. ra maJ)a Y caste, he was 

1. Ante p. 139; M h' 
pp. 36, 47, 51, uns '· Narsaiyo: Bhakta Harino, Introduction ( Guj. ) 
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. left an orphan in his infancy, and taken-for an idiot;. In the: 
company of a sanyasin, R.amacarapa, he toured North India; 
studying SamskJ;ta and Hindi then thelanguage ot culture. 
At first, Premananda wrote in Hindi, but his guru · dis•: 
approved of his efforts. "Why neglect your door-steps aiid 
go in search of a distant mountain?" Accepting the advice, 
he restricted his literary activities to his mother tongue. ' 

He began his career as a gagaria bha~a in Surat, then 
the richest port in the Mogul Empire. He at once gained 
popularity, and was in demand at Baroda, Nandurabara, 
and Khande§a. The young poet was diffident He says, ~·I 
beseech the poets not to find fault with my works."· But," 
before long, he acquired courage and confidence . 

. · Pur!nikas were very costly; I felt anxious about it. So I decided to· show 
to the people the difficult path to heaven, and made this rerial car of Pr3lqta •.. 

He made good money, and spent it generously in the·. 
orthodox style, feasting the Brahmapas. His son says, 
"He caused a river of ghee to flow, and God himself built 
the banks of sugar.'' · 

Naturally, few details of his life have come down to. uS. 
His was a prosperous and uneventful life solely dedicated . 
to literature. He died at the ripe old age of ninety-eight 
He left fifty-two disciples, twelve of whom were women, de-

. voted to the cause of literature. On his death-bed he is 
said to have given directions that, out of his disciples, .his 
son, Vallabha, should write in the style of Hindi poets, 
Ratnesvara in the style of Marathi poets, Virji in that of ' 
Persian poets, and Sundara in the style of the Purapas. · -

III 
· The works of Premananda were very popular, and kept 

alive the traditions and maintained the atmosphere of the 
Pu~l)as in the province. Thirty years ago, there was 
scarcely a middle-aged lady of the higher class in Gujarata· . 
who did not know at least one of them by heart. · 

Premananda composed with incredible facility. As 
many as fifty-seven works are attributed to him. several of 
them being of considerable length. His work can be divid
ed, according to their sources, into the following groups : . · 

(1) Akhyanas from the Mah(Jbh!Jrata: CandraMsnkhylJ. ·• 
na (1671), 1J.shya1(ngi:Jkhy(Jna (1673), Draupadisva')'ainvara _ 
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(1680), Ml1hdhlitl1khy1Jna (1681), BhagavadgitlJ (1682), · · NallJ
khylina. (1685), Draupadihararuz (1689), Subhadrl1hara1Ja. 
(1702) and Ash!lJvakrlZkhylJna (1710). _ . · 

· (2) A.khyanas from the Bh'tl.gavata Purl1na : Lakshmanll
hararuz (1664), Okh1Jhara1Ja (1667), Sud?JwtrJcaritra (1sS2), · 
Vi!manacaritra (c. 1729), D111Ja-lil11, Saptama-skandha, Ruk
mitfihararuz and Dhruvl1khy?Jna. 

(3) Akhyanas from the Ml1rkarzqeya Purl1ruz: Mad1Jla
sl1khy1Jna (1672), Hariscandral1khyana (1692), and DeVicaritra 
(1695). 

(4) A.khyanas from the RlJmlJya1Ja: e. g. Ra1Jayajna 
(1685). 

(5) Complete versions of the Mahl!bh11rata, the Bh'lJga
vata, the Ml1rkm:uleya Pur11ruz and the Rl!mlJyaruz. 

(6) Akhyanas on the life of N arasinha Mehta : Hundi 
(c. 1674), Hl1ram1Jla (c. 1678), Sr11ddha (1681) and Mi1m~uh 
(1683). 

(7) Miscellaneous works, like Svarganisararzi, Viveka
varuzzl1ro and Bhramara-pacifi. 

Many parts of these works have been bodily taken from 
the works of Vishrmdasa, Nakara, ViSvnatha ]ani and other 
less known of his predecessors. A prince of plagiarists, 
Premananda allowed no law, either of morals or art, to 
prevent him from appropriating another man's work. By 
the very conditions of his profession, he was required to 
use his poetic skill upon the akhyanas well-known to his 
audience. And his works, in consequence, exhibit widely 
differing standards of skill and language. For instance, 
the M?Jrkandeya Purl1na follows the original closely; the 
rendering of the Bhhgavata, except in parts, has little 

·Jiterary value; while Nalilkhyllna, though largely based on 
a predecessor's work, is an independent work of art, every 
line of which testifies to the touch of a skilled artist. 

IV. 
Premananda was very proud of the Gujaratllanguage, 

and had pledged himself to make it as rich and beautiful 
as Samskt1;a. He is said to have given up wearing a 
turban till he redeemed the pledge. In Roshadariikl1-satya
~/zl1m11khyl1na, a drama attributed to him, he says; 
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May the Gujar!ti language be rich wltb implied meanings, lovely In its 
parts. May ber feet be full of grace and ornament. May she excel all her 

. comrades. May she reach the pedestal occupied by the language of gods {Sams
lqta ). May God fulfil my hope of seeing her the best among all her friends ! 1 

His command over the resources of the language was 
unequalled ; and, so was his knowledge of contemporary 
life. He was a profound observer; no detail escaped him. 
He depicted passion, situation and character in a vivid 
style. He was a master of the art of gaining broad effects ; · 
and could play upon an emotion to the point of saturation. 
He excelled in making an old plot, however jejune, throb 
with new life. Among the literary artists of the period, he 
alone was truly a creative artist, and could give a glimpse 
of actual life. 

A clever reader of the popular mind, he was always 
ready to cater to the prevailing taste. This was his strength 
and his weakness. In his hands, the dignity of the Puravic 
characters suffered lamentably. The mighty and astute Sri 
K{shva was painted in the Abhimanyu-llkhyl!na as a base 
trickster. The incident of King Yuvana§va bearing a child 
was described in the MtJndhlltl!khy'fJna with a wealth of 
intimate details revealing lack of good taste and artistic 
perception. His audience must have enjoyed a recital of 
those passages; but, to-day, they scarcely help to justify 
his literary reputation. 

It is difficult to find even an isolated note of personal 
feeling in his works. He wore a literary mask, and identi
fied himself with every situation. 

The works dealing with bhakti show Premananda only as an artist ; he 
can describe the storm of love without betraying subjective intensity. His 
works. no doubt, display greater variety of treatment and a more compre
hensive effort to enrich emotions than the work of Narasil:iha; but the great 
impulse of pure bhakti does not inspire them, nor does a high conception 
of beauty, I 

1. ~ ~ ~ ~. l:lTU tmr !Fk'T, 
~~~~.~r~'Tml1 
~ ~ tmr l"fUTPf l'f'JKit, ij-~ 'Ct ~ cRt, 
~~~~."Ct~~T~II 

2, Munshi, Thoaarika Rasadarsano,p. 216. 
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His horizon was limited by the narrow world in which 
the small castes of Gujarata had their being. Satisfied with 
himself and his times, he considered everything to be for 
the best in this best of all possible worlds wherein men 
were ruled by the Puranic order of things. In S. Y. 1729 
( A C. 1673 ) famine swept over Gujarata ; and the poet 
composed ~shyfJh:ngrtkhyrJna with this note : 

It was a terrible calamity ; the only good fortune was that it was not the 
end of the world ; even suckling babies tremble when they hear of the famine 

· of twenty-nine. In that year, twenty-nine, I composed this work; I could 
not repress my nature. I am only happy when I compose a poem. 

This sanity of outlook was in remarkable contrast to 
the other-worldly note of contemporary literature. 

Premananda took the old rasa form of the akhyana as he 
found it-a long, poetic composition divided into kadavails in 
deSI and rounded by two lines of valana. But he used it with 
freedom and vigour. In his best works, the story was a 
rapid and interesting narrative; but he broke it up at
frequent intervals to make room for long descriptions 
instinct with real life, or padas or garabis infused with 
feeling, homely but rich. He used his art so skilfully 
that the akhyana became, like the modem novel, an elastic 
medium for all literary purposes.: 

v. 
In Okhllhararza, the poet describes the feelings of a 

Gujaratl girl on seeing her husband's father. Okha, daughter 
of the demon Banasura, is locked up in a tower with a 
companion, Citralekha.. She meets Aniruddha in a dream 
and falls in love with him. In the morning, she requests 
CitralekhiHo draw portraits of well-known men that she 
might identify her lover. Citralekha. tries her hand at 
drawing various celebrities, but Okha is unmoved Citra
lekha. ultimately draws K~shpa. 

When she saw Sri Krshr)a, Okhi stood up out of respect, covering her face 
with the fold of her siri. She recognised her grand-father-In-law. She said, 
"My husband Is surely descended from this man". 

Then Citralekhi drew Pradyumna, and Okhi covered her face again. She 
said, " His limbs are those of my lord, not hls age". 

Citralekhii, then, drew Aniruddha on paper. He had a coronet on his brow; 
his face was like the moon ; his eyes, like lotuses. Agitated, Okhii rushed to 
embrace the paper. "Come, My Lord, come," she cried, ''You have accepted 
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me : why do you forsake me now ? A woman's heart Is soft; how can I bear it ? 
Speak, I pray, speak to me. Why don't you?" 

Citralekha said, "This is not your husband. You will tear the paper, If 
you hold It like thls."l 

The marriage of Okha with Aniruddha, described in de
tail, is solemnised in typical Gujarati style. Bavasura's wife 
welcomes the bridegroom and his party ; the dinner is given 
with eclat; drums resound with joy; women sing festive 
songs ; and the marriage knot is tied 

Abhimanyu-llkhylJna describes the exploits of Abhimanyu, 
the son of Arjuna by K~shva's sister, Subhadra. Inspired 
by revenge, Ahilocana, son of the demon Mayadanava, 
comes to Dvarika with a magic trunk, in which he propo
ses to smother his father's murderer, Krshna. Krshna as
sumes the form of Sukracarya, the h.igh. priest of the 
princely demons. But the description given by the poet is 
not of the venerable Sukracarya of the Puravas. 

He appeared an old man. He bad a stick In his hand anp yet be stumbled at 
every step. A tom piece of cloth was folded round his head Shaking with 
palsy, with mouth and nose dribbling, he looked from side to side with watery 
eyes. His body was shrunken, weak as a twig : as he coughed, he was out of 
breath. He, the Etemal,-<oughed loudly like a consumptive man. His feet 
shook under him; sometimes, he fell to the ground. Hunch-backed he was, and 
doubled at the waist. His feet were rheumatic; his hair white; his knees bent. 
He walked with a Iimp •... When he spoke, his tongue came in the way. He had 

1. ;fior ~ ;r afR;rr '3if, <n'Nf <l&M<M't ~; 
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spasms. Dressed in a forester's garb, he had thrown a blanket over his 
shoulders.l · 

This description of a poor, old, diseased village priest is 
graphic, though a little too colourfuL 

On the pretext of measuring the trunk, Krshna induces 
Ahilocana to get into it, and shuts down the. lid. The 
demon is suffocated to death. Krshna entrusts the box to 
his sister, Su bhadra The wives 

0 

o{ Krsh!la, burning with . 
curiosity, prevail upon Subhadra to open the box. Feminine 
curiosity is, then, picturesquely described by the poet. The 
box is opened, the spirit of Ahilocana enters Subhadra, and 
Abhimanyu is born. 

VI 
In the contemporary setting of Narasihha Mehtllni Hundi 

the poet is not put to the strain of having to devise sit~a
tions congenial to his art as in the Puranic akhyanas, and 
is more successfuL The Mehta drew a hundi on Krshna at 
Dvarika in favour of some pilgrims. · 

0 0 

• 

The Beloved met the pilgrims on the banks of the Gomati. He had a fitting 
appearance. He walked as men do in the market. His turban was of twisted 
folds. Where did he learn to fold it so? With a pen behind his ear, he looked a 
vanikao ••. Like a bania, the Lord spoke hurriedly and with a lisp. A necklace of 
gold was round his neck; a broad belt of gold round his waist. His palm had 
the lines of wealth. He had rings on his fingers, a scarf over his shoulders. The 
Lord was large of build.2 

1. « ~ 'fi{ ~ ~. crm ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~. qr~ ~~ tfi11 :;:tf~; 
~~~~.~~<ttl cw:r. 
~ ~ ~ ~. 'fi{ rmW; crt ~ ~; 
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In SrlJddha, the 'Mehta invites his caste-men to dinner on 
the anniversary of his father's death. . His wife sends him to 
the market to buy ghee; but the saint, oblivious of his mis
sion, joins some one in singing the praises of KJ;sh!ta. The 
guests arrive, but dinner is not ready. Mapekabai, 
Narasiilha's wife, is unhappy, and the guests disappointed 
and sarcastic. Sri KJ;shpa, however, assumes the Mehta's 
form, brings ghee, and the feast is held. 

In MCJfneruh, wherein the poet narrates· how Krshna 
helped the Mehta to celebrate the mosala of Kuilvarbai:, the 
journey of the saint to the village of her husband is descri
bed in detail. Too poor to hire a cart, the saint improvises 
a vehicle. 

The body of the cart was old; the yoke was bent, the poles broken. The~
wooden nails belonged to another ; the bullocks were borrowed. A sack contain
ing musical instruments, a bag of the sacred white clay, and another of tulsi 
wood were tied behind the cart. The scraggy bullocks would not move, and the 
Vaishnavas had to push them forwards. When going uphill they did it, shout
ing, "Victory, Victory," all the time. Sometimes, one of the bullocks, too tired 
to move, would lie down on the road, and the other alone would drag the vehicle. 
They would then force the first one to rise by pulling its tail. A thousand such 
incidents would happen. • • Every joint of the cart was loose, the axle creaked, · 
the wheels grated. They got in and out of the vehicle with the names of Rama 
and K~shl}a on their lips. In this manner, Mehtajl came to Unil at midday, and 
the village turned out to see him.l 

25 
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VII 
Na/(Jkhy'llna is perhaps the most popular of the poet's 

akhyanas. This poem is characterized by ornate style, 
elaborate descriptions, and intensely expressed emotions. It 
is evidently an attempt to- produce a masterpiece on the 
conventional model. The description of DamayanU is in 
the approved hyperbolic style of the period. 

The serpent saw the lovely braid of Damayanti, and, humbled and ashamed, 
crawled into the nether regions. The moon saw the sweet face of Bhimaka's 
daughter, waned, and hid behind a cloud. At creation, Brahma collected light 
in a pot, and made the limbs of Damayanti out of it. Part of lt lay unused; 
parts lay scattered about; Brahm! put them together and created the moon.l 

King Nala wants to marry her; but not even the sage 
Narada will carry his message to her, lest his ascetic mind 
should lose self-control in her presence. 

When on a visit to a forest the king catches a beautiful 
swan with a golden body. The bird thus expresses its 
feelings towards the captor : 
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. Sinful man ? For what sins of mine, do you visit me with this punishment? 
Alas, man is crueL He will kill me forthwith ; tear off my wings; roast me on 
fire. Who will save me from him ? In order that he may eat, I must die, a 
jewellike me must be destroyed. My mate, disconsolate, must also die. On 
whom will she now rely? 1 

The king, moved by compassion, lets go the bird; and, 
in return, it flies to Damayanti and inspires her with a 
tender feeling for Nala. When Bhimaka holds a svayaril
vara for his daughter, Nala and other kings, and even gods 
attend. Inspired by jealousy, the gods, including Indra, 
Varu!la and Dharma, transform one another's face into' 
that of a dog, a cat, a monkey or a bear. This touch of 
vulgarity scarcely meets the requirements of art, but, for 
the poet, Puranic personages were only pegs to hang con
temporary pictures from. Damayanti selects Nala, is 
married to him, and returns with him to his capitaL 

On one occasion, Nala plays dice with his brother, and 
loses the stake ; and, in consequence, he has to give up his 
throne and go to a forest for three years. DamayanU bids 

· a touching farewell to her children when she loyally 
follows Nala to the forest. Misfortunes befall the pair as 
they wander through the forests. Kali, the spirit of the Iron 
Age, instigates Nala to desert Damayantl while she is lying 
asleep in the forest. She wanders in the forest, alone and 
terrified, calling upon Nala in piteous wails. She is partly· 
swallowed by a python, and narrowly escapes death. 

These parts of the poem, already worked upon by so 
many poets, bear testimony to the poet's mastery in dealing 
with tragic situations. But in case of Old Gujarati works, 
estimates can be only comparative; though a masterpiece 
among the akhyanas of the period, Nal?Jkhy11na is but a crude 
vulgarisation of the noble original in the M11h?Jbh11rata. 

1 eft Cf;)a;f ~ ~. qrq'f momr ~. ~~ f.f~ ia~ ~.QT. 11 
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Ratz,ayajna describes the battle between Rama and Raval)a, 
and incidentally shows the poet's 'skill in dealing with vrra 
rasa, the heroic sentiment But it is extravagant and taw
dry, and lacks the epic thrill of K?JhnarJadejJrabandha. 

A crowd of demons rushed determined to fight. Noses and ears and feet 
were scattered on the ground. Rivers of blood met. Some cried out; others 
shouted encouragement. Some roared ; others were beaten with fists; some 
were stifled; some were masticated to death. Here and there and everywhere, 
royal umbrellas were lying about and armour plates and chains lay broken.l 

Queen Mandodari, while remonstrating with Rava!la, de
scribes the ominous signs which prophesy disaster. 

Oh, king, the day is dusty and overclouded. The sun is dim ; my lord, 
the quarters are foggy. Evil omens meet us everywhere. Yester-night, I had 
a dream. King, how can I tell you how terrible it was ? The sea was dried up ; 
the river ran with blood ; LankA was in flames. Your queens were in tears ; 
and so were your daughters and daughters-in-law. And I saw them tonsured, 
their hands without bracelets.2 

But the king is adamant ; he is determined to fight Rama. 
Even Rava!la's fierce brother, Kumbhakar!la, makes a piteous 
but vain appeal to his brother to desist from fighting. 
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The poet, however, must make even the demon a little 
attractive. R.avatta replies : 

Hear my sorry tale. When I see Jllnaki, I see in her as it were· our mother. 
My love for her will only be destroyed with my corpse. 

At the end, R.avatta develops a sanctimonious disposition, 
confessing that he is only seeking liberation through death 
at the hands of Rama. · 

VIII 
Ash~vakr7Jkhy7Jna, written in somewhat polished style, 

contains excellent verses. The sage, stricken by love, 
wanders in a forest in the company of his wife. 

The breeze blew softly. A pair of peacocks uttered notes of delight, 
Inspired by love, they moved about like a sarasa pair. They did not part from 
each other, in talk, in food, or In enjoyment. . • Their love grew, as the lady 
sang to her lord. On the way, the wind blew, sweet and mUd, cool and 
fragrant; the youthful bride looked at the full-blown lotus with an anxious 
heart.t 

Sud!imllcaritra exhibits great realism. Sent by his wives 
to seek help from K:r;shva, his ·friend when in school, 
Sudama:, the poor Brahmatta, arrives at the palace. K:r;shtta 
rushes forward to welcome Sudama, and his wives bring 
gifts as a ceremonial welcome. The old -friends meet, and 
touchingly exchange reminiscences · of their boyhood. 
Sudama presents K:r;shtta with a little rice; and the present 
is returned by Sri K:r;shtta a millionfold without his knowing 
it. When the poor Brahmatta returns to his cottage, .he 
finds in place of it a royal palace with elephants waiting at 
the door. Struck dumb with amazement, he does not 
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know what to do. Beauteous · damsels accompany his 
wife, now transformed into a young, fascinating woman, as 
she comes out to welcome him. Then follows a humorous 
situation. 

When worshiping him, she touched his band, the sage ran away, frightened. 
He trembled In every limb; be could not see anything. He was bare-beaded; 
his hair was flying about. When the beautiful lady tried to bold his band, the 
sage shrieked, " I have got into a new bouse. Forgive me, I have no 
dishonest motive. I am old, and you are a young woman. My morals are 
very strict; I assure you, I have not come here lured by passion. Let me go. 
Why do you woJTY me? Be you happy." 1 

. His wife explains how everything has been meta
morphosed by the goodwill of KJ;shl)a; and, as he enters 
the house, Sudama himself is transformed into a radiant 
youth. 

His Ddamaskandha, Xth canto of the Bhl!gavata, is a 
comparatively inferior work. The well-known lament of 
Jasoda, when K~shtJa plunged into the Jumna to recover a 
ball, is one of the finest poems of the author. 

Why, my dark one, did you plunge into the river, leaving your poor mother 
behind? 

The waters of the Jumnii are dark; the black KMI. lives in it. How can I 
hope to meet you again? How will you come baCk to me ? 

My chlld was my life, but fate has robbed me of it. I did not know how to 
preserve my jewel; and it is now lost to me. When well advanced In life, 
I had a son ; I nursed him i I brought him up. But the sweetness which I 
had gathered is now gone. Bereaved, I am on fire. 

When wll1 I see you-a pearl in your nose, anklets on your feet, the peacock 
crown on your head,-coming back to me with the returning cattle? You 
have flung yourself into the deep waters; how will you live? Who will now 
play with your peacock, your parrot, and your doll ? 

You are gone, and I am alive; our love was destined to be short·lived. 
How shall I face the world ? Yes, the ball was just an excuse; really, you must 
have been offended with me. When you were an infant, I once bound you to 
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the mortar. Did you plunge into the river because you remembered the 
insult? 1 

IX 
Premananda has been credited with writing dramas, 

three of which were published ...... years ago. They are 
named RoshadarSikli-satyabh1Jm11khy1Jna, P11nc'tlli-Prasan
nl1khyl1na and Tapatylikhylina. From a literary and artistic 
point of view, they are inferior to the poet's other works. 
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The technique is by a different hand. Their genuineness 
has been rightly challenged by Narsinhrao Divatia in an 
ably written paper, Preml1nandanll Nl1!ako.1 His argu· 
ments, which have remained unanswered, are that both 
stage and dramatic literature were unknown to Gujarata 
in the whole period of five centuries; that Vallabha in his 
boastful recital of his father's literary achievements does 
not refer to any drama; that the original manuscripts have 
not been forthcoming in spite of repeated demands; and, 
that many phrases are based on idioms and ideas formed 
by Western influence. Further, a lapse of over fifty years 
has not led to the discovery of any other manuscript of the 
poet's dramas, or, for that matter, of any drama composed 
in Old Gujarati. Old GujaratJ had no drama; and to the 
literary men of Gujarata, from Somasundara to Dayarama, 
the dramatic presentation of character, incident and 
dialogue was an unknown art. 

X 
Premananda left two sons Vallabha and Jivanaram. 

Vallabha is said to have composed, among other ~orks, 
DuhSlisana-rudhiraPllnllkhyllna (1724) ; Yakshapya$nottara 
(1725); KuntiPrasannlikhylina (1781); ](rsh'!'avish!i; Premlt
nandakathl!; Yudhishthiravrkodara-llkhyllna; and a social 
story, Mitradharmlikhylina · (1754). Some of these works 
are of more than doubtful authenticity. 

Vallabha appears to have been engaged in defending 
his and his father's position as a poet against 5amaJa. He 
was impetuous and arrogant, a fanatical worshipper of his 
father and a jealous guardian of his reputation. 

The poetry of Premananda is like the sun. The bards are but descended 
from the Brahmal)as ; but a Brabma9a is the descendant of Brahmll himself. 
Canda is inferior to the father of this lord of poets (meaning himself).' 

Again, 
There is nothing on earth equal to the Guiarii.ti language, It has all good 

qualities including melli1luity. 

1. Sahitya Parisbad Report, VoL III. 
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Except some happy descriptions and passages depicting 
impetuous wrath, there is very little in the works of this 
poet which deserves any serious attention. His style is 
extravagant and bombastic, and lacks refinement. 

The credit of writing, perhaps, the only original social 
katha of the age, Mitradharmlikhylina, belongs to Vallabha. 
The subject of the poem is friendship and opens with a 
reference to persons whose friendship was known to the 
Puranas. Then follows one of the characteristic flourishes 
of the poet. 

Duryodhana's friend was Karna, though he courted disaster. Premananda 
is the friend of his foes; and Madhava (the god?) is his friend. All men are 
friends of Vallabha; a friend is a soul of the body. 

Then he describes Gujarata, and has a hit at Samala. 
In the city of Ratnapura, dwelt great poets, some like Prema, some like us. 

Some poets who live there are of dark deeds (Sarna lakshai)avantii)l who serve 
all and sundry; who disregard the vow of non-begging and take to the ways 
of mendicants; who try to become gods but without proper ceremonies; who 
forgetting the duties of a Briihmal)a disgrace GujariUa by their residence. · 

lndu and Mindu are the sons of two Brahmana friends 
in Ratnaputl. For twelve years they live in the "asrama of 
a learned Brahma!la at Bht;gukaccha. lndu grows up 
to be a man of character, popular and learned; Bindu, an 
ignorant and insolent knave. On their way home, the 
jealous Bindu tries to kill Indu and leaves him as dead in 
a village on the banks of the Maht He returns to his city, 
and reports that Indu died on the way; later, he changes 
the story and informs lndu's father that his son is gone to 
KaSI for further studies. Mindu, now, poses as a prodigy 
of learning. He is invited by the king to a debate with the 
Brahma as of the court, and is worsted. Unable to live 
up to his boast, he leaves the town, promising to return 
in two months with the solution of the questions put to 
him. 

Mindu, in his travels, comes to the village of kolis, 
where he thought he had killed _lndu, and is surprised to 
find that his friend was alive and had made it flourish. 
Indu welcomes Mindu ; saves him from his koli followers 
who, angry at the insolence of Mindu, want to kill him; 
and returns with Mindu to Ratnapuri as his disciple to 
help him secure a triumph over the Brahmal)as of the town. 

26 
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When they attend court, Mindu refers all the problems put 
to him to his disciple. Indu solves all questions ; and the 
king and the learned Brahmavas are all pleased. But the 
jealous Mindu again tries to deprecate Indu. The king, 
suspecting the truth, has enquiries made. The headman 
of the kolis tells the whole truth to the king, who turns 
out Mindu and installs lndu as the royal purohita. Mindu 
meets with an untimely end. 

If this work is not a forgery, akhyana for the first time 
drops its borrowed SarhskJ;"tic framework and becomes a 
story of real life. But the life as it appears has neither 
greatness nor beauty. 

XI 
Of all the pupils of Premananda, Ratnesvara (c. 1700) 

was the most notable. Among his works were SiluptJla· 
vadha; Bhagavata; Murkhalaksha1Jllvali (1714); Vairl!gyalatlZ 
and other padas ; LankllklJtJr.fa and Rlidhllkt:shtJanlJ Mahinn. 
Throughout life he was persecuted by rival puravikas; and, 
after his death, parts of his Bhllgavata were thrown into 
the Narmada by his illiterate sons at the instance of his 
rivals. A great student of Sarhsk:J;ta, he attained a purity, 
elegance and richness of style which were beyond the reach 
of his contemporaries. In his Mahinll he describes Radha 
in a conventional vein but with a charm of language 
approaching Modern Gujarati poetry. 

Madana let fly his arrows at her; and she fell pierced. Tied by the fetters 
of love, she cried" Hari! Hari !". She wept, disconsolate at the separation, 
wiping her tears with her cloth. As she looked into the mirror, she saw her 
eyes dawn-red.l 

Again she addresses the cloud : 
Oh cloud ! Listen to my words. Stop the rain and pause for a while. Tell 
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me the news of Kfshr!a. What message do you bring from Madhupiira. Did 
you see Krshr:taii, sweet as his flute 11 

XII 
Samalabhatta was a junior contemporary of Premanan

da. He was born about the year 1700. The earlier 
date, 1640, is obviously incorrect, for he composed his 
Angadavishfi in 1752. He was a Srigoga Malvi Brahmapa 
of Veilgapapura (now Gomtlpura ), a suburb of Ahmedabad, 
and knew Samsk:rta, Vraja and Persian. He left behind 
him no followers, and no school of poetry. Throughout. 
his life, he appears to have waged a literary warfare with 
the school of Premanailda led by the arrogant Vallabha. 

His Purapic works are Siva Purll1Ja (1748); Revl1kha1Jrja; 
Ahgadavishfi (1752); Rliva1Jamahdodarisamvlida; Kl1limahl1-
tmya ; Sukadevakhyllna ; Draupadivastrllhararza. His 
works of fiction are Batriiaputli; SutUibohteri; Padmllvati 
( 1718 ); Nahda-batrin; Vinecatani Vnruz; Barlisakasturini 
Vlirtll; Cahdra-cahdrllvafi; Madanmohanll; Vidhl!tllni Vllrti:Z; 
Sundar a Kamadllra; and Bhojakathll. His miscellaneous 
works, including those of doubtful authorship, are Rarzacho
danll Sloka, Udyamakarmasamvl1da, Sczmalaratnaml1la, 
Abhrllmakulina-iloko or Rustam-bahl1durno Pavl1tjo (c. 1725 ), 
Bodhl1no, RakhUllJsa-caritra, Viivefvar'jjkhyllna, and 
Ranasiambha. 

Samala at one time was appraised as a great writer of 
original fiction and a peer of Premananda ; but materials 
which are now available necessitate a re-estimate of his 
works. He attempted Puranic subjects, but could only 
produce ordinary akhyanas. Though he twitted Premanan
da for being merely a copyist of older pura!)ikas in the· 
well-known line '~ ~ ~ mr 'li~ ~· he took all his stories 
from early Gujarati fiction. The originals he copied were 
mostly Jaina compositions and not easily accessible twenty 
years ago. That he was not the independent man he pre
tended to be, is clear from the hyperbolic epithets which 
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he showered upon his Pa~idara patron, Rakhidasa, whom 
he compared to Bhoja in generosity. His attack on the 
venerable Premananda, who, throughout life, maintained 
the dignity of the noble profession of a puravika, scarcely 
reveals good taste or generous impulses. 

I have not learnt any Purana and I have not studied the V~. I know 
no figure of speech and I am ·not sorry. I do not wander from house to 
house, and I have no son to sing my praises. I do not go from court to 
court to receive presents. Bards, BrnhiDal)aS and buffoons shout loudly, and 

• the audience well pleased says • well done'. But I feel grieved at this. I 

Grapes were, indeed, sour. Critics half a century ago 
went into ecstasies over him for having discovered in him 
a modern social reformer; but now we know that they 
were portraits of social conditions which generations of 
story-tellers had preserved from a past long gone by, and 
which SamaJa bodily adopted from his predecessors. He 
could not impart local colour, nor give a contemporary 
touch so well as Premananda. His observation was neither 
vast nor keen ; his views were conflicting and trite ; and he 
had no fresh outlook to present. His plots, mostly taken 
or rewoven from older works, show but slight improve
ment. He has been able to add to the old stock only a few· 
characters or pictures of real life. The riddles are there ; 
and so are the long, nerveless descriptions. 

But his greatness lies in his matchless style and wonder
ful power of story-telling; in presenting didactic and worldly 
maxims in striking parallelisms ; and in presenting the 
romantic atmosphere of early fiction, and thereby providing 
a valuable literature of escape from the morbid influences 
of his. times. His chappas, made up of six-line verses, 
illustrating a point of view have acquired an abiding place 
in the literature. 
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He who was highly respected, left his pride, and was seen begging. He who 
was highly respected, bowed low to the mean and the lowly. He who was 
highly reSPected, became poor and was punished. He who always saw good 
omens died, and left a widow. The man of large wealth and no learning 
is but poor indeed. God can make a mountain out of a blade of grass. What 
Is then the use of harbouring pride ? 

The poet stigmatised women thus : 
Some women have killed their husbands; some have left their high-placed 

husbands to marry menials; some have left their children and families and 
gone to live with others. Some have deserted a king, to give themselves up 
to pleasures. Some have killed their sisters and mothers-in-law; some 
their parents. A woman is a living witch. She robs the strongest of their 
strength.t 

At another place, the poet recognised their worth after 
the fashion of his times. 

When young, she gives pleasure and company. She looks after your 
bodily comforts; talks affectionately and ministers to pain and anguish. She 
shares happiness and misery ; sings your virtues sweetly. She steals your 
heart and glories in it. Jn old age, she nurses you. When you see her, you 
forget your pain. Not even in death, does she forsake you; out of affection, 
she Immolates herself on the funeral pyre with you.2 · 

XIII. 
And thus we see two authors-Premananda, and 

SamaJa-standing in bright contrast to the murky back
ground of other-worldliness which spread over two 
centuries; each proud of Gujarata and the Gujaratl lan
guage ; each a law unto himself. And, of the two, Prema-
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nanda stands out foremost. Before his sturdy faith in life 
and joy, the background recedes like the disappearing mist. 
With a humorous twinkle in his eye and a joyous note in 
his voice, he passes on to his world-weary generation the 
inspiration of Vyasa. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

THE END OF OLD GUJARATA: DAYARAMA ( 1767-1852 ). 

Influence of Arabic, Persian and Urdu-Mirat-i-Ahmadi. Political conditions 
(1707-1852 )-Persian literature by Gujarntis-<Amverts to Islam and their 
literature-The literature of the Parsis-The decadent literature-Dhiro 
(1753-1825)-Nirniita ( 1770-1846 )-Bhojo (1785-1850)-PritamadZ!sa (c. 1730) 
The Swaminariiya!Ja sect-Its poets-DayZ!rZ!ma (1767-1852)-Personality and 
temperament-His Life-His Works-His garabis-The close of Old Gujarnta. 

The period between 1707 and 1818 was one of wretched
ness, disorder and misery for unfortunate Gujarata. Its 
wealth and weakness attracted the avarice of every ambi
tious raider in the vicinity. Its wealth was destroyed; its 
agriculture and commerce were crippled; its culture was 
arrested. Social life grew more stagnant and narrow. 
What better soil can Akha.'s gospel require? 

I 
The sorry tale of feuds and intrigues between 1700 and 

1852 may be shortly recounted. The policy of Aurangzib 
and the raids of the Mara~ha.s marked the beginning of an 
era of disorder and misfortune. The great landlords refused 
to pay tribute; the imperial viceroys, unable to enforce 
payment or maintain order, only looked after themselves. 
Hindu zemindars extended a welcome to Maratha.s in the 
hope of shaking off the Muslim rule. Petty Mussalman 
fauzdars took advantage of the prevailing disorder to declare 
their independence as nawabs. The chiefs of Junagaq.ha, 
Balasinora, Palapapura and Cambay raided one another's 
territory, plundering towns and destroying villages. 

Sivaji and the great Peshvas, no doubt, dreamt of a well
governed empire in India. But their agents looked upon 
Gujarata more as a treasure to be robbed than a country to be 
governed, and restricted themselves to exacting an annually 
growing tribute. Irresponsible agents of the Peshvas, the 
Gaekvadas and the Sindhias extorted revenues and allow
ances from peasants by all possible means, with the result 
that fertile districts were left uncultivated. Military 
occupation of the Marathas is aptly described as 'a system 
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without the breath of life, without elasticity, without 
the capacity of self-direction, imposed bodily upon a foreign 
people, without even the care of preparing a foundation.'1 

The East India Company appeared on the scene ; occu
pied the Surat castle in 1759; and soon set one Maratha 
power fighting against another. · 

In 1761 Ahmedshah Abdali dealt a decisive blow to 
Mara~ha supremacy at Panipat. Balaji Bajirao, the great 
Peshva, died of a broken heart. His brother, the perfidious 
Raghoba, disputed succession with his son, fled to Surat 
and allied himself with the East India Company. The 
British got their chance. Mahadji Sindhia turned a traitor 
to the Peshva. The Gaekvada of Baroda was induced to 
throw off his allegiance to Poona, but, unable to withstand 
the combined force of Hindu and Mussalman chiefs of 
Gujarata, threw himself in the arms of the Company. The 
Maratha was followed. 

Gujarata was thus turned into one vast field of endless 
battle. "In this city," says Forbes in his Oriental Memoirs 
(1781) referring to Ahmedabad "commerce once met with 
every encouragement. It was the resort of merchants, ar
tists and travellers of every description. It now exhibits 
solitude, poverty and desolation.'' The trade and commerce 
of Cambay and Ghogha were equally ruined. 

In 1803 the British wrested Broach from Daulatrao 
Sindhia. They protected the possession of the Gaekvaga 
or Sindhia against the Peshva, or acquired the Peshva's 
rights over Gujarata against them. And with the battle 
of Kirkee, in 1818, the Company finally stepped into the 
place of the Peshva in Gujarata. And till 1853, when they 
took the district of Panch Mahals on lease from Sindhia, 
the British continued to quell disroder, destroy hostile 
powers, and lay the foundation of settled government. In 
this process, they also dismembered Gujarata. Jha.lora 
and Sirohi, once centres of Gujarati culture, were handed 
over to Rajputana; and Dungarpo.ra, Vansavada and Aliraj-
pura to Central India. · 

1. Bombay Gazetteer, VoL I, p. 432. 
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II 
Political influence directedly operated only upon a very 

narrow province of life. On the sultanate being establish
ed, Persian and, later, Urdu became the language of court, 
law and office. Mussalman authors attached to the Sultans 
or the viceroys wrote many works in Persian. Mirat-i
Sikandari ( 1536), written by a Gujarati convert from 
Mehmadabad, is the first valuable Mussalman history of 
Gujarata. 

But Ali Mahamud Khan Bahadur was perhaps the most 
noteworthy Mussalman historian of Gujarata. He suppres
sed riots in Ahmedabad in 1730; was a superintendent of 
customs in 17 48; and was confirmed in the said office in 
1753 by Raghunathrao and Damajl GaekvaQ.a who finally 
overthrew the representatives of the shadowy imperial 
power in Gujarata. His MirlJt-i-Ahmadi is a work of 
great importance. 

The castes from which Hindu officials were drawn also 
took to the study of Arabic, Persian and Urdu. They claim
ed men who could teach these languages. A few literary men 
also composed poems in Persian and Urdu. But the influ
ence of these languages on Gujaratl literature was neither 
deep nor lasting. 

Thakordasa Daru, a Kayastha of Surat, sent a kasido, a 
poem, to the Mogul Emperor every year. Nandalala Munshi 
of Broach (c. 1700) attracted the attention of Emperor 
Mahamud Shah Alamgir by his poems. Kavi Bhagavandasa 
(1681-1746), a divan of the nawab of Surat, composed poetry 

·in Arabic, Persian, Urdu, besides Samskrta, Gujaratl and 
Mara~hl. ~rldasa, a Nagara Brahmapa, composed Fatuhat
i-Alamgiri (1731), a history of the reign of Aurangzib, in 
Persian. Premananda directed his pupil Vlrjl to compose 
poetry in the style of Persian and Urdu poets. Samala 
Bhata knew Persian and was the first poet who freely used 
Persian words. Manoharaswami (1788-1845), a poet, was 
a student of Persian. And RapachoQ.ajl Divan (1768-1841), a 
warrior and a literary man of Ka~hiavaQ.a, was 'an acknow
ledged patron of poets, men of science and literary genius.'1 

1. Mrs. Peston in Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, quoted by D. B. 
Zaveri, Makstona in GJijar® Likrature. 

27 
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He wrote Tarikha-e-Soratha, The History of Soratha, and 
Rukat-e-Gunagun, Diverse Letters, in Persian, besides poems 
in Gujaratl and Vraja. Dayarama composed poems in 
Punjabi and Urdu. But such literary work did not come 
natural to the Gujaratis, and, when Persian and Urdu ceased 
to be official languages, their interest in them, for all practi
cal purposes, came to an end. 

The Mussalman rulers exerted a more enduring influ
ence on dress, music, luxuries and pleasure-hunts of diverse 
kinds; and the upper classes in Gujarata who adopted them 
enriched Gujaratl by contributing foreign words and idioms 
appertaining to these activities. 

III 
Under the calukya and the Vaghela kings, Mussalman 

traders and mercenaries came and settled ·in Gujarata. 
Their religious freedom was safeguarded Siddharaja gave 
compensation to the traders of Cambay whose mosque had 
been destroyed by Hindus: a remarkable instance of the 
sense of justice which dominated Hindu kings. Mussalmans 
were often absorbed in the Hindu community. In 1178, when 
Bala MUlraja defeated the army of Shahabu-ud-din Ghori, 
the Turks, the Afghans and the Moguls were admitted as 
Rajputs, and many Mussalman women were converted to 
Hinduism and accepted as wives by Hindus. Since 1297, 
Turks, Habshis, Abyssinians, Manchukes, Arabs, Persians, 
Khorasanis dribbled into Gujarata as part of some con
quering army or as adventurers in search of employment, 
and constituted the unruly and irresponsible element in 
every army. The Sidis of Janjira, in 1670, accepted the 
vassalage of Emperor Aurangzib, and, as admirals of the 
imperial fleet, settled in Surat. 

But the great bulk of Mussalmans, who form about 
8 to 10 per cent of the total strength of the Gujaratis, was 
made up of Hindu converts. They never held themselves 
aloof from the social and cultural influences of their own 
land and lived on peaceful terms with the Hindus. 

Even the proselytisers gave to Islam as local a colour as 
they possibly could. Nur-ud-din Satagar or Satguru came 
to Gujarata about 1001 as a missionary of the lsmailia 
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sect of Islam; and the converts made by him and his dis
ciples came to be called Khojas. According to their tenets, 
Ali was the tenth incarnation of Vishnu, and Hinduism and 
Islam were one. The bhajanas of this sect, though without 
literary flavour, are turned out on the usual Gujaratl 
pattern. Other Mahomedan sects like the Matapantha, the 
Pirapapantha and the Borahs who follow Pi'r Chishti have 
their bhajanas in the same style. A well-known poetess, 
Ratanbai, of the last named sect has composed songs in 
honour of Kayam·din Pir distinctly under the inspiration of 
the padas of Mirail bal.1 

IV 
A few Persians, flying before the iconoclastic zeal of 

the Arabs, left Persia and settled near Sanjapa in the Surat 
District about 758. The settlers and their descendants 
accepted girls from lower classes of Hindus as wives; and, 
except in religious matters, adopted the language and the 
social habits of their neighbours. 

Some Parsi poets composed in Persian. Bahmana 
Kaikobad composed Kissa·e-Sanjl!t;ta, (1600), a poem on 
the landing of the Parsis, at Sanjapa. Mulla Ferose bin 
Kano (c. 1758-1830), a native of Broach, wrote an epic in 
Persian on the conquest of India by the English under the 
name of George-nameh at the instance of Jonathan Duncan, 
Governor of Bombay. 

The Parsi poets composed poems in the inaccurate variety 
of Gujaratl prevailing in the villages of Surat, though they 
freely borrowed words from Persian, Pahelavi and Zend 
Many of them studied Sathskt;ta, and translated Zend or 
Pehlavi poems into Sathsk~a before rendering them in 
GujaratL One of the earliest of such translations is Arda
viraf-nameh by Behram Lakhmidhar (1451). Later poets, 
following Gujarau poets, composed akhyanas from their 
religious literature, or from the Shl!h-nameh of Firdausi 
Their technique, taste and style form the curiosities of 
Gujarati literature .. For instance Erwad Rustom Peshotan 
of Surat composed Zarthosht-nameh (1676), Siyavaksha
nameh (1680) and other poems. His works bear traces of 

1. VIlle D. B. Jhaveri's article, Guojrati !Tahit~ p. 186. 
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the influence of Samskrta, as also of Hindu manners and 
customs adopted by the Parsis. His description of the 
ladies of Iran runs : 

The ornament on your ·head is like the fuU moon and the brilliant sun of 
amiivasyii; it sheds a fiood of light on this arid desert. The ornament on 
your fore-head is studded with the planets Mercury, Jupiter and Venus. 
Who set your nose-ring with the sabcernga gem? 1 Your ear-rings are made 
of rubies and pearls ; God himself has given you the ornaments of your neck. 
The bracelets and wristlets fiash like lightning ; the anklets tinkle on your 
feet. 

v 
Under conditions such as those described, literature 

could only echo Akho's weary gospel.' Quotations from a 
few poets will show the tendency of the times. The 
bhajanas of Dhira (1753-1825) were in every one's mouth. A 
Brahmabhata by caste, he came from Gothda in the district 
of Baroda. ·nominated by a very hot-tempered wife, he led 
an unhappy life, composing padas, called kafis, and publish
ing them in a somewhat novel way. He wrote out his 
poems on paper, enclosed them in pieces of bambooes and 
set them afloat in the river Mahl for a chance reader to 
pick up. His works are didactic and philosophical. His best 
known work is Svarupani k!l/i. His kafis are written in a 
clear, homely and telling style, and have the sentiments of 
Akha without his lashing bitterness. His outlook, for 
instance, is expressed in his ]nllna Kakkll, The Alphabet of 
Knowledge. When he comes to the letter 'Da' he says: 

• Da • is for dahiipana, wisdom. Why do you adulterate your wisdom ? 
To-day, you are wise, very wise, indeed. But how many wise men have sunk? 

1. A gem which gives light at night. 

ijlf~~ wm=<t~it~~~ 
'It ~ UurnT ~ ~ CR~ ~ ~ II 
ijlJ ~ tr'li :;rt ~ §ffi'{ ~ I 
ijlf;mmON a-~~~ 11 

ijlf'if'l ~~~~it~. 
m~~em~~lt 
'fi{~~Rt\ifM~~~~· 
!fro:~~ ~ 'Si&l'fiiNI 'ffit II 

2. See Note A at the end of the chapter. 
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Aren't you ashamed to see them sinking? The wise have sunk in worldll· 
ness. Wisdom was of no avail to them when Death got hold of them. He 
who knows the true wisdom about the body alone is happy.l 

Nirailta Bhagata (177(}.1846) of Dethal)a, near Baroda, 
and a Patldara by caste, was another popular poet. His 
outlook was philosophic, and his language, simple and 
charming. He uses Urdu words more freely than any other 
poet of his time. 

Such an occasion wDI never come ; let us worship Harl. A fool will give a 
diamond for a cowrie. Let us worship Harl with affection. What can we say? / 

The fiowing water will continue to fiow. Fathers and grandfathers 
have gone before us. How can we be left behind ? Son, wealth and wife, 
family and descendants are yours ; but, at the moment of death, who will 
save whom? 

Remember, friends are only bound by self-interest. Know this for 
certain: no one is another's relative or casteman. 

Death hovers over your head. It will do what it likes, and when. Death, 
the counsellor of evil, wUI not let any one go. The fear of Death is the 
greatest fear of all. Why are you trustful? Why do you live in enjoyment? 
You fish of shallow waters I When he comes no one will listen to you. Only 
those who worship Hari are like Hari. If you believe so, listen to the name 
of Har1.2 

1. qr I ~~~&:tM<StM ~~! 
-~~~~:sm:;rcr~. 
~~~~~~~'IP.r; 
~~~<!illi'Of~~~~; 
~~~~~m-~.€11'1 

2. anq) amf{ 'ii\1' tntt orif ~ =t, ~ ~. 
~~~Wt~, ~~~., 
~~(!)~~~~. ~~. 
~g~(lil"fii ~ ~ (I) SmuT <fiOO. ~. ~ ~ ~. ' 
wrFcffi ~ ~ w ~ ijft =t, ~ ~. 
am-~~citurm, ~&ft~. ~ 
~~~~~~.~~. 
<rtft ~ ~ ~ ;r ~. ~ ~ ~. v 
~~qprrrn~=t,~~. 
~~~~~.~~~.'\ 
itilai~~il' ~~.~~. 
iiS iftW ~ ~i!T<it, ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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Bhojo Bhagata· (1785-1850) a more aggressive poet of this 
class, a PiUidara from Kathiavac;la, did not know how to read 
and write. He learnt bhakti and yoga from some unknown 
ascetic wandering in the forests of Giranara and spent his 
life in singing padas. His Salaiyl1khyl1na is not an outstand
ing work ; but his principal contribution to literature is his 
OJbkhlJ, lashes, in which he attacked social vice with 
effective bitterness. He died at Virapura and left a large 
number of followers. 

His disgust for life is fearful. 
I saw the miseries of the world, and sent away my wife to her parents. 

One child would ask for a top; another, a net ; the third would say : "Get me 
raiment made" ; and a fourth would like good food. 

When I get anklets made, my wife wants a bodice ; when I get a ring 
made, she wants a nose-ring. She does not let me rest in peace the whole 
day. Let the cage she had made for me be broken. She will go to sleep 
scolding; and scolding, she will rise. She is an expert in quarrels; I have 
never seen her wi\:Jl a bright face; the whole day long she does not leave me. 

When guests come, she conceals herself In the house. When the chDdren 
become naughty, she pinches them cruelly. Now I have sent her away to her 
parents with aD her clothes. And my worries have gone with her. Bhojo 
Bhagata says, thanks to my teacher, I will never have such a wife. I 

~~~m~ij~,~~
~~~~~~~~~~-" 
~ ~ ij- ~A: ~"'"" ;;nurft, ~ ~-
~ ~ m ~ ;:rr;r lRmurt, ~ ~ ~- ~ ir.r- ffiU ~ ~~ ~ ~. 
iftmr~~~q~ ~~~ ... 

1. ~ it ~=~ ~ ~~ wft ;rr{t ~ ~ coaSt ~
~~~ ij ctfitij- ~~~; 
sffit ~ ~ IR ~ ~ ;r ~ ~ 5 ~ q-raSt ~ it. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ mlt, ij <ftit ~ ~ coaSt ~; 
ano~~IR~;r~, ~~~ wna5t~. ~it. 
~~~ij~~~~~~<m't~; 
~ 5'~ ~~"'~~~mana-~~~. ~it. 
~ ~ ~ qf:<r ~ ij~ ij-'Wrt ~; 
~ a-) ~'t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ffi1Jft ffi1lft ~- ~ it; 
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The hymn of death is the best known lash of the poet. 
Oh soul ! Worship the Creator. The world is but a dream ; surely you wUI 

leave your wealth and riches, property and treasures, sons and grandsons; 
and you will only bear the lashes of death. 

The wealthy have left behind them their houses, high with storeys, beauti· 
ful with terraces and endless windows. 

Flowers will be thrown over him ; four cocoanuts will be tied under him; 
he will be anointed and bound to the bamboo bier; and people will bewail.hls 
death. . 

In life, he never slept without a bed and bedstead; he did a thousand other 
things. But, all the same, he will be stoked on the funeral pyre as if a black· 
smith is melting Iron, and burnt to ashes. 

They will go to the burning place, set up a pyre, and lay on him a load of 
wood. They will then set him on fire and leave him. His body will be in 
flames. They will, then, take their bath, and abandon him. Bhojo Bhagata says, 
men and women will shed tears for ten days and then forget him.l 

Pritamdasa (c. 1730), a bha~a by caste, has composed 
SlJrasag'ita (1764) and the usual kind of padas on s:rngara, 
vairagya and jnana. Some of his padas bear the impress of 
originality. His well-known pada runs: ' 

The ways of Hari are for the brave ; the coward knows them not. 
Who offers his head first, he alone can utter His name. He only enjoys 

eternal bliss who dedicates his son, his wealth, his wife, his head. 
Who are alive and yet dead to the world, they only can dive into the sea 

for pearls. Who ever defies death, ceases to suffer. But the spect;~tor on the 
shore never gains a cowrie. 

~ ~ ij eft fti<R: <i'<lifCft ;r ~:~ ~ ~l =(; 
~~~~~Of~ an<fT.i!T{t =(, =( ijo 
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The ways of love burn with the fiames of fire. Many look at them and 
run away; those that jump into them are happy ; those who look on are 
miserable. 

To barter the head for rich prize is not easy; the pure, who welcome death 
In life itself, attain greatness. 

Those who love Him are happy. When the kingdom of Rama comes, they 
alone see the glory of the Lord of Pritama.t 

VL 
The sect of Swaminarayapa greatly influenced the 

literature of the period Its great leader, Sahajananda, born 
at Chapaiya near Ayodhya about 1781, was a disciple of 
Ramananda, the founder of the sect. The sect drew its 

· inspiration partly from the V aishl)avite doctrines of 
Vallabhacarya, but developed special features owing to 
Sahajananda's influence. Its speciality lay in its antagonism 
to the gross epicurianism of the V allabha sect. Purity of 
conduct was above all virtues. Twenty-six vows were 
enjoined in relation to women; even seeing a woman, or her 
portrait, or pronouncing her name was prohibited. The sect 
did very good work among the poorer classes and the 
turbulent tribes of Kathiavada. The lot of even untouch
ables was somewhat relieved by its philanthropic activities. 
But Sahajananda went the way of the successors of Val
labhacarya in surrounding himself with semi-regal pomp and 
in having K~shl)a worshipped in his own person. The 
principal seat of the sect at Vagatala is one of the wealthiest 

L ~ 'IT{fr g ~. ~ mG 'lim :oft ~; 
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in Gujarata. The sect, however, retained its purity, and its 
sadhus are still found in villages bringing religious and moral 
succour to the simple and the illiterate. · 

Many poets who composed poetry in the early decades 
of the nineteenth century were sadhus of this sect. Pro
minent among them were Muktananda (1761-1824), a friend 
of Sahajananda ; Brahmananda, originally a bhata by caste ; 
and Premananda Sakhi (1779-1845). All these ·poets sang 
about K~ishl)a's amours, rhymed moral teachings, and be
wailed the futility of life in the best style of the age. Their 
principal works were either padas or garabis. In beauty of 
language, Brahmananda surpasses all his contemporaries 
except Dayarama ; but, of these three, Premananda was a 
poet of a high order; perhaps, the only one between 
Narasinha and Dayarama who sang with a passionate 
intensity of feeling, rich with the impulse of bhakti. Like 
Narasiilha, he felt himself a gopi of KJ;"~hl)a, but as embodied 
in Sahajananda. Hence it was that he received the nick
name of Sakhi, a female friend. Despite the monotony 
largely inherent in the subject, there is some artistic and 
imaginative beauty in his verse. 

VII 

To this weary, lifeless age, came a genuine poet, his 
wings unclipped by convention, soaring on high in search of 
real art and emotion. In 1767 Dayarama, a Sathodara 
Nagara Brahmana, was born in picturesque Candoda_.:_the 
charming village which, like Narcissus, looks at its own 
beauty reflected in the slow-moving, crystal waters of the 
Narmada. Left an orphan when an infant, he was brought 
up by an aunt. As a boy, he was attractive, naughty and 
mischievous. He sang, played on musical instruments, and 
loved, like Krshna, to play pranks on the young women of 
Candoda, who in those days had a proverbial reputation for 
flippancy. More than one antic is recorded of how he took 
liberties with them, broke their pots, and provoked the ire. 
of respectable townsmen. Once he had to flee to an 
adjoining village, where he met Ke§avananda, a sanyasin, 
and became his disciple. 

28 
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At twenty, he moved to Dabhoi, an adjoining town. He 
travelled far and wide, and visited Gokula, Mathura, 
V:p'ldavana, Kasi and other famous places of pilgrimage. 
He carried the waters of the Ganges on his shoulders, and 
bathed at Rame5vara in the extreme south. Wherever he 
went, he sought the company of the learned and the devout. 
He. studied Hindi, Vraja, and Sarhsk:~ta literature and 
mastered the works of Old Gujaratl poets. Vaishnavism 
soon attracted him; and he changed his name from" Daya
sailkara to Dayarama. He visited Sri Nathaji, the principal 
shrine of the Vaishnava sect. In the temples of goswamrs, 
where the great pat]gitas and poets of the time met, he 
acquired bothinspiration and technique. 

He had the personality of a born lover. Handsome, grace
ful and fastidious, he was a beau, and though he had little 
means of his own, the generosity of friends and admirers 
enabled him to live in the fashion of his times. He wore 
his hair long like the goswamis, and greased it with per
fumed oils. His lips were red with betel-leaf; and he often 
partook of the mild and dreamy intoxicant, bhanga. His 
angarakha was of thin, Dacca muslin, tight-fitting and 
embroidered His dhoti came from Nagpur, and had the 
broad red silk border which even the rich coveted; and he 
wore it with finical grace. He never went out of doors 
without first donning newly dyed and fresh-folded, deep-red 
turban from Nadiad. 

He sang with masterly skill, his melodious voice quiver
ing with passion. His conversation was fascinating and 
he could hold forth with great learning on the religious 
topics of the day. His temperament was free, loving, 
careless, defiant of conventions and restive of all control. 
He was too proud to serve or to earn. His worship of 
Vishnu soon led him to play the role of a bhakta: it was 
the only way in which he could lead a life congenial to his 
temperament. 

He was proud, passionate and irascible. u My head will 
not bow," he proudly said, "to any one except Sri K{shpa." 
Gopaladasa, who was a power in Baroda, invited him to 
compose poems in honour of Gapapati. He replied, "I am 
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wedded to the Lord of gopis. I have no other Lord; and I 
do not care whether you are pleased or wroth with me."1 

His patron goswami once treated him with discourtesy. 
The irate poet declined to go to him, shut the door in his 
face, and broke the rosary which he wore as a mark of 
discipleship. On another occasion, he insisted on having. 
a seat as high as the goswami's. Once he abused the 
goswami of Kankroll who used his spiritual role to cover 
a multitude of sins. · 

Dayarama had not the making of a helpless gopl in him, 
nor the humility and self-surrender of a bhakta. The efforts 
of a prudish generation to conceal his foibles have failed. 
Dayarama was human, all too human. His sex instinct was 
powerful ; he loved women for what they were and for what 
they could give him ; and he could not relinquish himself 
to the pure bhakti which while it abhorred women in life 
lingered long and fondly over the imaginary amours of 
Radha and Krshna. He could not be the bride of an ima
ginary K\shva; ·he sought delight in admiring women as 
they sang the garba or bathed in the river. Some of his fair 
admirers were drawn from the highest society. 

He loved Ratanabal, the widow of a goldsmith, and 
openly lived with her for thirty years. He did not look upon 
her as a curse, for he loved life well. He wondered how 
Ratana, a goldsmith's widow, and he, a Brahmapa, came to 
be bound by such an indissoluble bond ; and he attributed 
the relation to their being husband and wife in their 
past life-a Tara7igalolr:t feeling in actual life. He flung 
respectability and conventions away, and besought a 
goswami's blessing on them both, eliciting the promise that 
they would meet again as husband and wife in a subse
quent life a hundred years later. He loved Ratana passiona
tely, and, for a man of his temperament, steadfastly. Once 
he drove her out of his house, but Ratana's devotion knew 
no bounds and she came back and served him loyally. 
Dayarama, the orthodox Brahmapa, cooked for both, and 
both took their meals together.· 

1. trn ~ iil<fi'ii'1'1M, ~ ~+r'f ofli't; 
·~ ~ ~1 ~ '1'(f ~&f£ iif\"it, ~ cr;ifo 
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On his death, he left her provided for, but his relatives 
robbed her of what had been settled on her. The poet died 
on the 9th of February 1852. He left a large number of 
followers and admirers all over Gujarata. Till the last, he 
retained his sanity of outlook. A disciple wanted his per
mission to worship his sandals after his death-an honour 
generally reserved for the semi-divine ; but the poet with 
humility would not grant it. " Who am I," he said, " that 
you should ask this of me ? " · 

VIII 
Dayarama's works may be classified as follows : 
(i) Compositions relating to the Vaishi}ava sect of 

Vallabha e. g. Vallabhano Parivl!ra, Cor't!n Vaishnavanuh 
Dhola, Bhaktiposhatza. They are of very little ·literary 
value. 

(ii) Religious or philosophical works containing the 
doctrines of this sect, e.g. Rasikavallabha and SatasaiylJ in 
Hindi. 

(iii) Puranic akhyanas, e.g. Ajl!mil?Zkhyl!na, Vaktrl1-
sur'i1khyl1na, Satyabhl!mllkhyl!na, Okhnhararza, DaJamaliliz 
and Rl!sapancl!dhyllyi. 

(iv) Miscellaneous works like Narasihha MehttJni 
Hutztfi, Shadrtuvarrzana and NitibhaktinlJ pado. 

(v) Garabisahgraha. The collection of Garabis. 
Rasikavallabha is a poem expounding the Vaishnava 

doctrine as against the Vedanta of Sankara. The style is 
elegant, rich with the influence of Samsk{ta and Vraja, and 
full of conventional imagery. The akhyanas have nothing 
extraordinary about them. The poet lacked the art both 
of story-telling and portrait-painting which the eminent 
authors of the previous century possessed His padas, 
ethical and devotional, do not rise above the level of the 
age which could claim the elegance of Brahmananda. 
Dayarama also wrote many poems . in Hindi, Vraja, 
Mara\hi, Punjabi, Samsktta and Urdu. 

IX 
It is his Garabisahgraha which makes Dayarama so great 

a poet. In an age predominated by Akha.'s note of other
worldliness, he dares to be human. He adopts, no doubt, 
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the cloak acceptable to his world. He sings, "I havewedqed 
the Lord of the gopls, and know no other master," ... "The 
relation of the gopi and Govinda is unique, and could not 
be understood by the worldly". He also, at places, echoes 
the cheap sneers flung at life by contemporary poets. But 
these lines do not ring true. Bhakti, to him, was an emo
tion intensely human and vividly passionate. He weaves 
exquisite conceits around this primitive theme, and he in· 
vests even the stereotyped Radha·K:rshpa amours with 
fresh voluptuousness. 

Dayarama's genius was lyrical and found a suitable 
vehicle in the garabi. Though used for the main purpose 
of providing popular songs for the garaba dance, it was a 
great vehicle for lyrical expression. The first two or three 
lines of a garabi were generally lyrical ; the rest were 
thrown into couplets, illustrating the dominant idea. Daya
raina could not eliminate the couplets; popular taste and 
the exigencies of the garaba would not permit such a depar· 
ture. But he invested the form, as a whole, with a charm and 
rhythm of his own. He made use of popular melodies. His 
language was the most perfect used so far by any poet of 
Gujarata ; and his words were so arranged that sense and 
sound and meaning blended in harmony to express one brief 
experience with perfect art Some of his best garabis 
were addressed by the gopis to KJ;shtta. 

Don't look at me like that, My love I My heart is a-flutter with your side
long glances; and it's pierced by your sharp pointed eyeS. Yet to look at you 
is Its only joy. 

In you lives all beauty, all joy. To look at you Is sheer bliss. As the pearl 
pendant from your nose, sways to and fro, so sways my heart.l 

No translation can express the bewitching charm of the 
original. The following address to K~shpa's flute is 
the most exquisite lyric in the languge. 

1. ~qr~)~.:smn-~~~5Gf\"~. 
~ ~ ill"~ S[l'JT ;00 ~ ~ 
~~~~~5~;cri$"o 

~~~~~·· 
~ :;;r~M ~~ ~ ~ ~: <ifto 
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Thou art his pet, his darling, Oh fiute ! Thy enthralling voice hath 
captured his heart, but mine Is pierced by every note. You drain off the 
nectar from his lips. What matter If I die ? 

Thy voice drives me mad. Like a lingering torment, your shafts pierce my 
aching heart. 

Swords and spears are merciful to thine venom-tipped shafts, Oh fl.ute ! 
For, they kill at a stroke, but thou dellghtest In slow torture. 

Wives have thrown their honour to the winds; saints, their saintliness 
orgettlng, have sinned ; distracted, they have wandered through forests wish

ing but to hear thy voice. 
Though thy dizzy pride might make you forget, remember what thou art. 

Remember, thou art but a wretched reed, renderd divine by his touch. 
Thousands, thou hast maddened; wedding my Lord, Oh fl.ute, what 

wonder If thou hast In his company learnt to steal ? For, he steals butter, but 
thou hast stolen his heart. 

My pride has crumbled into dust, wherein lie the thousand, humbled. But 
though all might answer to thy call, it Is not to thee they answer ; but, to the 
slave of our Lord.l 

~ sf ~ &l)(<'laoft, ~ CfiijeJ\{ I 
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Here is another little lyric of beauty. 
Listen to me, my friend I Nanda's son Is so charming and his words are so 

dear. Gokula is mad after him, for witchery lives in his eyes. Hear me, my 
friend 1 He Is so handsome and so dark. The charmer is so fascinating I 
I love him so that I feel like pressing him In a warm embrace.l 

In another garabl, the gopl invites her lover. 
Come to my house, my King, Lover mine ! Come to my house and love 

me. For days, I have treasured in my heart many sweet things. They are 
on my lips : I will tell them if my king meets me. I am only your bond-slave; 
you held my hand, and I pledged myself to you. My youth Is fleeing : 
come, my king ! You have many like me; to me, you are but one. I can
not live without my king. To whom shall I confide my misery? I have 
made my bed with flowers; my heart is astir with joy. My soul! Will you 
come and rest there ? I shall shampoo your feet. My love, Lord of Dayi ! 
Prince of Vraja I I yearn for you for days, Come and satisfy me, my 
aoull 1 
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Another popular lyric runs thus : 
Wbat·he finds in me I do not know. Again and again he stares at me, and 

.he finds my face sweet. 
When I go to fetch water he follows me. Unasked, he helps me with the 

pot ; scolding or spurning does not affect him, and flimsy pretexts bring him 
tO my house. 

When he sees me, he comes running and puts his necklace round my neck. 
Finding me alone he falls at my feet, begging humbly for a trivial favour. 

Oh sister mine, I find him wherever I go. The Lord of Dayll wD1 not leave 
me in peace.l 

And in an age when Dhiro and Bhojo sang of death, the 
poet utters the gospel of love. " Love will only flow out 
of the heart of him who is born of the esssence of love.'' 

X 
At the time when the aged Dayarama was singing his 

garabls at Dabhoi, a new spirit was abroad and a new age 
had already been ushered in.' 
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Old Gujarata died with Day:Irama; from its ashes, new 
Gujarata, phoenix-like, was born with Narmadashankar. 

NOTE A. MINOR POETS .• 

The principal among the minor authors and their notable works may be 
mentioned : Devid!sa, (1604) the author of Rukm~rat~fi; Sivadi!sa Virji, 
the author of Sure~kliOharrJt~a and Haridi!sa, the author of Suaviraha (1666), 
both pupils of Premananda ; Mukunda, the author of Bhoklam'al'a (1665) ; 
Vallabhabhata (1700), the author of well-known garabis; Kiilidasa (c. 1725), 
the author of PraJUaaakliayana; Bapu Saheb Gaekvll4a (1779-1843), a member 
of the. ruling family of Baroda, the author of many well-known bhajanas; 
Glradhara, (1787-1852), the author of a well-known Gujarati rendering 
of Ramayat)(J; Muktiinanda (1761-1824), the author of Uddhavalfita; Nlshkula~ 
nanda (1821) and ManjukeSi!nanda, the followers of Swamlniiri!yaQa. Among 
poetesses may be mentioned Dlvalibai (1791), Radbabai (1834), Krshl}3b3i, 
and Gauribai (1759) who was a Vedantln and an adept In Yoga. 
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PART III 

MODERN GUJARATi 
1852 to 1934 



CHAPTER I 

A NEW AGE AND ITS LITERATURE1 

( A. D. 1852-1885 ) 

British occupation of Gujariita ( 1318 )-The possessions of the Giiekviiqa 
of Baroda-The states of Kathlavil.qa-Bombay and its influence-Education
The Native Education Society ( 1825 )-Ranchodbhai Girdharbhai ( 1803-
1873 )-The Elphinstone Institution ( 1827 )-The Gujariiti Jniina Prasiiraka 
Ma)!qali-Buddhivardhaka Sabha ( 1851 )-Mumb'Oi Saniacara ( 1822 )
Mehtaji Durgaram ( 1809-1878 )-Tuljaram Sukharam-A. 1Kinloch Forbes 
-Rilsamiila-The Gujarata Vernacular Society ( 1848 )-BuddhipraliaSa . 
( 1350 ·)-Dalpatram Dayabhal ( 1820-1898 )-Dalpatkavya-Hunnarnklianni 
CadZii ( 1851 )-Mithya-abhimana (.1867 )-English literature and its influence 
-Narmadashankar Lalashankar ( 1833-1886 )-His life and temperament
Nartnako§a (A. C. 1873 )-Narmagadya ( 1865 ) -Narmakavira ( 1866 )
Father of Modern Gujarati prose-Rlijyaranga-His poetry-Ftuvartzana 
( 1861 )-Hinduo-ni Padati ( 1864 )-Narmad's Romanticism-The Spirit of 
Revolt-Resurgence of the Aryan culture-Dharma~'icara ( 1885 )-Heroism 
and love-Navalram Laxmiram ( 1836-1888 )-Navalagrantnavali ( 1891 )
Viramati ( 1369 )-Kallijivana (1387 )-The drama-Ranchhodbhai Udayaram 
( 1833-1923 )-Jayakumari ( 1861 )-Laliiaduhkhadarsaka ( 1866 )-Fiction
Mahipatram Ruparam ( 1829-1891 )-Nandshankar Tuljaram ( 1835-1905 )-
Karat;~a Ghtlo ( 1868 )-Bholanath Sarabhal { 1823-1886 )-Pars! GujaratL 

The eighty years which follow the death of Dayarama in 
1852 fall naturally into three periods : ( i) 1852 to 1885, 
(ii) 1885 to 1914, and (iii) 1914 to 1934. 

In the period dealt with in this chapter, contact with 
the West created new forces in all spheres of life. It saw 
the high water-mark of fascination for all things Western 
and of contempt for many things Indian. It gave birth to 
renaissance in literature : to a new language; p.nd a literary 
technique and tradition based on the Romanticism which 
dominated English literature in the first half of the nine
teenth century. 

1. In the following chapters all names of individuals and towns are spelt 
as they are written by educated Gujariitis, and not as ther sltould be, havin~ 
f~ard to the way they are pronounce<l. 
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II 
With the battle of Kirkee, in 1818, a great age dawned 

upon Gujarata. · The people of Gujarata entered upon a 
long period of peace ; they also acquired as their capital 
Bombay, a port of growing international importance which 
established a living contact with Western culture. For 
Gujarata, the history of this period is only a story of how 
these prehistoric Aryan colonies re-acted to these new 
conditions ; how new impulses quickened life ; and how 
the soul of the people, awakened to a fresh outlook, 
expressed itself through life and literature. 

The Government of Bombay has directly governed only 
five districts in Gujarata : Surat, Broach, Pancha Mahals, 
Kaira and Ahmedabad, rich in soil and resources. Surat still 
carries on a large trade, fosters diverse industries, and pos
sesses a large class of wealthy and enterprizing merchants. 
Broach, as a port, has not completely lost its importance ; 
Narmada is the largest waterway in the province and 
the fertility of the district is proverbial. Ahmedabad, 
with its vast banking resources, has controlled trade and 
commerce in North Gujarata, KathiavaQa and parts of 
Rajputana. With the district of Thapa possessing an 
element of Gujaratl speaking people, British Gujarata 
stretches from the eastern boundary of Kaccha to Bombay. 

The possessions of the Gaekva4a of Baroda run conti
guous to the British districts and include the districts 
round Amreli and Dvarika in Ka~hiavaQa. In the early 
decades of the nineteenth century, the rulers of Baroda 

· · had not adapted themselves to a settled state of things, 
but the reckless misrule of Malhar Rao brought upon · 
him the wrath of the .British Government. He was de
posed (1875) and the present GaekvaQa was selected to suc
ceed him. During the early years of H. H. Sir Sayajirao's 
rule, distinguished diwans, like Sir T. Madhava Rao and 
Manibhai Jasbhai, gave to the state an efficient and advan
ced form of government. And, except in civic and political 
consciousness, the Gujaratls of the Baroda State have not 
since been allowed to lag behind the residents of th~ 
British districts, 
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The states of Ka~hiava4a and Kaccha, though not con
tiguous to the British districts, were governed for a long 
time by a brilliant ·race of Gujarati administrators, of 
which Sir Prabhasha!)kar Pattani is the eminent' represen
tative to-day. It inherited old traditions of Indian statesman
ship, combining power of organisation with an outlook 
easily adjustible to modern exigencies. In spite of frequent 
wrangles and perpetual mutual distrust, these adminis
trators maintained a sense of unity among themselves, in
troduced a progressive system of government, and built up 
a great tradition which serves as the only constitutional 
bulwark against the irresponsibility of rulers. They did 
not allow the political dissection of Gujarata to interfere 
with its cultural unity. Many princes, too, have co-operat
ed in this noble work. 

III 

In 1687 the East India Company transferred its seat from 
Surat to Fort Bombay; and the shipping industry and the 
trade for which Surat had been pre-eminent in the Maho
medan period, began to drift towards the new capital. To 
Bombay, flocked adventurous spirits from all parts: ship
pers, merchants, middlemen from Surat, Broach and 
Cam bay; bankers and commission agents from Ahmedabad ; 
enterprising traders from Kathiava4a and Kaccha. The 
opening of the Suez Canal and the discovery of engine-driven 
shipping immensely enlarged the scope of their commercial 
activities; and, in course of time, they built up the great
ness of Bombay as an entrepot and the principal market of 
the East. In the fifties, Premchand Roychand, originally 
from Surat, figured as a Colossus in the important cotton 
markets of the world ; and his failure in 1863 had its reper
cussions in more than one country. The diwans of Kathia
va4a and Kachha came there to settle their policy and to 
deal with the Government of Bombay. Aspiring students 
from all parts of the province came to study in its schools, 
its colleges, its University. The lawyer, the doctor and the 
literary man found in it a land of promise. And the 
modern Gujaratl culture which they evolved spread through· 
out the province, reshaping and unifying all aspects of life. 
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In Bombay, the West met the East. In those days the 
West, as represented by officials and businessmen, did not 
entrench itself behind racial exclusiveness. It was re
presented also by the British clergymen and teachers 
whose high-souled humanity hoped to set Indians on the 
path of progress. They had little racial arrogance, or, 
perhaps, less occasion to show it to those who sought 
inspiration from them. 

With unwonted generosity, the Court- of Directors of 
the East India Company, in 1752, recommended to the 
Government of Bombay that charity schools, principally 
for the children of soldiers, should be established. But 
little was done till1814, when Archdeacon Barnes, with the 
support of Government and the public, founded 'The Society 
of Promoting the education of the Poor within the Govern
ment of Bombay '. 

Under the Moguls, education was widespread in India. 
In many parts of the country, there was scarcely a village 
without at least a pathasala, a tol, or a madressa. The chil
dren of the well-to-do were generally taught at· home. 
The purapika and the gagaria bha~as also represented 
a system which imparted education to the public orally. 
The Brahmapas and other classes from which the 
officials came were highly educated. Men and women of 
the upper classes had a general knowledge of business, 
ethics, mythology, and hygiene. But during the two cen
turies which followed the reign of Aurangzib, the combat· 
ants who ceaselessly scrambled for power in the country 
had no respect for culture. In consequence, the indigenous 
system of education was neglected. But, between 1820 and 
1840, the Court of Directors ordered a survey of the condi
tion of education in different provinces with a view to its 
improvement. This policy was intended solely to disarm 
the hostility of the higher classes of Indians to foreign rule 
by associating them in lower grades of administration. 
It ultimately took shape in the famous minute of Lord 
Macaulay on education. 

In 1820, the society founded by Barnes, generally known 
as •The Bombay Education Society', began active work. It 
opened four schools in Bombay. one in Surat, and one in 
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Broach. In 1825, a branch of the society was formed for 
work in Gujarata under the name of 'The Native Education 
Society'; and Bishop Carr, when on a visit to Broach, 
acquired for it the services of Ranchhodbhai Girdharbhai, 
( 1803-1873 ), a young man who had picked up a little 
English. On behalf of the ·society, Ranchhodbhai soon 
produced the first set of text books in Gujarati and under
took the training of teachers in Bombay. The educational 
movement in Gujarata for the succeeding thirty years was 
the life-work of Ranchhodbhai. 

IV 

In 1827, The Bombay Education Society commemorated 
the retirement of Mountstuart Elphinstone, the governor of 
Bombay, by raising a fund and founding the Elphinstone 
Institution in Bombay ' for teaching the English language 
and the Arts, Sciences and Literature of Europe'. In 1856 it 
was divided into the High School and College which have · 
since been associated with his name. Many pioneers, includ
ing Dadabhai Naoroji, to whom we owe the birth of progres- -
sive movements in the country, received their education 
in this institution. Its students, bursting with fresh know
ledge and enthusiasm, banded themselves into 'The Stu
dents' Society'; its Gujaratl section, styled 'Gujarati Jnana 
Prasaraka Mapdali',' started a monthly magazine, Ganeana 
Parasl!raka, the Disseminator of Knowledge, in 1849. In 
1851 Gujaratl young men started yet another association, 
styled 'Buddhivardhaka Sabha,' with Ranchhodbhai as presi
dent, and a monthly organ called Buddhivardhaka, the 
Augmenter of Knowledge. Associated with him were Mehtaji 
Durgaram Manchharam, Tuljaram Sukharam, Mohanlal 
Ranchhoddas, Mahipatram · Ruparam. Sorabji Bengali, 
Ardeshir Moos and Nanabhai Ranina, the pioneers of 
education among the Gujaratis, both Hindu and Parsi, were 
also members of this group. Karsondas Mulji, the social 
reformer, who exposed the immoral practices of the 
goswamis of the Vaishpavas, also belonged to it. The 
adventurous Fardunji Marzbanji, ( 1787-1874) had as far 
back as 1822 started journalism on a prosperous car~er by 
his daily MumMi Saml!cl!ra, now The Bombay Samachar ,· 

30 
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and the increasing number of weekly and monthly journals 
afforded ample scope for the literary enthusiasm of this set. 
The ideas which actuated these young men cannot be bet
ter described than by the names of their magazines. 

v 
These enthusiasts wrote books, mostly elementary, on 

science and mathematics, history and biography. Ranch
hodbhai, for instance, wrote the history of the Medes, the 
Persians and the Egyptians; Mahipatram and Nanabhai 
Haridas, later a judge of the High Court, a collection of 
biographies ; Mohanlal Ranchoddas, a history of the 
Mara~has. Mehtaji Durgaram ( 1809-1878 ) had left Bombay 
in 1826 to settle in his native Surat. Though a Nagara 
Brahma!la by caste, he renounced orthodoxy and started 

· a vigorous campaign against custom and supersti
tion, social and moral evils, ghosts and miracles. He also 
wrote on science; started a tract publishing society, the 
'Pustaka Prasaraka Mandali'; and organized a small band of 
co-workers. But the litho press which he wanted to instal 
in Surat met with a curious fate. The English Collector of 
Surat was an arrogant representative of the ruling race. 
When requested by the head master of the English school . 
to examine the students in geography and grammar he ex
claimed, " What? Geography and grammar to the Black
ies !" This man would not allow Mehtaji to set up the press 
within the limits of the town. A mission press, no doubt, had 
worked in the town since 1817, but a press in the hands of 
a 'blackie' might, he thought, provide a weapon to attack 
the officials. Mehtaji however remained undaunted and 
set it up outside the town. In 1844 he organized 'Manava 
Dharma SabM' for discussing problems of social reform. 

In 1826 Tuljaram Sukharam, inspired by the new spirit, 
opened a school in Ahmedabad which was being awakened 
to modern conditions. In 1846 an English civilian, A. 
Kinloch Forbes, came there as assistant Judge. He 
studied Gujarati, established contact with cultured men of 
the province, and, in 1848, acquired a friend and associate 
in Kavi Dalpatram Dahyabhai. Between them they collect
ed old manuscripts, gathered tales of heroism from cara!las, · 
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and searched for archaeological and historical materials. 
Forbes wrote his Rlisamlill1 (1856), describing the vanish
ed glories of Gujarata with glowing sympathy. In 1848 he 
founded 'The Gujarata Vernacular Society' at Ahmedabad, 
and laid the foundation of its library with his manuscripts. 
The society acquired a fortnightly organ, Buddhipraka1a, 
in 1850, and its own press in 1851. He was transferred to 
Surat, where he also founded a similar society and pro
moted a journal, Surat SamlJclJra, both of them, short
lived. On his retirement in 1854, his Gujaratl friends 
founded 'The Forbes Sabha' in Bombay to carry on the 
research work so dear to him. In his journal, Dl1rzrJio, . 
Narmadashankar described him as 'a tulsi plant in a bed 
of opium'. He is, perhaps, the only British official who will 
always be remembered by Gujaratls with affection and 
gratitude. 

VI 
Kavi Dalpatram Dahyabhai (1820-1898), a Srimali Brah

mana of Wadhawan, was the only great literary man of 
the ·time who did not owe his inspiration to 'The Buddhi 
Vardhaka Sabha'. He was influenced by the poetic tradi
tions of the Swaminarayapa sect. In 1855 he left govern
ment service to join 'The Gujarata Vernacular Society' as an 
assistant secretary. Till he retired on pension in 1878, he 
raised funds and secured a permanent home for the society; 
collected manuscripts for it and edited Buddhipraklila; and 
composed numerous works in prose and verse. When he 
retired after 23 years of devoted service, the society gave 
him a pension of Rs. 20/- per month for himself and Rs. 4/
for each of his two wives ! 

For the character and work of 'Dalpat '-for so he has 
been styled by posterity-one can only speak with pro
found respect. He had very little English education. He 
never. moved in the atmosphere of new ideas which 
surrounded the young reformers in Bombay. His contact 
with the West was limited to his personal observation arid 
his relations with Forbes. And yet, throughout life, he 
remained a devoted and a broad-minded worker in the field 
of literature, ~eform ctnd edu~ation, 
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His poetic works are collected in Dalpatklivya. He 
wrote poems on ghosts and on the tyranny of the caste; 
on inter-marriage and widow re-marriage ; against infant 
marriage and against evils of Hindu Society in general; 
against the share mania of 1865 ; on diverse moral, educa
tional and social subjects; on the duties of students and on 
the future of Saurash~ra; on bugs, on tobacco, and on the 
cobbler's stone. Every middle aged Gujarati remembers 
his verses on going to school, on an obstinate fly, and on a 
little wayward buffalow as his earliest stock of rhymes. 
He was the first to perceive the destructive effects of 
modern industcy on Indian crafts and wrote his poem 
HunnarakhlJnani cadlii, The Invasion by Industry (1851), 
perhaps the first exposition of Swadeshism. 

He wrote two plays. One was an adaptation of an 
English translation of Plutus by Aristophanes, the other 
was a farce, Mithyll-abhimlina, Vain-glory, (1867) satirizing 
the conceit ot Jivaram Bhat, a night-blind village Braha
mana. He also wrote, Forbes-vill1sa on the greatness 
of his patron, and Forbes-viraha, on his retirement. In 
Vijayavinoda he celebrated a poets' gathering held by Vija
yasinh, the ruler of Bhavanagar. All the three are in a 
bardic vein, 

He was a school-master who wrote nursery rhymes; a 
preacher who gave sermons on morality in verse; a jour
nalist with the gift of writing off a leader on any topic in 
jingling ·couplets. His descriptions, at times, were full of 
crude humour. But he was not a poet; he had been 
brought up in an age which believed that whatever was 
set in rhyme was poetry. The technique and style of his 
poetry was of a by-gone age ; and so was his prose, 
though fluid and simple. Except for a few homely gara
bis, his works have little permanent value. He left behind 
a small band of admiring verse-writers, who, for some 
years, kept alive his literary tradition. . 

Dalpatram made the first attempt to place Gujarati 
prosody on a scientific basis. Similar attempts with regard 
to the language were also made by Rev. Dr. J. V. S. Taylor, 
a fine Gujarati stylist of the period, the author of Gujarllfi 
Grammar (1867) and DhlJtukosha, Etymological dictionary; 
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and by Vrijlal Kalidas Shastri, the author of UtsargamlZllJ, 
Etymology ( 1870) and GujlirlZti Bh'fishano· ItihrJsa; -the 
History of the Gujarati Language, ( 1865 ). 

VII 
In 1885 the Government of Bombay reorganised the 

department'of education and appointed a director at its 
head; in 1856 the Elphinstone Institution was subdivided 
into a college and a high school; in 1857 the University of 
Bombay was established. The transfer of India to the 
British Crown, after the Mutiny, thrilled the educated classes 
in the country with delight. Queen Victoria's generously 
worded proclamation had opened before them a vision of a 
free, great and glorious India. It was a decade of great 
events. The educated young Indians saw in England 
a saviour; and those who could, crossed the forbidden seas 
to visit Englishmen in their island home and learn in their 
schools and universities the secret of personal advancement 
and national welfare. 
- English literature proved an inspiration to countless 

young men in India. They turned to Scott, Byron, Mac
aulay, and John Stuart Mill, and to the histories of Greece, 
Rome and England, with hope and enthusiasm. They 
were encouraged in their efforts by their English profes
sors, who saw in the spread of their culture a new hope 
for marikind. Such men formed 'The Buddhi Vardhaka 
Sabha' in the forties and fifties ; they were no longer school- . 
masters in embryo but pioneers of revolutionary ideas. · 

Young Narmadashankar Lalshankar ( 1833-1886 ), who 
founded the Sabha, in 18~1, was the most ardent of them. 
He was a Nagara Brahma!la of Surat. But an infant wife 
was fast attaining puberty, and custom peremptorily de
manded that the seventeen-year old husband should leave 
his studies at the Elphinstone Institute and go to Surat to 
discharge his marital duties. The little wife died in 
October of 1853, and he returned to Bombay to resume his 
studies at the Institution, and was soon absorbed in the 
study of history and English literature. 

Narmad, as he is called, was soon the hero of the Buddhi· 
vardhaka group. He was impressionable, full of tempes
tuous moods, egotistic, courageous and eloquent, an,d soon 
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found the programme of his friends to usher iri .an era of 
enlightenment by. education and propaganda; too tepid for 
him. • He ·acquired a faith in · revolutionary conduct and 
:dedicated himself to it. He gave up his employment, arid, 
on 23rd November 1858, in a melodramatic mood resolved 
to live a free man in the service of the goddess of learning: 

On this day I came here, and looking at my pen with tears in my eyes, 
I s1id "From now, I place my head In your lap ".1 

Since that fateful day, a bitter struggle with want began 
for him, made more grim by a generous disposition and 
a fastidious temper. His father, till his death in 1864, gave 
him some assistance. Numerous friends and admirers often 
provided allowance for him. He made, for those days, 
a good income out of his literary activities and tuitions. 
Yet he was in chronic want : and the story of his meal of 
parched rice and milk became a heroic tradition. For 
about two years (1882-1885) he was driven to accept 
service, but with a heavy heart. He left it to die in poverty 
the next year. 

He defied restraint of every kind. From early life, he 
sought the temporary inspiration which conquest over 
women brings. He married again in 1856. A little later, 
be took to himself a widow of his own caste, and was 
ex-communicated for so doing. But the ban was somehow 

·removed. But, again, he gave shelter to another widow, 
.married her in 1869, and was once for all excommunicated. 
He spenthis days between hope and disappointment, born 

·. of his egotism and uncontrollable sex instinct. His love 
affairs threw a fascination around him, and contributed 
the sensual element to his poems: He wore social persecu

·tions proudly, even ostentatiously, like the robe of a 
·martyr's office. His romantic temperament and his great 
literary services drew around him many friends and 
admirers. 

Narmad was not merely a literary man; he was 
an apostle of revolt. His romanticism was but an aspect 
of his faith in human dignity and freedom. The supreme 
·moment of his life came in August 1860 when, . on the 
question of widow remarriage, he entered the lists against 

1 MiJri l!akik<Jta. 
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Goswami Jadunathji, who, as god K~shpa on earth, wielded 
absolute power over the lives and minds of men. Ac
companied by an athlete friend, he attended a meeting o{ 
papc}.itas and bigots, presided over by Jadunathji, and at the 
risk of his life, challenged the divine authorship of the 
scriptures. 

For a moment, the world trembles ; the firmament crashes. This Nagara 
Brabma11a has spoken what none has heard of, none ever imagined. 

An age Is at an end : the chains fastened by the andents are broken. 
Human beings acquire an empire over their own hearts. 
· The debate comes to an end. As he came, so he stalks out of the meeting, 

a lion amongst men, proud, unconquerable. Friends and enemies look upon 
him as if he was a demon who had set fire to the dome of the world in a fury 
of destruction. 

Even Satyaprahasal does not approve of this step, holds it to be thoughtles~~ 
A mistake it was, it said, to admit the reformers to be atheists. In the most 
glorious moment of his life, the hero of Gujarata stood atone, forsaken by aU. 
And only when he died, his castemen disregarded the fiat of ostracism so far 
as to carry his corpse to the burning ground.2 

VIII 
Narmad tried to consolidate and conserve the literary 

wealth of Old Gujarati. He collected manuscripts and 
edited the works of some old poets then known to few, 
gathering valuable information about them. He composed 
PingalaprakliSa, Gujarati prosody ( 1857 ) ; Alainkl!ra
pravcla ( 1858 ) , Rasaprave~a and . Nnyikll-vishaya-pravesa, 
favourite subjects with Sarhskr;ta and Vraja poets. Single 
handed, he prepared and published the first Gujaratl 
dictionary, Narmakosa (1873 ), a ·work which for sixty 
years has retained its authority and value. He also com~ 
piled Narmakl!thl!kosa, a dictionary of mythology. His 
miscellaneous prose works wen~ first collected in Narma
gadya ( 1865), and his poetical works in Narmakavitli 
(1866), and subsequent writings were added from time to time 
their later editions. Dharma-viclira (1885) was published 
as a separate work. He also wrote Draupadtdarsana, and 
an autobiographical fragment Mllri Hakikata. · 

In the beginning of the nineteenth century, the Parsis, 
the first to take to journalism, had used the Gujarati 

1. The organ of social reform edited by his friend Karsondas Muljl. 
2. Munshl, Nannad, Ara~~acinoman Adya, (Guj.) · 
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adopted by them from the lower classes of the Surat 
district. Ranchodbhai had considerably improved it. But 
the active influence of English, which had been the medium 
of higher education and official intercourse, soon vitalised 
it. The members of 'The Buddhivardhaka Sabha' felt the 
impulse of a new life through the study of English litera
ture. .More often than not, they maintained their inter
course with friends in English. And when they resorted 
to their own language for propaganda or literary effect, 
they made an unconscious use of the modes of expression, 
the figures of speech, the words and idioms, and even the 
structural peculiarities of English. These pioneers recoil
ed at first from a use of Samskrta expressions which, in 
their preference for English, they considered pedantic. 

They were, however, bitterly opposed by the other schools 
of authors, who, rooted in the ancient Brahmanical learn
ing, were not disposed to disregard their beloved Samsk~a .. 
They studied the West only to be re-confirmed in their 
faith in ancient India. They strove to make Gujaratl 

· a rich and plastic vehicle by a free resort to Samsk~a . 
. Manasukhram Suryaram Tripathi ( 1840-1907), the author 
of Astodaya, Fall and Rise, was a great exponent of this 
view. His attempt to weed out every non-Samsk~ic word 
and idiom and SamskJ;tize Gujaratl was as impossible as to 
run the Ganges up the Himalayas. But his was the voice 
of the genius of the language. 

When Ranchodbhai began to use Gujaratl prose the 
elements in the vocabulary ranked as follows : (1) old tad
bhava, or words formed from SamskJ;ta ; (2) desya, words 
of non-Saqtsk~ic origin; (3) old tatsama, or Samsk~a 
words used in their original form ; (4) and Arabic, 
Persian or Urdu words. The adjustment of the rival 
tendencies. which can be traced in Narmad's works 
from 1852 to 1885 followed different lines. (a) The old 
tadbhava and desya elements were displaced by their 
Saqtsk~ta equivalents ; (b) elements of Persian and Urdu 
origin were progressively eliminated ; (c) English words 
were used for things which came into vogue with the 
British· rule ; (d) Saqtsk~a equivalents were used for 
English words representing feelings, concepts and thoughts; 
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(e) new tadbhavas were formed ; (f) and the meaning of 
English sentences was reproduced by Sarilsk~ta expres
sions rather than a literal rendering or a roundabout para
phrase. In this process words assumed new meaning, 
and grammar and syntax were considerably affected. If 
the prose of Dharmavicllra (1885) is analysed the elements 
appear in a different order altogether: (1) tatsama, (2) tad
bhava, old and new, (3) English, (4) desya, Arabic, etc., 
Narmad, thus, was the father of modern Gujarau prose. 
He found it a feeble vehicle of expression and left it a 
language of great promise. 

The essay, borrowed by Narmad from· the early Victorian 
essayists of England, was his favourite form of expression. 
His essays, inspired by a vivid imagination and written in 
a rhetorical style, laid the foundation of modern prose 
literature. Following the lead of Mehtaji Durgaram and · 
Dalpatram, he at first dealt with social reform. But he 
was a miniature encyclopredist, and ranged over literary 
criticism, biography, politics, history and mythology. He 
planned a panoramic history of the world under the heading 
Rlijyaranga, The Epic of States, but could only execute a 
few fragments. They form the first attempt to write 
romantic history and contributed to the growth of historic · 
sense in the literature. 

IX 

Poetry, in the hands of Narmad, broke all its old fetters; 
it became ego-centric, declamatory, and melodramatic. It 
spent itself in attempting a change of form, texture and 
diction, but without achieving artistic results. His two 
poems on the condition of widows, Vaidhavyacitra, Widow
hood-A Picture ( 1859-63) and Vidhavli-vreha, A Widow's 
Bereavement, shocked many, and provoked not a few to 
interest themselves in this vexing problem which defied 
solution in spite of growing sympathy for its unfortunate 
victims, 

His Vanavarttana ( 1862 ) and Pravllsavllrttana ( 1862) 
are highly descriptive poems by an ardent lover of nature. 
In /!.tu Varttana, The Description of Seasons (1861), the poet 
tries to express a passionate, young lady's feelings with 

31 
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modern vehemence and mediffival imagery. Shorn of its 
obscene passages, it possesses some poetic value. 

His love poems lack refinement. He wrote stirring 
poems on the historic greatness of Gujarata and on the 
departed glory of Surat. In a poem full of passion, Hinduo
ni-Parjati, The Down-fall of Hindus (1864), he passiona
tely declaimed against the causes which led to degeneracy 

·in his community. 
Low, indeed, has she fallen, this Motherland of Hindus. She has lost an 

power. In shame, she hangs down her head.t 

And he impetuously asks : 
Where has gone the love we bore it ? And where, the pride we felt in it? ••• 

A country will never rise without patriotism ; without it. it is but a wilderness, 
frightful and devouring. People have no political unity ; the bonds of the 
caste divide them ; they are in the very jaws of the tiger. a 

· This feeling drove him to study the .rise and fall of 
nations and, in their light, to contemplate its past and 
future. Hope came to him. 

Once the day was there : now is the night: again the sun will rise. 
And he sees the mists unrolling : 

Hail, Hall, glorious Gujarata ! Han ! Hail, glorious Gujarata ! The rosy dawn 
shines again. The saffron-coloured banner will fiy again, inscribed with love 
and valour. For, your soul is lofty. 

The glory that was Al]ahnvaqa, and the greatness that Siclhhariija Jaya
sinha achieved will return soon, Mother, in still more glorious hue. I see 
the omens : the night Is gone : mid-day is nlgh: men rush forward along with 
Narmad.• 

1. ~w.rr~.~5~~ 
~mtt~~~~~. 
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He began an epic in a new metre, but left it incomplete. 
The political freedom of India captured his imagination, 
and, in addition to stirring poems on patriotism, he compos
ed a lament, Riponviraha, on Lord Ripon's retirement from 
the viceroyalty. 

He had the romantic temperament: free movements of 
the imagination, a deep-seated horror of conventions, an 
inveterate tendency· to exaggeration. He believed in the 
dignity of man ; in the right of man to fight and struggle · 
and love as he wished ; in the divine right of the literary 
artist to be a law unto himself, to sally forth in quest of. 
beauty on untrodden paths. He asserted the poet's right 
to be subjective in expression, if and when he chose. He 
made frantic efforts to sing of things and situations which 
he thought beautiful. But artistic beauty always eluded the 
embrace of the poet whose egotistic temperament incessant
ly drove him to adopt mock heroic attitudes. The homilies 
in verse which his predecessors called poetry, gave place 
to wild declamation, to battle-cries, to verbal onslaughts in 
rhyme; only, they were characterized by a spirit of adven-· 
ture, a desire to unravel mystery, and an audacity to do 
heroic deeds. 

Come on, every one of you, and win the battle. The bugles are sounding. 
Onwards. Onwards ! Fling yourselves In the fray; victory awaits you. 
Boldly, Columbus fared forth to find a new world; boldly, Napoleon warred 
with the whole world. Boldly, break the fetters of the caste ; boldly, go to 
foreign lands. Fear not.l 
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He sought unexplored forms and subjects. He tried 
every form of literature. He ransacked the Puranas, old 
literature and old history for new themes. · 

Through his journal, DlJ~rfio, The town-crier, Narmad 
poured a stream of lava, burning or scorching all things 
rooted in convention. The audacious challenge, which he 
flung at the old society, aroused his younger contemporaries. 
Defiance of religious and social forms followed. But the old 
order, entrenched behind custom and caste, answered the 
challenge with less defiance but greater effect. The re
formers were held up to horror as lost souls ; were scoffed 
at in gossip and scandal, in song and play. The trousered 
fop with the unfamiliar growth of hair on his head and cigar 
in his mouth and the educated woman with the shameless 
effrontary of shoes on her feet, formed the butt of universal 
ridicule. The elders also wielded social ostracism, the 
formidable weapon of Hindu society, with frequency. The 
consequences were terrible. The condemned could not 
secure a house in any decent locality. His family disowned 
him. Even his wife left his leprous company. In life, he 
had no one to tum to; and, in death, he was denied even 
the solace of having his mortal remains carried to the holy 
buming·ground and set fire to by his relatives. 

When his comrades made compromises with orthodoxy 
and deserted him, he alone remained the butt of social fury
a tragic, lonely figure ; and his faith in reform was shaken. 
As he toiled strenuously at his self-appointed task, he 
turned to the study of history, of Hindu institutions, and of 
Aryan culture; and the West in him was assimilated to the 
East. Dharmaviellra, Reflections on Religion, represents 
this stage in his evolution. His revolutionary zeal to des
troy the old order first gave place to an honest doubt. Was 
he right in seeking to destroy a world which he had omitted 
to study, and which had stood the test of time? And his 
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impetuous temperament soon carried him to the opposite 
extreme. ' He was a hero, and he attempted a social revolu
tion. He was a seer, and he saw the secret which underlay 
his national culture. And he became a link in the endless 
chain of Gujaratls who have, from times immemorial, as
sisted Gujarata in absorbing foreign culture and evolving 
its own'.1 

With Narmad's recantation of the revolutionary gospel, 
the school which favoured an immediate and wholesale 
destruction of the old order came to an end. 

Narmad came to destroy what he thought was a phan
tom of the past, but remained to worship the beauty which 
was ever-living. Mansukhram, who believed that the fetters 
alone formed part of its majesty, lived to see the grace, born 
of freedom, preserving its beauty. By their joint efforts 
they succeeded in unveiling the harmony and · beauty 
of a renaissance, which stood for a new life, a new 
expression, a new vision. This process had a two-fold 
aspect : first, restoring contact with the fundamentals 
of Aryan culture ; second, removing the protective walls 
with which their fore-fathers had defended life and culture 
against religious fanaticism and political chaos. 

A search for the secrets of past greatness is, for the 
creative mind in India, only a step forward towards an 
absorption of the foreign elements in modem life and a 
triumphant re-assertion of the fundamental outlook of the 
Aryan culture. In old days, the Brahmanas, to facilitate 
this course, had invested the Vedas, the Puranas and the 
Samskrta literature with sanctity. The modern Gujaratl 
mind went to the same sources, but. being more critical, it 
traced the sanctity not to the word but to the spirit. 

The second aspect of the process achieved more sub· 
stantial results. The castes were not destroyed, nor was 
orthodoxy uprooted, but both became sufficiently elastic to 
stimulate vitalising processes. The dominant note of the age 
was transformed. Akha's gospel of death gave place to a 
new faith which exulted in the joy of life. Other-world-.. 

1 Munshi, Narma:l, Ketiaka Lekho. 
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liness no longer exercised the weird fascination over men 
which once it did. 

Dalpat was the last to echo Akha's world-weariness : 
" The world is a boundless ocean, full of misery." He 
admonished man thus: "You were born, no doubt, but 
you never searched for the truth. Bewildered, you 
wandered in the maze and gathered your load of sin". 
But Narmad's motto was 'Love and Valour', and he loved 
life. He dubbed a man who had no desire to see new things 
and live in new ways 'a living corpse'. He called upon 
everyone to assert his right 'as a man in the very thick of 
the fight.' He was determined 'to go forward with victory', 
indifferent even 'if the heavens fell, and the earth broke in
to pieces'. He preferred 'death to dishonour', and was full 
of 'the wine of courage'. Life was to him full of adventure, 
victory and joy. Death had no terrors for him. 'Death and 
birth are but the laws of life. Never loose heart and be 
firm'. And this note came to dominate not only literature 
but life. The spell which five hundred years of self-protec
tive instinct had woven round Gujarata was broken.t 

And with hope thus regained, woman as the source of 
life and love re-acquired her rightful place in the world. 
Dalpat and Narmad and Ranchhodbhai all rushed to accord 
her recognition, to fight for her, to invest her with human 
dignity and charm. ~tuvartzana presented her for the first 
time as a human being with a right to love. He sang: 
"The root of all reform is woman. Her rights are equal to 
mat}'s, no more, no less.'' Woman was no longer the chattel, 
the curse of life,' the gateway of hell. Polygamy, in conse
quence, disappeared from the higher castes. Pure bhakti, 
the emotion which sprang from sublimated sex-instinct, as 
in a Narasiilha Mehta, was decomposed into its components, 
love and reverence. And as love sought its natural object 
-a member of the other sex,-reverence, undefiled, came 
to be offered to the divine. 

For the first time in Gujarata Narmad boldly confessed 
his love for his beloved. 

1 Vide, Munshi, A111acina sahityno JRTadJiijna S11ara in Adiuacano p. 75. 
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Malden dear, by your love, you drove me mad. I gave up study and money, 
too. AU I left, only to repeat your name. I forgot the world ; I was over
powered with love. As I looked at your face I danced with joy.1 

X 

In Navalram Laxmiram (1836-1888), Narmad had a friend 
and associate who carried on his traditions on more judi
cious lines. His works are collected in two volumes styled 
Navalgranthllvali (1891), Vols. I and II. His England-no 
/tihrJsa, published posthumously, is the first independent 
history in the language. He adopted Moliere's comedy, 
from Feilding's version, under the name Bha!a-nu Bhopalu 
(1867), The Bha~a's Exposure. Viramati (1869) is a 
historical play typical of the period. His Kavi ]ivana, 
the Life of the Poet, is a biographical sketch of 
Narmad. It exhibited a soundness of judgment difficult 
to preserve in assessing the life and work of a man like 
Narmad. From about 1867 he began to publish his 
literary and critical essays, and created ·a tradition of 
literary criticism In the language. For a first attempt, 
his method was characterized by sobriety and sympathy. 
He made every work he criticised a basis to indicate lines 

·of further progress. Neither snobbery nor one-sidedness 
ever marred his criticism. He was a school-master turned 
literary critic, always encouraging, conscientious and en
lightening. He could be severe when he chose, but he 
never had the heart to scotch a rising author for an attempt 
however poor. His prose was pure and dignified; an advance 
on Narmad's. In spite of his trenchant attack on Mansukh
ram's attempt at Sarilsk~ization of the language, he used 
Samsk~a words with effect, and, what is more, without 
effort. 

1. ~:a~~~. stm~. 
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XI 
Mter the fourteenth century, Gujarata had no stage and 

no dramatic literature worth the name. Episodes mostly 
from ~shpa's life were crudely staged at religious fairs or 
in Vaishpava temples, under the name of rasalila, by strol
ling players. The bhavais, performed in the villages, were 
rudimentary comic theatricals, hideous with gross acting 
and reeking with ribaldry. And Dalpatram's attempts 
in this direction were little influenced by the dramas of the 
West. 

But admiration for Shakespeare brought a Shakespeare 
Katha Samaja in existence ; and one of its leaders, Ran
chhodbhai Udayaram, (1838-1923) ventured into this 
field. He published his ]ayakumllri in 1861. It was the 
first modern love-story in the language with an educat
ed girl as a heroine, and caught the fancy of Gujarata. 
Subsequently, he wrote many plays on Pudinic and social 
subjects, some of which were staged by the Parsi theatrical 
companies which had then begun to attract public atten
tion in Bombay. But his best play was Lalitlldul],khadar
iaka (1864). The heroine, a cultured girl, married to an 
illiterate rake, after passing through terrible social and 
emotional trials, was driven to seek relief in death. It lit
erally took Gujarata by storm. Men and women shed tears 
at the tragedy; the husband's name, Nandan, passed into 
the language as a synonym for a heartless rake. But Ran
chhodbhai's plays were didactic stories with long nerveless 
dialogues, interspersed with song, the only merit of which 
was their novelty. 

Other forms of literature were also attempted by the 
pioneers of the new movement. The study of Scott's novels 
had its effect on the new authors. Mahipatram Rupram, 
(1829-1891) the first to write biography, wrote Vanarllja 
Cllvado (1881) and Sadhrd-]esang round two striking historic 
figures. Nandashankar Tuljashankar's (1835-1905) Karana 
Ghelo (1868) dealt with the betrayal of Gujarata by Kara~a 
Va.ghela•s minister Madhava. For so early an attempt at 
historical fiction, it was a notable performance. Its style 
and plot made it for long the only outstanding performance 
in this branch of literature. An excellent attempt to ex-
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plore the resources of folklore was made by Framji 
Bamanjj in his Gujarl!ta and Kl2!hil2vl1rja Dda-ni vato (1875). 

Hargovandas Kantavala's(1844-1931) poem,Pl!~ipata (1867) 
. has some stirring passages. His novel Andheri Nagari-no 
Gardhavasena, the Donkey of Darktown, (1881) is noteworthy 
for two reasons. By a predominant use of de§ya and old 
tadbhava words, the author registered a revolt against the 
new tendencies in the language. He also tried to give' a 
realistic picture of misrule in Indian states. Both efforts 
were original but unsuccessful. De§ya elements in the lan· 
guage had no enriching properties ; and Realism, without 
a leaven of Romanticism, sank into vulgarity. 

The most artistic attempt at writing fiction during the 
period, however, was made by Jehangir Ardeshir Talyar
khan. His Ratnalaxmi (1881) and Kulina ane Mudrl1 (1884) 
were written in the choice Gujarat1 of the period. The 
latter written under the influence of Meadows Taylor is 
the first novel in the language which throbs with life, and 
is a great advance on Kara~a Ghelo. The characters are 
human beings; the plot develops naturally; and the· 
historical background, the wars of Tipu Sultan with the 
Company, are well-drawn. The author is out to tell a story, 
and tells it well. But Govardhanram's Sarasvatichandra, 
an incomparably greater work in all respects except in 
the art of story-telling, obscured the superior technique of 
Talyarkhan. 

XII 

In Ahmedabad, .Bholanath Sarabhai (1822-1886), was 
breaking yet one more chain which bound Old Gujarata. 
He was rich and cultured, had studied law and been a sub
judge. And when the influence of the Brahmo Samaja reach
ed Ahmedabad, the conscience of this devout worshipper 
of the goddess Amba awoke to a purer worship of the 
Formless Absolute. He joined the Prarthana Samaja, found
ed in 1871 by Mahipatram Ruparam, and burst out into 
psalms, rich in prayerfulness, which struck a note different 
to the bhakti, laden with sensuality, which was in vogue so 
long. In a sense his llvara PrlZrthanl! MlillZ (1872) is a land
mark in the cultural history of Gujarata. Prayer, for the first 

3Z 
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time in centuries, lost its sex-coloured tinge, lifting its 
voice in true humility.' 

XIII 
Hindus and Parsis had combined to give birth to the 

earlyGujarati of 'The Jiiana-Prasaraka Mangali,' though the 
early Parsi authors wrote on the Persian model. Furdoonji 
Marzbanji (1787-1874), the father of Gujarati journalism, 
was a voluminous writer in prose and verse ; so was Man
cherji Kavasji Shapurji, known as Mansukh. But the Parsi 
authors, except for some notable exceptions, soon parted 
company, and engrafted on the literary Gujaratl of the 
fifties with which they were familiar, English words and 
derivatives of Gujarati words which only their ignorance 
of the language could devise. In about three decades, they 
evolved the variety of the language known -as Parsi 
Gujarati. 

1 · Munshi, TllodQnAa R4'stltlm~anfJ (GujJ, pp. 246-249. 
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( 1885-1914 ), 

Political awakening-Nationalism-The University of Bombay-New Social 
adjustments-Govardhanram Madhavram Trlpathi ( 1855-1907 )-Sarasvati
chandra Part I (1887)-A literary landmark-Part U (1892}-Part m (1898)
Part IV (1901)-Manilal Nabhubhai Dvivedi ( 1858-1898 )-Sudar§ana 
Gadyavali-Philosophic exponent of orthodoxy-Narsinhrao. Bholanath Divatia 
(Born 1859 )-Birth of new poetry-Kusumamara ( 1887 )-Smarat~asmizhit(j 
(1915)-Manomukura ( 1924 )-Smar~a (1922-23 )-Sahitya-parishad. 

The next literary period began about the year 1884 when 
the Indian National Congress first met, and ended about 
1914 with the great war commenced. The dominant feature 
of the period was a revival of the influence of Aryan 
culture and Samskrta. Old and new forces blended with 
each other, yielding. fresh vigour and fertility. Romanti
cism drawn from English and Samskrta sources combined 
to vitalise literary outlook and technique. 

I 
This period saw the growth of a progressive urge for 

united political action in India. Local self-government, in
troduced in 1882, was hailed by the country as the coming 
of triumphant democracy. In 1884 Lord Ripon, the most 
beloved of British Viceroys, retired from office and left 
India. In 1885 the first sessions of the Indian National 
Congress was held at Bombay, the first formal expression of 
Indian national consciousness in modern history. Later, 
Dadabhai Naoroji's entry into the House of Commons and 
the first conviction of Lokamanya Tilak influenced the 
political outlook of Gujarata. For a long time, Bombay, as 
the stronghold of Sir Pherozshaw Mehta and his group of 
politicians, controlled active political life in the province. 
But the Congress held at Ahmedabad in 1901 roused po
pular enthusiasm. In 1905 when Japan vanquished Russia 
with the weapons of the West, the victory was hailed by 
Indians as a triumphant challenge to the White domination 
of Asia, The a~itation which followed .the partition of 
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Bengal fired Indian youth with the prospects of a struggle 
for freedom; and in the year 1906 Dadabhai Naoroji first 
placed the objective of Swaraj before the country. 

A new force of tremendous potency had entered life. 
Swami Dayanand Sarasvati, a Gujaratl by birth, preached 
protestant Hinduism with a nationalistic bias under the 
name of A.rya Samaja. In Bengal, under Ramkrishna 
Paramhansa's influence, Swami Vivekanand expounded a 
Neo-Hinduism which laid emphasis on Karma Yoga as the 
only means of saving India. In Maharashtra, Lokmanya 
Tilak leavened Hindu orthodoxy with an aggressive 
national programme. Thus, Hinduism began progressively 
to shed its religiosity to become Indian Nationalism. And 
Aravinda Ghose, who carried forward Vivekanand's tradi
tions, preached to young India the fiery gospel of a militant 
nationalism with its political karma yoga, its cult of the 
Bhagavadgiti:Z, and its programme of Swadeshism and 
the boycott of British goods. . In 1907 the older politicians 
under Pherozshaw Mehta and Surendranath Bannerjee, 
and the younger under Tilak, Lajpatrai, the leader of the 
Arya Samaj, and Aravinda Ghose, came into conflict at Surat. 
The Congress was broken up. A wave of nationalism 
accompanied by an urge for political action, swept over 
Gujarata as over other provinces of India, bringing into 
prominence the cult of Swadeshism (to use a popular 
catchword of the day) ' in words and deeds, thoughts and 
aspirations.' 

II 

The most effective agency of intellectual and cultural 
progress was the University of Bombay. Colleges sprang 
up at Bombay, Baroda, Ahmedabad, Bhavnagar and 
Junagadh. The Arts course was the most attractive in 
the curriculum of studies, and the English language com
bined with Sarhskrta to exert a joint influence on the 

· graduate. Sathsk~ta, the very embodiment of Aryan cul
ture and tradition became a modern force of renewed 
vigour, at once a corrective of the old order and an inspira
tion for the new. It tempered Western influence and led 
the educateq to a balanced attitude of minc;l. 
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In every town, university men as pleaders, doctors, 
teachers, or officials became active agents for distributing 
progressive ideas, and set the tone of social and moral life. 
Western culture came to be recognised as the necessary 
equipment for securing progress. A party of reformers 
sprang up in every caste. Railways, newspapers, and civic 
and political life began to destroy old barriers and pre
judices. The uplift of woman became an accepted funda
mental of the new outlook. The educa.tion of girls, though 
resisted by a few, was favoured by many among the 
educated. In advanced castes monogamy came to be the 
rule, polygamy the exception. Remarriage of widows was 
yet a dreaded heresy; but the public voice unanimously 
clamoured for alleviating their lot. Students returning 
from England began to be absorbed into the ancestral 
fold ; and though mercilessly derided, lived to stimulate 
liberalising activities. Castes came to be looked upon 
as social institutions rather than eternal human 
compartments. Inter-dining between castes came into 
vogue imperceptibly. It was an age of peaceful adjust
ment; not school-masterly, nor revolutionary, as were 
the ages which preceded it, but wise in the way of 
compromise. 

III 
The three authors, Govardhanram Madhavram Tripathi, 

Manila! Nabhubhai Dvivedi and Narsinhrao Bholanath 
Divatia with which the new period began, were Nagara 
Brahmapas. The first two ·were brought up in an atmos
phere of rigid orthodoxy, and were protagonists of 
Samskttic revival in literature. 

Govardhanram was a practising lawyer and a nephew 
of the formidable Mansukharam. His works are: Sarasvati
chandra, a novel, Part I ( U387 ) , Part II ( 1892 ) , Part III 
(1898), Part IV (1901) ; Si!ksharajivana (1899-1903); Lili!vati 
fivanakalli ( 1905), a biographical sketch of his daughter ; 
Daylirlimano Aksharadeha ( 1905 ), an ·appreciation of 
the poet of Dayarama; Navalajivana ( 1891 ), a biographical 
essay on Navalram ; and Snehamudrl!, a~oem (1889). He 
also wrote an essay in English, The _Cla5§fcal Poets of Gujarat 
( 1892 ). -
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Part I of Sarasvatichandra is styled Budhidhan-no 
Kl!rabh"tJra, The Administration of Buddhidhan. Sarasvati
chandra, son of a rich merchant in Bombay and himself a 
young lawyer, is lost between sentimentality and intel
lectual restlessness. He is inspired by love for his fiancee, 
Kumud, but is afraid to fight for it. Instigated by his 
step-mother, his father reprimands him for his fondness 
for Kumud; and the hyper-sensitive young man leaves 
home and b:dde to embark on an aimless journey under an 
assumed name. On his disappearance, the sweet and 
accomplished Kumud is married to the stupid and dissolute 
son of Buddhidhan, a high official in Suvarpapura. Curio
sity to see how Kumud reacts to her new situation drives 
the hero to visit Suvarnapura under the name of Navin
chandra. Once he is there , accident brings him into 
contact with Buddhidhan, whose hospitality he accepts. 
His identity, however, remains undetected. 

Buddhidhan is a statesman of the old school, highly 
practical, but not devoid of idealism. He has raised his 
friend Bhupsinh to the gadi of Suvarpapura and is carry
ing on extensive intrigues to remove the old minister, 
Shathray, from office. Ultimately, he succeeds in tricking 
Shathray out of office after the approved fashion of old 
Kathiava.<;Ia The intrigues are narrated hurriedly and 
in disregard of their dramatic possibility. The easy going 
proclivities of Shathray's womenfolk provide some spicy 
situations entirely unrelieved by romance or humour. 

The ·central theme is simple but elaborately worked 
out. The lovers meet under the roof of Buddhidhan . 
. Sarasvatichandra's presence in the house makes Kumud, 
whom he has forced into an unhappy marriage, doubly 
wretched. Tragic in her dignity and self restraint, she 
seeks him at midnight to make a last appeal not to waste 
his life in aimless wandering. Her pathetic struggle with 
herself is the great feature of the book. Her appeal in 
verse runs thus : 

The water which once rose to the sky has returned to the earth: the 
happiness of the unlucky is foredoomed to an early end. For a moment, it 
looked glorious, just when it shone with the reflected hues of the flying eagle. 
No wonder that the glory was short-lived. But, lordly eagle, yours is to soar 
In hlsh heavens. Fly away from the earth to which you have co!lle: This ls 
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the land of the unwinged. Flutter your golden pinions : Rise to the clouds in 
wheeling grace ; Fly across the heavenly expanse : Plunge into the glistening 
waters of the sunshine. Flying high on mountain-tops, among clouds, in the 
sky, the splendour of your golden wings will mingle with the flaming rays of 
the sun. Then we will look at it from the earth, worship it joyfully. I cannot 
tly myself. Leave me, I pray, my one solace to see you soar on high. If 
you don't, alas, nought but tears will be left for me.l 

But when she comes into the room, Sarasvatichandra 
pretends to be asleep. However, he permits her to take 
some verses out of his hands. They indicate his attitude. 

Shall I let her weep ? Friend, I, a stanger, dare not wipe the tears of my 
beloved, and cannot see them shed. My noble love! You have lived through 
untold sufferings. But forget the unforgettable. Submit to the decrees of 
fate .••.. , I am now irresponsible, moving about in changing guise. I am 
like the roving butterfly ; I will wing myself at will as the birds do ; I will live 
as do the waves of . the sea. Neither high nor low, will I move; my flight 
will be like the clouds, unsupported and a!mless.2 
She begs of him to go back to life. . He replies by leav-
ing Buddhidhan's house to resume his journey. · 

1. ~'i+r~ qlft~ror ~ ~ ;r~: 
H" <R ~~ ~ ~ arc l:"ffift+lt. 
~ ttl'Ff m otqs{IIOI"') ~ ~ 
~ ~ tt ~; WfCfT{ o:r, tt ~ IOIT ill ror ~ifil 
qt1f i3'<rr 'i+riiT ~ ~. ii ~ arc 
l:'ffif'f!R ~ aG" qm); ~ ~ ror arc. 
~~~1,{:;;r~ij~l 
~ ~ qrq1 ~~ ;r ~ ~f.t;(OI~I ~ I 
~f<fiUlS't, m, ;r ~ ;Rr ~ ~ ~. 
~ ~ ~ 'li{..ai<rR fctit ~
~ ~ ~ :ijalf, ~ ijlFf !P ~ 
iOill rorlt ~1 ~~ 6G~-
~ ~ ~-qtl'f fW:r-£1 ~&JI"'•tRI iOill 
~ ~ ~ '¥lln:r ~ \P3 I ;ft'li{ ~ U{. 

2. ~~~oo"tt~o:r~ 
~ arrg ~. ~;-"l tt ~ ~
am~~{!~~~{ 
q~~~~~~~~~~ . . 
~ ~4'{iii'll ~ 1 ~~I 
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The book was hailed by Gujarata with great enthusi· 
asm. Young men in college imbibed Sarasvatichandra's 
waywardness and sentimentality, and sighed over the loss 
of imaginary Kumuds. Families of culture named new
born girls after Kumud. Quotations were freely used in 
literature, speeches and private ·correspondence. Adverse 
comments of prudish critics were drowned in a chorus of 
praise. It was a landmark in the literature, the first 
great novel of real life in the language. Its prose, 
though a product of the Samsk\"tic tendency advo
cated by Mansukhram, was a rich medium for the new 
thoughts and feelings. Love, romance and adventure were 
artistically presented in a Gujarati form to the growing 
reading public for the first time, and so also full drawn 
portraits of real men and women. And Gujarata, which 
was swinging back to an appreciation of the old social 
order, saw it interpreted with great sympathy as a vener· 
able structure to be viewed with reverence and altered 
with caution. 

By this book the author desired, to use his words, ' to 
give an objective existence to all that was so sketched out 
in his minds's book.' The work sprang from experience. 
Its richness and flavour was drawn from Samskrtic influ
ences, from Bapa and Magha ; but its form, intensity and 
beauty, and its appeal were the result of the subjective at· 
titude of the author moulded by the Romanticism of Eng
lish authors, notably Shelley and Wordsworth, Scott and 
Lytton: It was essentially Gujarati and truly modem; a 
sign of the dawning renaissance. What is true of the first 
part of Saraswatichandra is true of the whole modern 
Gujaratlliterature.1 

~ i3Tcft ~~ ~ ~ ijcfi_ 
~~)~,~~~~mr. 
~'lNl~~ ~~u~. 
wr{t -R-wr{t ~ ~ ~~ 'OR ~ 

f.Rr.m:-f.R'r'liR:;~ ~'R 't ~-
1. ' The Sanskrit literature furnishes the soil and English literature the 

manure which have brought forth the plant of Moderan Gujarati Literature.' 
Narsinhrao Divatia, Glfiarali LangNQge and Litvahw, p. 6. 
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Though the style, the technique and the sentiments of 

this work wove a spell round young Gujarata for twenty· 
five years, it lacked humour, and displayed creative power 
limited both in scope and intensity. The language was 
stilted, pedantic, full of conceits after the fashion of Bana. 
Quotations from English, Sarilsk~;ta and Old Gujaratl 
authors bristled throughout the book ; verbose soliloquies, 
life-less dialogues and moral reflections marred the beauty 
of finely conceived situations. He was inspired by Roman
ticism, and yet shuddered at its exuberance and colour; 
His ideas of adventure rarely went beyond the confines of 
convention. He admitted love as a beautiful fatality, riot 
a living law. 

IV 
But the moralist and the apologist out-grew the artist in 

Govardhanram when he wrote Part II of the work under the 
sub-title, Guftasundarinun Kutumbaj!1la, The Family-world 
of Gu!lasuildari. This volume gives only two more inci
dents of the main story. Outlaws attack the party with 
which Sarasvatichandra had left Suvar!lapura. He is wound
ed, and is picked up by a travelling party of bavas, ascetics, 
from the adjoining monastery of Suildaragiri. About the 
same time, Kumud, escorted by armed men, also leaves 
Suvar!lapur to see her mother. Her grandfather, Manchatur, 
with another escort, comes to meet her on the way. The 
outlaws attack Kumud's party, but are surrounded by the 
escort, and disarmed. But Kumud, as she stands on the 
brink of the river, falls into it, and is carried away by the 
current. 

In this volume the author found his style. It main
tained a sustained richness throughout the book, and at 
places became lively. But the romantic element was 
submerged; the subjective intensity disappeared altogether; 
all effort was concentrated in detailed and often lifeless 
descriptions. The bulk of the volume was taken up with 
a full length portrait of Gul)asundari, the mother of Kumud, 
drawn in elaborate and charming details. She is .the 
typical Hindu mother, noble beyond description, who has 
presided over the joint family in India from the earliest 
times; the link which binds its shapeless crowd; the source 

33 
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of its joy and the only solace in its endless sorrows. The 
relations between man and wife, mother and daughter-in
law and other members in a joint family inter se have been 
brought out with rare skill. This part registered a strong
er reaction against the movement for reform than even 
the first. ·Many Gujaratis received it with enthusiasm; 
for, they saw in the art with which the picture of a Hindu 
joint family was drawn a fresh justification for a conser
vative outlook. But it was the swan-song of the old social 
order; in the very hour of its literary vindication, it was 
passing away. 

v 
Part Ill of Sarasvatichandra, styled Ratnanagari no Rl1jya

kl1rabhl1ra, the Political Administration of Ratnanagari, 
also contains" -very little of the main story. Sarasvati
chandra is taken by the bavas to their matha on Sundara
giri, and is well received on account of his deep insight 
into Indian philosophy. In Bombay, his father, pines away 
for him and dismisses from his service Dhurtlal, his 
brother-in-law, whose evil influence had brought about the 
quarrel between father and son. His mother also regrets 
her folly, and wants him back. 

In Suvarnapur, the dissolute character of Pramaddhan, 
Buddhidhan;s son, comes to light, and the family sympa
thises with the cruel lot of his wife, Kumud. Mter she 
leaves Suvarr.apur to go and meet her mother, Pramaddhan, 
in order to win sympathy, spreads a rumour that she has 
run away with Navinchandra. But he is found out; and out 
of shame, he suddenly disappears and is not heard of any 
more. Incidentally, Kusum, Kumud's younger sister, is 
introduced ; and everyone about her begins to think how 
wonderfully she will suit Sarasvatichandra, only if he were 
found and could be induced to accept her as a wife. 

The substantial part of the book is taken up with the 
early history of Ratnanagari, of which Vidyachatur, 
Kumud's father, is the minister. In the days of the East 
India Company, its ruler Nagraj, a lion-hearted Rajput, had 
fought the Company's forces bravely, but had ultimately 
accepted its proffered friendship. His son Mallaraj, brave 
and wise like the royal sages of the purapas, sighs : 
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To-day our kingdom has accepted fetters; its heroism Is gone; we have put 
on cuqis-wooden wristlets-like women; our wars have disappeared. As we 
protect women, so will the British protect us in the future. 

- He comes to the throne ; sees the spread of the Com
pany's power over the land; and during the Mutiny, acting 
on the advice of his wise Minister, Jarashankar, declines to 
side with Nana Saheb. The Mutiny is quashed; the Crown 
succeeds the Company; and the friend becomes the master. 
First, a political agent is appointed to keep peace between 
the states; then, intrigues are fostered ; later, the doctrine 
of Paramountcy comes into existence ; and the fate of 
erstwhile kings is handed over to the whims of British 
military officers. At every stage, Mallaraj struggles 
against the tightening bond, mortified at the loss of his 
independence. But the astute Jarashankar advises submis-
sion to the inevitable. -

Samant, the brother of Mallaraj, ultimately approves of 
the advice. But Samant's son, Mulraj, breaks with the 
chief Mallaraj and conspires with Rana Khachar of Virapura. 
He turns an outlaw, attempts to kill Maniraj, the prince, 
but is captured by the brave prince. Instead of being 
executed, as his loyal father would have it, he is only 
banished from the State. 

Maniraj, while pursuing Mulraj, the outlaw, sees a shot 
fired by an unknown hand and goes in pursuit of the 
hunter. He discovers the hunter in Kamala, the fair 
daughter of Rana Khachar, and incidentally, saves her from 
an alligator. Both fall in love with each other. Kamala, 
after the traditional fashion of Rajputapis, gives herself 
away to him. Her father protests ; he is the old enemy of 
Mallaraj, and has no opinion of Maniraj either as a warrior 
or a statesman. But Mallaraj comes to the rescue. The two 
old enemies, dressed as pathans, repair to Maniraj's palace, 
and Khachar tests for himself the valour and astuteness 
of Maniraj. He is satisfied, and blesses the marriage of his 
daughter with the son of his old enemy. 

Mallaraj dies. Maniraj at first declines to take the 
gadi. But the phantom of his father appears to him, and 
assures him that the British are the monkey~ which form-
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ed the army of Rama ; and that, with the blessings of Sita, 
they are reborn in this age. 

A new bridge of dharma is being built in our land. It will be formed of 
floating stones brought by the monkeys from across the seas ••••• If you 
run with the monkeys you will win ; if you do not. you will be left behind ; and, 
whne running with them, if you fail, they will carry you on their shoulders. 

And Maniraj thereupon decides to take the advice 
of the political agent to accept the gadi, murmuring 
Tennyson's lines : 

And from the ruin arose 
The shriek and curse of trampled millions, even 
As in the time before ; but whne I groaned, 
From out the sunset poured an alien race 
Who fitted stone to stone again, and Truth, 
Peace, and Justice, came and dwelt therein.l 

The style shows little change. A considerable part of 
the book is taken up by long discourses and reflections, 
rarely rising above platitudes; by learned quotations in 
three languages ; by poems improvised by many of the 
characters ; by a philosophic disquisition on the philosophy 
of the Defined and the Undefined, at one place almost a 
whole chapter being in Safuslqta. 

In this book, we are wafted into an unreal atmosphere 
of a Utopia. Every one, except Dhurtlal, the blackguard, 
and Pramadhhan, the rake-who are also unreal-is in
humanly perfect ; mere abstractions. Ordinary sadhus on a 
hill in Ka.~hiavaqa discuss abstruse philosophic doctrines. 
Mallaraj, an old chief, and Jarashankar, his minister, are 
perfections, wise and saintly. Maniraj, a petty Indian 
chief of twenty-two, 'handsome, soft-featured and yet awe
inspiring', ' stalwart and strong as a Russian', is a saint in 
morals, a Vikrama in his dealings with his people, a savant 
who can quote Sarilsk~ta classics and English masters. 
Kusum, the thirteen-year-old girl, is beautiful, bold and 
naughty; is accomplished and can compose poetry; can sing, 
dance and swim ; can be wise beyond her years and com
pliment Maniraj with a courtier's grace, and discuss with 
him the duties of kings, throwing in a quotation from the 
Maha.bha.rata into the bargain. 

l. Akbar's Dream. 
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Sarasvatichandra is an elusive phantom living in day
dreams. In one such, he sees his friend Chandrakant and 
Kumud. He tells the dream-friend, " Chandrakant ! Sweet 
philosophy buoys me up into the Heavens: I fly, effortless, 
like Dante in his Paradise." Kumud-the dream-girl-falls 
at his feet and says, "Thou hast no right to· rise without 
me. Am I not the Beatrice whose visions fill thy soul and 
fly as thou fliest ?" "Sweet Angel of purity, " answers the 
hero " thou art, thou art. Fair etherial spirit, Guide us 
into the higher regions. Thou shalt raise us all." 

The nineteenth century is gilded with the golden hues 
of Puranic idealism. The effort was the outcome of dis
content with the sordid present and a longing to see the 
ideals of the past become a reality in the future. MaHaraja 
is a Rajarshi ; Jarashankar is a walking Shastra; Maniraj is 
a prince from Da5akurn'llracarita; Sarasvatichandra is a 
product of the Bombay University, no doubt, but removed 
from modern surroundings. He is ·•transmigrated back in
to the body of some quiet and retired ~shi of antiquity'. I 
The living Romanticism of modern European literature is 
replaced by the emanciated variety of mediaeval kathas. 

VI. 
Part IV of the work, styled 'Sarasvati-nun ManorlJjya;' 

The Thought-land of the Goddess of Learning, brings the 
series to a close. Sarasvatichandra temporarily accepts 
the discipleship of the head of-the monastery at Sundargiri 
A little away from the hill, where the river meets 
the sea, is a parallel settlement of bavis, female ascetics, 
of the same sect. The bavis recover Kumud from the river 
and revive her. The lovers meet each other, and cannot 
conceal their mutual attachment. The shrewd bavas and 
bavis come to know of their love and they obligingly ar; 
range a meeting for the lovers. For three days and nights 
they live in two neighbouring caves, meet every night, talk 
love of the spiritual, or, rather, ultra-sentimental variety. 
And, thanks to the yogic powers of the head of the bavas, 
they wander in their sleep into the land of siddhas, where 
they hold endless conversation on diverse topics with the 
dead, and with birds and beasts possessing allegorical signifi· 

1. The Preface in English. 
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cance. The lovers swear eternal love and companionship, 
but decide not to marry, evidently for no better reason than 
that Kumud is a widow. · 

Chandrakant, Sarasvatichandra's friend, finds out his 
whereabouts. Kumud's family is in distress at the lovers 
living with each other, and at the consequential possibility 
of their committing the terrible social sin of widow-remar
riage. Kumud runs to their rescue. She goes to her sister 
Kusum, the prodigy, who has sworn eternal celibacy to the 
despair of her mother; and solicits her hand for her own 

· lover, to whom, a few days ago, she has sworn to be a 
companion for life ' like unto a shadow ; like unto 
Co.gabodhini, the· wife in duty; like unto the earth which 
revolves round the sun ! ' Kusum consents and is promptly 
accepted by Sarasvatichandra ·as his wife. 

Even compared with Part III, this part is a failure as a 
piece of literary art. It has no plot worth the name. Its 
characters-even Kumud and Gunasundari-become unreal, 
floating in intellectualised verbosity. The lovers are mere 
mouth-pieces for uttering morbid sentimentality, which is 
made more unattractive by oft-repeated mutual encomiums 
and pious resolutions. The end is inartistic in the extreme. 
The only relieving feature is a short, living picture of 
Chandrakant's domestic life. 

VII 
Govardhanram dedicated his later life to Parts III and 

IV of this work. These twelve-hundred-odd pages were 
intended by the author to evolve a harmony out of 'the 
varied conflicts of life and thought at present visible all 
over India'; to bring about a fusion not only of the two 

·civilizations of the East and West, but of ' far different 
· ancient Indian civilization ... the third element of the fusion'; 

and to point the way to the educated Indians, who constitute 
' a median organism in this way between various other sets 
of complicated and contradictory organisms.'1 This was 
the ambitious purpose of this prolix effort. He sought 
to achieve this purpose by presenting the results of life-long 
study and a deliberate attempt at maintaining intellectual 

1. The Preface in English to Pt. IV. 
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balance on a background of thinly sketched romance. , He 
failed to perceive that experience, presented as inter·related 
unity through the medium of creative imagination, is the 
only basis of the art of literature. And by this failure, he 
himself undermined the influence of the great tradition 
which Part I of his work had built up. But, being the 
only gifted novelist of his age, his failures became invested 
with prestige ; were copied as models by smaller men ; and 
continued to hamper the growth and appreciation of higher 
art. 

Extricated from a forest of conflicting views, from 
lengthy quotations, soliloquies, dialogues, and allegories, 
and from dissertations by mythical beings, his gospel of 
harmony is a disappointing one. Its social and religious as
pect was already preached by Narmad in Dharmavic'i!ra; 
only it was applied to diverse problems of life with a learn
ing and logic which the earlier author did not command. In 
a soliloquy, in English, it is thus formulated. 

We have never as much as attempted to find out the wisdom of our ances
tors .••. ! think there is more common sense and sounder patriotism in the stub
born and wholesale refusal, byrour masses, to consider, or even hear and endure, 
the latest fantasies of their seduced boys (by the West). 
Suffer, says the author, that the old may not be destroy
ed. Sacrifice a career to placate a father's temporary 
prejudice even if it costs love, prospects, and the life 
and happiness of a noble and innocent girl. The joint 
Hindu family is a blessing, though it looks a curse ; 'an in
surance against poverty, a fortress to resist the· inroads of 
immorality, to be supported by patience and suffering for 
a generation of two'. Love is nice to swear by, to dream 
of, to write poetry about, but has no claims over life. It 
is a spiritual bond which can be broken to maintain social 
prestige, or forgotten in the tempting arms of a bride's 
younger sister. We miss in all this Narmad's respect 
for human personality,- his love of righting wrongs, his 
urge to heroic action. · 

Govardhanram's political gospel is an expected coun
terpart of his social creed. Writing in the very midst 
of Dadabhai's disappointments and Tilak's heroic struggle, 
he retains a pathetic confidence in Englishmen. They will 
elevate the Indian States into' self-governed dominions of 
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the Empire'; they will look after Indian aspirations • as if 
they were your kith and kin' ! He has no ear for the 
prophecy of impending conflict which Narmad uttered in 
the seventies. He could not see any significance in the 
new technique of harnessing orthodoxy to modem politics, 
which Tilak was forging. All he could do was to parody, 
through his Virrao Dhampate, the great politician's speech 
and manners. The under-currents of rising nationalism, 
which were to burst out into a flood three years later (1904) 
had no existence for him, and the section of young 
Gujaratis over which he exercised literary fascination, 
remained blind to the new forces which were inspiring the 
youth in Bengal and Maharashtra. 

But Sarasvatichandra rendered an invaluable service to 
the province. It brought to the Gujarati reader choice 
sentiments, thoughts and ideas from Samsk~ta literature, 
and provided him with an elaborate and interesting attempt 
to ·apply them to modem problems. It thus became a 
Purana of Samskrta revivalism. It has established, and 
will continue to establish, for generations a living contact 
between Gujarata and ancient Aryan culture. And it will 
continue to hold fast the language to the richness of 
Samsk:~ta even in the hands of those to whom the beauty 
and inspiration of the original are inaccessible. 

The author's other works, in style and execution, are 
very inferior. SnehamudrlJ is an obscurely written poem 
lightened up by stray poetic flashes, and is inferior in form 
and substance to many poems in Sarasvatichandra. DaylJrli
mano Aksharadeha is a valuable appreciation of a great 
poet. 

VIII 
Manila! Nabhubhai Dvivedi ( 1858-1898) was a man of 

great learning and intellectual power. His principal works 
are his gazals after the style of the Persian Sufis, and 
other poems, collected under the name of Atma Nimajjana; 
Kllntll a play ( 1884 ); Gulabsinh ( 1887 ); a novel being an 
adaptation of Bulwerk Lytton's Zanoni; Balavil'asa (1893); 
Siddhllntasllra, (1899), a work dealing with ancient Hindu 
thought and modem problems ; and numerous essays on 
literary and philosophical subjects collected in Sudarsana 
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GadylZVali. His prose was more elastic than Govardhan
ram's, and was distinguished by a stately rhetoric. His 
sonorous sentences were piled up with great effect With a · 
judicious use of Saxhsk:p:a words he carried the language 
to great heights of eloquence. He gave a new turn to the 
essay ; he made it a learned discourse, or an incisive 
polemic bearing down the reader's doubts by the combined 
force of reasoning and rhetoric. He was a great student 
of literature with a sure eye for literary beauty; and his 
robust and vigorous outlook imparted a new tone to 
criticism. 

He stood out as the philosophic exponent of orthodoxy. 
The new was flimsy, unstable, soul-less, devoid of beauty. 
The old was built on firm foundations of self-discipline, on 
comprehensive vision, on the reality of Vedanta, on the 
unity of Yoga. The ignorant might attack it, the half-hearted 
might try to find its justification. But those who understood 
it knew its changeless essentials. And he did not say this 
with the partial knowledge of a pav.<;lita; for, he had studied 
the thought both of the East and the West And in no 
uncertain voice, he spoke to modern Gujarata of the 
glorious heritage of Aryan thought, of its undying strength, 

. of the ideals for which it stood. His message was 'No 
surrender to the West'; and many in Gujarata heard in it 
the battle-cry of the future. 

Balashankar Ullasram ( 1859-1898) adopted the poetic 
attitudes of Hafez and some other Persian poets and had 
a transient popularity. His work Klanta Kavi (1907) is 
a literary curiosity. Harilal Harshadrai Dhruva (1856-1896), 
the author of Kunjavih'iira (1896), was a scholar and a 
poet. Some of his poems are still cherished, but more for 
their patriotic fervour than for their literary art, which 
was moulded on that of Narmad. 

IX 
But the most formidable figure of the period under 

survey is Narsiilhrao, Bholanath Sarabhai Divatia's son 
(born 1859). His works include Kusumaml!llJ, The Garland 
of Flowers (1887), Hrdayavirjii, The Heart's Lute (1896) and 
NuPura-jhanklira, The Jingling Anklets, ( 1914) being 

:l4 
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collections of odes and lyrics; Smarap,asainhitll, The Song 
of Memories (.1915 ), an elegy on the death of his son; 
essays mostly on literary topics, some of which are now 
collected in Manomukura, The Mirror of the Mind (1924), 
Abhinayakalll (1932), and Vivartalil!1 (1933), a work on histrio
nic art Prem11nandanll-nlt!ako, The Plays of Premananda. 
(1909) ;]orJap,i, Spelling (1905); Gujrati Language and Litera
ture, Wilson Philological Lectures, Vol. I (1921) and Vol. II 
(1932), delivered in 1915 at the University of Bombay, being 
an exhaustive and scientific survey of the Gujaditi language; 
Smarap,amukura, The Mirror of Memory (1926), containing 
his reminiscences of some friends and relatives ; and Vas
sonji Madhavji Lectures (1930) delivered at the University. 
A poet, an essayist, a critic, a literary portrait-painter, a 
philologist, he has been in the front rank of our literature 
since his first work was published 

Kusumamlllll, Hrdayavi¢ and Nupura]hankllra contain 
poems, odes, sonnets and lyrics, reminiscent of English 
poetry of the age of Wordsworth and Shelley. About the 
time Govardhanram was writing the first part of Sarasvati
chandra, Narsinhrao was bringing into existence a new 
poetry. For form, he went back to the vrittas of Samsk:rta 
prosody ; for language, to a choice of Gujaratl words of 
accepted poetic value mixed with Samsk:rta words ; and he 
evolved a poetic medium of beauty. Accuracy and restraint 
of expression characterized every line. Poetry, for the 
first time, took to interpreting the beauty of a mood, a 
picture, a phenomenon of nature, impressing the common
place in life and nature with an inner significance. There 
was a freshness of outlook in some poems ; pensive sweet
ness in others; imagination and emotion lent charm to 
every one of them. Even the poem dealing with so com
mon a subject in Gujarati poetry as the condition of the 
hapless widow, was invested by him with such delicacy 
and emotion as to become, for the first time, a thing of art. 
With Kusumamlllll, Narsinhrao began the age of romantic 
poetry in the language. Some others, coming after him, 
improved upon his art, but none, except Nanalal, has so fa~ 
created a different tradition. 
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X 
With the new atmosphere of later .times and under the 

shadow of a great domestic affliction, the ripe powers of 
the poet produced, in 1915, his masterpiece, Smararzasain
hitl!, one of the few great poems in the language. It is full 
of self-restraint and dignity. Artistic expression is clear 
as crystal and is reminiscent of the Samskrta masters. A 
quiet, pensive sadness overshadows the poem from its very 
beginning. 

The heart does not smlle; for, to-day, I feel helpless. And yet it sheds no 
tear, though I am heavy with burden. 

• 
I do not like to speak, for my heart is weighted with muteness. But as 

the burden flows in words it grows lighter.! 

The poet is oppressed with despair. 
On the chess-board of the world, life is but an unequal game ; for, we play it 

against a Power, strong and yet invisible. Deluded, we believe the pawns as 
ours; but the Power takes them as It likes. We play new and yet newer 
moves to save them, but the hidden Power baffies us,2 

Hope is gone. 
The last remaining string of the lyre of hope is broken. Child ! On your 

last string alone depended life.s 

With the aid of philosophy and religion, he commences · 
a search for his departed child. Helplessly he cries : 

The door does not open, and my feet are sinking. Am I sinking in the 
mire? I know not. Religious fervour I Brother l Divine Faith I Mother 
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mine I I sink deeper. Extend me a helping hand. Save me from sinking 
in the mlre.l 

The poet searches for his beloved child. 
In the lap of midnight, the stars twinkle. In the waves of the sea, 

thunder is heard as of the clouds. I see the stars; I hear the thunder; and 
they tell me of you. At every step I find your foot·prints. How shall I believe 
that you are not there ? I 

Then, from star to star, in the moon and the sun, the 
poet looks for the child but in vain. Ultimately he finds 
the key ; the doors yield ; and he finds the voice of his son 
praying to the Merciful. The little prayer, simple and 
spontaneous, is a gem of faultless beauty. 

Open Thy doors of joy. Oh Merciful ! Open Thy doors of joy. I have 
fast crossed the forest of life. Simple chUd as I am, I now stand at Thy door. 
Darkness Is no more ; light shines before me. Take thy cbUd to Thy heart. 
Oh Merciful! Open Thy doors of joy. · 

Ceaselessly, fondly, I have repeated Thy sweet name. Now speak with 
Thy child with love. Thy child Is now here ; he thirsts for the Divine. Shed 
on him the nectar of Thy love. Oh! . Merciful! Open Thy doors of joy.s 

The poet regains hope and faith, and meditates on life, 
death and God. But the artist never abdicates in favour 
of the metaphysician or the theologian. With a rare 
delicacy of feeling, he reminds himself of how S:rgaJ.a and 
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Sandhyavatl sacrificed their children for the sake· of the 
Divine. He does not merely like to submit to His will, but 
he wishes for something higher. 

I want to join my will to the Lord's. True sweetness flows only when the 
two currents mingle.l 

He does not love discord, for universe is but the harmO
ny of the Absolute. 

Hidden indeed is the scheme of this music, so grand. One Divine Master 
alone leads the orchestra ; and I am but a feeble human worm. 

How dare I find fault with this divine music ? How can I disturb its 
harmony?' 

The poet's only wish is so to sing that his purest notes 
may harmonise with the eternal symphony. He thinks of 
death, and adversity. Are not the unhappy blessed? For 
their sorrows are counterbalanced by a single tear of a 
Buddha anxious to relieve them. But why was death 
created? The poet gives the answer, his interpretation of 
nature unobtrusively uniting with the sadness of his heart : 

The brilliant orb of the Sun is overspread with a dark cloud. It is an 
unfathomable scene. And yet behind the cloud's dark shadow, the luminary 
:ftames in eternal splendour. Likewise, the dark patch of death breaks up 
eternity but only for a moment; beyond Its darkness flows the splendorous 
sea of eternal life. In life's endless flood, death is but a bubble. Again and 
again the bubble bursts; and the sea surges ceaselessly.s 
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The whole poem is thus inspired by restrained feeling, 
sanity of outlook and unfailing hope. The personal touch 
is so subdued that the expression of a personal bereave
ment becomes a sad, pensive song of a universal human 
mood. 

XI · 

Accurate and precise in literary execution, Narsinhrao 
has used his learning, power of analysis and critical 
faculty to constitute himself the censor of the literary 
world. Inaccuracies and vagaries, a new literary phe
nomenon, a new sentiment, a new use of a word, mistakes 
of every literary man have been ruthlessly examined and 
exposed by him. He worships precision, and compels 
others to bow before it. And scarcely has an author 
written in the language without an anticipatory shudder at 
what Narsinhrao may have to say about it when published 

In his Manomukura most of his earlier critical essays 
are collected. They are judgments written in a language of 
great power by a very competent judge, determined to 
show no indulgence and often no courtesy. Literary criti
cism, thus, has been elevated to a responsible and con
scientious art. The work, in which he discusses Premanan
da's plays and holds them to be forgeries, is a masterpiece 
of exhaustive analysis and will long remain a model for 
aspiring critics. None can interpret the beauties of a new 
work as Narsinharao can; but he will not do it often. 
His severity always stifles the creative art of the critic in 
him. His lectures on philology were the result of a life of 
scholarship, industry and accuracy, and Gujarata may not 
see their like perhaps for decades. Smararuzmukura 
distinctly adds to the literary stature of the author. This 
work is a collection of pen-portraits, in which the indivi
duality of some well-known friend or relative of the 
author is presented on the background of intimate details. 
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The life-like portraits of the author's parents and of Mani
shankar Bhatt disclose great literary art. 

He has given to the literature a great prose .style, 
precise, polished and faultless. It is capable of expressing 
the most abstruse thought or the finest shade of emotion ; is 
always severely pointed, often sternly judicial ; sometimes, 
as in Smararzamukura, breaking up into little, pointed 
and picturesque sentences ; and, if the subject happens to 
fall within the very restricted limits of the author's sym
pathy, tender, soft and caressing. Reformer by tradition 
and outlook, he has been highly appreciative of Western 
influence; and at the same time he has accepted the intellec
tual and literary elements for·which the Samskrtic revival 
stands. In the literature of the period, he represents for 
the first time a harmonious adjustment of the influences of 
England and Ind~a. An intellectual aristocrat of the 
romantic school, he, in worshipping too high a standard, 
has failed to sympathise with his times. 



CHAPTER III. 

ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE SAMSKf~TIC 
REVIVAL. 

(From 1888) 

Manishanker Ratnaji Bhatt (1867-1923}-hnla?aptr-Cakravaka Mithuna 
Khaqqakavya-Sursinh Gobel, Kalapi (1874-1900)-Tragedy of his life--Kaliipi
no K~kaJ'alla-Hrirbyatrifru!i-His poetry-Ramanbhai Mahipatram Nilakanth 
( 1868-1928 }-Bhodrambht.zdra-J(ajno Paroata-FJllliiam s-ahitya-Behramii 
Malabari (1863-1912)-Ardeshlr Framji Khabardar (Born 1882 )-Kalik'2i (1926) 
-Dara§anika (1931)-Balvantrai Thakore-(Born 1869)-Satpslqta works render
ed into the language-Nanalal Dalpatram Kavi (Born 1377 )-His influence on 
language-.His garabis-His dramas-]ayajayanta ( 1914 )-V!Sva-gfla ( 1927)
K.haQqiikh!yana, a new form in literature-Sanghamitra-( 1931 )- His Prose
His romanticism-Janmashanker Mahashankar Buch (Born 1877 }-Fiction
Stage-Dahyabhai Dholshaji (1862-1906)-Qid Gujarati literature-Raniitram 
Vavabhai. 

Samsk~tic revival, once firmly established and vitalised 
by English influences fertilised many fields of literature. 
Its great achievements were the new poetry, subjective, 
lyrical, ward-perfect; the new forms in which it was cast, 
the khanga ka.vya, the khanga-akhyana, the lyric and 
the sonnet. And it made of garabt a thing of perfect 
beauty and grace. 

I 
Manishankar Ratnaji Bhatt ( 1867-1923), otherwise 

known as Kanta, was a poet of high order but limited 
compass. Most . of his poems are now collected in a 
volume entitled PUrvlllllpa. Among his .prose works, his 
two dramas, Guru Govindsingh and Roman Svllrlljya, scarce
ly touch the artistic level of his poetry. He wrote essays 
in a graceful and chaste style. His Eka Detiinun Vrttanta, 
a translation of an episode from Goethe's Wilkelm Meister, 
is exquisite. 

His eminence in literature entirely rests on his poems. 
Though composed about the time the early poetic efforts 
of Narsinharao were being published, they exhibit a 
complete harmony of Samsk~tic and English influences 
previously unknown to the language. The best of them are 
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Vasantavijaya, The Triumph of Spring, :and Ctikrav7Jka
mithuna, The Pair of Cakravakas, In form they are what 
has come to be known as khapga-kavya : a short poem 
partly narrative and descriptive, with dialogue of lyric 
charm, each dominant mood being expressed in a suitable 
Sarhskt;ta vritta. In giving the kavya a fresh and plastic 
form, the poet has given to the literature an art-form of 
great beauty and possibility. The delicate lingering 
beauty of expression and sentiment in these two poems 
caress the reader like the touch of a loved hand. 

Nature was to him a mistress to be adored with a 
sensuous longing. In Vasantavijaya we have a description 
of spring.· 

Slowly and gently the wind blows, laden with pollen. The creepers spread 
fragrance all around. The eyes are delighted. The cukoo, sitting one knows 
not where, sings a delightful song. The loving heart, shaken, melts; and 
control disappears leaving desires free,l 

Cakravi!ka-mithuna is based on the myth that these 
ancient symbols of undying love live together during the 
day, but have to spend the night in separation and in vain 
efforts to find each other. A pair of cakravaka birds 
lived in a range of mountains. The sun began to set. 

The waters of the river grew dark. The rays of the sun reached the moun
tain tops. The beloved, in fear, embraced the mate, agitated over the impend
ing separatlon.2 

The pair was young and loving, eternally absorbed in 
mutual love. 1 
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They always looked at the sunrise together from on high; In joy and 
sorrow, a moment's forgetfulness sent them mad.t ••• 

They played hide and seek in the boughs the whole day long. And when 
the beloved bathed in the stream, the mate poured water over her head2 ••• 

But their love was insatiate; their desire for love never faded. I 

Their one desire was to escape the darkness which was 
to separate them, and as the sun sank in the west. they 
flew higher to see its setting glory. The orb of the 
sun touched the sea. · 

In every fibre they burnt at the thought of impending bereavement. They 
separated; but, unable to suffer the pain, they met again. As the moment of 
torture, by fate decreed, came near, they drew close to each other. The lovers, 
courageous though they were, were faint.i 

The beloved then addressed the mate thus: 
Lord! Let us live amidst these stones no longer. Why, Oh, why should we 

suffer thus ? Let us go where the sun shines for ever-where fate has a more 
generous heart. She spoke thus and stopped; she had no courage left. 
The lovely female, bereft of hope, wept ; and the lover wiped the tear with his 
delicate wing.5 
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He replied: 
Your words break my heart. They express my heart's inmost wish. 

My patience is at an end, loved comrade ! But where the days are lorig, the 
nights are long too. How can love hope for everlasting happiness ? Let us 
destroy separation, aye, even life itself. While the sun is yet in the sky, let 
us meet the unknown ; close our eyes and attain unity.l 

His lyrics have no exotic flavour in them. They came 
fresh from a heart open to a vivid emotional experience and 
paved the way for Nanalal's artistic creations. This 
experience was reality to the poet, its literary expression 
but an accident ; and hence the fresh, warm charm of his 
poems. But religious devotion captured his imagination ; 
he fell under the influence of Swedenberg; and literature 
was the loser. 

II 
Kalaj>i, The Peacock, is the name by which literature 

knows of the short-lived Sursinhji Gobel, Thakor Of Lathi 
(1874-1900). His works are: Poems collected in one volume, 
styled Kal'tJPino KeklJrava, The Notes of a Peacock, (1913) ; 
Kashmirno PravlJsa, Travels in Kashmir; M~la ane Mudrikll 
(1912) a novel; KalllPinlJ Patro (1922), Letters; Samvl!da, 
Dialogues and Letters on Swedenborg (1923); and NtJrihrdaya 
(1933) a novel. · 

At sixteen he married two wives, the favourite being 
styled by the poet Rama. But the sentimental prince fell 
in love with Shobhana, a maid of the princess, who came 
of a community from which the male and female attendants 
of the chiefs of Kathiavaga are drawn. She was ' a piece 
of kacchi stone' at first, but the poet's love and train
ing turned her into a gem. He was prevailed upon to give 
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her away in marriage to a member of her caste. The poet 
was, however, heart-broken , and the anguish of his 
heart came out in an impassioned cry in his verse. Ulti
mately he got her back, and married her. This is a very 
trivial, and not an unusual, incident in the life of an 
Indian chief. But the poet's soft heart made him highly 
susceptible to all influences. He felt he was ruthlessly 
pursued by his little world and decided to give up his gadi 
when sudden death ended his life. He died at the age of 
twenty-six, a victim as much of his environments as of his 
sensitiveness. 

Sometimes, when he affected a poetic style flavoured 
with Urdu words, he came to grief. ' He misused Persian 
words and travestied the conceits of a Hafez and a Sadi, 
a Hali and a Nazir.'l But, where he followed the path 
which Manila!, Narsinhrao and Manishankar Bhatt had 
laid before him, he was very successful. The higher 
art of Narsinhrao or Kanta was beyond him; but he 
more than made up for it by the subjective intensity 
with which he infused every line he wrote. He invested 
ordinary Gujaratl expressions with such feeling as to trans
mute them into elements of a poetic style. 

He loved to call himself a peacock; and like that soft
hearted bird, he uttered melodious notes quivering with 
hi·gh-strung emotion as no one else in the language could. 
He was sentimental, highly susceptible to environment, and 
displayed all the enthusiasms and defects of youth. Inces
santly in quest of beauty and a visionary by nature, he had 
a live sense of wonder and delight. Everything appealed 
to his heightened sensibilities and with a loving hand, he 
extracted the inner beauty of a lotus plant, or a wounded 

··deer, a widowed heart, or a scene in Kashmir. 
Passion, sentimentality, a vague longing for freedom 

and a morbid love of tears, a penetrating sadness and 
a sensuous love of nature-all these he had ; and he gave 
profusely of his wealth in his poems and letters • 

. III. 
The bulk of Kalli,Pino Kekarava consists of HrdayatriPu!i 

and the poems associated with it. They form a lyrical 
1, D. B. Zaveri : Furtmr Mil~tones in GuJaroli Litera/uri p. 87. 
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autobiography of a sentimental and love-lorn swain, in 
which all his poignant moods are laid bare. He could not 
think of meeting his beloved without being fascinated with 
the tragic side of it. In his jy7Jh Tun Ty71h Huh, 'Where 
you are, There I am', he sings: 

I could not live with you, dear. I live in separation, consumed by its fire to 
ashes. Love! Is life so dear to me that I should bear this living torture? 
Shall I have to live without you in this world ? What shall I do ? Go about as 
a fakir with my body besmeared with your ashes ? Dear ! Death, even, shall not 
divide us; its dread darkness shall not deprive me of you....:.no not even a 
little. If you go, I will not be left behind. I do not covet life. Go and live in
Heaven; and there I wlll follow, your bond slave.l 

In HrdayatriPuti the poet weaves his sentiments round 
the ancient but ever-new subject of the eternal triangle. 
Under the shadow of green trees, Shobhana, the six-year
old orphan girl, weeps over the loss of her guardian.· ' The 
soft hearted Evening wipes the tears from her closed lotus
eyes, and herself sheds starry tears in sympathy.' 2 Rama 
comes to her. She is noble in her walk and speech; for,' the 
blood of Kshatriyas flows in her veins, fiery and divine.' s 
She offers solace to Shobhana : " I shall be what you 
desire, a friend, a mother, a sister.'' 

Mter two years, Rama is married ; and when she goes 
to her husband's house, she takes the devoted Shobhana 
with her as a maid. Six years pass by uneventfully. 
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The heart of Rama's husband was soft like a lotus. Divine love gently 
dripped from it. A sweet smDe always played upon his lips, and a joy was 
over his limbs.t -

But none knew, not even he himself, that his heart 
flowed through chasms of unknown thought and that he 
was unhappy. Once he sees Shobana, and falls in love 
with her. 

"I yearn for Rama,'' he says, " and my heart longs for 
the poor little girl. And Rama loves both of us alike." 1 

A conflict of emotions tears the heart of the hero. 
Love drives me to break all fetters; Duty draws me to my prison, to die in 

misery. Here is Duty; there, Love; and, between them, all that is left to me is 
tears. Duty Is at war with Love; and what is left Is death. 

If the beloved seeks your shelter, you dare not give it. But if she seeks 
your shelter, how dare you drive her away? To the loving wife, the word Is 
pledged, "I shall not be any one else's." But if the pledge is kept, the beloved 
will die. 

Why do you struggle In mld·air? Go deeper still, break through obstruc
ting rocks : Love divided Is never diminished-Love is the Lord of an the 
earth.• 
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IDtimately they-he and Shobhana-meet; and Duty 
loses the battle. 

Fear was cast aside; heart beat on· heart Lips of love wiped tears of 
anguish. Sweet Time; first Love; Unity divine! And the glowing hearts 
shared the joy of the festive moment.l 

Rama sees them together. Her faith in her husband, 
her Rama, as she calls him, is gone. She is heart-broken. 
The lovers also see their hour of trial come. 

Their eyes opened; they saw an earthquake shattering a universe. .. They 
bade adieu. Seeking mutual forgiveness, they parted in tears.2 

Rama orders Shobhana to leave the house. The hero 
bows to the inevitable, but, overborne with grief, lies 
dying. The forgiving Hindu wife relents. She tells Sho
bhana: 

You cannot Uve without my lord; without you, he wiD die. You are his. 
May both of you be happy.s 

The hero is delirious. He exclaims : 
" Rama, my heart, forgive me. Dear, I go yearning for you. Give me 

your hand; keep it close to my heart And Shobhana, close my dying eyes" 
...... And the three hearts were lost in one dream, as when two rivers flow 
together into the sea.4 
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A vein of morbid world-weariness ran through his poetic 
effusions from his boyhood, when he sang: 'A person 
already consumed needs no ashes to turn ascetic.' In 
AmlZrlZ Rnha, ' Our Path,' he sang: 

Ye slaves of law! Who made the laws? But to the slaves, what shall I say? 
Our path lies the other way. 

We love not pomp, nor fame, nor love. No, no, our path lies the other way.l 

And in his pathetic poem TamlZrll Rllha, Your Path, 
written a few days before his death, he addresses God like 
a Sufi poet. 

I am tired, Love, waiting and waiting for You on Your path. In hope, I was 
happy. But now I am SPent, Love ! . • . • · 

I could not do anything ; nor can I do it to-day ; and nothing, nothing can I 
do any more. Love ! 

Only the trouble will be Yours, whatever happens. I am done for. Pray, 
send a reprieve. tntimately You have to forgive everything. Then,.why not 
do It to-day, Love? 

But except when his sensibilities were wounded, his 
output was common-place, as appears from Hamirsinha 
Gohel, a fragment of the epic which he attempted. · 

N. 
His prose was clear and direct, and exhibited aU the 

emotional qualities of his verse. Kashmirno Pravllsa is the 
travel diary of a very sentimental lover of nature. His Patro 
contains some fine letters in the language. They show him 
to be a considerate ruler, a thoughtful and studious man, a 
true friend, a man of generous impulses who longed to live 
nobly, a genuine poet in real life. Mter his marriage to 
Shobhana, he writes to Lalita, the poet 

What you have heard is all true. Perhaps you may not know how patiently 
I have suffered what fell to my lot. How was a little girl to bear insufferable 
torture as of hard labour in gaoL She was dying ; she would have been 
perhaps dead in about three months. I was not high-minded enough to kill 
her for the sake of law or morality; and I fell in order that she may be saved 
• • •• I do not suggest that I did this for an unselfish purpose; but, in what I 
did, I see an effort to rise higher, not to fall. I could not bear it. If you knew 
how the girl was placed, you would have come to assist me. But the world must 
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take me to be a sinner at present; I could help the girl only after I had 
decided to invite this verdict. But this Is justice as my heart gives It ; real 
justice lies with the Lord. 

His early death was an irreparable loss to literature. 
v. 

Sir Ramanbhai Nilkanth ( 1868-1928 ), son of Mahipat
ram Ruparam, represented Western tendencies of the 
period as against Govardhanram and Manila!. His works 
were: Bhadrambhadra ( 1900 ), a satire; Rl1ino Parvat, a 
play ( 1914) ; Hl1syamandira, The Temple of Laughter 
(1915); and KavitlJne Sl1hitya, Poetry and Literature, in four 
volumes, a collection of essays principally dealing with 
literary criticism. 

Humour had not been much appreciated in Gujarata, 
the dominant tendency among critics and readers being to 
look upon it as levity. The efforts of Dalpatram and 
Navalram to write a burlesque or a farce had not re
ceived encouragement, though on the stage a broad comic 
piece, the survival of the bhavai, was always retained to 
tickle the ears of the groundlings. Ramanbhai was tem
peramentally different from many other authors of the 
period; he always appreciated humour and managed to 
have his sty laugh in conversation, in an essay, or in a 
dissertation on philology. And as a reformer and a literary 
opponent of the Mansukhram school, he took terrible 
revenge for the numberless satires on the reformers by writ
ing Bhadrambhadra. In this work the reactionary in life 
and the Samsk{tist in literature is held up to merciless 
ridicule. 

Daulatshanker, an orthodox Brahmana, who talks 
Gujarati a Ia Mansukhram, or much worse, is visited by the 
god Safikara in a dream. The god asks h·im to change his 
name, as one of its component was a Persian word 
'daulat ', and to launch .a crusade against the vile refor
mers, who, among other things, advocate the compulsory 
remarriage of all widows dead and alive. Up springs the 
devout Brahmapa, changes his name to Bhadrambhadra 
(literally, good-good), and, in company with his loyal 
Sancho Panza, Ambaram, comes to Bombay to take part 
in a meeting, held at Madhavbag, to defend the Sanatana 

36 
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Pharma against the reformers. Then follows a series of 
extravagant adventures, Bhadrambhadra talking in Sams
k{ta compounds and tilting at windmills. A few chapters 
are taken up with the trial of Bhadrambhadra for assault 
in a magistrate's court, during which the murder of a cock
roach forms a source of endless mirth. We take leave of 
the hero at the time when he is playing god Safikara 
among his disciples. 

The book has no humour, if by humour is meant, in 
Carlye's words, ' sympathy with the seamy side of 
things'. It is bitter mockery. The satire often disappears, 
giving place to an extravagant burlesque. The story is 
poorly told in places and lacks organic unity. The work 
is rendered enjoyable by absurd situations and still 
funnier Samsky;tised Gujara.tl. Bhadrambhadra, the pre
tentious fool with his holy enthusiasm ' to secure the 
ever-rising glorious triumph of eternal Arya Dharma', is 
an immortal figure in Gujara.tl fiction. 

His sketches in HZZsyamandira describe funny situa-. 
tioris and incidents. Many of them are characterized by 
absurdity and poverty of dramatic presentment. His 
RZZino Parvata, a drama, unsuccessfully seeks to engraft 
the creed of social reform on to a plot taken from a folk-tale. 

His work as a critic was valuable, and, in one sense, 
constituted a distinct advance both on Navalra.m and 
Narshihrao. In his Kavitl!ne Sllhitya he tried to formu
late a theory of artistic and literary beauty. It was 
unfortunate that his theories failed to exercise an active 
influence on the output of contemporary literature. 

VI 
Though what is known as Parsi Gujara.U was used by a 

large number of Parsi authors .for the benefit of their com
munity, some, in search of purer artistic expression, resorted 
to Gujara.t\ proper. The poetry composed by Parsis upto 
about 1880, was considered by Behramji Malabari, a Parsi 
critic, as a rank growth. Malabari himself ( 1863-1912) 
was a poet of some merit, working on the lines of Narmad 
and Dalpat. His Anubhavikll (1894) and Samsllrik11 (1898), 
however, lacked the higher art of his contemporaries. 
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Sohrab Palamkot, Dady and Pestonji Taraporewalla, and 
some others followed Malabari with success. 

Bomanji Kharshedji Framroze (1846-1920) known to the 
public as Dhakanji-bin-Makanji and Birbal also wrote 
novels, stories, sketches, and verses. But the classical 
revival brought the Hindus under Samsk~tic influ· 
ence, while a desire for Anglicisation destroyed the influ
ence of Persian among the Parsis and prevented them from 
keeping pace with indigenous lines of development. 

The poet of the community, however, who can rank with 
the best in the language is Ardeshir Framji Khabardar' 
(Born 1881). He began his poetic career under the influence 
ofNarmad, which he soon outgrew. His receptive mind and 
sense of art, from time to time, fell under the spell of several 
literary and cultural currents in Gujarata. His works are 
KiJvyarasik'fi (1901); Villisikli (1905); Prak!J$iklZ (1908); Bhllra-. 
tano Tankllra (1919); PrabhlZtano TapasVi (1920); SandeSikli 
(1925); KaliklJ (1926); Bhajaniktt (1928); Rasa CandriklZ (1929} 
andDar~anik!J (1931). Thefirstfivecontain poems composed 
on different occasions and under varying influences. His 
garabis and songs are charming, his language is invariably 
graceful, and his command of metre admirable. 

But it was in Kalikll that he outgrew all extraneous 
influences. Kalikll, The Bud, is a long poem containing three 
hundred and seventy three stanzas in blank verse, muktad
ha.ra, devised by the poet himself. The whole work is in 
praise of the beloved, each verse being a complete word
picture of a mood, or an incident, often a metaphor worked 
out in detail. There is no plot, no character, no dramatic situa
tion, not even fervid subjectivity. Imagination is, in places, 
smothered under detail; nothing is left for the reader. 
Poetry, to be great, must have the supreme art of seeming a 
living spontaneous growth; but this poem is a museum of 
small works of art, chiselled to a uniform shape and linked 
together only by a serial number. Some of them, however, 
are word-perfect, lovely in colour and proportion, full of 
exquisite, though, at times, extravagant fancies. 

On the sea-shore I stand, absorbed in thought, looking at the orb of the sun 
haJ£.risen on the rim of the morning sky. I feel like taking a boat, cross th~ 
seas, and go through the arched orb:to the shore beyond. Likewise, my beloved 
rose on the hori.oon of my life ; I saw her soul risen like unto this arch. 
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Then boldly, I let afloat my little craft. Lo!. The arch has come. What wm 
the beloved now say ? 1 

A fancy is often delicately worked out. 
I am fascinated with the mogrii flower, dropped from my beloved's braid. 

It lies like the moon on the door step of the sky, fallen from the hair of depar
ting night, t 

Sometimes, he invests a line with a rare magic by the 
use of homely words. 

You think that once you were not mine. But, remember, it was I who 
discovered your soul. You are mlne-5alely mine. I am your saint. and I am 
your hero.' 

And yet one more fancy : 
She suspended a rope, rainbow-like, to branches of the mango tree, tall and 

stately like the trunks of an elephant. My beloved swung and swung on it. 
And her feet, like pillars of astral light, touched the sky. In the door, stood 
her mother, aghast. " Come down. What a whlm for a girl !" she cried. And 
Uke a falling star, aye, the tear of a god, she slipped to the ground.' 
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Another yet lovelier picture may be added : 
On the margin of a lake two mango trees stand, their branches Intertwined. 

By the winds Inspire:!, they bend to look at their own shadows as they wave in 
the waters below. And so my beloved will stand with me some day, with arm 
entwined in arm. Then we shall look into the watery mirror, bending and 
again bending, with cheek on cheek and arm in arm. 

Love! In the Uquid mirror as we look at each other, arm interwoven in 
ann, we shall see, not two bodies but one : its shadow only doubled. · Lips 
fastened to lips. eye looking into eye, I will no more be what I was. Love, in 
my eyes you will see yourself. And I in thine will sink.l 

The lines of farewell are very artistically executed. 

Go forth, my Song. Why lament over things which were so sweet yester
day? What was perfect was the gift of the Lord ; what I could not see ~ could 
not gather. As affliction churned my heart to bitterness, it yielded me a ~ow of· 
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-nectar. Let bitterness be mine, sweetness yours. Go forth, my Song I Give 
measureless joy.t 

Though the general effect is weakened by the wealth of 
metaphor, exuberance of imagination itself indicates dis
tinct progress in a growing literature. 

VII. 
Darlanika The Mirror, is an ambitious work. It contains 

about six thousand lines in the zuiapa chanda which in 
Gujarata has been associated with the prabhatiails of -
Narsiilha Mehta.· It consists of nine meditative poems on 
different aspects of life, and are respectively headed (i) The 
uncertainty of life, (ii) The dance of death, (iii) The song 
of life, (iv) The pang of evolution, (v) The fog of religiosity, 
(vi) The chain of eternity, (vii) The unity of the Absolute, 
(viii) The duty of life, (ix) The universal religion of 
Love. This work is on the same lines as KaliM ; each 
section consists of a set of word-pfctures or images. But 
here philosophic doubts rub shoulders with poetic at-

- temps to read the inner meaning of things ; rhythmic 
meditation, often, becomes combative arguments in rhyme 
expressed through laboured metaphors. We stand lost in 
admiration at the craftsman's efforts to raise a structure 
out of numerous images, many of which possess beauty of 
language and conception. But inconsistent attitudes in 
different sections of the poems blur the vision of life which 
the poet attempts to present. 

Few Gujarati poets have achieved the simple grace of 
the lines: 

To-day, the veil has fallen; and the flood of light is in the sky. My soul 
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bathes in the .colours of the setting glory. And nectar, in drops, lies In 
profusion everywhere.l 

The poet laments the uncertainties of life in a manner 
fresh even in Gujaratl. 

Man is strong but only as a wave of the sea. Why does he joyfully throw 
up vain foam? ...... 

Man is an image made of light and shade. A rainbow is a sweet dream of 
the sun ......... 

The land of the gods is yet far far away; but, bom of the earth. man always 
remains earthy. 2 · 

While speaking of man in a later section, the poet 
strikes a different note : 

Man! Child of eternity! With a right to supreme joy! A million stars 
shine; so are you a star ...... 

To give, to give. and to give again, And yet again, to give:-is wealth. 
It is the joy of life ; and its supreme fulfilment. a 
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VIIL 

The principal works of Balvantrai Kalianrai Thakore 
( Born 1869) are : Darianiytzu, (1924) a collection of short 
stories; Bharzakllra, Echoes, Pt. (1917), Pt.II (1929), a collec
tion of poems; Ugati]uv1Jni, Growing Youth (1923), a play; 
Lyric (1932) ; and other sketches, essays and addresses 
published from time to time. His prose style, though 
clear, weighty and thoughtful, lacks charm and elasticity. 
His essays on the lyric and on Sarasvatichandra are both ex
cellent specimen of critical analysis and literary interpreta· 
tion. He is an unflinching upholder of classic models, and 
has declined to trim his sails to suit the exuberance and 
irresponsibility of modern romantic authors, or the vulgar
isation of literary quality in the interests of the man in the 
street. He never forgets the fundamental difference 
between literature of quality and that of education, propa
ganda and sensation. 

The poems-many of them are sonnets-in Bhatzak11ra 
are splendid attempts to emancipate poetry from rhyme, 
assonance and time-measure. According to the author 
' poetic forms, which do not exist independently of music 
and do not flow unrestricted by recurring time measure, 
may be suited for song or recitation; but they fetter real 
poetry.'· Starting from this axiom, he presents lyrics which, 
however limited in number and variety, are characterized 
by perfect harmony of word and sense. Emotion is expres
sed with exquisite self-restraint. A little picture is drawn 
by deft touches, and the more it is viewed the lovelier it 
grows. 

Bursting with love, I wander, seeking one who could wen receive the ftood. 
By maddening thirst oppressed, I pine for one who could give me water. 
Wherever I look, I see but a struggling crowd of human forms. Oh ! Where 
shall I find the one who could sustain my heart ?1 
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In another sonnet, the lover offers a mogra flower to his 
lady-love with these words : 

Look, my heart has as many petals as this mogrii, But how shall I tell 
you how dark they are ? ... Goddess mine! You have indeed come to save me: 
walt a while: a little time, I pray. I long to be myself first. Every petal of 
the mogra in your hair is pure white: let me make my heart as pure, and 
then, I am yours.1 

The heroine replies : 
Even if your soul soars eagle-wise in the sky, come down. Friend, take 

your twin-soul with you as you wing yourself aloft. With me, you shall be 
pure: With you, I will flower! Love! Let us create a new world, smiling 
with hope. Shall we sing? Or, tell me, shall we pray? The whole day 
round, the song of life I hear,-and the song of love and duty.2 

Mter an inevitable separation, the heroine sends a 
charming message to the hero. 

By day and night, I dream of you, my love. Come and give me, again, 
what's so famUiar and yet so fascinating. · 

The fates had drawn me deep into waters, unfathomable ; a tidal wave hae 
washed me back to shore. I have come, no doubt : I know not where I 
went : I know not how I came. The thread of my life was spared; and In 
gratitude, I humbly pray. 

The by-gone days, I remember, were once so real, ·dear; but they are now 
elusive as dreams. Come to me soon I Let your arms and lips stand 
witness: bring me the touch of sweetness and the eyes of love, and the words 
which bring eternal joy. 
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For a season past, dearest mine, there sleeps a winsome burden where you 
placed your head and always asked, "Am I too heavy?" It is lovely as it sucks 
its lotus-toe with endless joy. Come, see It : look at Its eyes: and, love, let me 
know who it is like.l 

The 'Mid·day of Love' is another lyric of beauty. 
The moment of birth is far away; I scarcely can remember it. The 

moment of death is stlil far away, dim, non-existent. Overhead, lightening 
flashes; deep waters revolve. Behind In both lies concealed, darkness un· 
fathomable. It is all pervading purusha and prakrtj-Saiikara and P""arvati
You and I, I and You-the twins indivisible-Unity !Z 

The poet can strike a true note of pathos. 
In your hour of decline, I had expected peace to come; the evening i:o smile, 

may be, for a moment; and the koel to sing. Expected that the wounds of the 
wounded will be healed ; that my loved koel will swim across the perilous 
stream and, fever-free, rest on the happy bank ...... But the expected came to 
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nought. AU that was left was the heartless laugh of cruel fate; uproarious, 
flaming, all-destroying,l 

But the poet often makes a fetish of a rugged style, 
which, at the first glance, looks obscure and strains the 
attention. But Balvantrai's effort contains the germ of 
future progress in Gujaratl lyrical poetry. · 

IX. 
Anandashankar Bapubhai Dhruva (Born 1869 ), now 

Pro-Vice-chancellor of the Benares Hindu University, a 
learned Samsk~ist, devoted his energies to producing a 
valuable series of books on Hindu ethics, religion and 
mythology. He is the high-priest of Samsk\'tic revival in its 
best form. His notes on current topics published in 
Vasanta, a monthly magazine edited by him, and his lite-
rary essays and addresses ·contain the 'most balanced 
exposition of its philosophy as applied to modern life. He 
is the purest stylist in the language, combining dignity, 
clarity and balance in perfect proportion. · 

A powerful literary activity during this period was the 
rendering of great Samsk~a works into the language. For 
the first time, ordinary people looked at the noble literary 
art of the great masters, and learnt to appreciate what had 
been up to now the monopoly of a few papgitas. This had a 
three-fold effect. Literary technique became artistic; taste 
grew purer; and the ideals of Aryan culture, as embodied 
in the original literature, replaced the purapika's diluted 
variety on which the general public had so far been fed. 

Ranchodbhai was the first to attempt translation of classi
cal dramas ; but Manila! Dvivedi began the new movement 
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by translating Bhavabhiiti's Uttararl!macarita and Mi1lati
ml1dhava and BhagvadgiflJ with literary effect. Kl!dambari 
was translated by Chhaganlal Pandya with skill. Sl!kuntala 
once rendered by Yajnika, was re-translated by Khakhar 
and Balvantrai Thakore. Many of the important Puravas, 
including the Vishnu, the Bhagavata, the HarivamJa, the 
Rl!ml!ya'!la, the MahlJbhllrata and the Upanishads were 
rendered into the language. Natialal translated Bhagvad
git!l, SlJkuntala, Meghaauta, Vaishanava SodaJa grantha 
and five Upanishads. The BhcigavadgttiJ was the general 
favourite of translators. 

Divan Bahadur Keshavlal Harshadrai Dhruva ( Born 
1859 ), a poet and scholar, with rare humility, sacrificed his 
career as an independent literary artist to rendering the 
classics. His works are Amartdataka, Gitagovinda, Mudrl!
rllkshasa, Vikramorv~'iyl!m and the plays of Bhasa. Many 
of these, in addition to being scholarly renderings, sought 
to recreate the spirit and beauty of the original in Gujarati, 
and have exercised great influence on contemporary 
productions. His Padyaracan11no ltihl!sa, History of Poetic 
Structure (1933), being Vassonji Madhowji Lectures deli
vered at the University, is the first part of a great work, 
tracing the evolution of vernacular metres through Apa
bhransa and Pra.lqta to Vedic metres. His essays, the 
result of profound scholarship, have largely contributed to 
an accurate and scientific study of Old Gujaratl literature. 

X 
The most outstanding poet of the new literature is 

Nanalal, Kavi Dalpatram's son (Born 1877 ). His literary 
activity may be roughly classified into-

(a) garabls, many of which are collected in Nanll Rl1sa 
Part I (1910), and Part II (1928); 

(b) odes, songs and other poems mainly found inKetll:nka 
Kavyo Part I (1903), Part II (1908), Vasantotsava (1905), 
Citradarlano (1921), Gitamanjari (1928) and Auja ane 
Agar (1933) ; 

(c) dramas, the principal ones being lndukumllra, Part I 
(1909), Part II (1927), and Partiii (1932),]ay(Jjayanta (1914), 
Rlljarshi Bharata (1922), Viwagttll (1927), ]ehangir-Nurjehan 
(1928), ~hahanshah Akbar (1930), Sanghamitrl1 (1931); 
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·(d) an epic styled Kurukshetra, of which seven books 
have been published so far ; 

(e) a novel, UshlJ (1918); 
(f) essays and addresses collected in Slihitya-manthana 

(1924), Udbodhana (1927), SamslJramanthana (1927) and 
Ardhc4atabdinll Bebolo (1927); 

and 
(g) Part I of a biography Ka'lfiSvara Dalpatram (1933.) 
His claim to eminence rests on the richness and freedom 

which he gave to the language ; on the e~pressiveness with 
which he invested poetic diction ; on his garabls and songs 
of great beauty ; on his rhythmic prose which has opened 
a new era in prose and verse·; on the new art-form which he 
has given by his dramas; on his stately odes; and on the 
exuberance with which he has held up the Samskrtic revi
val to admiration. The pronounced features ·running 
through all the works of the author give a Janus-faced 
aspect to his works. One shows an artistic temperament 
opening up fresh vistas of literary freedom, but circumscrib
ed by imagination and emotion of uneven intensity. The 
other aspect comes in when the intellectual outlook, narrow 
and misty, infuses elements of intolerance into its artistic 
counterpart. 

Gujarati, like other Indian vernaculars, became literary 
only by borrowing the wealth of SaihskJ;"ta, but more after 
the fashion of Maratl}I, which had been freely adopting 
tatsama words for old and new concepts. Bengali, on the 
other hand, had embarked on word-formation by a free 
use of compounds as in SaihskJ;"ta with great effect 
Nanalal struck out a new path, indiscriminately compoun
ding words of evecy origin, Sathskrta, Persian and Old 
Gujarati. Further he coined new tadbhava words, or used 
old ones in a new sense. He introduced the fashion, now 
popular, of using a substantive with ~ -the infinitive 
termination-as a verb. In his works he pressed 
into service every word of recognised or recognis
able artistic value in the language. The language, thus, 
acquired a new wealth and freedom. But the incessant 
hunt for poetic expressions has often ended disastrously. 
The frequent use of diminutives and alliteration, of 
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words like ~ and il'i!l irrespective of sense, and of 
metaphors mixed several times over, has set the fashion 
for verbal freaks of vague or no meaning. 

XI 
With the spread of English education in Gujarata, garabl, 

the dance, fell into disrepute among the educated ladies, till 
theatrical companies like Sri Morbi and Vankaner Nataka 
Samajas wi_th their traditions of Ka~hiavac_la, gave it a piace 
on the stage. The garabi recaptured public interest; was 
introduced into the schools ; and in a few years regained 
its lost hold over Gujarati women. Nanalal furnished them 
with an appealing literary accompaniment With the 
modem outlook, the prudery of educated woman came to 
an end; and in Bombay with its facilities for procuring 
musical, scenic and lighting equipments for the occasion, 
the progressive women of the city have made of the garabl 
an artistiC' dance of growing beauty and rhythm. 

Nanalal's garabls-the number of which is now over 
two hundred-are sometimes a modem edition of an old 
one of Dayarama's or some obscure author's. But he in
variably transmutes the old material into gold. He main
tains a high level of rich poetic diction. He manipulates 
words of inexpressible charm. He subordinates the 
stereotyped attitude of Radha towards Krish!la to an 
appealing subjectivity, suppressing the outspoken sensuali
ty of older poets. The old-world flavour is retained by 
words, lines, and tricks of repetition familiar to folk
garabls. Objects of nature, familiar to older poets like the 
moon, peacock, cloud and spring, are described with 
ecstatic delight Sentiments are etherealised by the poet's 
trick of introducing words of vague meaning associa
ted with the high atmosphere of classic tradition. Every 
lyric is put to a folk tune of captivating lilt A subtle 
touch of emotion ; a brief experience ; witching words of 
poetic value; a haunting tune-and sense, sound and 
rhythm combine to produce the garabi of N analal. 

Gopjkllni Gorasi, The milk-pot of the Cowherdess, is a 
modem version of an ancient subject 

Take and drink the milk. Lo I The gopiki's milk-pot Ia fuD to the brim. 
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A flame of gold is on her face; a flame of love is in her eyes; a flood of 
nectar Is in her soul. Lo I The Gopika's milk-pot Is full to the brim: 

The heart has but one hope; the lover has but one dance; love's desire Ia 
quenchless. Lo I The Gopika's milk·pot Is full to the bJim.l 

And the charm of this new edition of an old garabi is 
inimitable : 

The rain drips· gently .and yet gently,· and my spotted scarf is wet. 
Youth's love drips so gently, and my spotted scarf is wetm ...... In the crowd of 
beauties, Joy swings to and fro; and the hand-drums beat sweetly. The moon 
winks so slyly. Smile on, my moon, my honey-sweet ! My spotted scarf Is 
wet, for the rain drips gently and yet gently.2 

And the trick of repetition is used with great effect in 
niany of the garabls. 

"The wild lover who stole my heart, I saw him only last year; I saw him 
under the raining sky, like a lovely peacock. The beloved, I saw him last year. 

He was playing with the lotus stem. this, my heart's love. The beloved, I 
saw him last year~' 
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And yet another : 
Do not ask me, pray, ask me not my heart's guarded secrets. Pearls and 

pearls are there in the sea of my heart. Pray, look not for them. Let none 
disturb them. Let no one ask me the guarded secrets of my heart. 

The koel sings, the papaiya calls. Let not the searcher of causes look for 
them. Let no one ask me. In there, the letters of hope are writ with tears. 
They are faint; pray wipe them not. Let no one ask ine the guarded secrets 
of my heart. 

Oh hero mine, whom the world adores! Listen to me. Do not struggle 
against the :flood which fate has released. Let no one ask me the guarded 
secrets of my heart.t 

The poet again and again deals with the delights of 
spring. 

· My soul! My god! Come! The spring has arrived. On earth and in the 
sky, the divine coloured :flowers bloom. Come and open the :flower of my fate. 
My soul! My god ! 

I smell and smell around me a mighty fresh desire. In my heart, a rich 
fragrance rises. 

My soul! My god! 
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In the forest deep, the koel sings; and so did she in the depth of my heart. 
My soul ! My god ! In the garden of the world, Spring is playing about. 
Come, come to play in the garden of my heart. My soul ! My god 11 ' 

The following, an adaptation of an old garabi, is 
addressed to the lover who is helping the gopi to churn the 
milk. This kind of help has been invested with romance · 
by the classic precedent of K\"shpa 

Lord ! Churn the butter-milk with a lighter hand. This Is not the way to 
churn it. The pot will break, lord ! My coli ' will be wet, lord ! And my 
necklace of pearls will break. The pot will break; the milk will flow ; and the 
clothes of the fair one will be wet, lord ! 

Churn the buttermilk with a lighter hand. 
The Jumna overflows the pot ! The ropes? Not so loose, Lord ! I've 

kept the nectar in the little_ pot. Open it lightly. Taste it, pray my lord! 
Lord! Churn the buttermilk with a light hand.S 

38 
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XII 
The author has published about eight dramas. Their 

principal feature is the use of a new, rhythmic, prose. 
It is rhymeless and without an iambus, akin to Walt 
Whitman's style but more artificially arranged. It has not 
yet been systematised and has brought many an admir
ing copyist to grief. But by inversion, compounding of 
words and frequent omission of verbs, the author has 
succeeded, at some places, in giving to Gujarati a stateli
ness, which, in poems like the ode to Mahatma Gandhi, is 
reminiscent of the sonorous majesty of Milton. In Vtzsantot
sava andAuj and Agar (written earlier though published in 
1933) the author uses this prose with captivating self
restraint These works are also remarkable for the fresh 
and bewitching charm both of style and sentiment 

Nanalal modelled the framework of ]ay1Jjayanta on 
Dahyabhai Dholshaji's dramas on the stage. Their frame
. work was made up of three acts, divided into six or seven 
scenes each ; scenes were selected more as a background 
for good speeches than . to assist the action ; at con
venient intervals, songs were interspered, faintly related in 
sentiment and expression to the context; declamation, 
speeches, description of what is happening on the stage 
and what in fact never happens, abounded ; a plot was 
there but without unity, and mere types instead of human 
characters. But Nanalal made some striking improvement. 
His garabis and songs were, of course, inimitable; and the 
disgusting by-plot was dropped. The characters talked the 
author's rhythmic prose ; and their speeches were punctua
ted by neat reflections and aphorisms, or by poetic senti-
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ments expressed in felicitous phrase. A novel feature was 
Yogins presiding over worlds; ~shies· flitting to and fr~; 
sacred rivers purifying sinners; apsaras floating about, 
breathing lyrical atmosphere: an· intangible tapestry of 
classic dreamland. And there was the ideal of Jaya and 
Jayanta, the young lovers, who for no earthly reason refuse 
to unite in wedlock ; a breeze from the other-worldly 
gospel of Akho blowing gently through sweet-scented, 
modern verbiage. The attempt underlying the drama to 
bridge the gulf between the drama of literature and that 
on the stage, however, ended in a failure. 

] aylJjayanta and the works of the class are not dramas 
in the strict sense. The story is without a denouement, 
sometimes without action ; and it is not presented in action 
by dialogue, as it should be,. but by stage directions and· · 
recitals. The cheap use of supernatural elements destroys 
the sense of mystery. The dialogue is vague and monoto
nous, and never unfolds character. And men and women· 
are mere abstractions. 

What, then, is their literary form? These works, which 
are tiresome to peruse, become interesting if read aloud in 
the sing-song way in which purapikas tell stories and recite 
the anushtubha verse. It is an akhyana The garabis are 
there; the de§I in which the conversation was conducted is 
replaced by prose which could be chanted ; the situation 
instead of being described in verse is given in prose enclos
ed in brackets ; the .kagavail arrangement is redivided and,S 
called acts and scenes. The result is a sort of akhyana
khapda akhyana ?-part prose, part verse,-a literary form 
to be recited and heard; not a drama to be presented in 
action, to be seen and heard. 

In the later works of the type, the features of ]aylJ, . 
jayanta are reproduced with but one change. The interest·~ 
is sought to be maintained by the selection of a subject 
which has a romantic halo in history or mythology. RlJjar
shi Bharata has for its hero Sakuntala's cakravartin son, 
and gives scope to the poet to express his views about 
ancient Aryan greatness. lndukumlJra, for lack of such a 
subject, is not so interesting; and Premakunja is poor. 
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Vi~vagitl1, which the author in his preface claims to have 
modelled on the lines of the Bhl1gavata, is a bunch of situa
tions from several unconnected episodes, held together by 
the appearance of the sage .Patanjali in the prologue, and 
again at the end, when the sage utters his famous aphor
ism, "Yoga means the cessation of the activities of the 
cognising aspect of the mind." It is not a piece of art. It 
reads like the troubled dream of a purapika, with the my
thological tapestry of the Purapas all turned topsy-turvey, 
and some figures of the past mingling with one another in 
defiance of time, place and tradition. The work is only 
note-worthy for being the most irresponsible form of roman
tic effort, as also the high-water mark of Samskrtic revival, 
in the language. ]ehangir-Nurjehan would have· been more 

. interesting; but with Jehangir quoting Sankaracarya, 
Nurjehan playing Radha and Asafkhan talking bombastic 
Satpskt;tised Gujarati, the general effect is very depressing. 
The songs are fine ; and the rhapsoc;lies about Gujarata, 
Mogul Emperors, Nur Jehan and her love are in the author's 
characteristic style. 

Sanghamitr'IJ as a khanda-akhyana is a decided improve
ment on its predecessors. The setting is splendid, what 
with Asoka, Upagupta, Buddha and Sujata. It gives 
unlimited scope for verbal fireworks. The dialogue is 
partly given in vt;ttas, some of which, in spite of their 
metrical blunders, are charming. The khanda-ka.vya of 
Manishankar Bhatt is thus absorbed in the khand-akhya.na 
producing a novel art-form. The little drama of Buddha 
performed before Asoka in Act IV is its most artistic 
portion. 

[There is a jlowlll'-grOIJI on the bank t/ the Mranjanil. From the gartk11 the 
sage entm; a flower of a ma11, withered by the heal rf triple su./ftriflx. His body -
worn by penance ; his soul is fired by meditation ; his eyes ~lr the amsem ; his 
st~ are slow, lest the earth may b1 burdened. LiU lhl shadow rf a tivine clotd, Ire 
flits across the earth.] 

THE SAGE : What to say now? Sllence alone Is good fortune. What is the 
light of the other world like? What Is the web of deeds, good and bad? Why 
are light and shade, joy and sorrow formed? Do they tell the tale of lives 
lived long ago? 1 
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Is world a solitary journey? Wherever I look for company, I find myself 
alone. My companions have left me. I look for thing which I do not find. In the forest, In men, on the banks of flowing emptiness, in every place, in 
every eye, I search in vain for what I seek. How many strata I shall have to · 
break up?t 

[He s[Jeahs in a hoarse voice, as from the inner self, lihe the echo resounding from 
the forest groove.] 

As many as the leaves iti the groove. [Listens to the waters if the NIYanjaria 
and h~ars its gurtJing sound.] 

Every wavelet talks; Niranjana SPeaks mysteriou's!y. Nature stands whis
pering the secret message with. gurglin-g music of the water.2 ... I cannot yet 
decipher this alphabet written by the waters of 'the Niranjana. On the deep
blue, eye-coloured slate of water, the wind ·has written its hymns: I cannot' 
decipher them.s . . . 

[Rises and catches the rays of the sun in his folded hands. . After a pause]. 
Are the hands full or empty? The light is in the bands and yet they have 

nothing In them, In the lines of my hand, the rays 'Write something but I 
cannot read it. 

The sun writes his message of light; filling_ the_ sky with splendour. Will 
some divine seer read the world's book of deStiny, and teach it to the world ? ' 

. XIII 
. ,· 

Nanalal has been an _ic<moclast ·in. the literature. He 
has claimed wide freedom in style, form, technique and 
subject But he talks of elemental things and fails to create 
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them. Heroic simplicity, burning passion and tragic 
grandeur have eluded him. The subjective note never 
sounds clear and straight. He talks about love in all his 
works, surrounding it with flowery verbiage. It is however 
not a living, human reality. Its passion, its surrender and 
its anguish are beyond his creative art In the same way, 
heroic passions are belauded, but not presented in action. 
The art which makes characters human has never been his. 
One of the features of extreme romanticism in literature is 
to indulge in an extravagance of words, images and ideas, 
and to refrain from the living human contact, lest the feet 
may touch the earth. It is found in Nanalal's works to a 
remarkable degree. 

Nanalal's works are the products of the Samsk{tic 
revival, with its glowing love for the past. Mansukhram 
represented it in language, Govardhanram in social philo
sophy, and Nanalal in the field of literary art. His works are 
alembics in which modern imagination is being fused with 
the golden elements of the Samsk:~tic. The result is often 
not very artistic for, the solvent of a vivid creative imagina
tion is lacking. In a brilliant prose rhapsody like the essay 
on Brllhmanatva, and in his lecture on Indian History, we 
see him struggling through a mist of enthusiastic eulogies 
towards a vision of the Aryan spirit ; but in his imagina
tive works, many of which are staged in the very midst of 
Puranic materials, he is so oppressed with their glare and 
profusion, that he misses their underlying beauty, rhythm 
and sublimity. 

XIV 

His Ushll is a story of little merit, but his other prose 
works contain some inspiring passages. His earlier prose 
style exhibits great distinction; but, in his later works, 
the prose is encroached upon by artificial arrangement 
or is broken up into verbless, fragmentary phrases or 
bare lists of names and events. Verbosity obscures both 
language and thought His articles and addresses on 
Gujarau poets present efforts at creative interpretation. 
Part I of the biography of his father, KaviSvara Da/patram, 
is a fulsome tribute paid by a devoted and admiring son. 
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Its value lies in the materials it contains for portraying the 
early decades of the nineteenth century. · · 

But Nanalal has worked himself out of tune with his 
times. He stands as a fierce antagonist of the new life 
and thought in modern Gujarata, and of the Gandhian 
upheaval He is the champion revivalist who thunders ana
themas at the rush of life and ideals which sweep past him, 
as he stands outraged at what he cannot understand. 

·xv 
Janmashanker Mahashankar Buch, otherwise Lalit, 

(Born 1877) has written popular lyrics and. songs, some of 
which are collected under the names of Still· Vanavas (1903), 
Lalitnl.ZnKlzvyo (1912), Varjodarl1ne Vafjale (1914), andLalitnlih 
Kl1vyo Part II (1932). They have caught the imagination of 
the public by their simplicity of language, and charm of 
sentiment and melody. Essentially, the poet is what a 
wandering bhagata was in old times, a humble saint-poet 
by the village well who sang of homely themes and homlier 
sentiments redolent with the fragrance of ever-green fields. 
His Madhuli, The Hut, has become popular as much by its 
literary quality as by the sentiment it expresses. 

XVI 
During the period, there was a large output of fiction. 

The historical novels which followed Karana Ghelo were 
either translations or adaptations of English novels. Not
able novels of the period include Icharam Suryaram's 
GanglJ (1889), dealing with Sivaji's raid on Surat; Chunilal 
Vardhaman's Shah's GujarlZtani ]uni VlZrtl1 (1893) and 
Sora! hi Somanlltha; Manila! Chabaram~s Prithvirllja 
Cohll!la and Canda (1897); and Thakur Naranji Vassanji's 
Padmi!/-i (1901). Social novels were either adaptations from 
English or inspired by Sarasvaticandra. A remarkable novel 
of these periods was Vikramani-Vismisadi, The Twentieth 
Century of Vikrama (1896), by Sattavala. Written in a 
pleasant and easy style, it describes life in Bombay vividly; 
and after a lapse of thirty-five years, one can st.ill read it 
with interest.· Bhogindrarao Divatia's novels like UshlZ
klJnta ( 1908) were at one time widely read Generally they 
were pictures of social life framed in a plot adapted from 
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some English novelist Amrit Ke§ava Nayak's Eme-bana
ke ', Being an M. A. (1908) adapted from Urdu, was the only 
novel between 1901 and 1914 which exhibited a striking 
departure from prevailing art 

XVII 

The stage began to struggle into artistic shape during 
this period. The theatrical companies in Bombay, mainly 
controlled by the Parsis, staged plays full of gaudy and 
dazzling scenery with the help of actors who generally 
acted with vehement and unnatural emphasis. The tradi
tions, however, of the Gujarati stage were different, the 
Morbi and Vankaner Nataka Samajas being the pioneers. 
Their plays followed the lines laid down by RanchocJbhai. 
A play based on an episode from the Puranas like Candra
hllsa staged by The Morbi, a dramatic version of the life 
of Narsinha Mehta by The Vankaner, or a romantic play 
like Soubhl!gyasundari by The Mumbai Nataka Samaja, 
though poor in technique and literary worth, roused great 
popular enthusiasm and exercised considerable influence on 
literature, and even other aspects of life. But in every 
play the pernicious tradition of presenting a loosely woven 
farce was maintained. The art was miserable, and its 
exhibition, often, disgusting. 

Dahyabhai Dholshaji (1867-1906), however improved the 
technique and the literary tone of the drama by his plays 
which his company, The De§i Nataka Samaja, staged 
A§rumati, Udayabhllna and Vi~lJveli, three of his plays 
were at one time the rage of the day. Songs set to popular 
tunes, long declamatory dialogues, highly coloured scenery, 
the indispensable farcical by-plot and the garabl became the 
indispensable elements of the play. Dahyabhai's songs intro
duced a literary flavour and lyric note in the stage drama 
and exerted great influence on the garabi and the song in 
literature. The garabi, the dance, which had fallen into 
disrepute, was rescued. The plots were mainly based on 
episodes from the Purll~as and Hindu history ; sometimes 
from contemporary life. 

But after Dahyabhai's death, the influence of Amrita 
Keshava Naik began to be felt on the Gujaratl drama. 
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Outgrowing the vicious traditions of the Parsi stage, 
of which he was the product, he attained a level of 
histrionic art scarcely reached by any other actor on 
the Bombay stage. He was a part-composer of an Urdu 
play, Zeri Sapa, The Venomous Serpent (1904), a violent 
melodrama of blood and passion. Vehement acting, 
glaring scenic arrangements, resonant speeches, elemental 
passions and choice music which characterized the play 
captured the imagination of the theatre-going world of 
Bombay for years. Unfortunately it influenced the 
Gujarati stage for the worse, and drove away whatever 
little realism it had before. Scenery became incongruous ; 
Gujara.tJ was often spoken in rhyming couplets like the 
beta in Urdu ; acting, already unnatural, became hideous. 
A race of playwrights and stage directors came into 
existence which never could outgrow the influence of Zeri 
SlJpa. And the drama on the stage and in literature 
became two distinct literary forms, no doubt to the detri
ment of both. 

XVIII 
Another literary activity of the period was towards 

reclaiming the valuable literature of Old Gujarata. Manila! 
Dvivedi was employed by the Gaekvac;la to edit some works 
recovered from the old bhandaras of Jain temples at Patana. 
Hargovandas Kantavala, also with the same help, rendered 
great service to literature by editing and publishing old 
works in a series called the Pracina-kl!vya-~111. Narmad's 
efforts in this line were continued by lchharam Suryaram, 
who published a well-edited series of similar works under the 
heading of Klivya Dohana. And the study of the older poets 
exerted a steady influence on the literature of the period. 

With the growth of public opinion, journalism began to 
develop as a distinct form. The dailies in Bombay, in the 
hands of their Parsi proprietors, furnished news no doubt, but 
had no pretensions to literary standard. Among the weeklies, 
Ichharam Suryaram's Gujarliti favoured progress in politics 
and conservatism in social matters. Its literary activities 
included novels, which were either published serially or as 
presents to subscribers. It had a large circulation even 
in other parts of the world where commercial enterprize 
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had l~d -the Gujaratis. The short-lived Sakti of Surat, the 
organ of the extreme politicians in Gujarata in the days of 
the Surat Congress of 1907, was the pioneer of vigorous poli
tical journalism. The monthly journals were usually the 
mouthpieces of well-known literary men, the notable being 
Sudarsana edited by Manila! Dvivedi, Sam~locaka edited by 
Govardhanram, Vasanta1 by Prof. Anandashankar Dhruva, 
and Buddhiprak~Ja,t by the Gujarata Vernacular Society, 
and J~nasudhlJ, by Ramanbhai. 

XIX 
Between 1900 and 1915 Ranajitram Vavabhai (1882-1917) 

exercised considerable influence on literature, though his 
own literary output was limited. He wrote essays and 
short stories, and collected folksongs and materials 
for a history of Gujarata. His enthusiasm for the litera· 
ture and history of the province helped many authors to 
give their best to the language. He founded a number of 
literary societies, the premier of which, the Gujarati 5ahitya 
PariSad, held its :first sessions in 1905 at Ahmedabad, 
Govardhanram Tripathi presiding. He was the first to 
analyse the national characteristics possessed by Gujarata, 

. ·and to point out their lines of development in his famous 
· essay, Gujarlltani Ekatll. 

L Still being published. 



CHAPTER IV 
MAHATMA GANDHI AND THE TRIUMPH OF 

ARYAN CULTURE. 

Nationalism-Mahatma Gandhi (Born 1869 )-Triumphant Gujarita
Mahatmi's works-His prose-Navajivana-Atmakatha-Patr~His teachings
Truth and Non-violen~ Their place in corporate life-Literary tendencles
Klika Kalelkar (Born 1886 )-His style-His imagination-His outlook-His 
faith in }Uyan civilisation-Swadeshidharma. · 

The present period commences with the beginning of 
the European war in 1914. In these twenty years, 
Gujarnta has been transformed from a small province of 
India into the home of a heroic people, who, leading the 
movement for Indian freedom, occupy an outstanding posi. 
tion in the world Two great influences brought about 
this miracle : The world situation and Mahatma Gandhi. 
Interacting, they have changed values in every sphere of 
life including literature and culture. 

I 
The great European War had the effect of enriching the 

· Gujaratis all over the country. Their concerns in Bombay, 
Ahmedabad, Karachi, Calcutta, Burma and Africa attained . 

· an unprecedented prosperity, and gave them a new sense 
of power and importance. They also realized, as never 
before, the intimate relation between political freedom and 
economic progress. And when, in 1915, Mrs. Besant began 
to agitate for Home Rule for India, they were ready to 
respond to her call. A band of young Gujaratis in 
Bombay stormed the Presidency Association, the strong
hold af Sir Pherozshaw Meh~a; started an English weekly, 

· · Young India; organised the Bombay branch of the Home 
Rule League with Mahomadali Jinnah as the president; and. 
carried on an intensive agitation_ in Bombay and Gujarata. · 
Within a short time, the Gujaratis became politically alert, 
and the Bombay branch came to dominate the inner coun-
cils of the Indian National Congress. . 

The entry of the U. S. A in the War, and the great 
services rendered by India to Great Britain forced the British 
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Government to announce~ on· August 20, 1917, a policy, 
which had for its object 'the progressive realization of 
responsible government in India.' The avowed objects 
of the War and the energy of the late Mr. Edwin Montague, 
the then Secretary of State for India, in implementing the 
policy raised high hopes among politically minded Indians. 
But they were dashed to the ground when, the War over, 
Great Britain busied herself with strengthening her hold 
over India. In 1919 the fateful Rowlatt Acts were passed. 
They were received by the indignant country as a breach 
of faith. Thwarted hopes soon led to universal resentment 

II 
. In 1914 Mahatma Gandhi, (Born 1869) with the record 

of a victorious struggle in South Mrica, returned to India. 
· His quaint approach to life and politics and his opposition 
to political agitation during the war made him unpopular 
at first. But he made Ahmedabad his headquarters, collect
ed a small, devoted band of workers round him, and 
began to popularise the cult of the charkha and Satyagraha. 
Having won his first victory in Behar in 1917, he won 
another the next year in Gujarata in the Kaira Satyagraha. 
The next year, he was at the head of the Home Rule 
League and the editor of the Young India and the Gujarati 
Navaj'ivana. 

England's mistake in passing the Rowlatt Acts was 
Mahatma Gandhi's opportunity. His napoleonic achieve
ments in the field of Indian politics between 1919 and 1922 
left him ·the supreme figure in Indian ·life and politics. 
Incidentally, he organised some villages, intensified the 
political consciousness of the people in Gujarata, and con· 
solidated the partnership in politics between the Gujarati 
politician, business man and peasant He also founded the 
Gujarata Vidyapi~ha at Ahmedabad, and the scholars who 
joined it in the beginning stimulated the intellectual life 
of that city. GujaratJs, all over the world, felt proud of so 
great a man and backed all his activities. Political ambi
tion and work became the dominant passion of their life. 

In March. 1922, the Mahatma was convicted of sedition; 
and sentenced to six years' imprisonment but, owing 
to his uncertain health, was released in 1924. A sec· 
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tion of Congressmen had, in the meantime, decided to 
participate in the new legislatures. And though he had the 
confidence of the majority party in the Congress, he let the 
minority have its own way. The majority, under his direc~ 
tion, lent themselves to constructive work , the spread of 
the charkha, the removal of the drink evil and untouchabili
ty, and the organisation of the villages. The last activity, 
in his hands, meant an intensive organisation of the masses 
through an educative propaganda by devoted workers 
trained in his methods and living in the midst of their 
flock. 

In 1927, when rain and flood devastated many parts of the 
province, the organisation which he had so built up ably 
assisted the Government in carrying relief to the distressed. 
In 1928 it enforced the surrender of Government on a 
question of land revenue by leading mass Satyagraha in the 
Bardoli Taluka. The solid support given to this campaign 
by the Gujara.tis from all parts of the country, attested to 
their organised strength. Bardoli involved a still greater 
moral triumph. The solidarity, heroism and sacrifice of 
eighty thousand souls was a unique phenomenon in Indian· 
history. Bardoli has been the Thermopyl~E of Satyagraha, 
and has few parallels in the history of the world, ancient 
or modern. 

Bardoli gave the political weapons of Mahatma Gandhi 
a fresh edge, and to political India a new message of hope. 
In the Simon Commission, England gave him one more 
chance to try the efficacy of the weapon. The Mahatma's 
historic march to Dandi on the 12th March 1930 stirred 
Gujarata to depths unknown before. His path was one 
track of living flame across the province. A dazzling phe
nomenon of a spontaneous outbreak of heroism followed. 
The Gujaratis all over the world responded, and none so 
energetically as those in Bombay. Bombay justified its 
boast of being urbs prima Indis, and for the moment 
aspired to rank with cities which have changed the des
tinies of nation. From everywhere the Gujaratls offered 
at the altar of Satyagrah men, women and children, wealth· 
and lands, prospects and profits. In 1931 the Gandhi-Irwin 
truce was signed and the Mahatma went to represent the 
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Indian nation at th~ second sessions of the Indian 
· Round Table Conference. About the end of 1931 the Mahatma 
returned to India and, soon afterwards, Government intro
duced the ordinance regime. Government arrested him on 
the 4th of January 1932 and a strenuous struggle began 
between the Congress and the Government of India. Lock
ed up in the Yeravda jail and single-handed, he then 
began to combat tremendous forces by sheer force of spi
ritual strength. On the 20th of September 1932 he went 
on 'his fast unto death' in order to undo the wrong which 
the British Premier had inflicted upon the Hindu com
munity by cutting it into two. It moved India and many 
parts of the world to its innermost depths ; the cons
cience of the Hindu community was awakened ; and the 
British Premier was compelled to revise his award so as to 
leave the Hindu community one and undivided. The 
Yeravda Pact is, perhaps, the greatest event in the history 
of Modem India. 

Thereafter, the Mahatma. organised from jail a campaign 
to remove untouchability. In May 1933 he held communion 
with God and went on a self-purificatory fast of twenty one 
days. He had to be released in consequence, but, on his 
decision to resume individual Civil Disobedience, Govern
ment arrested him again on 1st of August, and refused to 
give him the permission he had enjoyed during his last im
prisonment to carry on the Harijan campaign unrestricted in 
jail. He went on a fast again and was released. Pursuant 
to his vow, he then conducted a whirlwind campaign 
throughout the country for the removal of untouchability ; 
and within so short a time as one year defied time and 
space and the demands of health to carry to the most 
remote villages his message of hope to the socially· sub
merged. History knows of a Buddha preaching his gospel 
of Nirva.pa far and wide in ttJ.e course of a long life and 
a Peter the Hermit delivering his fiery message of the 
Crusades across Europe; but this generation has seen with 
its eyes what centuries have found it difficult to imagine: 
a prophet in one year by his quickening inspiration stimu
lating the conscience of so vast and slow-moving a 
society and re-shaping the life of millions. On the 28th 
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October 1934, he retired from the.. Congress amidst the re
grets of an adoring nation. 

He is no longer of the earth ; he is a Vedic l_tshi. 
III 

These influences have led to wonderful results. The 
Gujara.tis have thrown off the fetters riveted by political 
slavery, social isolation and religious bigotry. · They h~ve 
developed a sense of power, freedom and self-respect. They 
no longer suffer from .a inferiority complex. Fatalism, 
born of helplessness, oppresses them no longer. Their 
social and religious outlook has become elastic enough to 
grapple with all the complex situations of modern exis
tence .. Caste has become but an incident of life, and does. 
not weigh them down, stifling energy and change. 

Gujara.tl women no longer stand dumb, perplexed and 
helpless. They have stormed the citadels of power, and 
struggled with burly sergeants in defence of the national 
flag. They have suffered for freedom, and, through pick~t
ing and processions, through the terrors of the jail and the 
lathi charge, won their equality with men. They have 
retained their delicacy, purity, ·and grace, and yet, are 
as free as women in many so-called advanced countries 
in the world. -

The Gujara.tls, 1with business habits extending over 
centuries, have always been calculating, but the arithmetic 
of their life has become very comprehensive. They have 
found in wealth an instrument of tremendous power in 
modern life-a sword in war, in peace a ploughshare. They 
have realised its inter-dependance with political power, and 
placed theirs at the service of the nation. At the same 
time, they have been shaped into a compact race ; an 
organic whole with a strong collective will. More, they 
have forgotten the sorrows of six centuries and acquired 
a background of heroic traditions. Sabarmatl and Bardoli; 
Borsad and Ra.s, the squares and roads of Bombay have 
been hallowed by struggle and sacrifi~e. An elemental 
note of heroism has come into their life and history. 

And thus, like unto the Prophet of Israel, has Mahatma 
Gandhi led his people out of bondage. 
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IV-~ 
. Mahatma Gandhi's works in Gujaratl may be classified 

under three heads : (i) the articles in Nava;"ivana ; (ii) Atma
kathlJ, Autobiography ; (iii) Dakshirza A/riclJnlJ Saty'lZgra
hano Itihllsa; (iv) Arogya Vile Sllmanya ]n'lZna; (v) and 
Patro, Letters, only some of which have been published so 
far. Since he became the editor of the weekly Nava;"ivana 
till it stopped in 1932, week after week except when in jail, 
he has addressed to the Gujaratls his views and theories, 
his sermons, confidences, and battle-cries. Few other 
newspapers in the world have had a similar popularity and 
influence in their area of circulation as this small, unos
tentatious sheet which never screamed a headline and 
never published an advertisement. With many, it replaced 
the novel and the Pural)a in interest. A single copy of this 
weekly has often brought to a distant hamlet its only jour-

. nal and gospel of life. 
Mahatma Gandhi has given to Gujaratl prose a new 

. sense of power. His vocabulary has been drawn from 
·· many sources. His style, though sometimes loosely woven 
in construction, is direct, clear and easily comprehensible, 
the result of precise thinking and an incessant effort to 
avoid the devious by-paths of rhetoric and sophistry. An 
unerring sense of proportion keeps both expression and 
imagination under judicious restraint. The literary element 
is always subordinated to the author's prime motive, which 
is to touch the living chord in the reader's heart and vivify 
him into action. Sometimes, and particularly in AtmakathlJ, 
the style carries itself with grace. The charms are disposed 
of well and wisely, and become part of the general effect, 
not th~ main source of it. His thunder acquires a severe 
majesty, his appeal its persuasiveness, his confession its 
poignancy, as much by a proper use of the proper word as 
by his personality. Sometimes, he is slyly humorous or 
playful. But he prefers monotony of expression to a 
varied literary effect. With him, beauty of expression has 
to be a humble house-maid to Truth. And the reader in
variably falls under the spell of • the bare, sheer, pene
trating power of every line,' of his, which. under the stress 
of some great emotion. attains biblical strength. 
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·V 
The articles published in Navajivana deal with almost· 

every serious aspect of human conduct. They are not 
leaders in the journalistic sense, but, in their technique, 
have a tendency to approach a variety of forms, from an 
informal chat to an address. Every one of them is sober. 
Imagination is always curbed by a stern adherence to hard 

, facts, marshalled with fairness. Restraint and sincerity 
invest every line with moral dignity, making any other 
view look morally imperfect. These articles establish a 
living contact wi~h the reader. They draw a picture when 
necessary, but only in subdued tones. Long or short, every 
one of them presents the well-defined outline of a living 
vision which the author alone can see and materialise. It is 
this feature which gives to thesmallestnoteinNavajivanaits 
compelling power. Many of his articles have beeri rendered 
into English, and published in Young India or in book-form; 
and even in their English version they give a fairly correct 
idea of their literary value. . 

He responds to nature but not with the abartdon··o{ ari · 
artist. While on the Brahmaputra he wrote : 

The steamer is gliding on the river. We are all sitting Oil· tP,e· dd. · nie · 
river looks wide as the sea. We can see the banks, far away on eith~r side; 
the distance between the two may be two miles or a little over. The voyage 
will take about fifteen days. Sublime peace has descended on the river. The 
moon, hidden behind the clouds, spreads a soft light over the waters,- ; The 
propellers, even as they cut their way through the water, hum sweetly. Ex
cept for this hum, peace is over everything and everywhere. I alone have no · 
peace of mind. The steamer is not mine, the river is not mine. I travel in 
the steamer through the courtesy of the power of which I am tired, which has 
made India decrepit, lustreless, poor. · 

Few passages in literature possess the intensity and 
grace of the moving appeal which he issued to Gujarata 
in 1922. 

Let him who wants, come. Let him who can, joln the fray·. Everyo~e · 
is invited, but the hungry alone shall come to the feast. Others, even if they 
come, will only be sorry. He who has no hunger, will not relish even sweets. 
The hungry will relish even a dry crust of bread. Likewise, those who under
stand non-co-operation can alone stand by it. He who understands finds 
things easy. For those who do not, everything is difficult. What Is the use of a 
mirror to the blind ? 

The times are difficult. Let us not take a thoughtless step, lest we may 
rue it ...... Civil disobedience of laws! We are no longer Ignorant of it. Jail 
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is its inevitable destination. And we can court it. Many have gone there, 
undergone its hardships, and returned. Why can we not do as much ? It is 
not so difficult But-? 

But if martial law is declared? If Gurkhas come? If Tommy Atkins 
comes? Suppose they bayonet us, shoot us, make us crawl ? They are wel
come. Let them come. But If we are asked to crawl ? Then too, we must be 
ready to die rather than crawL We shall then only die by the bayonet Instead 
of the plague. We are not likely to run away, if we are fired on; we have now 
acquired so much strength that we will receive the bullets on our chests, like 
playthings. We shall convert the Gurkhas into our brothers. If not, what 
happiness is greater than dying at the hands of a brother? Even as we say 
this, we feel proud. 
· Butif-

1 am confident this time that timid Gujarnta will show its mettle. But as 
I write, my pen is heavy. Whenever did Gujarata hear gunshots? When did 
It see rivers of blood :flowing ? Will Gujarata withstand shots fired like crack
ers ? Heads broken like earthen pots? If Gujarata sees other heads broken, 
it will feel glorious. When it sees its own head broken, it will be immortal 
Why do you want training? Confidence ! You will never acquire confidence 
by a Congress resolution. It is God who helps the weak. God alone gives 
courage. Whom Rama protects, none can injure. ·He has given us the 
body. Let Him, if he wants, take it away. Even if you so desire you cannot 
treasure up this body. Like money, it has to be spent in noble acts. What 
nobler occasion for giving up life than when you are combating this atrocity? 
Whoever believes thus sincerely, will receive bullets with his bare chest, his 
face smiling. 

The literary art is made use of in every one of these sen
tences with consummate success, and yet the principal 
object of inspiring the reader to action is neyer lost sight 
of. 

Our difficulties are as great as the Himiilayas. But great though our difficul
ties are none the less great are the remedies at our disposal We are descended 
from an ancient race .. We have witnessed the decline of the civilizations of 
Rome, Greece and Egypt. Our civilization had, like the sea, its ebb and 
tide; but like the sea It has continued changeless. We have In the country all 
necessary equipments to make life self-contained. It has high mountains 
and rivers. It has an abundance of natural beauty. Its sons have left us a 
legacy of glorious exploits. This land is the storehouse of ascetic Ideals. Here, 
all religions live side by side. Here alone, all gods command veneration. With 
such advantages, if we cannot teach the world the lessons of peace by some 
extraordinary d~d. if we cannot win the English by our pacific activities we 
will have disgraced our inheritance. Our connection with the English, then, 
would have been wasted. The English are enterprizing. They are religious. 
They have self-confidence. They are a race of heroes. They work for free
dom. But the spirit of commerce ·dominates them. They have not always 
thought of the moral value• of the means employed by them to acquire 
wealth. They worship modern civilization. They· have forgotten ancient 
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ideals. We need not copy them. If we do not forget what is ours, if we love 
our own culture, if we have a firm faith in its pre-eminence, we will turn 
our relations with them to good use and render it beneficial to them as well 
as to the world. 

VI 
Mahatma Gandhi's AtmakatM, Autobiography, or as it 

is called, ' My Experiments with Truth ' is a recognised · 
masterpiece in the autobiographical literature of the 
world. Any summary of its contents here is unnecessary 
as the work has, ere now, been translated into many, 
languages. The overshadowing personality and achieve-. 
ments of the author render a literary estimate of the work 
rather difficult. It is a narrative of his struggles to intro
duce Truth as a dominant principle of life. Its language, 
though monotonous at times, presents Gujarati in one of its 
best forms ; a racy vehicle for compact literary expression. 
A perfect sense of proportion characterises every line. 
The story is told with great skill and energy. All excre
sences have been cut out; every incident contributes to 
the breathless interest of the narrative. Some incidents 
of one of the most romantic lives are thus brought out· 
in relief. The author, as a child, stealing a part of· 
the servant's ornament and then confessing it to a loving 
father; his father's last illness during which he escapes 
from the patient's room to his own bedroom; his trying to . 
turn into a sartorial gentleman when in England; his being 
thrashed by a European on his first arrival in Pretoria ; his 
treatment by the colonists on his arrival at Durban; and 
such other equally well-known incidents are described with 
an art which many novelists might envy. The facts are pre
sented effectively. Fewest possible words, deftly arranged, 
suffice to paint a striking picture. -Conversation is natural, 
though it scarcely throbs with life. Characters have not 
the promethean spark breathed into them, but are drawn 
by touches just sufficient to bring out their outstanding 
features. 

As a specimen of literary art, it has its place among the 
best works in Gujarati prose. Its value as an autobio
graphy arises from two things : the intensely susceptible 
and rich nature of the author, and his ceaseless struggle 
with it in every sphere of lif~. :Soth arE: l~iq bare witq ~ 
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transparent frankness which makes the work at once so 
interesting and so inspiring. One is naturally reminded of 
Goethe's Truth and Beauty in My Life and· Rousseau's Con-

. fessions. Mahatma Gandhi is quite as detached as Goethe, 
· if not more, iri reviewing his past life. A tmakath'IJ certainly 
Jacks the great literary charm of the other two works. It 
has sincerity but not abandon, literary technique but not 
literary beauty. It is not the expression of an exuberant 
temperament but of an effort to control it. It has a hard 

__ metallic quality which the other two are free from. Goethe 
reveals the struggles through which he waded to an artistic 
detachment; Rousseau tells us of his clumsy dance through 
life with the thrill of unforgotten joy in his voice; Mahatma 
Gandhi describes only the ruthlessness with which he 
repressed himself. We appreciate the one; we love the 
other ; we revere the last. What detracts from the literary 
greatness of the · A.tmakath'IJ scarcely affects its value as 
one of the most precious of human documents. 

VII 
When Mahatma Gandhi's letters come to be published, 

they will fill volumes of valuable literature. Every letter 
is a perfect gem, well and appropriately worded, with a 
ringing note of candour. They are models of conciseness. 
Many are playful ; some loving. Many administer a pater
nal rebuke; some, with indescribable restraint, hit, and hit 
well ; a few are intimate ; scarcely any throbs with the 
impulse of an unguarded moment. The author adjusts the 
tone, the language and the perspective of every letter with 
uncanny precision so as to have the desired effect on the 
addressee. These letters have· provided him with his 
greatest instrument of controlling the conscience and con
duct of his friends and adherents. No man has wield
ed so great an influence through his letters; and few 
literary men have written theirs with such art. It is rarely 
that one comes across such an inimitable epistle as the one 
he wrote from the Yeravda Jail to the children of the 
Sabarmati Asrama. 

Ordinary birds cannot fiy without wings. With wings, of course, all can fiy. 
But if you, without wings, will learn how to By, then all your troubles wiij 
jnde~d be at an end._ And I will teach rou. . 
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See, I have no wings, yet I come flying to you every day in thought. Look, 
here Is little Vimala, here is Hari, and here Dharmakumar. And you also can 
come flying to me in thought. 

There is no need of a teacher for those who know how to think. The 
teacher may guide us but he cannot give us the power of thinking. That is 
latent in us. Those who are wise get wise thoughts. 

Tell me who, amongst you, are not praying properly in Prabhubhai's · e:ve.n·, 
ing prayer. 

Send me a letter signed by all and those who do not know how to sign may 
make a cross. · 

Yeravda Palace, 
Silence day. 

VIII 

Bapu's blessings. 

It is, indeed, difficult to interpret the writings of 
Mahatma Gandhi in a few lines. In the first instance, few, 
indeed, would have thought in 1914 when he returned 
from Africa that within a few years, a man almost superhu
man in vision and conduct would preside over an asrama 
at Sabarmati: that the mahavratas would be observed by 
him as by the sages of. mythology ; that he would forge 
with them a comprehensive movement for achieving 
national strength and international dignity ; that through 
him the idealism of India would stand vindicated as the 
means of the world's salvation. But facts stranger than 
fiction have come to pass. In daily conduct and current 
literature, truth, non-violence, and stern self-discipline are 
recognised not as ideals but living realities. And in a new 
wave of nationalism, India has found her soul. 

Nothing but Truth has existence. Hence the definition of God is sat. To me, 
Truth is the sovereign principle, which Includes all principles. This truth 
is not only truthfulness in words, but truthfulness in thought also, and not only 
the relative truth of our conception, but the Absolute Truth, the Eternal Prin• 
ciple, that is God. 

Of late, a life spent in search of this principle has led 
him a step further. ' God is Truth ' is now replaced by the 
formula that 'Truth alone is God, a living Almighty Force.' 
This Truth is the end of all efforts. It is to be attained 
only by an increasing surrender of self and all it values. 
The path of surrender is along the five vratas, fundamental 
to Aryan culture: Non-violence, Truth, Non-stealing, Sexual 
Self-control, and Non-possession. It is to be· pursued with 
humility, at all times, in thought, word and deed, lt~ 
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greatest foe is self-satisfied materialism with its results, 
luxury, strife, industrialism, avarice, egotism. 

This Truth is not a philosophical ideal to be realised in 
fore~ts and caves. It has to be pursued actively in all 
·departments of life ; in the villages and the slums, in the 
solution of individual, social and- political problems. In 
the course of this pursuit, every detail has to be attended 
to, practical wisdom applied, and manual labour lifted to 
a position of dignity. The affairs of man including politics 
have to be purged of untruth and sordidness. Men and 
women have to be free and equal, subject only to the law 
of truth and service. Suffering, voluntarily invited, and 
stern discipline have to replace strife. Revolutions have 
to be achieved by organisation. War, the monstrous child 
of a godless materialism, has to be replaced by Love. A 
humble religious attitude of mind has to replace the arro
gance underlying modem life. Truth and non-violence, no 
longer. the impossible standards of ethics, have to inspire 
collective activities, raising struggling nations, eliminating 
exploitation, breathing into international affairs a new 
hope. The poor, the miserable and the down trodden are 
Daridranaraypa, the Divine manifested in the miserable, 
and are to be worshipped with devotion and service. 
Human life, reared on self-imposed renunciation, is to be 
a romance full of joy. 

Satya, Truth, when working out these results aCtively, 
is Satyagraha. Passive resistance, civil disobedience and 
non-co-operation are its different phases. It is suffering, 
openiy invited and cheerfully borne, in vindication of 
Truth. It abhors hate and injustice as much as secrecy and 
diplomacy. 

Satyagraha is Love. The law of Love, call It attraction, affinity, cohesion 
If you like, governs the world. Life persists In face of death. The Universe 
persists in spite of destruction continually going on. Truth triumphs over un· 
truth. Love conquers hate. God eternally triumphs over Satan. A Satya
grahl has no power he can call his own. All the power he may seem to possess 
is from God. · . 

Thus Isvarapranidhana, the attitude of conscious and 
willing surrender· to God's will, found ·in saints and 
martyrs, inspires individual -and collective action. This 
outlook and method are the proud heritage of Aryan 
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culture. India lives for and through them. Her freedom 
is but a step towards their becoming world-forces. 

Mter the fiery ordeals of recent years, who _dare say 
that these are impossible ideals? < 

These teachings have given a new direction_ to literacy' · 
currents. Mahatma Gandhi's inexorable demand of him· 
self and others is that every human activity should directly 
lead to moral and social good. Imagination revolving 
in shapes and things of tempting beauty, has no place in 
his scheme of things. He is the foe of anarchy and indivi~ 
dualism, and will not admit the value of romance which 
does not keep close to the earth. His insistent emphasis 
on truth challenges the earlier values in art and life. Man's 
function is to become a unit of an organised whole, except 
in so far as it is necessary to achieve individual moral 
triumph. Joy of life, not arising from a sense of duty ful
fill~d. has no right to exist. Power born of truth, self-dis
cipline and service is the supreme good. Beauty apart from 
it has little or no significance. 

These teachings, coupled with Mahatma Gandhi's indiffer· 
ence to literature as such, has led some to interpret them 
to mean that the language of literature should be that of 
the man in the street and that the only test of literature is 
its immediate usefulness to the masses. His works, how
ever, do not warrant any such inference. 

IX 
Dattatraya Balkrishna Kalelkar (Born 1886 ), popularly 

known as Kaka Kalelkar, may be included in this chapter, 
as his literary work is characterised more by the literary 
tendencies for which Mahatma Gandhi stands than by 
those which the main currents of Gujaratl literature ex• 
hibit. His works are : HimlJlayano Pravnsa, Journey to 
the Himalayas ( 1923); KalelkarnJJ Lekho, Writings of 
Kalelkar (1924), being a large volume consisting of articles 
on diverse subjects; Otarl!tt Divlllo, Northern Walls (1925) 
being the author's experience in jail; PUrvaranga (1923); 
Smara1Jayl1trl1 (1934), author's reminiscences; and Lokamatl! 
( 1934) , being collection of descriptive articles on the 
rivers of India. Th~ miscellaneous writings can l;>roadly 



be classified as (a), character sketches; (b) essays on 
Hindu festivals, places of pilgrimage and puranic episodes ; 
(c) articles on educational and social subjects, on literature, 
arts and politics. Many of these were published in the 
weekly Navjivana, while he was its editor during the 
absence of Mahatma Gandhi in jail. 

For a Maharash~rian by birth and education, his com
mand over the language is phenomenal. His style is 
flexible, direct, expressive ; of fastidious workmanship, 
uniformly maintaining a high level of idiomatic charm. It 
indulges in Samsk:~tic graces without effort or pedantry. 
Its richness is due as much to the influence of Sarhskrta as 
to the imaginative element of the author's temperament. 
Often, it has the quiet manner of a teacher expounding his 
subject ; sometimes, . as in the OtartJti-Divlllo, it is light 
and playful. H never yields to the temptation of being 
blunt or colloquial. On occasions it rises to an eloquence 
not often surpassed by the recognised masters of Gujaratl 

·prose. Kaka recoils as much from the oppressive, concen-
trated directness of the Mahatma as from the florid extra• 
vagance of some of the romantic authors of the day. 

. · .. Though his approach to problems had been moulded into 
· definite shape long before he came under Mahatma Gandhi's 
influence, he accepts the two great canons of the latter's cult: 
first, that literary art must directly tend to moral or social 
good; and secondly, that it must be based on facts. But 
Kaka's vivid imagination and love of romance flow together 
vigorously within the rocky banks of those two canons. 
He is a good story-teller ; many of his essays narrate a 

. Puranic or a historic incident, or an incident from experien· 
ce with vivid charm. His Himlllayano Pravllsa, at some 
places, reads like a novel. He often invests realities with 
his imagination till they shine with the attractive hue of 
romance. 

The author's imagination is richly infused with associa
tions of ancient India. His memory is full of images 
which a life-long study of Samskrta literature only can 
provide. Without any effort, he can see in modern _life 
traces of gorgeous Puranic tints, which he calls living 
history. It is only a romantic author's eye which can see 
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in the Himalayas all that the author has seen. His puritanic 
attitude in literature does not permit him to tread the path 
of pure imagination, but it is neither harsh nor unpleasing. 
He has the restless spirit pf a literary vagabond who 
loves the open air, the great silent spaces, the lonely to
wering heights. He yearns for the life of the great sadhus 
who roam unrestricted over hill and valley seeking com,. 
munion with nature. He loves nature, not as a lover, 
but as a philosopher. In the tree, in the river, in the 
forest, he seeks the hidden meaning, the message of 
ancient ~shis who people his imagination. Within the four 
walls of the jail, he can love the ant, the bird, the cat, the . 
ancient tree awaiting death. He can establish friendly 
relations with them; he can shed a tear over their misery. 
With a classic quotation, he can narrate the cruel incident 
of the prisoner cutting grass in front of his cell. Aided by 
a quotation from Stikuntala, he can examine the nest of a 
crow. Otrl1ti Divlllo , is one of the finest things in our 
.literature; we see in it a literary Jacques sucking wisdom 
out of the most insignificant incident of jail life. 

X 

Kaka represents the high-water mark of Samsk~tic in .. · 
fluence. He has no mere justificatory attitude with refer-· 
ence to Aryan culture or institutions. At no time can you 
imagine him to be anything but /a Brahmapa steeped in 
shastric lore. Rarna and K:rshpa, Bali and Gaya live and 
move in the world which surrounds him. Conflict with the 
Aryan conception of life is either error or sin. Classic 
associations are to him living history. There is but one 
law in life, the law of Dharma. 

The message of Indian history for him is very simple. 
The ideal of the Indian people is religious life. Hence, in spite of diversity 

of creeds, there is a unity of the ultimate ideal of the individual and society. 
The direction of attaining this ideal is also the same. This provides the unity .. 
to the view-point and conduct of the whole people. 

He attributes the greatness and permanence of Hindu 
culture to- · 

the ascetic who bas given up all worldly contact ; who .has converted the 
fruit overhanging his hut into a beggar's bowl; who has coloured his clothes 
with red earth; who llas offered to the world the :cup of Immortality ancl 

41 



religion with the words. Not with wealth. not with progeny, but. with self· 
abnegation alone can immortality be attained. 

His appreciative portraits of two ascetics whom he met 
in the Himalayas, is a fitting tribute to that much-maligned 
race of itinerant Mahatmas who have contributed so 
greatly to the growth and permanence of Aryan culture. 
Admiration for ancient Indian practices· takes the author 
even to the length· of extolling the suicidal leap which 
devout enthusiasts take into eternity by jumping off Bhairav 
Ghati, a crag in the Himalayas. He holds this act to be 
praise-worthy, as it is inspired by a. desire to merge oneself 
into the glorious beauty of nature', to be' in tune with the 
infinite, forgetting the bondage of this contemptible body.' 
The author adds: " Sometimes death is the true glory of 
life". 

He has accepted Mahatma Gandhi's guidance, for, in 
him the author has found the teacher who could effectively 
preach the gospel of Sanatana Dharma. 

Now shaD end . an strife; hatred will disappear; and spiritual great· 
ness will triumph. Whether Mahatma Gandhi is a World Teacher or a 
precursor of such a Teacher, a morning star heralding his arrival, I do not 
know. I do not even want to know this. The night is at an end. There is 
light aU over. To those who have faith, this ought to be enough. I do not 
compare Mahatma Gandhi with Mahllvira, Buddha or Sri Krshl!a. But the 
religion he has preached is the essence of Jainism, Buddism and Bhagvata 
Dharma and is, therefore, superior to them all" 

XI 

This ·wonderfully self-confident attitude, so unfamiliar 
to Gujarati literature, can only be attributed to the author's 
birth and education in a part of the country where ortho· 
dox Hinduism flourishes in strength. The solution which 
he offers in his Swadeshidharma for ills afflicting modern 
India provides a comprehensive gospel of Swadeshism. It is 
a creed which has for its object an Indian India. The exi
gencies of progress, the international struggle for existence 
the difficulties which beset political life have no terror for 
him. In valuing life, he insists on an exclusively swadeshi 
measure. 'The question is not of the hand which uses it, 
but of the nature of the measure used '. He has no sympa
thy -for young Gujarata, which has started obliterating 
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- ' 
caste distinctions. He appeals to it to utilise the institution 
for warding off the calamity of national servitude. 

I try to visualise the Ideals which are behind the caste. I finnly believe 
that this unique institution created by the Aryan race and preserved for 
thousands of years is not Intended to be consigned to the grave-yard. 

He is remorselessly logical He is against modern 
education, and would prefer not to teach English to stu
dents. Even international trade is a·sin. Exports and 
imports are as much anathemised as the study of foreign 
language and culture. Nay more, he cannot but view with 
surprise the growing fondness for love-marriage . in 
Gujarata. 

How did ·Gujariita acquire this fondness for love· marriage? Is it a quality in
herent in the land? Is It the inheritance of Sri Krshqa? Is it a fruit of the 
bhakti of teachers like Vallabha? Or, is it an Indian colony of the European 
empire of Sweden borg? Or is sufi love brought here, laden on the back of 
poets like Kala pi, from the land of gazals? 

One can easily understand how modern Gujarata, bubbling 
over with a fresh, free life, and permeated with the spirit 
of renaissance, finds it difficult to appreciateKakaKalelkar. 



CHAPTER V 

MODERN TENDENCIES. Part I : MUNSHI. 

( 1914-1934 ) 

Kanalyalal Maneklal Munsbi (Bom.1887)-Works-His tecbnique-V~ranl 
Vasuliila-Kono Viinha ?-SvaJmadrsh(Q-Snehasambhramlr-Trilogy of Fiitw.zanl 
Prabhuta, ~aratano Natha and Rajadhitaja-Prthirfivalfabha-Puraruc dramas
Dhru&laswaminickvi-Soclal drama-Ajnanhita-Kakani Shashi-Bro~ama 
-MisceUaneous prose works-Philosophy of literature and life-Thodarika 
Rosadat!~iSu on11 Sahhi. • 

Modem Gujaratl literature shows great richness and 
variety. Irresponsible flights of the romantic tendency 
have been brought under control. Human nature and 
experience, in true proportions, now attracts authors. 
Dramatic presentation of life is no longer an unknown art; 
humour is coming into its own. The novel, the short 
story, and the drama have attained distinctive form ; 
literary art has acquired greater freedom, a more skilful, 
technique, a higher creativeness. 

I 
[It was an unexpected honour to be asked to write about Munsbi in the 

present work. Obviously It would have been bad taste for a writer-anybody 
except, perhaps., Bernard Shaw-to write at length about himself. And 
Munshi has certainly not got the false modesty of leaving himself out in any 
survey of our modern literature. And when he asked me to write about him, I 
undertook to do so with great pleasure. The reader will of course notice the 
difference In style and treatment.-I. J. S. Taraporevala.] 

Kanaiyalal Maneklal Munshi (Born 1887) occupies a pro
minent place in modern Gujaratlliterature. This versatile 
writer came before the public in 1913-14, as if afraid of his 
reception, under the pen-name Ghanasyama. The promise 
of his first venture, Verani Vasu/ata (1913-1914), which indi
cated the rise of an author of the first magnitude in, the 
language has been more than fulfilled, for Munshi has, in 
the last two decades, given to Gujara.ta work after work of 
e;reat brillianc;e, · 
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Born of a respectable Brahmatta family of .Broach, he 
passed through the usual studies at school and college, and 
came out as a lawyer in 1913. Law, he has accepted as his 
profession, but his love is for Mother India ; and he has 
striven to fulfil this love, among other things, through liter· 
ature. The crowning blessing of his life, however, came 
when, after the death of his first wife, he married his pre
sent wife, Lilavati, and found in her his twin-soul. Munshi's 
has been a life of strenuous work and inultifold activities. 
He spent busy days in the University of Bombay, in the 
Bombay Legislative Council, and in the High Court; and 
found time and energy to edit the monthly Gujariita, and 
to pour forth an uninterrupted stream of essays, stories, 
plays and novels. In 1930 he joined the Congress and has 
spent over two years in jail. 

Munshi's works may be considered in classified groups 
as under:-

1. Social and semi-political novels: Verani VasullJta, 
Revenge Accomplished, (1913-14), Kono Vlinka ?, Who is 
Guilty?, (1915-16), SvapnadrshJa, The Dreamer (1924-25), 
and Snehasambhrama, Confusion in Love (1931-32). 

2. Historical romances comprising the splendid trio
logy about the Calukyas of Gujarata: PliJatzani Prabhutl!, 
The Greatness of Patal)a, (1916), Gujarl!tano Natha, The 
Lord of Gujarata, (1918-19) and Rl!j'tJdhirl!ja, The King of 
Kings, (1922-23); the beautiful gem, Prthvivallabha (1920-
21) ; and the first of another series dealing with the Imperial 
Mauryas, Bhagvi!n Kau:ilya (1924-25). 

3. Puranic dramas based on ancient historical tradition 
of India : Purandaraparl!jaya, The Conquest of lndra (1922), 
Avibhakt?ltma, The Soul Undivided, (1923), Tarpatza, The 
Obsequial Offering (1934), and Putrasamovadi, Like Unto a 
Son, (1929). Dhruvaswl1minidevi (1928), though not strictly 
Puranic, may also be considered in this group. LoPl!mudrl! 
( 1933) is sub-divided into one novel, Vi§varatha and three 
play~. Sambarakanyll, Devedidheli, and Vi~vl1mitrarshi, deal
ing with the life of the ~gvedic ViSvamitra and the first 
authentic incident of Indian history, the war between· the 
Aryan king Divodasa and the Dasyu king Sa,moara. 
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4. Social dramas : Vavashethnun Svlltantrya, The Free
dom of Vavasheth (1915), Be Kharllba ]at;ta, Two Bad People 
(1924), Ajhllnkita, The Obedient (1927), and Kllkani Shashi 
The Uncle's Shashi, 1928, BrahmacarylJuama, The Hermi
tage of Continence, (1931). 

5. Short stories collected in a volume entitled· M?!ri 
J(amla ane Biji Vato. 

6. Ketl?!ka Lekho, Some Writings, Vols. I and II, 
1925-26, which contain essays and notes, addresses and 
character sketches; Thodl!'!lka Rasadar§l!no; Some Interpret
ations of Beauty (1933), being a study of literary art and 
bhakti with special reference to Gujarau literature; 
Adivacano (1933) being the annual inaugural addresses of the 
author as the president of the Sahitya Samsad from 1923-1929. 

7. The prose-poem Sisu ane Sakhi, The Child and His 
Comrade (1932). 

8. Narsaiyo-Bhakta Harino (1933) a life of the poet, 
Narsinha Mehta, with a critical introduction dealing with 
his works and age. A similar biography is Narmad, 
ArvlJcinomlZn Adya, The First Among Modems. Adadhe 
Raste, Half Way, an autobiography is published in part. 

II 

Since his college days, Munshi has revelled in European 
literature. Dumas, Hugo and Scott, Goethe and Shelley, 
and the modems with Bernard Shaw at their head, have 
been his literary godfathers. His true strength has lain in 
deriving power and vigour from his reading, in fusing his 
materials with creative imagination and producing works 
of lasting worth. Munshi has always acknowledged his 
indebtedness to his favourite masters. 

The principle features which I brought to Gujar!ti fiction were an inter~st
ing story, dramatic situation and dialogue, and living characters. I have re
mained first and foremost a story-teller, not a moralist. In tbe beginning, I 
had as my model the art of the greatest story-teller In world's literature, 
Alexander Dumas. Further, I have painted neither • good boys,' beloved of 
schoolmasters, nor pale abstractions. but full·blooded men and women who 
love and fight and sin and struggle as in actual life. My principal concern W&9 

the real drama of life, neither theories of life nor morals. 
• I have found it impossible to look upon a historical novel as anything but 

a romantic view of life. A bygone age, as It actually was, can never be drawn 
by a literary artist, He c~n elther treat tbe past as an alien workJ and Its m~ll 
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but myths, and occupy himself with hauling Its upholstery into the present; or 
he can project the drama of life around him on the screen of the past. As I 
have understood it, the art of Kalidasa, Shakespeare, of Scott, Hugo and 
Dumas is of the latter variety. And with my limited powers, I have always 
endeavoured to keep the Ideal of this art before me, and to bring the romance 
into close correspondence with life. Romanticism, I felt, was too much In the 
clouds.' · 

Again he adds : 
The dominant theme of most of my works is love, not as a thing to be 

talked of with a hushed voice or stifled by conventional. situation or poetic 
phrases, but love as he bestrides the modern world, leaving footprints in tears 
and in blood In defiance of moral preceptors or sanctimonious humbugs and 
cold-blooded prudes. I have tried to view this emotion through its weakness 
and strength, Its anguish, turmoil and tragedy, its sublime surrender 
and no Jess glorious joy. I have done it In the belief that in its frank delinea
tion alone lies Its poetry and its glory, and its only· chance of .escape from sor
didness and vulgarity. In pursuing this Idea, I have been guilty of offending 
against the literary conventions of Gujarnta. But life, in its reality, is sacred 
to me ; not so much the laws made to bind lt.2 

. III 
The very first work of Munshi, Verani Vasulata, is one 

of his best, because it strikes the keynote of all his later 
writings. The vision of India, great in the future as she 
was in the past, nay even greater, is always before the 
author's mind. The story begins with the struggles of a 
young man, Jagat, against dire poverty. Raghubhai, an 
official of the small state of Ratnagadh, takes the fatherless 
boy and his mother under his protection. Jagat becomes 
strongly attached to a neighbour's little daughter, Tanman. 
His mother's attraction proves too much for Raghubhai 
and, with her son, she has to take refuge in the house of 
her husband's elder brother at Surat to escape dishonour. 

Years pass, and Jagat, now a college student, meets 
his Tanman again, now in the spring-flush of youth 
and be2luty at Dumas, near Surat. The vacation, a dream of 
happiness, passes away all too soon. The lovers part with 
tears, and as they kiss, are observed by the step-mother of 
Tanrnan. She is indignant; caste rules forbid her marry· 
ing Jagat; Tanman is sacrificed at the altar of caste and 
married to a rake. On the other hand Jagat r~turns home 

1. AitihOsika PQlro ane Tenun Nir~a (Guj.) 
2. A.dalhe Rasllte. (Guj.) Unpublished, 
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to Surat to find the wicked Raghubhai poisoning with his 
presence the dying moments of his saintly mother. He 
takes a vow to avenge himself on Raghubhai. 

On his return to Bombay, he learns of Tanman's for
cible marriage, and, later, of her death. With his heart 
full of hatred towards society, Jagat goes to Sadhu 
Ramkisandasji at Ratnagadh to find peace in his old 
haunts. Unable to do so, he resolves to kill himself, but is 
saved by Swami Anantanand who forbids him to take the 
life God has given him. 

This Anantanand's ambition in life is to leaven modern 
life with the ancient ideals of India, and he is training a 
band of assistants to help him build up a young and 
vigorous nation. His centre of work is Ratnagadh. Jagat 
becomes his disciple, and is soon the foremost among all 
his followers. For the work of Anantamandala, Jagat 
comes to Bombay, where Raghubhai has been trying to 
destroy Anantanand's schemes. Jagat gets the chance of 
repaying his old debt, and rendering service to his cause at 
the same time. Raghubhai's daughter, Rama, falls in love 
with him; and Raghubhai, not knowing the real position of 
Jagat, also tries to win such an eligible son-in-law. Poor, 
loving Rama suffers from both sides; from her father, who 
has no regard for her, and from Jagat who hopes to injure 
the father by playing with the daughter's affections. 

Between Raghubhai and Anantananda matters rapidly 
come to a head. Raghubhai employs Tanman's uncle to 
steal some important documents from Anantananda's safe. 
The attempted robbery by Tanman's uncle is frustrated by 
Jagat. Carried away by his personal wrong, he allows the 
thief to be murdered by his discarded mistress, Tanman's 
step-mother, and lets her escape. An inquiry into a 
murder in Anantanand's own residence would be most 
unfortunate for the Mandai; so Anantananda burns all the 
compromising documents, and when the police come in 
calmy takes upon himself the full responsibility for the 
murder. He tells Jagat in his prison-cell: "Thy perfection 
has to be paid for, and the price for it is my life." Then 
only Jagat sees the true meaning of the saying that venge
ance belongs to God alone. The swami passes away in 
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· prison by prnpilyilma before the death sentence can be 
carried out. 

Jagat learns the true value of the price paid by his guru· 
to buy his 'perfection', and decides to be worthy of the ,price 
paid. He deliberately sets out to woo and win Rania, th~ 
daughter of his arch-enemy, who has been pining for him 
and leads her with him to Ratnagadh as his mate and 
comrade in the great work of nation-building. 

It is clearly a first attempt. . There are many faults iii.· 
the structure of the plot, in the denouement, in the style 
and in the language of this work. But Jagat is very true 
to life ; Raghubhai, the villain of the piece, is a forceful 
character. Anantananda-the Ideal-is in the background 
more or less as becomes the Inspirer and Teacher. Among 
the woman characters, there are only two who might be 
considered here-Tanman and Rama. They are in strong 
contrast to each other. The former is forceful and asser
tive, magnificent in her rebellion and even in her defeat 
Rama is the typical gentle Hindu maiden, her life being 
inspired only by love and self-surrender. 

Kono Vllnka? mercilessly exposes the trickeries of the 
self-styled religious teachers in Hindu society. The story 
centres round Mani, a child-widow, who has been betrayed 
by a so-called 'respectable man,' and who, to hide her 
shame and save her child, escapes to a small village. Ulti
mately, pursued by shocked respectability and obliging 
vice, she seeks refuge with a student Muchakunda, a 
gentleman in every sense. But some busy-bodies write to 
Muchakunda's father, and the old man, bigoted and ortho
dox though good-hearted, arrives, and to save his son, 
forces him to marry his betrothed, the ugly, one-eyed 
Kashi. Jealousy, poverty and Mani's beauty complicate 
an unfortunate situation. Muchakunda falls ill ; Mani, 
defying conventions, nurses him. :The patience of the poor 
woman is angelic and her unceasing devotion to Mucha
kunda-even to the extent of remaining with him while 
her own child is drawing her last breath-is superb. After 
a time Kashi dies, and the lovers are united in wedlock. 
• It has been successfully rendered on the cinema film, 
but as a novel it is. certainly weak. The work is character-

4Z 
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'ised by a complete absence of humour. Mani is too sad 
and Muchakunda too serious to have developed this 
precious virtue. 
. Svapnadrshfll resounds with the echoes of the Surat 
sessions of the Indian National Congress made famous by 
the • Maratha shoe' flung at Sir Pherozeshaw Mehta. It 

· was the time when the revolutionary movement first started 
in Bengal. Naturally it fired the youthful enthusiasm of 
young men and women all over the land. 

The story turns round a group of friends in the Baroda 
College who have formed a secret society to organise a 
revolution. They all attend the Surat Congress and help 
to break it up. There are fine miniature pen-pictures of the 
great Indian leaders of the period like Sir Pherozeshaw, 
Tilak, Gokhale, Aravinda Ghose, Lajpat Rai and Bepin Pal; 
most of them have passed away, but readers who have 
had the privilege of knowing them will undoubtedly ac
knowledge that Munshi has given us true portraits. 
This work is a realistic picture of the lives of thousands 
of young students in India who begin as idealists and end 
by settling down to the humdrum ways of their fathers. 
The ideals of Anantananda in impatient and immature 
hands turn to grotesque mock-heroic dreams of the· men
tally unbalanced. 

Snehasainbhrama shows Munshi in a rollicking, boister
ous mood. An extremely impressionable professor is very 
fond of many fair admirers, among others the wife of a 
Samshere Bahadur. This leads to unexpected develop
ments. The wife of the professor has her objections to 
her husband's ways. The whole tangled skein is un
ravelled one night at a lonely house to which the whole 
party is induced to attend by a practical joke played by a 
friend. The final scene is full of bright sparkling comedy. 
Shamshere Bahadur's wife lets down her lover. At the end 
the disillusioned professor confesses to his wife and his 
beloved pupil, Mohini: "I have been an ass. Please forgive 
me!" In reply an old friend cooly offers him his snuff-box, 

,. saying" Never mind, dear boy, just take a pinch. It will 
clear your head". 
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Pure humour is found in every page of this delightful 
book. The characterisation is true to life. The innocent 

. professor, his wife, loving but uncouth in the extreme, the 
bold girl Mohini, the genial old uncle and the good old aunt 
Jaskore, and above all the braggart, Shamshere Bahadur, 
are all characters which will live. 

IV 
The historical romances of Munshi are the best known 

of his works, though over the first of the famous triology
P11'Ja!Zani PrabhutlJ-there was a storm of protest from the 
Jaina community. These threedeal with the most glorious 
period of Hindu Gujarata-the reign of Siddharaja Jayasi
ilha. Through all the three we can clearly trace the 
growth of Munshi as a novelist. He goes from strength to 
strength, and in the third, R~jf1dhirl1ja, we clearly recognise 
the masterhand. · 

Plltanani PrabhutlJ still shows signs . of the prentice 
hand.· But the defects are few while the beauties are 
many. 

The story revolves round the efforts of the minister 
-Munjala to consolidate the kingdom of Pa~pa during the 
minority of King Jayasiilha Calukya. She has come from her 
far-off home in the south attracted by the personality of 
Muiijala rather than by the greatness of tbe king of Guja
rata. In the beginning of her infant son's reign she desires 
to assume supreme control and to shake off Muiijala. But 
Pa.~apa will not accept this. The people force her to see 
reason and to have their trusted and well-beloved Miinjala 
restored. Mipata yields with perfect grace, and in yielding 
wins a very real victory. 

The second part of this triology, Gujarlltano NiJtha, car
ries the story forward. The power of the minister, Muil.jala, 
is now at its height, and we more than suspect that the 
real lord of Gujarata, Gujaratano Natha, is he rather than 
Jayasiilha. Mina}adevi is there, mature and wiser. She 
can now love Muiija.la with all her heart, and yet they 
both can keep their passion under complete control and 
combine for the good of their youthful King and country; 
But the main interest of th~ book centres round the 
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:Bra.hmapa, Ka.ka, the warrior ' without fear and without 
reproach'. Ka.ka is unlearned in Sarilsk:tta lore; and 
though he has saved the accomplished daughter of a papgita, 
Mafijari, from a cruel fate, she despises him. She wants 
her lover to come to her, not 'like a dog to his mate' but 
like a Parasu Rama ' irresistible as fire, unconquerable as 
Kailasa itself'. She turns in disdain from this wandering 
trooper from the land La.~. The winning of this proud 
woman's heart is the central episode of this book. ~ 

Meanwhile King Jayasinha is attracted by a beautiful 
Rajput maiden-Ral)aka-and wishes to send her a love 

. message through Kaka. But Ranaka is carried off from 
under the very nose of Jayasinha by Khengara, the youngest 
son of Ra. Navaghal)a of Junagagha. Kaka and Khengara 
are great friends, and the former actually helps the latter 
against his own master, and incidentally wins the esteem 
of Mafijari. 

But the seed of bitter enmity is sown between Jayas1nha 
and Khefi~ra and this is described in the third book 
Rlljlldhirllja. The war between Pa~al)a and Junagagha goes 
on for years, but Junagagha seems impregnable. Kaka 
is called from Bhrgukaccha (Broach), where he is the mili
tary governor, to help at the siege of Junagagha His 
departure is a signal for the revolt of the old patriots of 
La~a to regain their independence from the sway of Pa~apa 

. Malijarl proves herself to be the worthy comrade of the 
great warrior, Ka.ka. She maintains a firm hand over the 
defences of the citadel against the rebels. 

Mufija.la has extended his protection over Ka.ka. But King 
Jayasinha cannot forget the help he had given to Khefigara 

. while carrying away Ra.l)akadevl. News of the revolt in 
Broach reaches Jayasinha, but he deliberately prevents its 
reaching the ears of Kaka and does not send immediate help 
to Mafijari. The siege of Juna.gagha ends in the storming of 
the great fort, when Ra Khefigara meets a glorious death. 
Jayadeva, exulting in the fact that Ra.t:~aka has at last been 
won, carries her off with him to Wadhwan. But Ka.ka is 
pledged to the loving memory of his dear friend Kheliga.ra, 
and prevents his king from fulfilling his intentions towards 
Rapakadevl. When arguments are of no avail, he forcibly 
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imprisons his king in an underground cellar. The oppor
tune arrival of Minatadev1 and Jayasinha's queen makes 
Kaka's work easy. Ranakadevi, Khengara's noble spouse, 
immolates herself on the funeral pyre of her dead lord on 
the banks of the Bhogava. The spot can be seen even now, 
and attracts numerous pilgrims. 

To resume the thread of the story, Kaka is ultimately 
told of the critical situation of Malijari in the Broach 
Fort, and he rushes to her rescue. He arrives too late to 
save the heroic Malijari, who dies in the fort of starvation, 
and he nearly goes out of mind with rage and grief. He 
saves the fort, and the book closes with the triumphal 
procession of Jayasinhadeva as the overlord, Rajadhiraja, of 
Gujarata through the streets of Bhrgukaccha supported by 
Mufijala, Kaka and other great ministers. 

This triology has given to Gujarati literature a splendid 
galaxy of great figures. Warriors ancl statesmen, chief
tains and noble ladies pass by in gorgeous procession. 
Through all the three works, Mufijala stands out 
as the grandest figure. He stands, solitary like some 
lone peak. His eye is everywhere, his hand is ready to 
intervene at every crisis. Indeed he is the very spirit of 
Gujarata incarnate in human form. Nothing ruffles him. 
No sacrifice is too great for him if his land demands it, for 
has he not given up his own sister, his wife, and son so as 
to be able to serve his land the better ? He looks ·cold
hearted and calculating, but his heart is warm and true. 
He never forgets true and loyal service. He has mastered 
his passions and in this mastery he stands above all others. 
For Minatadevi, his love is true as steel but pure a,s an ador
ing worshipper's for his goddess. Mufijala is a great psycho
logical study of human character. 

Munshi's true strength lies in his understanding of 
woman's mind in all its varied aspects. Minatadevi, in 
the first work, is almost repellant through her stiff
necked pride. Experience mellows her, and she changes 
into the stately mother of her people. She can even 
be generous to Rapaka who has preferred· the Ra of 
Junaga<;lha to her own son. She it is who brings Jayasinha 
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to his senses, and honours Rapaka, the wife of her fallen 
enemy as the Sati. 

Mafijari is a different type of woman altogether. She is 
a highly intellectual person deeply versed in the intricacies 
of Sarhsk~ta learning. Her ideals have been nourished on 
the glorious myth of the great Brahmai)a warrior, Para§u 
Rama, and she proudly refuses to look at the puny men of 
her days. When Kaka first comes to her notice, she has 
nothing but contempt for this vagabond trooper who 
knows no word of Sarhskrt. Kaka sets about to win her. 
And when he performs vaiorous deeds, she flings her pride 
away, and gives herself to him body and soul. Mafijari is 
one women in a thousand. Her tragic death at the end of 
the third volume leaves the reader with tears in his eyes. 
Mafijari has been the most brilliant and the most popular 
heroine in modern Gujaratl fiction. 

Her lover, Kaka, can be best described as an overgrown 
boy in his love for adventure and fighting. But he has a 
diplomat's wisdom. Jayasiilha resents it and is afraid of 
him. Though a loyal enough subject, he is the soul of honour 
and has the courage to face the king when he is in the 
wrong. Kaka is a figure to love. He will be to the boys of 
Gujarata what Richard the Lion-hearted is to England's 
youth. 

Thus history is made to live in a way as had never be
fore been done in Gujarati. These three great works indeed 
are assured of a lasting place in the literature. 

Prthivival!abha is another historical novel dealing with 
the romantic figure of Mufija of Dhara, the great lover of 
art and learning, and based on Munjar?!sa in Pra
bandhacinti2matti.l The language is much more Sams
krtised than in the earlier novels. This work has been 
rendered into Hindi and Marathl, and staged, screened and 
recently acquired for a talkie.· Considered as a work of art 
it is an exquisite cameo, and is the best of the author's 
romances. 

When Tailapa decides to put Mu?ija to death and at the 
same time to publicly humiliate his sister Mrnalavatl, the 

1. Plot, vide p. 57 
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captive is forced to beg at every door of the city for seven 
days, and men, women and children fall in love with the 
royal beggar. The last scene may be described In the 
author's words: 

Without hesitation, uninvited, he came up straight to the place where 
Mfl)ata stood, and smiled. His smile was as fascinating as ever. 

" How are you, Mrqatavati ?" The longing of a lover, meeting his beloved 
after ages, was in his voice. Mrnata could not smile in reply all at once, but the 
magic of his smile and voice was upon her: She smiled, sweetly, slowly, with 
a face overshadowed with grief. Her eyes brimmed over with . tears. Their 
glances met as if in an embrace. " What can you give me now ? " Prthivivalla
abha asked with the tenderness of a fond lover. "You have given me all that 
you ever had." 

These words had a maddening effect on MrqatavatL A wild gale of pas
sion swept over her. She became oblivious of her plight, the occasion, the 
place, and looked at her lover with eyes full of love. 

"Fair one I" said he, " do not be afraid. The world is both wicked and 
stupid, and will always remain so. You have brought beauty into your life. 
Now let the world say what it likes." 

Mrnaia forgot herself, Tailapa, the spectators, even her sense of modesty. 
She threw away the pot in which she held the alms and fell at the fettered feet 
of Muiija. "Forgive me, my lord, Prthivallabha, I am your murderer." Mrniila 
took the dust from off Muiija's feet ~d placed it on her head. · · 

"You? My death was pre-determined at the very moment of my birth. 
What can you do?" 

Tailapa sprang down from the platform on which he stood and dragged 
Mpiiila away. The citizens and the soldiers stood with tears in their eyes ••. 

" Whose has been the triumph, mine or yours?" Munja asked Tailapa. 
" This elephant of mine will just decide who. has triumphed." said Tailapa. 

And leaving Mrqiila on the platform, he came forward. 
Muiija laughed aloud. "Will it be your triumph? You wanted to bend me 

to your will, but I will die, unyielding as ever. You prided yourself on your 
morals; and you will have committed the heinous sin of killing a king. Who 
is the conqueror, you or I?" Muiija's resounding voice, full of .contempt, was 
heard by the whole crowd. 

In excitement Tailapa bit his lips. His eyes flashed with venom. " Soldiers, 
take him there." 

" Why?" asked Muiija, "I am going there myself." Saying so, he stepped 
towards the elephant with lordly dignity. All eyes were fixed on him. Every 
one held his breath • 

. Muiija coaly walked in front; Tailapa and a few soldiers followed. He came 
and stood near the elephant for a while. Under Taiiapa's orders, his fetters 
were removed. 

Unfettered, Muiija stood erect. He removed the locks which overhung his 
forehead; and turned his majestic face towards the people and Mrniila. His 
eyes were fearless, flashing irresistible power. A smile full of sweetness and 
dignity played upon his lips. The people shuddered. Some men and women 
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began to sob. M~qiila looked on as one out of her senses. The soldiers with 
faces set hard went on mechanically performing their duty ••.••.••• 
. Mufija looked with contempt at Tailapa and stepped near the trunk of the 
elephant. There he stopped, as if In hesitation. Tailapa got the moment he 
waited for. " Are you frightened ?" 

"The earth will crash to Its doom when its lover begins to fear. Fool! I 
was only thinking-" 

"Of what?" 
"Only this," Mufija replied, looking up with pride. And his eyes were 

full of longing. " I was only thinking what will happen to poor Sarasvati. 
Laxmi will now go to Vishnu. Victory will repair to Kiirtikeya. But when 
Mufija will go, Sarasvati alone will be disconsolate." Saying this, he turned his 
back on Tailapa with Inexpressible contempt, and addressed the elephant thus, 
"First among elephant! P~ivivallabha, the first among kings, has now come 
to you!" 

The elephant stood as If In deep thought, then playfully waved its trunk, 
Mufija softly rubbing it aU the time. Ultimately, with perfect composure, he 
clung to the trunk; the driver pricked it with the goad ; and the elephant 
twining its trunk round Mufija lifted him off the ground. 

The elephant lifted its trunk, lowered it again and again. The people with 
tears In their eyes saw in its embrace ~thivivaUabha, smiling, his brilliant eyes 
flashing with pride, b1te Sri ~a triumphantly standing In the coils of the 
serpent KalL 

The elephant snorted and gave one swift swing to his trunk. And Muiija's 
triumphant cry resounded In the air, "Victory to Mahii Kiila." 

The crowd stood horror-struck. ~qalavati's piteous shrieks rang out, pier· 
cing the heavens. 

Muiija for a moment disappeared under the foot of the elephant. The 
animal put its foot on him-pressed it-a crack was heard-the foot was 
lifted. 

On the ground, the corpse of P~thivivaUabha lay crushed and flattened. 

BhagavlJn Kau!ilya is the first of a series yet to come. The 
terrible system of espionage under the last Nandas has 
been brought out with startling realism. Kautilya is well 
drawn, and the great ~shis of the Naimisha· forest and 
their life are depicted with Munshi's art. 

v 
In 1922, Munshi first turned to the drama as an outlet 

for his creative imagination. The first, Puraiufara-parlJjaya, 
was woven round the Pura.nic episode of Sukanya. and 
Cyavana. In the next, Avibhakti1tmi1, he strives to portray the 
ideal of love. True lovers are halves of one another-one 
soul in two bodies. And as a type, he took the finest pair 
in ancient Indian tradition, Vasishtha and Arundhatl. In 
TarPatJO, an unrelieved tragedy, we have the myth of 
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Aurva who destroyed the Non-Aryan Haihayas and re• 
established Aryan supremacy in India under King Sagara. 
Sagara is the pupil of Aurva but loves the daughter of the 
Haihaya king. Aurva forces him to sacrifice his love to 
save his land. · 

In these dramas, Munshi has tried to bring these 
semi-divine figures down upon earth, endowing them with 
human feelings, but his attempt has met with doubt
ful success. Divine honour paid to these great heroes for 
ages has removed from them all traces of human weakness, 
and their reappearance with human attributes only makes 
the situation melodramatic rather than realistic. In 
Putrasamovadi, where we have the well-known episode of 
Sukracarya and Devayani, the characters are much better 
delineated and the situations are better handled. 

Dhruvaswl!minidem deals with a well known chapter of 
Ancient Indian History. Here we move about amongst 
living men and women. The plot has been suggested by 
the recently discovered fragments of a Sarhskt;ta play called 
Devicandraguptam by Visakhadatta, the author of Mudrl!
ri1kshasa. The majestic Dhruvaswamini with her noble 
steadfastness and loyalty is a powerfully drawn character. 
Candragupta, the· Vikramaditya of history, stands out in 
admirable contrast with the ignoble Ramagupta. 

The social dramas are all racy and sparkling produc
tions. As Munshi himself says about one of them, 'they are 
not to be read by those who are in love with respectability.' 
They are thoroughly modern in spirit and can be relied 
upon to shock those who possess the old Indian mentality. 
They are popular with the younger generation and ru·e 
frequently staged by amateurs. They all are directed 
against the hypocrisy which covers life, against foibles, 
great and small. They describe every day realities ; and 
the lesson is conveyed through rollicking comedy and 
hearty laughter. The plots are woven with skill and 
situation, comic and absurd, develop in rapid succession. 

Vl!vl!shethnun Sv7Jtantrya is the story of a poor hen
pecked husband, inspired by the example of Belgium defy
ing Germany, to make a bid for independence. In Be 
KharlJba]at;za, Rambha the daughter of a rich lawyer prefers 

4~ 
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a penniless young medico to the rich prig, Ramdas 
Dagliwala, whom her parents have chosen for her. She 
leads her people a rare dance all over Bombay. It makes 
delightful reading and has been a favourite play for 
amateur theatricals in schools and colleges. AjnlJnkita is 
a cruel picture of situations unfortunately too common 
in lower middle class life and makes painful reading. 
The story turns on how the daughter of a poor widowed 
mother is sold 'in marriage' to a decrepit and vicious 
old money-bag. The unfortunate heroine, driven by cir
cumstances to prostitution, at last finds refuge and peace 
with the clerk of the old man, who humbly places at 
her disposal all he has, "two bighas of land, a pair of 
bullocks and a cow". KlJklJni Shashi revolves round a 
modern Bombay -girl, a thorough-going suffragate, who tries 
to be independent of men and ends by accepting her guar
dian as her husband. It is a successful social comedy and 
has also been a favourite of the amateurs. 

BrahmacarylJsrama was written in Yeravda Jail and the 
first Act is laid in prison. The dramatis personae are 
political prisoners. Being forced by circumstances to live 
separate from their womenfolk, they talk of the divine 
virtue of cop.tinence, Brahmacarya. When they come out, 
pursuant to their vow, they found an institution where 
they can practice this great virtue. But their cook is old 
and feeble, and once, sends his niece, Pemli, to do his 
work in the kitchen. Then begins a race between these 
sworn brahmacaris to attract the attention of the girl. 
Bad feelings are aroused. The whole situation reaches the 
climax when after trying to oust one another, all leave, 
except Dr. Madhubhai, the eminent medical man who 
originated this idea and founded the asrama. He weeps 
amidst the ruins of his noble scheme, whereby mankind 
was to have been made immortal. Pemli sympathises with 
him and they weep in each others arms. Suddenly, the elder. 
ly Doctor opens his eyes, and a new light shines in them as 
he sees Pemli clinging to him. He sings his favourite line 
'The path of God is for the brave,' and Pemli joyfully joins. 

With his fine grasp of the technique of plot-weaving 
and his keen sense of humour, if Munshi tried his hand at 
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short stories, he would certainly succeed. . But only one 
small volume of short stories has appeared front his pen so 
far, Ml!ri Kamala ane Biji Vlito. 

VI 
Munshi, like every great writer has his own theory of 

life and literature. His Ketll!la Lekho, Adivacano, Narsaiyo
Bhakta Harino and Thodl1nk Rasadarfano form a valu
able compendium of literary, historical and biographical 
studies.· His essay on Gujarl!tan1J jyotirdharo and the address 
on GujarlJta-Eka Sl!insktirika Vyakti are, of all his miscel
laneous writings, the most inspiring. His address ]ivanano 
Ulll!sa, Joy of Life, and Prl!'!lZtlikl!vllda, Conventionalism;· 
brilliantJy articulate the author's revolt against the prevail
ing conventions in literature. Ml!navatrJnl! Arshadar~ano, 
Vision of Human Greatness, contains an attempt tO" 
present a theory of life. 

Narsaiyo is a biography of Narsiilha Mehta in which 
the poet is dramatically and psychologically recreated -from 
his own works. It also contains, in an introductory essay, 
the result of Munshi's -investigations into the difficult 
questions of the poet's age and the authenticity of some of 
his works. 

Munshi's theory of art and literature may be shortly 
stated in his own words: 

·The classical, that Is, the literature which is truly effective and beautiful Is 
the only real literature. A few can understand its underlying ·mystery. The 
cultured taste of only a few can enjoy it. 

A literary artist is entitled to complete freedom in the choice of subject and 
treatment; conventions, and, in particular, those imposed by religion and morals 
destroy its soul. The sole test of literary effort is the success with which it 
reveals beauty. This beauty is the indefinable quality which makes creative 
art a source of undying joy, and is Intrinsically different from moral good. 

And literary criticism can only be subjective and creative ; that is, It can only 
be a creative effort at interpreting beauty of art as it strikes the critic's ima
gination. 

Artistic beauty, according to Munshi, must satisfy the 
innate craving of the cultured for idealistic perfection. 

The author's theory of life is thus expressed: 
The secret of Aryan greatness lies in thus converting one's self into a 

characteristic force •.. When man loses himself In the one Idea round which his 
Individuality revolves, he becomes refulgent, powerful ...... He beco!Jles an ~le-
Ple~tal for~;e. H(: attains irresistible flrande\lf ..... , ~· 
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SlmDarly when the unity which the Imagination of two lovers caDs into exi~t
tence is vlsuaHsed by them as a single, undivided, changeless soul between 
them, the goal is reached. Love rules their life as Beauty .••. Thus the secret 
of all beauty and greatness Is not in remaining what I am, but in realising 
something beyond it; not in 'Being' but In 'Becomlng'-Bhavana. For In the 
process of 'Becoming' only, do I realise enduring joy. In studying the funda· 
mentals of love and religious devotion, of literary beauty and human greatness, 
of sacrifice and duty, I have found but one underlying principle: Beauty In 
life as In literature lies only in attempts to achieve 'Becoming' of evergrowlng 
magnitude. I 

This 1 Becoming 1 is not necessarily spiritual or moral. 
He says, again : 

A dangerous Ufe is far nobler than one of passive insipidity. Greatness, 
. for men or nations lies In greater and yet greater efforts to live as an idea 

through struggle and suffering, through tapas and tyiiga. In normal human 
instincts and motives, intensified by an ideal and purified by readiness to suffer 
for it, lies the secret of strength and power. In a full and perfect life, strength 
and ambition have a place ; and so have laughter and tears and pride, and even 
the pleasures of sense.· Love is supreme law; and so is Beauty. Both attain 
perfection, one In inseverable Unity of man and woman, the other in endless 
i<>r'· ••• 

VII 
The consideration of Silu ane Sakhi, The Child and His 

Comrade, has been kept to the very last. because it depicts, 
to the writer's mind, the very heart of the author. As can 
be seen from the preface to the book, the piece welled forth 
from his inmost being quite spontaneously in an increasing 
stream of rhythmic prose of beauty and power. It must 
have been a most wonderful experience. It is a sustained 
vision, where, scene by scene, the unfolding life of the man 
is revealed. We can visualise-we who have known them 
in flesh-the various persons mentioned, though no names 
are given. 

Sisu, the Child, has dreamt of a comrade, Sakhi, who 
would share his life with him. But it remains only a dream; 
for he is married when he is too young to understand what 
it all means. His wife is a gentle, uncomplaining girl-Sati 
-whose whole life is bound up with her husband, but un
fortunately she is too ignorant to enter into or even to 
appreciate Sisu's yearnings after beauty .... and joy and power. 

1. ThctPif.ka Rasodar§ano, p. 13. 
;. Adadhl Ras(e (Unpublished). 
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At first, Satl is quite happy; she has her beloved $isu and 
the love of all her family. But Sisu's soul is in revolt. He 
cannot bear Satl near him, for she is not the comrade he 
had dreamt of. Stiii, always mindful of his duty, he is 
considerate to Satl. . The influence of a good mother and a 
cultured upbringing saves Sisu from temptations. Then 
Sakhl comes into his life, and Sisu at once recognises in 
her the loved comrade of his dreams. They both recog
nise with rapture that each is but a part of one whole, and 
that they have been travelling through a succession of 
births in vain search for each other. ·Their separation is , 
not yet ended, for both are separately tied down by the 
• sacred ties' of family and home. But they are both poets, 
and in literary collaboration they find the joy which life 
denies them. 

Satl, with the true intuition of love, at once sees this 
mutual attraction. She cannot possibly give to SiSu the 
inspiration and joy of artistic and intellectual camraderie 
which Sakhl alone can give him. And gentle and loving 
as she is, she does not grudge SiSu the happiness 
she herself cannot give. The position is impossible, but 
each is willing to suffer that the other two may be happy. 
Of the three, Sisu is most impatient and the most suffering. 
All the three are the best of friends. Next comes word
pictures of a wonderful trip to Europe made by all three 
together. They see the beauties natural and artistic of the 
West and find inspiration in the great ideals-of Greece and 
Rome as embodied in their works of art. On their return, 
life becomes a living torture. Sisu borne down by physical 
and mental worry wants to give up the world. 

After many days Sisu and Sakhi met alone. The waves of the slow-heaving 
sea broke on the shore; and so did their hearts' emotions, one on top of the 
other. The atmosphere was tense with feeling. Lost hopes were revived. 
Their hearts began to dance: They sat on a rock which stood ln the waters 
behind the old broken temple. 

The sky was clear; the hills beyond, dark. The full moon rose, illumining 
the earth, and shed glistening drops of light on the quiet waters. Beauty was 
everywhere. And both sat wrapt in love. 

Sisu was serious. "Sakhi ! This is the day on which we pledged ourselves 
to each other, years ago, on the banks of the White River. We have, no doubt, 
kept the pledge so far. But then we did not know Love fully. We thought him 
the imase of dancin~ joy, tend~r of heart. But now we know him for .what h~;: 
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is : grave and gloomy, looking at us with tearful eyes; tortured by separation : 
treading with slow steps; singing the song of woe In a voice quivering with 
anguish." 

" Sisu I Why do you talk thus?" quoth Sakhi. ''He Is our only hope... Sisu 
shook his head. " Sakhi." The cruel one has grown flowers of hope that he 
may scorch them \\ ith despair ... Death has missed none so far and will not miss 
us .•. Sakhi I Then why should I not live as dead even In the midst of life, and 
attain what death alone can lead me to ? 

"Sakhi! I have found a beautiful spot, far, far away frc.m the world. There. 
the sleepy Rewa creeps between lofty crags; the hooded cobras swing to the 
music of wandering siidhus : the alligators, openmouthed, lovingly gaze on the 
rustic charms of village beauties as they come to fetch water. There, the 
evening breeze brings the distant tinkle of temple-bells, echoing joyfully in 
men's hearts. There. I will go and live in the company of the peacefuL There, 
chanting the hymn of love, I will seek liberation, your name on my lips." 

Sakhi looked at her lover bent on renunciation, the very picture of their 
soul, one and Indivisible. "Then fill your bowl with water for two, my Sisu ! 
Who else will spread the deer skin for you, ascetic mine, except your impatient 
disciple? Sisu! When you give up the world, you will be mine.• And the guar. 
dian god of lovers, as he shone in the sky, smUed sweetly and yet shrewdly. 

But Sati, gentle and uncomplaining, passes away, loving 
to the last. Years pass, Sakhi becomes a widow, and the 
way to their union is clear. They unite at last, the misery 
of aeons is over, the two halves meet together to become 
one whole. Life, now, is an endless round of happiness and 
ease. 

But once they repair to a temple in ruins on the sea 
shore. A venerable phantom sage appears before them 
and claims them as his own. He lays bare to them the 
true significance of their life as they live it, a life of mere 
worldly pleasures, fame and what people call • good deeds.' 
He tells them of the glory of sacrifice; of true success to 
be measured not by what one acquires but by what one 
gives up. He lays bare the hollowness of modern life. 
True life, the phantom sage says, is Truth, Tapas, and ~ta. 
This is the call of the Great Spirit of Aryavarta (the 
Bharatabhagyavidhata of Ravi Thakur) and the two com
panions on the Road of Life obey it. 

Thus ends this extraordinary work. If one can so call 
it, it is a stirring song in prose, full of passion, and beauty 
throbbing with love and tears and sacrifice. 

Munshi, as a prose writer, is among those of the first 
rank in the language; to the minds of some he has PO 
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equal among the modem writers of Gujaratt prose. His 
creative art bas brought life and beauty to Gujarati fiction 
and drama ; and the philosophy of life preached by him 
through his works bas given to Gujarata both joy and 
strength. 
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Gaurishankar Govardhanram Joshi, known as Dhoma
ketu, The Comet, (Born 1892) has written numerous short 
stories, many of which are now collected in Tanakha 
Sparks, I (1928), II (1928) and III (1932); Ava$esha ( i932); 
PadachllylJ, Shadows, ( 1931 ) and two novels, Rl!ja
Mugata, The Crown, ( 1924 ), and Jtthvi$il ( 1925 ). He has 
also written plays for children, several essays, and a 
volume of reflections. 

Dhomaketu is an author of outstanding merit and 
great promise. His works have in a large measure the 
elements which go to make up the romantic spirit. They 
disclose love of mystery ; response to beauty wherever 
found ; intellectual curiosity; and imagination and feeling 
which transfigure the reality of life into romance. The 
tendencies associated with these elements are reflected in 
his style, technique and outlook, as also in the literary 
form through which he generally expresses himself. His 
style is rich in expression and idioms of varied origin, 
and is distinguished by literary elegance. He aims neither 
at power nor effect, but it charm. 

He seeks atmosphere not only in the usual haunts of the 
cultured and the rich, but in slums and villages, from the 
illiterate and the lowly. For his materials, he freely draws 
upon not only the folklore of the province but upon every 
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·clime and age walk of life ; and, while doing so, rarely 
obscures the effect or lowers the standard of literary art 
His travels in different parts of India give him a large 
sketch-book from which to portray life and nature, and by 
patient observation he has collected quite a museum of 
human and local finds. His stories are often prefaced by 
a graphic description of the scene in which the plot is laid. 

It is this ever-widening hunt for the beautiful and the 
romantic which has led him to adopt the short story as a 
medium. His best stories fulfil all the requirements of art.' 
They are organic literary creations, called into life by a few 
deft strokes on a small canvas, bringing out only one situa
tion and dominated by a single feeling, sentiment or out
look. Sometimes his characters are drawn feebly, and lack the 
living touch. At places, execution is uneven or conversa
tion falls below the standard. But he excels in preserv
ing for the printed story the old world flavour of a story 
not read but narrated. The present-day public which more 
often than not reads a story, finds in Dhamaketu's pages 
the breathless pleasure of hearing a well-told tale. 

II 
His tender sympathy invests the poor, the lowly and the 

innocent with a romantic halo; often a common-place inci
dent of village life is lit up with pathos. The author's love 
for the village, however, is a little aggressive. Village is 
heaven; city, hell. Life in the former is uniformly good 
and honest, happy, hospitable and noble; in the city ' owners 
and masters are robbers in whose shadow these clerks and 
tenants, hungry and miserable, dwell. ' In ·describing 
rural life he is in his element. We find in his pages the 
shepherd and his wife aglow with the same high strung 
emotion and passion which is generally the privilege of the 
cultured and the artistic to feel. Like a true romantic 
author, Dhiimketu defies the shackles of realism. 

III 
A few of the subjects which he has successfully dealt 

with are : The old coachman waiting day after day for his 
daughter's letter which comes but a day too late; the old 
railway signaller who prefers to die than leave the little 

44 
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garden he loves so well ; the Bra.hmapa and the ghost 
which wants him to perform a pilgrimage; the little, imagi
native boy who pathetically yearns to hear the story which 
his parents are too indifferent to tell him ; the cowherd 
and his wife who, after a momentary lapse,' kiss again with 
tears '; the sa.dhu who loves a haunting face which turns 
out to be that of his disciple's wife; the student who loves 
a widow, whom he ultimately succeeds in finding in a 
prostitute's den ; the Rajputa lady who fights her husband's 
ghost; the millionaire of Bombay who finds disillusionment 
while trying to play the part of the saviour of a village; 
the village chief and the headman whose friendship sur
vives a deadly feud in which their sons destroy each other; 
the Rajputa lady who killed her husband for betraying 
JMlora to Alla.uddin Khilji ; Amrapa111 of ancient Vai5a.li ; 
Narcissus and Orpheus of Greek mythology; and 
Brahma's curse on the goddess Rati. 

The pathos in Bhaiy'll Dlldll is extremely well brought 
out. Old Badrinath has served long and faithfully as a 
signaller at a small wayside railway station. He lives in a
little box by the railway crossing and has turned the sur
rounding patch of land into a small garden. His 
family consists of a goat which gives him milk, a cat and 
three kittens, and the twelve-year daughter of a workman 
who often comes to cheer his lonely existence. But once 
he commits a breach of duty and a smart traffic superin
tendent, adoring efficiency, orders the bhaiya.'s dismissal. 
Members of the staff who love and respect him dare not 
tell him of his fate, and ultimately the superintendent has to 
do it himself. Badrinath, at first, cannot realise that dis
missal implies leaving his box, his garden, his little world. 
When he does, his heart breaks. With inexpressible 
grief, he entrusts his cat and kittens to the shirestedar. 
The next morning when the shirestedar pays him a visit 
Bhaiya Dada is no more : his corpse lies in the little box 
where he was wont to sleep. 

The author's treatment of the tragic is very successfuL 
In Mllsahura Gl1vaiyl1, Famous Musician, the musician 
Indramanl falls in love with Tara, who refuses to marry 
him until his music possesses a soul. The musician 
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wanders in lonely places trying to acquire for his music 'the 
soul' which his beloved desires for it. But, in trying to do 
so, he comes to love his sarangi, the stringed instrument, 
more than his life. Ultimately he succeeds in extracting 
soulful music out of it; and Tara, pleased with her lover, 
marries him. But her husband's passionate love for the 
sarangl rouses her jealousy, and she insists upon her hus
band forswearing the little instrument she hates so much. 
The poor musician accepts the cruel mandate. Heart-broken, 
he plays a farewell tune on his beloved sarangi. His soul, 
trembling at the impending separation, pours itself out in a 
song full of anguish. Tara, also, sheds tears as she hears 
the wailing sarangi. The neighbours hear the heart-rend
ing notes of the terrible music with trepidation. Tara can 
hear it no longer. She asks her lover to desist from 
playing. He obeys. The beloved sarangi falls from his 
lifeless hands .... His soul flees to keep company with the 
dying notes of the sarangi he loved so well. 

Dhumaketu is at his best in dealing with mysterious 
elements in folktales. In Rl1jputl11Ji, a Rajputa, while going 
to meet his wife, is drowned with his mare in the river 
Rupepa, then in flood. The path by which he rode to 
death is now deserted, for whoever goes by it meets with 
disaster. A carana, bard, full of adventure, decides to 
take the route, no~ overgrown with luxuriant vegetation. 
But when he reaches the river he sees, seated under the · 
greenwood tree, the shades of a few Rajputs gossiping 
away as was their wont in life, the hookah passing merrily 
from hand to hand. The bard joins ·them; but all fade 
away except one, that of the Rajputa who had lost his life. 
The shade then longingly requests the carana to fetch his 
wife there; for, it says, its last mortal wish to meet her 
compels it to haunt the spot The bard agrees and 
delivers to the wife the message of her dead lover's 
ghost. 

The Rajputapi is furious with wrath. She has been feel
ing slighted because he met death in a river instead of in a 
battle, and angry because he had dealt out disaster to 
hundreds of innocent passers-by for her sake. With sword 
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in hand, the irate woman accompanies the bard to the 
haunted spot; upbraids her lover's shade for wanton 
cruelty; and tries to cut it in two, but. in vain. The 
shade on its phantom horse flies towards the river. The 
wife follows, sword in hand. "If you are a true garasiya, 
stop there," she cries. The shade stands still, but when 
she approaches it, it vanishes. She follows it into 
the river and her skirt is drenched. And lo ! She beholds 
the shade, its face in deep distress, restlessly drinking the 
water which streams out of her skirt. Slowly, with cease
less thirst, it drinks, and anguish and misery, despair 
and quenchless thirst are writ on its face. 

The Rajputavi can restrain herself no longer, and deeply 
moved, asks, " Rajputa, what is this?" The shade replies, 
"Now I am satisfied. Quite satisfied. Ply your sword, Raj
putavi. I will now enjoy a second death. " The Rajputa!}i 
can hold the sword no longer. She bends down and catches 
the shadowy Rajputa's hand. "I will not let you go now", 
she says. She flings the sword away and catches hold of 
both its hands, only to find bubbles. The shade is seen further 
away, looking out of the waters of the mid-river. She goes 
further into the river ; the Rajputa draws her on ; she goes 
still further and yet he is far away. The caral)a shouts 
from the bank ; " Garasie!Ja, come back. The water is very 
deep there. He is gone. Please return. " The Rajputavi 
flings back a sweet smile. " Goddess-born ! Go your way. 
Go back to your home happily. I want to be the wife of 
this unhappy garasiya again. " She steps forward and is 
seen no more. 

III 

Women have been contributing their quota, though 
slowly and feebly, to the literary wealth of Gujarata. Lady 
Vidyagavrl Nilkantha (Born 1876 ), the first lady graduate 
in the province, is the author of several remarkable essays. 
She also assisted her husband, Sir Ramanbhai, in the 
production of Htzsyamandira. 

Srimatl Sumati Trivedi (Died 1911,), a promising 
poetess, was cut off in the bloom of youth ;. and so was 
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Srimati Vijayalaxmi Trivedi (Died 1913 ), another poetess. 
Srimatl Dipakaba Desai's (Born 1882) poems, characterised 
by charm and simplicity, are widely appreciated. Her 
works are Stavanamanjari (1923) , Khanda K!Jvya (1926), and 
Sanjivini, a play translated from Marathi. Srimau· Hansa 
Mehta (Born 1897 ), once the editor of the weekly 
HindustMna, has written three short plays collected 
under the name of Trana Natako. She is also the author 
of several works intended for children. She has adop
ted parts of Gulliver's Travels in GolibahlJrani Musl!/ari, 
and written an interesting educative book, · Aru~a nun 
Adbhuta Svapna. A little boy is taken by Garud to different 
lands in a dream and told the story of its past glory, and 
present achievements. · 

Srimati Priyamati ( 1893 ), or, to use her nom-de-plume, 
Jyotsna, Shukla was the editor of a monthly magazine, 
Cetana, and of the weekly Sudarlana. She is the author 
of several essays and poems not yet collected in book form. 
Her poems are rich in feeling and sentiment Dilrubl!ne, 
To the Dilruba, is one of her noteworthy poems. Her 
stirring patriotic songs inspired by the political situation 
in 1930 are felicitously composed and have justly earned 
great popularity in the province. She has translated two 
novels from Mara~hl,-lndirl! and /ylire Suryodaya Thashe. 
Shrimatis Kanuben Dave and Chaitanyabala Majmudar, 
both promising authors were cut off by early death. 

v 
Srimatl Lilavati Munshi (Born 1899) jointly edited 

Gujarl!ta with me for some years, and has written numer
ous sketches of contemporary and historical personalities; 
short novels, stories and one-act plays ; diaries and 
letters relating to her travels in India and Europe; and 
essays. Her works published up to 1925 are collected in a 
volume styled Rekh'llcitro (zne Bijl! Lekho, Sketches and 
Other Writings. (1925). KumJJradevi (1930) is a play in five 
acts. Her stories and plays after 1925 are collected in two 
volumes entitled ]ivanm?Jnthi ]arjeli, Found From Life, 
Parts I and II ( 1932. ) Other miscellaneous writings are 
collected in Vadhu Rekhl!citro ane Biju Badhun, More 
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Sketches and The Rest, ( 1935 ). Jail and the distractions 
of political life have of late come in the way of her 
literary activity. 

Lilavati Munshi wields a distinctive style in the 
language. Simple, subtle, slashing, playful or emotional 
as the occasion requires, her style exhibits the finished 
Gujarau of the modern period. She draws upon the 
resources of the language with ease and assurance. She 
never -strains . after literary effect, exercising a rare 
restraint over her style and treatment. She knows her 
metier and rarely attempts what she cannot execute with 
skill and confidence. Though our literary work has been 
produced in close association, and the style and outlook of 
each has greatly influenced those of the other, her sure taste 
has escaped the vividness of colour and the glitter of 
rhetoric which sometimes obscure my literary art. The 
colours of the pictures she draws blend in delicate shades 
which delight the eye but never dazzle it 

In literature, she represents the psychological point of 
view of the modern woman. The rule in life as in litera
ture heretofore has been to exhibit woman as a wax-work 
doll, attractive only by her parasitical graces. In her 
works, we see woman revealed as a human being; not 
'standing on the threshold of life with dumb desire', but 
one knowing life and its weaknesses, ready to dare all that 
a man may hope to do; a rebel loving adventure, romance 
and beauty. One of her essays develops the idea that the 
modern world began when man recognised the independent 
personality of woman. In her works of fiction also a 
woman is recognised great only to the extent she develops_ 
her individuality as distinct from that of man, and a 
man to the extent only to which he helps her to do so. 
Her K1zshmirani-Diary, written when she was twenty-one, 
lifts the veil from struggles which went to shape her 
outlook. 

Why am I not satisfied ? What do I hope for most? What is life? 
What is duty ? Why should one go on fulfilling duty? •••• For whom do 
these birds sing their low, sweet songs? For whom Is this glorious beauty 
of nature? •••• On the paths on which I wander, I do not find any fashion
able tourist. These by-paths are only for me. I feel an urge toward& 
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some new adventure. And scarcely could there be any one like me so 
foolhardy as to go about alone. What will others say when they come to 
know of it? 

In one of the letters describing her travels in Switzer-
land, she writes in all seriousness : · 

Often I prefer hell to heaven •••• Heaven is a good place for seeing 
dreams. But there, absence of misery would make happiness worthless. 
There, It is eternal light; so you never get an occasion to see the wonders 
which lie hid in darkness •••• But hell is different. There, you must be 
ready to suffer pain every day; you must be always . alert for impending 
struggles ..••• There, day after day, your powers are sharpened ; you are 
always conscious of the powers you possess. There, you can live and have 
your being and not die a death of boredom. 

VI 
The great quality of the author is a note of intimacy, 

a touch of self-revelation, a charm as of whispered con
fidence which weaves round the reader an atmosphere 
of personal contact. She excels in the literary art-forms 
in prose which give the greatest scope to subjective 
expression like diaries, letters and thumbnail sketches. 
But this restricts the scope of her execution. She rarely 
succeeds in the · pure objective treatment of men and 
things. The stories which are not woven round a 
heroine's outlook become feeble in execution. Her 
earlier plays are stories narrated in bright conversation, 
dominated only by the heroine's attitude to life. In 
Kum..''tradevi, for instance, there is only one living character, 
Kumaradevi ; the others are mere mouthpieces to 
describe her. 

Few authors possess powers of observation of such 
extraordinary keenness and fidelity, or can dissect the 
motive behind human conduct with such . uncanny 
perspicacity. In some of her stories, she tears the veil 
off the conduct of man towards woman with merciless 
realism, thus representing a stage of literary art in ad
vance of any other author in the language. 

Her delight in the beauties of nature finds ·expression 
particulary in Kashmirni Diary and Europena Patro. The 
description of her visit to Verinaga in Kashmir is a picture 
in words. 
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Thinking that he would take long, I went into a field, climbed a tree, and 
comfortably laid myself down on a leafy branch. The blue sky overhead, the 
silver clouds floating in it, the rows on rows of shining snow-peaks on one 
side, the mountains on the other, the green fields with their knee-deep grass 
below, the river flowing slowly in front and the bed which I had made for 
myself in the tree, all these were indelibly impressed in my mind. I began to 
think; and the sweet twitter of birds kept accompaniments to the music of my 
thoughts ••••• 

The oar, and the water it disturbed both glistened in the rays of the moon. 
The reflection of the light which the boat carried coiled Itself deeper and 
deeper In the rippling water. 

Beauty of sound strongly appeals to her. 
A bird seated on the tree overhead sang melodiously. The foaming water

fall sang quite a new tune before me. Water gurgled past my feet. On all sides 
fresh; green fields inspired new strength. In those moments of joy, I felt. 
what more can I desire than to hear this music aU by myself, or rather In 
company with the low-moving clouds? 

Her description of the Grand Canal at Venice on a 
moonlight night and the natural scenery described while 
flying from London to Paris form rare pen-pictures in the 
language. · 

VII 
Most of her plays and stories describe the trials of an 

insurgent woman full of life and romance. The change is 
only in motives and circumstances. In each case the 
woman has almost the same individuality ; the responsibi
lity for her misfortunes is also laid on some man who is 
held up to ridicule, mockery, or condemnation. In]h?1hjvlinl1 
]ala, The Waters of ~irage, Kala, the heroine, rejects a suitor 
with scorn, for, he wooes with ' the pride of triumph in his 
eyes', with authority and not with a sense of equality. 
Kala., at one place, expresses herself thus: -.- .- ~ 

Men are cruel. When have they understood womanhood ? And yet,· they 
demand the affections of women as of right ••••• They do not want a wife· to 
share their ideals. They only want lifeless statues; which could be sacrificed 
on the altar of their whims .•.• Men have always treated women as belonging to 
a lower strata. Riimcandra taught that the duty of a king was higher than his 
duty as a husband. Dharmaraja proved that a gambler's word was more sacred 
than his wife's honour. Manu treated women as mere objects of men's lust. 
Law-makers laid it down that women were the property of men. Moralists 
saw in women mere cunning fetters. What more Is left now? Woman means 
an obedient slave, dust for man's feet to tread on .•••. And yet woman loves 
man with all her heart. . 
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In Avas71na, Death, a lonely widow is driven to give up 
her intended remarriage with her lover as her little child 
prefers to die rather than share its mother's affections 
with any one. In Mlllati, the neglected wife of an elderly 
professor absorbed in his work, decides to stick to her 
helpless husband rather than go away with her lover 
because the two men arrange between them that the 
husband should renounce her in favour of the lover .. 

]asodano ]ivana-vikllsa, which is really a novel, describes 
how a village girl is wedded to a fashionable young man in 
Bombay; how his people, with lofty condescension, coerce 
her into adopting an up-to-date manner of life; how the 
heroine, poor Jasoda, in spite of all her efforts to satisfy the 
whims of her husband, is only a pawn in his game to· 
secure the affections of a fashionable beauty; how. Jasoda 
declines to be untrue to herself, and leaves for her village ; 
and how the husband, ·rejected by the beauty, finds his· 
mainstay finally in Jasoda. In this story the motives 
which inspire feminine rivalry are described with great skill 
.and the husband of Jasoda, as usual, is meted out more· 
than stern justice. 

: In Bhuddhi1~lino AkhrJdo, the heroine, who prefers 
to marry one out of a nu~ber of admirers, is victimised 
by the rejected admirers, every one of whom has his 
motives dissected with malicious delight. In lagane 
· Lagane Kuhvllrllllzla, Ready for Every Marriage Season, 
the callous indifference of the oft-marrying Hindu is 
vivisected with terrible precision. • 

In Vanamalani Diary, The Story of a Tragic Fall, an 
educated Hindu widow has been a victim of the immoral 
attentions of her brother-in-law and is compelled to take 
service as an actress in a Bombay theatre. Vanamala, 
or: to use the name she has adopted, Vasantasena, is 
at first shocked at the treatment given to her . by her 
vulgar associates. The sensitive woman prays for death. 
Slowly an optimistic note creeps into her diary. . It is 
a trial for her to act the love scenes. She is shy. She 
has the strict notions of a Hindu woman of culture. Her 
life so far has been a tragedy. How can she act like the 
wife of the principal actor, the horrid Shankar? She cries 
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in the solitude . of her room. She prays for strength. 
She seeks the solace of the company of· Tarubala, 
another actress. Next day, prayers give her strength, 
and she plays the wife to Shankar with greater self
control. The actor takes some liberties with her, but she 
is now reconciled to his ways. She discovers that she loves 
good dresses. As the days go by, she acquires a sneaking 
admiration for Shankar. Shankar is so spJendid and her 
own looks are so glorious! At last the drama is staged 
and Vanmala makes it a tremendous success. Her joy 
knows no bounds. 

I shaD get fame and money. I shall no longer be a beggar, an outcast 
from society, but a queen dominating the minds of men. Women wm 
aow try to Imitate me. They will be proud to look like me. The outcaste 
Vanamala will do all this. No, not Vanamala. She is dead. It will be 
done by Vasantasena. Today, I have broken with the world in which I 
was born. I belong to non~no, not to anyone. I do not care for anyone. 
I am I; 1 can do what I like. 

She recklessly pursues a downward course. Another 
play is staged ; and Vasantasena is now a famous actress. 
She records the homage paid to her by 'rich fools': "Often 
such monkeys come to see and flatter me. There is 
scarcely any one who is attracted by my art." One night, 
after the play, the boy, whom once she knew as an infant 
and to whom her mother had pledged her years ago, walks in 
with profuse apologies, and enquires whether she is Vana· 
mala whom he once knew. He has been to England for study 
and on his return has lost sight of his old playmate. 
The diary records: 

For a moment my heart stood stiD. Memory revived numerous In
cidents of my childhood connected with an image so well carved In my 
memory. My soul, struggling to be free from this beD. was tempted for a 
moment. But freedom is not so easy for me. My eyes, fixed on his 
face, saw his manliness and honesty. But I equally read a nameless fear, 
a struggle eloquentlY writ there. In a firm voice I replied, .. No, I am not 
VanamaJs.• 

She gulps down a glass of wine and laughs sardonically. 
The last entry records : 

What is the use of recording a life so hoDow as mine ? Is It not better to 
spend the time In taking more wine ? 

This terrible indictment of the man-made world has 
·not beeri surpassed in Gujaratr literature. 
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But this attitude does not carry the author the full 
length of a militant feminist. In her essay . on Strinll 
Svatantra Vyaktitvano Svikl1ra, Independent Personality of 
Women Accepted, she writes: 

In creating the world of to·morrow, man will not be the sole agent: not 
even the woman by herself. It will be created by a new force, in which 

· the Individuality of both will have been harmonised. 

Anubhava Vinl1nll, again a short novel, depicts the 
struggle of inexperienced lovers against misfortune and 
poverty. But by far the best work of this kind is Ptlnca 
Patro, Five Letters, a story told in letters written by an 
artist, Malavika, to her friend, Taralika. In the first letter 
she writes to her married friend : 

Taralika, I cannot like an ordinary woman marry and be happy, Excuse 
me, if I appear proud, but I am born to be a queen. ·It Is not in me to be 
humble and to cater to some one's happiness.. I cannot be a garland of victory 
to some hero •••• 

The second letter records the arrival of the lover. 
I have fallen In love. The other day, I doubted whether I could love any 

Uvlng man. But now he has come with a master's authority, uninvited, and occu· 
pies my heart I am willing to give up a world's dominion for a small house •••• 
Taralika I Can you conceive for whom I am writing all this? He Is still 
unknown to me. I do not know him fully, or, rather, he does not know me fully. 
For, my soul knows him well for ages •••• I cannot understand how people 
can look at him with coolness or indifference. If there Is svayamvara in 
Heaven, whom will the goddesses choose but him ? 

Her notions of art undergo a change. 'Art never comes 
to a lonely heart ••.. The art of every ancient master 
twined round the figure of his beloved. ' 

The third letter expresses a more lyrical ecstacy, a com· 
plete surrender. In a style which reaches a high strung 
expressiveness, Malavika informs her friend of her 
betrothal. 

You know what love is. I have seen love, as It flowed out of your dancing 
eyes, enveloping your husband. But my love is different. My eyes alone do not 
merely feel satisfied when I look at him: every particle of my body and soul 
long to be merged in him, to be a part of him. Lovers Intensely desire to be
come part of those they love : but my Individuality reaches the NirviiQa of love 
only when it is completely lost in him. I cannot be a light shining apart from 
llilllo The qltimate soal of my Jove ~ to qnite 0\!1' two li~hts in Qne in~ivlsi~ 
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flame. But why do I say ' ultimate ? ' Even now there Is no beginning and no 
end •••• I know he will stand by me, and protect me in Ufe as In death. And 
·I? I am his. Who dares to separate him from me ? No, not even the god of 
death himself. 

The proud artist has learnt what religion could not 
teach her. 

Religion teaches by coercion ; by love, one learns without efforts. • • • • • 
Artistic life was wonderfuL A life of love is perfect. I had to hold on to art, 
but love has a supreme hold over me. • • • • • Love is more eternal even 
than truth. We have to distinguish between the shades of eternal truth, but 
love is the same In every clime and in every people. -

The fourth letter is also in the same vein • 
• • • • • The very Idea that I can live without him sounds unnatural. 

To-day when he is absent, I feel that the sun shines no more with its usual 
light, that I am living In a deserted place. God I Suppose he passed out 
of rr.y life! The very thought Is fearful But no I The day he passes out of 
my life I will have ceased to live. • • • • • We are not unaware of each 
other's Imperfections. He is dearer to me because of his imperfections. And 
imperfect as I am, he Is not sorry to have accepted me. • • • • • Let the 
world feel happy over his perfections. To me his imperfections are priceless. 

Malavika's lover has gone on a short journey. Four 
days later, an assistant in her studio writes to Taralika to 
come immediately; Makaranda, the lover, has died in an 
accident, and Malavika has been senseless since she heard 
the news. But before Taralika can start, Malavika dies. 
Her message of farewell is contained in the fifth letter. 

Taralika, your Malavika Is now wandering in unrelieved darkness. Her 
king, her soul, Makaranda, has left the world. She is now alone in this fearful 
wilderness. • • • • • Sister mine, forgive me. • • • • • I cannot see anything 
nor understand what people say. I only hear one voice calllng out, 
" Malavika I Malavika. " Friend, my king calls me. Yes, it Is the same voice 
again. Lord, I am coming ••••••• 

I cannot bear this. No, I cannot. I cannot live, cannot die. Life Is gone. 
Death mocks me by its dilatoriness, and my lover must be waiting there for 
me. Even. on his death-bed, he never forgot my name. Oh, beloved, why 
don't you take me away from this bondage. ••••• 

Look 1 My eyes are now dry. They smile, for I am looking Into his eyes. 
1 cannot now read these letters. I cannot write. My love, in a sweet divine 
voice, commands me. Taruba, let me listen to him. • • • • • Taruba, I just saw 
my lord, divinely beautiful • • • • Tarallka, dear, I am going. • • • • I am so 
happy, Taru, with my love. 

Gujara.u prose rises to a lyrical greatness in this little 
~tory, so remarkable for it!3 emotional intensity. 
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IX 
Rekh'l!dtro consists of character-sketches (i) of mythical, 

historical and literary personalities and (ii) of contemporary 
men and women, mostly Gujaratis. Of the sketches under 
the first head, those of Padmini, Joan of Arc and Shelley 
are effusive, but by far the best are those of Draupadi and 
Aspasia. In Draupadi, the author finds a subject after her 
own heart, a powerful, strong-minded, ambitious woman, 
dominating an almost international situation pregnant with 
passion and strife. Full justice has been done to this flam
ing heroine of mythology. In Striomllh VasantllvatiJra, 
The Spring of Womanhood, the character of Aspasia and 
her association with the great Pericles have been brilli· 
antly and appreciatively drawn. 

The sketches, which fall under the second head, are 
more in the nature of what are known as thumb-nail sketch~ 
es. In ·each there is a small portrait, drawn by a few 
sure strokes which bring out the individuality of the per
sons treated in accurate relief. At places the author's 
penetrating glance almost vivisects the person and a few 
suggestive phrases describe the motive-springs which 
actuate him. The author in some of these has achieved 
great success in the difficult art of being intimate and 
vivid, true and unsparing and has given to the literature a 
new form of art. 

X 
Batubhai Lalbhai Umarvadia (Born 1899 ) has written 

several one-act plays, which are now collected in two _ 
volumes : Matsyagahdhll and Gllngeya (1925) and Ml1llldevt ane 
Bijll Nll!ako (1927). He has also written short stories and 
articles, the best of the series being Kama{a-na Patro. 
He has a very lively prose style, and has the gift of select
ing a piquant psychological situation and enlivening it by 
his art. His Lomaharshi-!1-i is a little play about a. man 
who, in moments of ecstacy, recognises a .face beloved in 
some past life. The atmosphere full of mystery ha:s been 
very skilfully produced. The author loves to utter an 
unexpected or awkward truth with the aggressive self-con
fidence of a fanatic and takes a sardonic delight in tearing 
the mask off moral and psychological sores. 
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XI 
Ramanlal Vasantlal Desai ( Born 1892) is the author of 

two plays Sahyuktll ( 1920) and Sankita Hrdaya ( 1925) ; and 
of novels styled ]ayanta ( 1925 ), Sirisha ( 1927 ), KokillJ 
( 1928 ) , Hrdayanlitha ( 1930 ) , Snehayajna ( 1931 ) ; 
Divyacakshu ( 1931 ), Bansari ( 1932 ), Grllmya MmlJ, 
( 1933 ) and of other miscellaneous works. The author's 
style is· refined, flowing and unobtrusive, at times grace
ful. Sankita Hrdaya, The Suspicious Heart, is a play 
on the old model, but written in an arresting style. The 
stories, which are told with fluency, contain situations of 
great possibility and depict modern middle class life in 
Gujarata. A strong note of admiration for modern 
Gujaratt life runs through all his works. 

Of all novels of topical interest published after the 
Satyagraha campaign of 1930, Divyacakshu is perhaps 
the most enjoyable. It is a story with wealth of incident. 
Non-violence, flag-salutation, procession, Iathi-charge, 
congress hospital, jail, trial, removal of untouchability, 
love, self-sacrifice and heroism are all there; but one can
not help wishing that the author had worked out his 
situations more fully or worked on only a few. Every
one is so good, so noble, so much of a type, down to the 
superintendent of police and the magistrate, that one misses 
the actual atmosphere of political life. A pale atmosphere 
of heroic resolve and conduct, curiously unrealistic, per
vades the whole work. 

Snehayajna is a very well-told story of lovers, Kirit and 
Minaksbi. Due to misunderstanding, Minaksbi marries 

- Surendra. Disappointment drives Kirit to the career of a 
terrorist and the cult of class-war. Years later, Kirit meets 
Minakshi, now Lady Surendra, wife of the Minister of Edu
cation. Old love revives ; both the lovers realise their posi
tion; and each one separately decides to step aside to make 
the other happy. Kirit restores the domestic peace of Sir 
Surendra ; Minaksbi induces Kirit to marry Chameli, a 
charming girl whom Kirit bad saved from kidnappers. 
Both Minaksbi and Cbameli are well drawn, and the final 
scene is drawn with rare delicacy of touch. The back· 
ground of terrorism and class-war is vaguely drawn, and 
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its unreality renders Kirit untrue to life, and parts of the 
novel weak. This novel is noteworthy as being the first 
attempt in the language by an author of recognised 
merit to introduce such a lurid background so happily 
unfamiliar to present day Gujarata. Gri1mya-Ml!ll1 tries 
to depict village life with unrealistic fervour. 

XII 
The realistic tendency in modern literature is nowhere 

more traceable than in the treatment of ordinary life with 
humour, satire and mockery. The old tradition of Dalpat
ram and Ramanbhai of writing an extravagant satire 
round an absurd character and -impossible incidents have 
been kept up by a number of authors, prominent among 
whom are Hariprasad G. Bhatt known as Masta Fakir 
and Jagjivan T. Kothari who writes under the name of 
Olya Joshi. But mere fun derived in this manner is en
tirely different in quality from the humourous presentation 
of life, which alone has a permanent value in literature~ 

Ramnarayan Visvanath Pathak (Born 1887) is the 
author of short stories collected . under the name of 
Dvirefa,.ni-Vl1to, The Stories of Dvirefa (1929 ) , and of 
Svaira Vihllra, Irresponsible Rambles ( 1931 ) and a few 
charming poems. He has a delightfully telling style, 
invariably rich, and often picturesque. His humour is 
blended with pathos. He can pursue almost anything with 
a light playfulness or with an air of delicious mock-polite
ness. He avoids uproarious fun, and in both his works 
false notes are rare. 

Svairavihllra is . a collection of comments, which the 
author wrote, month after month, in his magazine Pra
sthllna. In this delightful little book, he has ranged over 
many subjects, developing them with great skill. He has 
shown ho mercy to romanticism. Its exhuberance, conceits 
and lack of contact with the realities of life are targets 
for his sly and nimble attack. He has disguised his 
prejudices with the air of being an unimpeachable mora
list. His criticism has been above pettiness, even when 
he has drawn blood. The author is at his best hi ridi
culing the artificial restriction of untouchability, not 
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only with reference to human beings,. but also to things 
like food cooked in water or contaminated by anything 
considered impure by religion or usage. 

If a scavenger touches a thing, it becomes untouchable ; if a high 
class Hindu is touched by a scavenger, he also becomes untouchable; but 
if he takes a bath, he becomes pure again. If you want to take coins 
touched by a dheqa, you must sprinkle them with water. Water renders 
flour untouchable, but coins touchable. If a dheda touches clothes, they 
have to be washed before use, but If he touches a piece of cotton cloth not yet 
brought to use, a mere sprinkle of water win do. A cap,. under simUar 
circumstances, need not even be sprinkled with water; the touch of a Muslim 
will make it touchable. But if you touch a Muslim after your bath, the 
purifying effect of the bath will disappear. You can eat your food only 
after you have again taken your bath. Ghee (clarified butter) Is never 
rendered untouchable. Just as scientists deal with electricity with the aid 
of an Instrument with a glass handle, it would not be improper to touch a 
dheqa with an instrument made of clarified butter. One can 
certainly beat a dheqa with a stick of butter •••• Once Jaqus ( sweets ) 
had been prepared In large quantities and kept In one huge pot. A dog 
touched it. But preparing sweets over again was an expensive job, and 
would, moreover, take time. Our elders decided that the touch of a dog would 
not make all the sweets untouchable, but only just enough to equal Its 
weight. We removed a dog-weight of sweets from the pot and ate the 
rest. But It was just as well that only a dog had touched them. What if 
it had been an elephant ! But perhaps the touch of an elephant would not 
have rendered anything untouchable. But suppose it had been an ass I 

Not a statement here is extravagantly conceived, and 
the presentation is enough to achieve the artistic effect. 

XIII 

The short stories are not so faultless. The author has · 
not been able to sustain the spirit of mockery. When 
the pathos of the situation develops, the humourist 
vanishes. The incident round which a story turns is not 
so natural and realistic as the pictures woven into it. 
Khemi, in parts, is a wonderful story. It portrays the 
life-story of a scavenger woman. To have invested a 
subject of this kind with romantic interest and at the 
same time to make it correspond to actual life would have 
tried the art of even a master. And it is not surprising 
that the author should not have been able to maintain in 
the latter half of the story the splendid level which he 
attained in the beginning. 
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Dhaniya and Khemi are husband and wife, recently 
married, scavengers by caste and profession, low caste 
untouchables doomed to a degraded life. There is a 
caste dinner in the street which it is the lot _of these 
unfortunates to sweep. The man who is giving the 
dinner orders them to sit at one end of the street to 
prevent unwelcome dogs from entering the street while 
the high-class guests are occupied with their dinner. The 
two lovers, engaged with their humble romance, let a stray 
dog enter the street. Confusion follows; and the host, 
wroth with the neglectful scavengers, drives them away. 
Humiliated, heart-broken, deprived of the crumbs of a rich 
dinner to which they had looked forward with such joy, 
they leave the locality. Khemi had got Dhaniya. to take a 
vow never to touch alcohol; but, seeing his depression, 
she permits him to have a drink. · · 

The tragedy of their life begins. Dhaniya, once the 
vow is broken, lets himself go, becomes a drunkard, and 
often beats and abuses Khemi. She runs away to Nadiad, 
and obtains employment as a scavenger in the munici
pality. But she loves her poor husband and cannot help 
going back to him. Debts have accumulated, and are 
paid in part by moneys borrowed on the pledge of Khemi's 
ornaments. 

Then the story begins to suffer in execution. She sees her 
husband in the grip of despair and vice, but has no heart to 
quarrel with him or to deny him anything. Later, he dies. 
Left alone, she feels that her husband died because they 
had not the money to fulfil a vow taken by him. An astro
loger advises her to fulfil it as the benefit will go to 
her husband though he is dead. She goes back to her 
work and drudges wearily for seven long years to collect 
the money wherewith to fulfil the vow. She receives offers 
of remarriage but declines to accept them ; for she still 
loves Dhaniya's memory, 

The story ends with her message to a wooer that it is 
too late to patch up her life by a second marriage. And 
the reader is left with a half-suppressed sob, contempla
ting the tragic greatness of this humble, lonely, woman. 
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By portraying Khemi, the author has vindicated the modem 
literary point of view of seeking romance even among the 
lowliest of the lowly. 

XIV 
The works of Dhansukhlal Krishnalal Mehta (Born 

1890) are: Hun Sarala ane MitramafU!ala, I, Sarala and 
Friends, (1920); Aslidhlirar.za Anubhava ane Bili Vato, 
Uncommon Experiences and Other Stories ( 1924) ; Bhula 
no Bhoga ane Bicllro, The Victim of a Blunder ( 1921) ; 
Vinoda Vihllra, Humorous Sketches ( 1931) ; Hl1syavih'11ra 
(1931) ; Vlirta Vih'IJr (1932) ; and BhutnlJ Bh'11dkll (1932). The 
unevenness and profusion with which the· author writes 
have obscured a just appreciation of his position in literature 
as a humourist In his best pieces the style is homely, 
racy, colloquial, always subordinating style to manner of 
presentation. He never goes far afield in search of 
humour, but finds it in the actual work-a-day life around 
him. Dhansukhlal's art can be fully enjoyed only by a 
man who has sometime or other lived in a small town in 
Gujara.ta. As you read his works you almost come to 
love the everyday ·life of modem Gujara.ta in spite of its 
shortcomings. 

Jyotindra Hariharshanker Dave's (Born 1901) humour
ous sketches are written in a characteristic rambling 
fashion and have hardly any plot or incident. Paragraphs 
very often look like long parentheses. He never sneers, 
never tries to be funny, never cracks a joke. He goes 
round and round some foible in such detail and with such 
solemnity, that a fabric rises, like a tower of Babel, but 
only to topple over the next minute under the sheer weight 
of absurdity. He has a sure eye to human weakness 
which he exposes by being whimsical about them. In this, 
he is aided by the resources of a very refined style, rich 
imagination and a well-stored memory. Ranga Taranga 
(1932), Whims and Fancies, contains a collection of marvel
lous skits. His elaborate and whimsical introduction to 
Al]mtmll-nu-Atmapurllr.za, Autobiography of an Insignifi
cant Soul, is a masterpiece. Mllri Nondhapothi, My Diary 
( 1933) is also a remarkable work, in which comments on 
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current topics are elevated to the level of humorous 
literature. The author is also a sound and promtsmg 
literary critic, and has ably reviewed current literature for 
years in the Gujarf1ta. 

XV 
Since the days of Dalpatram, the folklore of Kathiavada 

has exercised a weird fascination on the minds of ·literary 
men of Gujarata. For centuries, the little peninsula has 
been the battleground of small but sturdy races, whose 
primitive instincts have not yet been totally subjugated by 
the civilizing forces Vfhich rule the mainland. The country 
is woody, hilly and in part barren. And herdsmen and 
kolis, kathis and rajputas live there in fierce hostility to 
men and nature. At places, the primitive traditions of their 
fore fathers is their only law. 

Every hamlet has its little durbar, a garasia who 
maintains the dignity of his descent with pride and zeaL 
He is the bapu, the lord and master, who holds a tiny 
court, and has a family bard. He talks ceremoniously, 
and rides about on his sprightly mare dreaming of heroic 
deeds. He is gay in his own way, ·and makes love 
violently, and in chivalry can give points to the knights 
of mediaeval Europe. He holds life cheap, his own and 
that of others; he will go to the Gira forest and calm
ly face a lion, single handed; and the slightest insult will 
turn him into a deadly outlaw. He defends his family 
honour or his acre of land with the same grim determina
tion with which Rapa Pratapa of Mevaga defied the 
invaders of India. His women are robust, fierce, untam
able, who love violently and observe an inexorable law 
of loyalty to their lord. Even in these days, given pro
vocation, he will like a knight errant attack a wedding 
party and carry off the bride on his brave steed , and an 
unwilling bride, not uncommonly, will send word to her 
lover to save her in high romantic style from a threatened 
marriage. Every village has its little battlefield; every 
family has its palias, the little stone monuments which 
mark the spot where its members fell fighting. 

It was left to some authors of this period not only to 
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rescue a part of this orally preserved literature, but to 
bring its wealth of passion, imagination and expression 
into the pool of modem Gujarati literature. Many men 
have dedicated themselves to the study of this carani 
( bardic) literature, and volumes of it have already been 
published. 

XVI 
Zaverchand Kalidas Meghani ( Born 1897 ) has been a 

prominent worker in this field. Himself a poet, he has 
dedicated himself to the work of making this literature 
available to modem Gujarata in a comprehensible form. 
He .has published many stories in a series of volumes 
entitled Saurllshtrani Rasadhllrll, The Poetic Stream of 
Saurashtra. His prose style has absorbed some elements of 
the caravi style. 

Some of his stories testify to the cordial relations 
which existed between Hindus and Mussalmans in the 
pre-British period. When Haloji, the Rajputa prince of 
Ranpur, after successfully resisting the attempts of the 
Sultan of Ahmedabad to convert him to Islam, returns home, 
his brother's wife does not let him touch water because he 
has lived with Muslims. In high dudgeon, he goes back 
to the Sultan and accepts Islam. But when Mussalman 
dacoits attempt to rob the Hindus of Ranpur of their cows, 
he fights them sword in hand and rescues the sacred cattle. 
When he dies, he is canonised as Hala Pir by the Muslims; 
but his widow gets the Sultan to grant the land surround
ing his tomb in charity for grazing cows. 

Another story runs thus. The Sumra of Sindh covets the 
beautiful daughter of a Jat convert-to Islam. In the fight 
which ensues between him and the Jats, over a thousand of 
the latter are killed, and the rest seek the aid of the 
Paramaras. Hundreds of Mussalman Jats and the 
Rajputa Paramaras lay down their lives side by side for the 
honour of a Mussalman maid. On the hill of Mandava, 
two men lie mortally wounded, one a Muslim, the 
other a Hindu. The Mussalman, in his last moments, 
sees his blood flowing out in a stream to mingle with 
that of his Hindu friend. But he is a loyal friend ; he 
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does not want his Mussalman blood to pollute his friend's 
Hindu blood in the moment of death. As he lies dying, 
with trembling hands he builds a little ridge of dust 
between them two to divert the stream of his blood. 
The Paramara sees this last act of friendliness, but will 
not brook the spirit of estrangement which lies behind 
it. With dying breath he shouts, "Isa ! Remove the ridge. 
Let us not remain separate even in death ! " 

Many sects in Kathiavada followed both the Hindu 
and Muslim. forms of worship. The verses of Kahandas 
Medu, an orthodox Hindu, who successfully prayed to a 
Muslim Pir for his release from British hands, illustrate 
the common bond which subsisted between the two 
communities. 

This wicked brown onet is angry. He has fastened Iron fetters on me ; 
put me In a cen; locked me In ; and placed guards on it. Oh, merciful Mahomed 
Pir of the Sea I Come to my help and break my fetters. 

He speaks In an incomprehensible tongue ; he puts on a short coat; 
he Is merciless ; he has a gun In his hand, a hat on his head. He does not 
care for the good and the saintly. He eats things which both the Hindus 
and the Muslims hold In horror. Oh, merciful Mahomed Pir of the Sea! 
Come to my help and break my fetters. 

He is no~ a Kshatrl, not a Siidra, not a Valsya, not a Brahmfu}a. He is 
neither a Hindu nor a Mussalman. What is his caste? He is unclean; he eats 
uneatables ; he bathes without clothes. Oh, merciful Mahomed Plr of the Sea I 
Come to my help and break my fetters. 

He observes neither the Ida nor the utsava. He does not bow to the village 
deities. He has no Koran, no Gita, no sacred acts. He does not speak the 
language of the gods; he is not reliable; he Is treacherous both ways. Oh ! 
merciful Mahomed Pir of the Sea ! Come to my help and break my fetters. 

The story of Sohi1:zi-Mehllr is a love story common to 
the folklore of Kaccha, Ka~hiavaga and Sindha. Sohipi, 
the daughter of a potter, every mid-night, crosses the Indus· 
with the aid of well-baked earthen pot to meet her lover 
Mehar. When he comes to know of it, her father, prefer· 
ring honour to his daughter's life, substitutes an unbaked 
pot for the one with which she crosses the river. That night, 
the pot dissolves in mid-river. Her father has out-witted 
her; he has chosen that she should die in water than live 
in dishonour! 

She hears the distant notes of her lover's flute. She 
struggles against the waves with her tired arms. But 

1 The Europeans were In the last century styled bhura, the brown. 
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her progress is very slow. Time flies, and she feels anxious 
about her lover's impatience. She has to swim a long way; 
but she can no longer do so. 'And she saw Israel, the 
Angel of death, before her and her heart left to meet her 
lover.' As she sinks, her piteous cries ring out, "Mehar! 
Mehar !" The impatient Mehar hears his beloved's voice, 
throws his flute away, and weak with wounds though he 
is, flings himself into the river. Sohi!ll is caught by the 
dread reptiles of the waters, and with her last breath she 
cries, "Mehar ! go back. I am caught by the reptiles." 
But Mehar swims fast and furiously, but is too late to 
save her. Sohi!ll is drowned. With her name on his lips, 
her lover also gives up. his efforts to swim and sinks- to 
rise no more. 

The morning breaks. The corpses of the lovers are 
found ashore, united in death as they tried to be in life. 
And the world gives them a common grave. 

Meghani's poems are also moulded on the old poetry of 
Kathiavada, and, except where quaint and archaic features 
predominate, they provide striking modem editions of 
old world songs. Chello Katoro, Last Cup, contains the 
message which he sent to Mahatma Gandhi when the 
latter left for England in 1930 to attend the Round Table 
Conference. In this piece the poet has caught with 
rare art the shades of feeling prevalent in Gujarata on 
that occasion. 

XVII 
Damodar Khushaldas Botadker (1870-1924) the author 

of several poems, now collected in five volumes, Kallolini 
( 1912 ) , Srotasvini (1918) Nirzari~i (1929) Rrlsa
tarangini ( 1923) and Saivalini ( 1930 ). He was at his 
best in describing objects of nature and domestic affections. 

Keshav Sheth ( Born 1889) is a poet of considerable 
charm and originality. One of his poems, Bhavll!avi, 
illustrates how the elements of the old vairagya poetry 
have been fused with those of modern English poetry to 
produce a fresh poetic and artistic impulse. 

I have lost my way, I wander day and night. Saints I Lead me to the path. 
In my native land the sun never rose and set every day. Eternal splendour 

illumined it ; its light pierced through the skies to reach the earth. Saints, 
lead me to the path, 
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Here, the hot breezes of the world blows oqt the lamp in every home here; 
life Is stunted. But In my land, ·immortals live. ·Saints I Lead me to the path. 

My life, here, swings on a dream of transient Jove which blooms at mom 
and dies at eve. Saints I Lead me to the path divine. 

Fire bums at every step; darkness blinds the eye. The mortal frame 
Is weary with the load of life. I have lost my way. Saints I ·Lead me to 
the path immortai.l 

Chandravadan Chimanlal Mehta's (Born 1901) 1111k!Jvya 
consists of sonnets deliciously playful or inexpressibly sad, 
written on two young ladies, since dead, whom the author 
looked upon as sisters. The last poem, Visarjana, describing 
maddening grief with graphic extravagance is a charac
teristic poem. 

Lord! Quench all Thy planets In the sea: End this mighty dance of Yours, I 
pray. And If, when the final destructive waters spread, Your strength fails 
You-take the tears as they well forth from my eyes. 

When fiery winds blow over the worlds, and shatter the fathomless caves 
scorching the earth as they roar, If one mighty wind You want-take one of 
the sighs, seething In my heart; It will be enough. 

If when the sky is overcast with glowing cinders, as the llghtnlng·rlven 
mountains burst out In flames, You want thunder, stunning as lndra's bolt
Oh !-borrow a stray throb from my heart. 

This sigh and tear, and the throb of my heart, will form part then, Oh Lord, 
when a new creation Is bom.s 
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The world revolutions have found their echoes in many 
poems. Ramchandra Shukla's (Born 1905) sonnet on Andhi, 
Tornado, is a resounding song of hope. -

Tribhuvan Purshottam Luhara-Sundaram-(Born 1908) 
is a young poet of great promise, whose poems, collected 
in Klivyamangali1, (1933) indicate the new spirit. 

When the world is drenched by endless monsoon showers, 1 am also wet. 
But all things flower, why alone should 1 wither-the question arises, 
heart confounding. 

The mountain-peak-is It to be seen only? Is it to bear the lightning 
bolts-to be shattered only? Will stones never blossom? No? Will man never 

- sprout forth something new ?1 
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In ]indaginlJ NavlitJe, he voices the feelings of Gujaratl 
lovers as they spend their days in jail instead of in their 
homes during Asha9ha, the month made sacred for parted 
lovers by Meghaduta. ' 

In my land, once our joys were such as these; to-day our lot Is to enjoy the 
night of love In other ways. In prisons our bodies are cast; angry destruction 
is everywhere ; from our heart's deep caves resounds the war cry of heroes, 
when clouds are threatening overhead and the season of life is changing.l 

And a wild song of vaulting~ ambition which charac
terizes vain man in these days is Sunya$esha, Nothing Left, 
by Krishnalal Shridharani (Born 1911 ) in his work Kodiylih. 
{1934) 

No, I will not lie in dust, dirty, and trodden by the feet of cattle. Flushed 
with wealth and pomp I will stand, obstructing the sky-kissing palace, and the 
pride of Kubera. But I will not be content. Great as a world-conqueror I will 
be, holding sway over nine continents washed by the seven seas; I will 
bestride a flaming volcano, and grasp the heavens with my hands.2 

Planets, flitting comets, starry mist, aye, stars w!Il shine like a crown on 
my proud head. And round my all pervading body, the mllky way-the 
stream of gods-like unto a garland of glittering lights-will be but a waist 
band. 

Now Thou alone is left : I spring to seize Thee. The Father-does he Ue 
at my feet? Yes: I stand aU-enveloping, looking down on Thee rolling · 
In dust.' 

47 
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· And a little thing of beauty by Umashankar Joshi 
( Born 1911 ) from his Gangotri ( 1934 ). 

Love, at eventide· Venus, speck-like. will shine on the forehead of the 
West, twinkling in momentary flashes. In this light, come and stand for. a 
whBe, your eye hooked to it. I will come there and hook my eye to It too. And 
·love, when eye with eye shall have been strung, we shall swing on it. There 
we shall meet.l 

Among the promising poets may also be mentioned 
Sundarji Betai, Mansukhlal Jhaveri, Ramanlal Vakil and 
Sneharasmi. 

. XVIII 
History has been generally neglected by Gujarati 

authors. Mahadeva Haribhai Desai (Born 1892), however, in 
his Blirdoli Saty7Jgraha (1928) ·has provided a remarkable 
specimen of this branch of literature. In this work the 
author is hot content to give a mere narrative of events. He 
is vivid without being picturesque, and achieves literary 
effect without apparent effort. When one writes about 
contemporary events in the shaping of which himself and 
his associates had a large share, it is well-nigh impossible 
to maintain balance and self-restraint. But Mahadeva 
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Desai has attempted the impossible with success. His 
Vira Vallabhbhai (1928) and Sant Francis ( 1933 ) are biogra
phical sketches written with great literary skill and 
deserve a high place in the literature of the kind . 

. More than one literary history of Gujarata has been 
written. Dahyabhai Derasari's (Born 1857) Satl;ii-na S?Jhti-· 
yanu Digdarsana, Review of The Literature of Sixty Years, 
gave a valuable survey of the literary activities of the age of 
Narmad. D. B. Krishnalal Mohanlal Jhaveri's (Born 1868) 

·.two volumes, written in English, Milestones ( 1914 ), 
and Further Milestones in Gujerati Literature ( 1921 ) 1 

constitute the· first attempt at presenting a connected 
history of Gujarati literature since the times of Narsinha 
Mehta. The Reports of the Sahitya Parishad are a 
valuable mine for the future literary· historian. Mohanlal 
Dalichand Desai provides a comprehensive cyclopaedia of 
Jaina poets in ]aina Gurjara Kavio Vol. I ( 1926) Vol. II 
( 1931 ).. GujarlJti Sahitya ( 1929 ), edited by i:ne, is ·a 
collection of articles by well-known scholars on the 
tendencies in literature from Narsinha Mehta to Daya
rama. 

Literary and historical research has been steadily 
carried on during this period under the auspices of many 
societies and institutions including the Gujarati Forbes 
Sabha at Bombay, the Gaekwad's Oriental Research 
Department at Baroda, the Gujarata Vernacular Society 
and the Puratatva Mandir at Ahmedabad, and by several 
individual scholars. 

Biography did not advance much beyond the elementary 
efforts of Mahipatram's early efforts,· Karsondas Mulji nun 
cl!ritra and Durgaram Mehtaji nun Cartria, till 1910, 
when Kantilal Chhaganlal Pandya (Born 1886) wrote 
an excellent life of Govardhanram Tripathi. Vinayak 
Nandshankar Mehta wrote the biography of his father, 
Nandshankarjivanacitra ( 1917 ), in which the times 
and contemporary personalities are portrayed with 
remarkable vividness. Shankarprasad Chhaganlal Raval 
(Born 1888 ), a literary critic of note, in his Daya-

l, They have l;leen translated into Gujaf,iti, 
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rllmacaritra ( 1919) has provided a highly appreciative 
survey of the life and work of the poet. Visvanath 
Maganlal Bhatt's (Born 1898) Vira Narmad ( 1933) is, 
however, the only well documented and brilliantly written 
biography in the language. 

XIX 

The journalistic achievements of Gujarata are great 
A new tradition was set up by Haji Mahomed Allarakhia 
Shivji, a Khoja author, by starting Vismi Sadi in 1917. 
It was an illustrated magazine, high-class from the point 
of view both of literature and art, and almost all the 
best authors and artists of Gujarata contributed to its 
unique popularity. Its brilliant career came to an end in 
1921. In 1922, Gujarllta began to be published on similar 
lines1; but its traditions were different as it was the organ 
of 5ahitya Sansad, a literary society with pronounced 
modem tendencies. Navacetana in Calcutta and Sardii in 
Rajkot pursue similar lines. Kumllra has uniformly 
maintained a high level in art and literature. 

Sllhitya, edited by Matubai Hargovandas Kantavala (Died 
1933) published many works of Old Gujarati poets. Matu
bhai as a critic exercised great influence on modem lite
rature by the sanity and justice of his literary notices. 
Merciless on faults of style and grammar, he fought with 
unwavering zeal a losing battle for a return to the 
simple and non-Sathsk:rtic style. He was also the author 
of several short stories collectively published under the 
names of a Samsllra-lilll ( 1931 ) and Vitak-ni vl1to ( 1932 ). 

Prasthllna provides thoughtful reading. Kaumudi 
now the organ of the Sahitya Sansad is a carefully 
edited magazine mainly devoted to literary criticism. 
Vijayrai Kalyanrai, (Born 1897) its editor, is a brilliant 
stylist and a powerful critic. As a critic he is intense
ly human; he applauds, judges or· condemns with the 
living sympathies of a literary artist and thus intro
duces valuable elements of creative imagination into 
his judgment Purlltatva, a quarterly edited by the 

· 1. This magazine, which was edited by me for nine years and later by 
Phansukhlal Mehta and Jyoti_ndra Dave, c_eased publication in Au~st 1932. 
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Puratatva Mandir of Ahmedabad, was a magazine full of 
valuable research ; and its disappearance has left a void 
which has not been filled. 

XX 
During the whole of this period, the professional stage 

muddled through. Current problems are of late being 
introduced on the stage, though the experiment has reduc
ed the present generation to the sad plight of having to 
witness in all plays, Puranic, historical and modern, a 
character in some shape or another which looks like a 
mockery of Mahatma Gandhi, a sprinkling of Gandhi caps, 
and the saffron saris of the Desha Sevikas. 

But a love of realism among the educated has created 
enthusiasm for amateur theatricals.1 The ugly tradition 
of men masquerading as women has been definitely broken 
and so also the belief that Gujarati women of respectability 
cannot act well on the stage. Evidently the future of the 
Gujaratl stage is in the hands of amateurs. 

XXI 
Among weeklies, NiJvajivima, of course, stood on a 

pedestal of its own. Amratlal Sheth's Saur~sh!ra, publish
ed in Ranpur, had a fine literary quality unknown to 
weekly journalism. Bombay SamrJchar, by reason of its 
being the best weekly newspaper, perhaps leads the circu
lation of any other similar paper in India. Hindust?Jn and 
Praji:1mitra attained popularity by its advocacy of socialism 
and advanced thought. Kaiser-i-Hind, one of the oldest 
weeklies is the most advanced journal of the Parsis. In 
addition to these, over a dozen weeklies are published in 
Bombay and the district towns in Gujarata, some being 

1. Some years ago, students in Baroda, under the direction of Pranlal 
Munshi, author of Balidana and other plays, staged Ramanlal Desai's 
!3anhila-lfrdaya with success. In Bombay, Chandravadan Chimanlal Mehta 
has devoted the best part of his energies for years to organisipg amateur 
theatricals among students. And Purshottam Tricumdas, author of lfathina 
Danta (1931) and other smart plays, directed the Gujarati Amateurs when in 
1928 they first staged Kakani-Sa8i with conspicuous success, opening up great 
literary and artistic possibilities. Recently (January .1935 ) the Sahitya 
Sansad produced a ballet in Bombay in which a few notable incidents in 
the life of Narsinha Mehta were expressed through dance, song and m11sic, 
remarkably artistic for a first experiment of the ldnd, 
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devoted solely to light literature. Of the latter variety, Be 
Ghadi Mauja edited by Shayda, a prolific Mahomedan 
author, is a good specimen. 

Among the dailies, Bombay Saml!char, now 120 years 
old, Sllnj Vartmlin, Hintjustlln and ]anmabhUmi are nation
alist papers and command a very large circulation. ]7/me
]amshed, which celebrated its centenary in 1932, is more or 
less a social paper intended for the orthodox Parsis. Outside 
Bombay, Ahmedabad alone has a daily newspaper. During 
the Civil Disobedience movement in 1930 there was scarcely 
a town which had not at least one unauthorised Congress 
bulletin, either a daily or a weekly. 

As a result of these activities, a whole race of enterpri
sing Gujarati journalists has come into existence. Publicity 
has been reduced to a fine art and journalism has been 
flavoured with literary elegance. The art of writing 'leaders' 
has reached a high! level in the language. These journalistic 
activities had a tremendous influence on the Gujaratis, 
contributing in no small measure to their progress, consoli
dation and political importance. 

Numerous publishing agencies have come into existence, 
but of these, Sastu-sahitya Karyalaya of Swami Akhadan
and is in a class by itself. It has rendered available a very 
large volume of literature, religious, moral and intellectual, 
at a price which all except the poorest can afford. 

Among the scholarly and elaborate lexicons in the 
language after Narmad's work may be mentioned the 
Gujarllti Shabda Kosa undertaken by the Gujarat Verna
cular Society and the exhaustive Goma'!'tfala which is being 
prepared under the guidance of Maharaja Bhagvatsinhji, 
the enlightened ruler of Gondal Derasari's Paur71nika 
Kath71 Kosa, Dictionary of Mythology (1927) and Visvanath 
Bhatt's Paribhllshika Ko$a ( 1930) are also published by the 
G. V. Society. ]oda'!'i KoJa (1929), published by the Gujarat 
Vidyapitha has greatly helped to standardise spelling in the 
language. 



CONCLUSION 

Broadly speaking, there have· been two corresponding 
tendencies in literature. These tendencies, by their inter
action, have produced rhythmic movements in the evolution 
of Gujarati language and literature. The individuality of 
the people has led to freedom and variety ; to the introduc
tion of racy idioms in the language ; to the recurrence of the 
story and the garabi as favourite forms; to an irrepressible 
romanticism; to a persistent tendency to relate literature to 
the realities of life. The Aryan influences, time after time, 
have restored refinement and expressiveness to the 
language; super-imposed Sarilsk~tic forms and traditions ; 
and contributed grace and technical perfection to literary 
art. 

The alternate movements which were thus produced 
were distinct in the past, sometimes separated from each 
other by a long period of time. We can trace the two 
alternate movements in Tarahgalol(J and ·the M?!rka'tt¢eYa 
Purllna; in Sami!raiccakah?! and Rlivanavadha; in Muiija
rl!sa and DvrJ1raya; in Kahnadadeprabandha and Bhalana's 
Klldambari. For a time the two movements met· in 
Narasinha, but only to indicate by marked contrast their 

. independence in ordinary literature. Premananda's 
akhyanas·, stories alive with realistic art, were the charac
teristic expression of the Gujarati life of the day. Akho's 
works reflected the moral, intellectual and literary decline 
which was overtaking India. Dayarama's works had a 
distinctly two-fold aspecf. His religious works, imbued with 
Vaish!lavism, were an intellectual performance which 
indicated his responsiveness to the decadent influences at 
the centre. His garabis freed Gujaratl literature both from 
classic pedantry and unreal didactism. · 

· But, in modern times, the forces which have successfully 
absorbed foreign influences have imparted speed and 
intensity to . these movements. The works of Narmad, 
Govardhanram, Narsinhrao and Nanalal owe their variety 
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and fertility as much to revivalist tendencies as to stimu
lating contact with the West. Modern authors are the 
product of the steady composite literary el)ergy which all 
these influences have generated 

Modern Gujarati literature has seen revolution in · 
technique, outlook and creative art The pedantry of 
decadent SamskJ;tic traditions is gone. Language has 
begun a steady march to purity and unity, to plastic 
strength and all-sided power. A new poetry and prose 
have come into being. Mechanical prosody is a thing of 
the past ; experiments in new metres have enlarged the 
boundaries of poetic achievement. The lyric, the sonnet, 
the ballad, the khavga-kavya and the khand-akhyana have 
paved the way for fresh triumphs. Garabi has become a 
thing of beauty. Prose has become expressive, forceful 
and picturesque. The essay, the novel and the short story 
have attained a high level of artistic execution. 

But creative art still runs in restricted grooves, limiting 
both quality and variety. The heights of lyrical and epic 
poetry have not even been sighted. The social story is not 
come of age. The drama is· in its infancy. Criticism, 
history and biography are yet struggling into existence. 

Literature, as a whole, now caters for audience which 
grows in size, knowledge and taste, and is familiar with 
the literary traditions of Ancient India and Modern Europe. 
The exigencies of recital do not limit the nature of literary 
form; and dramatic treatment of incident and character 
has introduced vividness to literary effort. Life as drawn 
in literature is no longer set in the Puravic mould ; other· 
worldliness is all but gone. Romance occupies an import
ant place. The bloodless Romanticism of the akhyanas has 
been re-shaped by Romaticism of which Rousseau was the 
father; and in its upward movement it has, no doubt, mani
fested extravagance of form, expression and imagination. 
Last few years, however, have witnessed a steady approach 
towards re-alism, a more restrained but effective expression,· 
and a greater sense of proportion. 

Literature is becoming more of a personal art. lndivi· 
duality of product is now the rule, production by the 
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pattern the exception. Literary movements tend some
what to reflect. corresponding movements in English 
literature, though adaptations or translations from English 
works do not find much favour. Search for the exact word, 
the necessary document, the appropriate form is coming 
into vogue. Fancy desires to soar, if possible, on wings of 
erudition, which, however, is of an elementary character. 
High intellectual pursuits do not, as a rule, attract a 
Gujarati ; erudition is generally of a superficial kind ; and 
deep research and pure thought have remained inaccessible 
so far. Criticism has begun, though in a little way, to lead 
~he way. 

Social difficulties which mainly provided subjects for 
literature are being replaced by more elemental motives. 
Political situation, though not the economic, has begun to 
influence higher forms of literature. The Gandhian 
upheaval has profoundly influenced both language and 
literary output. But it has not yet produced artists who 
could influence the literary development as a whole.·. No 

. doubt, attempts are made under its influence to relate litera
ture to life. But, realism· being yet imperfectly understood, 
they generally consist of a fantastic idolatry of every
thing appertaining to· village life, or an insistence on the 
homely as the beautiful and the artistic as unnatural 
and, therefore, ugly : both · dangerous tendencjes for the 
progress of literature. Sympathy for the down-trodden 
is found in plenty. But, following Western models, an 
undertone of accusation against the rich, the powerful, and 
the cultured is heard, though the notes often echo the 
sneers at . the world and its attraction with which the 
literature in Old Gujarati was full. 

On the whole, the literature has a pronounced tendency 
to be effeminate or sensuous ; to be verbose, preferring 
sound to sense, stooping to verbal tricks to cover lack of 
beauty. It has, for instance, not yet attained the stature of 
modern Bengali literature. It has hardly any original 
literature in philosophy or research. Not more than a 
dozen works can be classed among the best artistic literary 
productions of the last hundred years in India. The literary 

48 
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achievement of Ancient India and of the West are beyond its 
scope, perhaps, for a long time to come. The art of the 
great masters of the world's literature does not inspire 
creative effort in Gujarata. But higher literary traditions 
are in the process of being formed and a swifter move
ment may make up for lost time. 

Conventions no longer stifle free movements in Gujarata. 
The life of the present is not a mere prelude to the other
world. Passionate desire to reach the heights of joy and 
power and wisdom within man's allotted days, inspires 
both life and literature. A struggle, as of some mighty• 
Prometheus, has been stirring the soul of Gujarata. Life 
indistinctly resounds with faint echoes of songs which sing 
of new hope, life and beauty. A vision of new Gujarata is 
before us, a Gujarata, one and indivisible; free, strong and 
rich; with its fertility restored, its banking strengthened, its 
shipping revived; with its men and women forging a new 
tradition and culture, seeking self expression in noble forms 
of literary art. 

But Gujarata can have no- existence apart from India. 
Intimate relations bind Gujarata to Maharashtra, Kanara 
and Sindh, and ally it to MaravacJa and part of· Rajputana. 
Nationalism dominates the present and will largely control 
the near future. And all provincial pride and distinctive
ness will continue to find self-fulfilment in merging itself 
into a sense of greater unity. 

Gujarata, again, can have no meaning and no future 
except as an expression of Indian culture. The spirit of 
Aryan culture has, in the past, obliterated provincial boun
daries and struggled to create literary and artistic unity 
despite the difference of script and language. With modern 
civilization to provide facilities and nationalism to furnish 
political leverage, its unifying activities are sure to bear 
early fruit. 'Within a decade or two, we may see a growing 
national language and a commonwealth of literatures, to 
which each Indian province will have contributed its best 
and noblest 

Aryan culture is not the apparatus of life, not the stones 
by which the mother of the Vedic ~shi ground com, not 
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the canoe by which Rama and Sita crossed the Sarayu, not 
the charkha in which many see the embodiment of its 
spirit The civilization of India, that is, its technological 
and institutional equipment, has varied, or, been borrowed 
from others from age to age. The bridges which span our 
rivers, the mills which weave our cloth and the legislatures 
which resound with our political hopes and disappoint
ments are not ours by invention but by adoption. They 
are the permanent possessions of mankind, which influence 
culture no doubt but do not constitute it. Similarly our 
social habits,· the caste, the family, the marriage system .are 
but crusts of life, not life itself. Even the social and reli
gious beliefs by which culture was propagated and preserv
ed in Gujarata in the past do not in themselves constitute 
it. These change wit~'! time, with the civilization of each 
age. 

This culture, however, is to be found in the sense of 
continuity ; in the consciousness of Indian unity ; in the 
permanent values in which the Aryans have always seen 
the fulfilment of life ; in the ethical and idealistic absolutes 
which have moulded the Aryan outlook on the eternal 
questions : What is life? What is its purpose and end? The 
conception of life as pure Joy-as Idea above·and beyond the 
fluctuating uncertainty 6f existence-alone gives its dis
tinctive greatness. In the use of materialistic power by an 
indomitable and all-pervasive Idealism lies the secret of 
India's undying life ; in the triumph of the latter over the 
former, the only hope for humanity. · 

As we saw, every generation of Gujaratis has won its 
own variety of this culture afresh. And so does the pre
sent generation of Gujaratis hope to do, only . more 
intensively and comprehensively. And it struggles on to
day in the hope that, when the day comes, its contribution 
to India's literary and cultural renaissance will be as 
great as its present share in its political and economic 
advancement. 

THE END 
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GUJARATI PROSODY. 

Casslcal Metres-Sandhis-Gujariiti Metres-De5i-Garabi-Modern Experi· 
menta. 

Gujarati verse is in (a) classical metres, (J:i) metres from 
ApabhraMa, and (c) desi melodies. The classical metres are (i) Aksha
rachandas, (ii) Matrachandas and (iii} An~htubh.1 For the purpose 
of Gujarati prosody metres can be more appropriately classified on 
the basis of rhythm or mela. The unit of rhythm is sandhi, the 
rhythmic foot.1 It is an aggregate of syllables on the last of which 
falls the tala, or the time-beat, essential for rhythmic utterance. 
Sandhis are constituted of a fixed number of (i)' syllables or aksharas ; 
(ii) of riipa, or a fixed syllabic quantity ( long or short ) ; (iii) of 
Matras, or morae, substitution of a long for two 'short syllables or 
vice versa being freely resorted to; (iv) and of laya, a time compass 
consisting of syllables which could be recited between two time-beats 
or ta:Ias. 

The number of lines, difference in the length or the nature or
sandhis, or a difference in their order, in· each verse, results in 
different metres. The metres are called aksharamela, riipamela, 
matramela, or layamela chandas according to the nature of the 
sandhi which predominates in the verse. 

1. Aksharmelas include Kavita, Manahara and Ghanakshari. 
2. Riipamela, based on syllabic quantity, include many. of the 

classical vrttas. In.the course of a line,.. the same sandhi may be 
repeated as in Totaka, or~ it may be different as in Mandakranta. 

3. In matramela, eight different sandhis are generally used, but 
substitution of two shorts for a long or vice versa is permissible. 
These metres are found in Sa1nskrta, Prakrta and Apabhra.DSa. litera
ture. Aryli and Giti are in this class. 

4. In layamela, syllables are often arbitrarily lengthened, 
shortened or suppressed to suit time and yields great freedom. Even 

L Keltb, lfiStory rf Sanskrit Literature, p. 417. Apte, Dictionary of Sanshrit, 
Appendix L . . 

2. For detailed discussion of the scheme, vide D. Bi Keshavlal Dhruva's 
teamed treatise, ~aracanano ltihasa, (1932). · • 
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in such metres, in the hands of competent poets, the riipa or mitrli 
sandhi is also maintained. 

Mahliklivyas in Apabhransa are generally made up of sandhis, 
each of which is a collection of ka<Javakas. A ka<Javaka is in 
paddhac}ikli or a similar metre and has two lines of dhattli metre at 
the end. Vide Hemcandra Chandonusasana VI. Pajjadili found in 
Bhavisa:vattakaha, and Duha, Cupai, Savaiya Harigita, Z~li, 
and Chhapli which are found in Old Gujarati, belong to this class. 

Gitagovinda has one prabandha in desi (Canto v ). Old Gujarliti 
rlislis and likhylinas are made up ka<Javliils, garabis and padas in 
desi frequently interspered with other kinds of metres. Among 
the popular desi metres in Gujarati are Parbhlitiails, Pada, Gita, 
Garabo, Garabi, Mlisa, Arati, etc. 

Padas are songs or short poems in desi. Garabi generally means 
any composition which can be sung to the accompaniment of a 
garabo, the dance. The use of the word is popular and accurate. 
Songs or padas of this nature from the likhylinas have been called 
garabis ; and the gligaria bhata is known as garabi bhata on account 
of his singing such garabis. A lengthy and descriptive garabi is called 
a garabo e.g. Cfii~CfiiCiSoil 'ltOit 

Desi metres could J>e sung to melodies (trtr) which are also 
known as desi. According to the Saf18ita ratnakara of ~liriigadeva 
(13th century), desi is the music, singing and dancing which is pleas
ing.to the tastes of people in different countries. The different varie· 
ties of the melodies are named, each from the country in which it 
originated, e.g. Mliru from Maravada, Go4i from Gaucfa. Varlidi from 
Berar, Gujjari from Gujarii.ta, Soratha from Saurashtra. 

¥od~rn ~xp~r~r~ts i'~ ~cquiring be~uty an~ freedom for poetry 
are made on the folloWing lines : •' " ' 

I Classical metres are preferred to desi metres. 

II (1) Composite metres are also formed of lines taken 
from different metres, e. g., Upajati-vasantatilakli (2-2) or ~lilini· 
.mandlikrlinta (3-1}. 

{2) A line of the classical metre is broken up at the caesura, and 
each fragment is treated as a line. The stanza contains even one 
. or more full lines : it also runs, into more than four lines, e. g., 
:KllM,~·Sikhar~i. Khatt<Ja·harigita. Very charm~ metres have been 
thus produced, 
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(3) A mitra or two are omitted at definite places in a line of 
classical metre to form a fresh variety, e. g., ;p.(if ~ ~ 
~~ ~ ~ ( Nanalal ). Here itT is omitted. 

III. Gazals are freely used. 

IV. Attempts are made to evolve blank verse. 

(1) The limitation of rhyme, stanza and quantity are abandoned; 
and the lines are regulated by sandhis of varying sizes, prose order 
being rarely broken. Instances are found in Rimacbanda devised by 
Manharram Mehta, and Vanaveli by D.B. Keshavlal Dhruva. 

(2) Prose is sought to be made rhythmic by re-arranging the 
prose order and giving it a cadence as of impassioned prose or sing
song chanting. Narmad attempted it in Raj~aranga ; and Nanalal 
has considerably improved upon it. 
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Forbes, A. Kinlock, 36, 208, 234, 

235, 383. 
Forbes Sabha, 235. 
Forbes V ilasa, 236. 
Forbes V iraha, 236. 
Framji, Bamanji, 249. · 
Further Milestones in Gujerati 

Literature, n.276, 371, 384, 
Gadanigraha, 7 3. 
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Gaekvii<jas, 207, 208, 225, 230, 
305. 

Gagaria Bhata, 117-8, · 124, 
187. 

Ga~apati, 218 .. 
Gandevi, x 
Gandhi, Mahatma, viii, xii, xv, 

xvi, xx, 1, 125, 146, 298, 
307-323, 366, 373. 

Ganeana'Parasaraka, 233. 
Gangotri, 370. • 
Garabi, 122, 220-5, 293-7, 376, 

382. 
•.Garabisatngraha, 220. 
:aauribiii, n. 225. 
Gaurishankara Oza, n.27. 
Ghogha, 5, 6, 174, 208. 
Giradhara, n. 225. • 
~raniira Mt. 13, 20, 26, 69, 76, 

116, 214. 
Girinaga.ra, see ]unaga4ba. 
Gitagovinda, 92, 116, 128, 144, .. 

292. 
Gitamanjari, 292. 
Goethe, 272, 316, 326. 
Gopiilada:sa, 135. 
Gopikan'i Gorasi, 294. 
Goswamis, 13+-6, 149, 179, 216, 

218, 239. 
Govardhanram Trigathi, xvii, 249, 

253, 257, 262, 263, 265, 266, 
281, 302, 305, 371, 375, 383. 

Govinda ~tamana, 143. 
Govindasingh, GNru, 272. 
Govindbhai Hathibha?, 383. 
Gramya Mata, 358, 359. 
Greeks, Greece, 13, 16, 126, 237.: 
Grierson, Sir George, 11, n.19, 

n.99, 383. 
Gujarat~ !J"e Kathiava{la Desha-

ni V ato, 249. 
Gujarata-Eka Samskarika Vya

kti, 339. 
Gujariita, extent, people, life and 

culture of, vii-xx 1-9, 18, 
· 37, 41-2, 74-9, 83-4, n. 98, 
112-4, 130, 135, 173-7, 186, 
207-11,225,230-4, 238-9,245-7 
249-50,251-3, 307-11, 323,334, 
343, 362, 363-4, 366, 375-9 • 

• Gujarata, monthly, 325, 349,363, 
372. 

·aujaratani Ekata, 306. 
GujarataniJuni Varta, 303. 
Gujaratano Natha, 325, 331-t. 
Gujua:ta Vidyapitha, 308, 374. 
Gujarati BhCishano JtihCisa, 237. 
Gujarati Grammar, 236. 
Gujarati Language, origin and 

development of, vii, vm 
1, 2, 31, 59, n.61, 85-6, 88, 89, 
90,98--100, 101,102, 111, 116, 
134, '148, 153, 160,' 162, 153, 
240, 249, 257, 265, 270, 276, 
28,2, 293, 298, 300, 312, 315, 
320, '340, 344,350, 375-7. 

Gujarati Language and Litera
ture, (Vassonji Lectures) n. 
149, n. 256, 266, 383. 

Gujarafi Language and Litera
. lure, (Wilson Phi. lectures} 

n. 99, n. 100, 266, 383. 
Gufarati Sahitya, 371, 384. 
Gujarati, Weekly, 305. 
Gujarat Vernacular Society, The, 

235, 306, 371. 
Gulabsinh, 264. 
Gu~acandra, 44-, 64. 
Gu~a4hya, 45, 150. 
Gu~amati, 26. 
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Gu!Jasan,graha, 73. 
Guptas, Imperial, and their times, 

13, 18-9, 21-2, 26, 29, 113, 
126, 152, 337. 

Gurjarabhiimi, see Gujarata. 
Gurjaras, 26, 28, n.28, 48, 85. 
Gurjaratra, 2, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31. 
Gurusish~sa1iwada, 180. 

Haji Mahomed Shivji, 372. 
H am!rsi11lza Gohel, 280. 
H ammiramadamardana, 71. 
Hansa Mehta, 349. 
Hansavali, 162. 
Haracaritra, 186. 

Hitr4oli'ini'i Pado, 142. 
Hindz1.on! Paq,ati, 242. 
Hindus and Hinduism, x,107,111, 

112, 113, 114, 115, 130, 165, 
175, 177, 207. 208, 209 210, 
211, 212, 232, 236, 244, 250, 
252, 257, 258, 263, 264, 279, 
283, 291, 304, 310, 320, 321, 
322, 329, 331, 353, 364, 365. 

Hindusti'in ane Praji'imitra, 373. 
Hiralal Pare~h, 384. _ 
Hirananda, 160. 
Hiravija;vasuriri'isa, 172. 
History, '39, 42, 69, 97, 164, 

209-10, 241, 247,- 302, 370-1, 
376.- -

History, pterary, 237, 239, 371. 
,_ Hobhouse, Prof., xiii. 

Haramali'i, 139, n. 149, 186, 188. 
Harasatiwi'ida, 119. 
Hargovandas Kantavala, 249, Hrda;vatUitha, 358. 

305, 384. 
Haribhadra, 23, 32, 34, 35. 
Haridasa, 'n. 225. · 
Harilal ·Dhruva, 265. 
Harililam(ta, i16, 124. 
H arililashodasakali'i, 123., 
Hariscandrakh~ana, 188. 
Harivatisa, n.10, 18, 19, 22,-

49,113. . 
Harsha, Emperor, 27, 29. 
Has~amandira, 282, 348. 

Hrda;vatripufi, 276, 277. 
'Hrda;vavit;za, 265, 266. 

·, · Hugo, Victor, 326. 
Humour, 31, 169, 172, 198, 236, 

'281-2, 337-9, 359-363 .. 
Hutj4i, 186, 188. 
Hunnarakhanan! Ca{liii, 236. 
Hun, Sarala ane MitramtuJala, 

362. 

Has;vavihi'ira, 362. lcharam Suryaram, 303,, 305, 384. 
Hi'ithina Di'inta, n. 373. . Ilaki'iv;va, 367. 
Hemacandra, xx, 32, 37-47, 57, n. India, 4, 191 30, 3+, 45, 74, 79, 

61, 62-68, 73, 75, 76, 78, 85. 84, 111, 115, 126, 129, 130, 
88, 97, 101. 150, 151, 152, !53, 174, 187, 

Heniasri, 165. 207, 208, 211, 232, 237, 240, 
Hieun Thsang, 26, 27, 28._ 245, 251, 252, 262, 271, 307, 
Himala;vano Pravi'isa, 319, 320. 308, 310, 317, 319, 320, 325, 
Hindi, n. 61, 153, 165, 180, 187, 327, 328, 330, 349, 363, 375, 

218, 220, 334. 376, 377, 378, 379. 
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Indira, 349. 
Indo-Aryan Languages, 11, n.19. 
Indukumara, 292, 299. 
Islam, 83, 210, 211, 364. 
Ismailia Sect, 210. 
15-varaPriirthana Miil'a, 249. 

Jaina Gurjara Kavio, 371,384. 
Jaina Sadhus, xix, 20, 21, 22, 31, 

32, 34, 37, 38, 41, 43, 56, 63, 
65, 71, 7 5, 78, 92, 97, 98, 171, 
172. 

]ainas, Jainism, 6, 12, 16, 21, 25, 
32-35, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 
49, 62, 64, 66, 69, 75, 77, 78, 
89, 92, 96, 97, 102, 136, 151, 
163, 165, 168, 172, 203, 305, 
331, 371. 

Jalandharakh;yiina, 122. 
J ambusvamicarita, 85. 
Jame Jam:Jhed, 374. 
Jani, Ambalal, 384. 
Janmabhumi, 374. 
Janmashankar Buch, see Lalita. 
J asodano flvanavikasa, 353. 
Jatakas, 5, 150. 
Jayadeva, 116, 128. 
Ja;yaja;yanta, 292, 298, 299. 
Ja;yakumari, 248. 
]ayasi.D.ha, poet, 71, 72, 98. 
Jehangir-Nurjehan, 292, 300. 
Jehangir Talayarkhan, 249. 
]hlilora, 34, 65, 102, 103, 105, 

107, 108, 109, 110, 112, 152, 
156, 157, 208, 346. 

JhanjavanaJala, 352. 
]haveri, D. B. Krishnalal, n.Z09, 

n.2ll, n.276, 371, 384. 
]haveri, ]iwanchand, 384. 

Jinahansa, 98. 
JinamaJ;JQana, 98. 
Jinavijaya lVCuni, n. 35, 384. 
Jin~agina Naviine, 369. 
Ji.vanamanthi J #eli, 349. 
Ji.vanano Ull'asa, 339. 
Jnana Kakka, 212. 
Jnanasudhii, 306. 
Jo~a!Ji Kosa, 374. 
Jonathan Duncan, 211. 
Journalism, 233, 235, 239, 305-6, 

313, 372, 373-4. 
Jnnliga<Jha, x, 11, 13, 112, 136, 

137, 138, 140, 156, 157, 207, 
252, 332, 333. 

J;yare Sur;yoda;ya Thashe, 349. 
Jyotindra Dave, 362. 
Jyotsna Shukla, 349. 

Kabira, its. 
Kaccha, viii, ix, I, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 13, 

H, 36, 37, 7f, 113, 230, 231, 
365. 

Kiidambari, ( 0. G.) 120-2, 375. 
Kiidambari, (San.) 38, 73, 92, 

119, 292. 
Kahandas Medn, 365. 
Kah~a Bhatta, 128. 
Kaiser-i-Hind, 373. 
Kaival;yagita, 180. 
Kiikani Shashi, 326, 338. 
Kakkal, 43. . 
Kallipi, 275-80. 
KaliiPina Patro, 275, 280. 
Kalapino Kekiirava, 27 5, 276. 

· Kalelkar, Kaka, 319, 323. 
Kalelkart1a Lekho, 319. 
Kalidasa, 18, 67, 79. 
Kalidasa, Gujarati Poet, n. 225. 
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Kali!Ui, 283, 286. 
Kalimahatm;va, 203. 
Kallolini, 366. 
Kamaku!f4ala Nataka 153-5. 
Kamalana Patro, 357. 
Kamas'Utra, 32. 
Kamavati, 162. 
Kanaiyalal Munshi, n. 11, n. 125, 

n. 134, n. 136, n. 149, n. 186, 
n. 189 n. 239, n. 245, n. 246, 
n. 250, 324-43, 371, n. 372, 
384. 

Kanakavati, 165. 
Kanharjadeprabandha, n. 100, 

102-11, 196, 375. 
Kanta, 264. , 
Kantilal Pandya, 371. 
Kanuben Dave, 349. 
Karachi, ix. 
Karat;za Ghelo, 103, 248-9, 303. 
KarmaviPaka Sa1ngraha, 3. 
Kar~a, 37, 66. 
Ka,.Puramanjari, 153. 
Karsondas Mulji, 233. 
Karsondas Muljinun Caritra, 

371. 
Kashmirani Diar;v, 350, 351. 
Kashmirno Pravasa, 275, 280. 
Kasi, 22, 84, 179, 201, 218. 
Kasturba Gandhi, xix. 
Kathasaritas(igara, 150. 
Kathiavaqa, Saurashtra, x, xiv, 

1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 16, 20, 23, 36, 37, 48, 
66, 74, 87, 104, 133, 209, 214, 
216, 230, 231, 236, 254, 260, 
275, 294, 363, 365, 366. 

Kaumudi, 372. 
Kaumudimitratuzndam, 45-7. 
Kavita,e Sahit~a, 281, 282, 

Kav;vadarsa, n. 60. 
Kav;va Dohana, 305, 384. 
Kav;valam!Uira, I and II n. 60-61. 
Kav;vamangala, 368. 
Kav;vamimansa, n. 60. 
Kav;vanusasana, 43, 44, 76, 85 
Kav:vaPrakasa, 43. 
Kav;varasikii, 283. 
Kayam-din Pir, 211. 
Keith, Dr. xx, 18, n. 19, 43. · 
Kera Kanto, 175. 
Kesava Hrderama, 123. 
KeSa.vananda, 217. 
Keshavlal Dhruva, D. B. n. 98, 

292. n. 381. · 
Keshav Sheth, 366. 
Ketlaka Lekho, n. 245, 326, 339, 

384. 
Ketlanka Kav;vo, 292. 
Khabardar, Ardeshir Framji, 

vii, xvii 283· 7. 
Khambhata, see Cambay. 
Khanda-kavya, 349. 
Khaparacorarasa, 153. 
Khedawals, caste, xi. 
Khemi, 360-2. 
Khojas, 211. 
Kirttikaumut:ii, 67-9, 71, 72, 77. 
Kissa-e-Sanjat;za, 211. 
Klanta Kavi, 265. 
Kodi;van, 369. 
Kokila, 358. 
KoilkaJ;~a, 13, 38, 42, 74, 112. 
Kono Vanka, 325, 329-30. 
Krishnalal Shridharani, 369. 
Krsh1,1abai, n. 225. 
Krsht;za-bala·carita, 122. 
Krshl,ladasa, 186. 
Krsht;zajanma, 143. 
Krsh~a, Sri, 1, 12, 71, 76, 77, 87, 
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88, 116, 122, 125, 131, 135, 
148, 186, 189, 191-3, 197, 198, 
216-9, 221, 239, 248, 294, 
297, 321. 

K!'shl)avishti, 122, 200. 
Ksbatriyas, xii, 16, 75, 277. 
Kshemankara, 152. 
Kshemendra, 45, 15). 
Kshtrapas, \Vestern, 13, 16-7. 
Kuhma~4;1na, 86. 
1\ulina ane Mudra, 249. 
Kum'iradevi, 349, 351. 
Kum'ira, monthly, 372. 
Kumarapala, xiii, xx, 37, 40-4, 

62-5, 67, 79, 97, 163, 172. 
Kumarapalacarita, 41, 42, 93. 
Kumarapala-Prabandha, 98. 
Kumarapala pratibodha 56, M. 
Kunbis caste x, xi. 
Kunjavih?ira, 265. 
Kuntiprasannakh;y'ana, 200. 
Kuruksl1etra, 293. 
KuSa.lalabha, 154, 156. 
Kuwthali, see Dwarka. 
Kusumamala, 265, 266. 
Kusumsr'irasa, 169. 
Kuvala;yamala, 8, 27, 34. 

Lagane Lagane Kuiwaralala, 
353. 

Lajpatrai, Lala, 252, 330. 
Lakshmattaga~i, 88. 
LakshmatU'iharat'(l, 188. 
LakuleSa., 7 6. 
Lalita, 280, 303. 
Lalitadevi, 66. 
Lalitadukhadar8aka, 248. 
Lalitan.':in Kavyo, 303. 
Lankiikii'{4,a, 202, 

Vita, 2, 3, 8, n. 20, 30, 31, 36, 38, 
69, 72, 74-, 332. 

Lav~aprasad~,65-9, 

Lava~yasamaya, 164-5. 
Lilavati]ivanakala, 253. 
Lilavati Munshi, n. 13J, 325, 

349-56. 
Lokamata, 319. 
Lomaharshil)i, 357. 
Longmans, Green & Co. Messrs., 

xx. 
Lopiimudra, 325. 
Lytton, Lord, 256~ 264. 

Macaulay, Lord, 232. 
Madalasakhyana, 188. 

· Madanamohana, 156, 203. 
Madana Pura~Ja, 154. 
~.Uiidhavakamakut~fialarasa, 154. 
Madhav:.itJala, 154. 
Madhavanala-dogdhaka-pra-

bandha, 153. 
Madhava. Rao, Sir T., 230. 
Madhavendrapuri, 129. 
Ma{lhuli, 303. 
Madhusudana Vyasa, 152. 
Madhva, 77. 
MadyadeSa, Midland, ix 11, 12, 14, 

16, 19, 20, 21, 22. 
Magadhi, 43. 
Magha, 68, 73, 79, 256. 
Mii:habhlirata, 12, 16, 18, 30, 32, 

41, 45, 70, 73, 113, 122, 124, 
187. 188, 195, 260, 292. 

Mahadeva Desai, 370. 
Mahamud Ghazni, 37. 
Mahamud Shah Alamgir, 209. 
M:ihapurushacaritam, 43. 
Maharashtra, x, 17, 93, 128,252, 

264, 378, 
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Mahavira, 21, 29, 31, 41. 
Mahipatrani Ruparam, 233, 234, 

248, 249, 281, -371. 
Mahi, river, 7, 201, 212. 
Mahishmati, 5, 11, n. 11. 
Mahmud Ghori, 65. 
Mahmud Shah II, 83. 
Mahomed Begda, 112. 
Maitrakas, 26. 
Majumdar, M. R., n. 153, 383, 

384; 
Mala ane Mudrikii, 27 5. 
Malabari, Behramji, 282. 
Maladevi ane Bija Natako, 357. 
Malati, 353. · 
Malatimadhava, 292. 
Malayaca.ndra, 152. 
Mallikarjuna, King of KoilkaQa, 

42. 
Malliniithamahakavya, 160. 
Malva, Malvi, viii, 2, 11,·13, 17, 

26. 
Mamerun, 188, 193. 
Mammata, 4j. 
Manalila, 143. 
Manava Dharm Sabha, 234. 
Manavatana A.rshadarsano, 339. 
MandaQa, 180. 
Malfdhiitakhyana, 188, 189. 
MangalamaQeka, 153. 
Manibhai jasbhai, 230. 
Magikyaca.ndra, 93, 169. 
Manilal Chhabaram Bhatt, 303. 
Manilal Dvivedi, 253, 264, 276, 

281, 291, 305, 306. 
Manishankar Bhatta, Kanta, 271, 

272-6, 300. 
Manjukesananda, n. 225. 
Manoharswami, 209. 
Manomukura, 266, 270, 

Mansnkh, 250. 
Mansukhlal Jhaveri, 370. 
Mansukhram Tripathi, 240, 245, 

247, 253, 256, 281, 302. 
Mantri KarmaQa, 123. 
Manusmrti 17, 18, 41. 
Marathas, Marathi, .n. 61, 153, 

173, 187, 207, 208, 209, 234, 
293, 334, 349. 

Maravaqa, Marwar, Maru,. Mar
waris, 1, 13, 72, 78, 102, 156, 
166, 173, 378. 

Marco Polo, n. 98. 
Mari Hakikata, . n. 238, 239. 
Mari Kamala ane Biji Vato, · 

326, 339. 
Mari NotldhaPothi, 362. 
Markandeya, 12. 
Markat;¢eya Purat;a, 18, 19, 70, 

120, 188, 375: 
Martt¢holacupiii 156, 174. 
Masahhura Gavai;ya, 346. 
Masta Fakir, 359. 
Matapantha, 211.-
Mathura, Siirasena, 11, 12, 16, 20, 

22, 78, 87, 129, 133, 218. 
Matisara, 153. 
Matsyaga,uJhii and Gangeya, 357. 
Matsya Purat;a, n10, 18, 19, 113. 
Matubhai Kantavala, 372. 
Meadows Taylor, 249. 
Medical Works, 73. 
Meghaduta, 292, 369. 
Mehta, Sir Pherozesha, 251, 252, 

307, 330. 
Menander, 13. 
Merutuiiga, 57, 71, 97, 164. 
Milestones of Gujerati Litera-

ture, 371. 
Min:\}adevi, xviii, 
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Miranbai, xviii 130, 133, 211. 
Mirat-i-Ahamadi, 174, 209. 
Mirat-i-Sikandari, 209. 
Mitakshara, 174. 
Mithya-abhimana, 236. 
Mitradharmakhyana, 200, 201. 
Modhera, 78. 
Moghul Emperors, xiii, 5, 112, 

130, 173, 174, 186, 187, 209, 
232, 300. 

Mohanlal Dalichand Desai, 371, 
384. 

Mohanlal Ranchhodas, 233, 234. 
Moharajaparajaya, 62-3. 
Morbi Natak Samaja, 294, 304. 
Mosalacaritra, 186. 
Mrcchakatika, 45. 
Mrgiakhyana, 119, 120. 
Mudra ans Kulina, 249. 
Mudrarakshasa, 337. 
M11gdhiivabodha, 86. 
Muktananda, 217, n.225. 
Mukunda, n.225. 
Miilaraja, 28, 36, 37, 67, 68, 74, 

77. 
Mumbii Nataka Samaja, 304. 
Munjaprabandha, 57. 
Munjarasa, 57, 375. 
Munshi, see. Kanaiyalal Munshi. 
M urkhalakshal)iivali, 202. 
Mussalmans, x, xii 7-+, 7 5, 78, 79, 

84,85, 101-3 105, 107-12, 114, 
115, 129, 150, 177, 207-11, 
231, 364, 365. 

Mutiny, The, 237, 259. 
Muzafar Shah, see Zafar Khan. 

N(igadamana, 143. 
Nagara Brahma~as, 37, 76, 84, 

136, 138, 146, 209, 217, 234, 
237, 253. 

Nahapana, Kshatrap, 16. 
Naikadevi, 65. 
Naishadhiya, 122. 
Nlikara, 124, 188. 
N alacampu 122. 
Naladamayanti, 166. 
N aladama;yantirasa, 168, 171. 
Nalakhyana, by Bhalar;:ta, 122. 
Nalakhyana, by Premanand, 188, 

194-5. 
Nala-vilasa, 45. 
NalayatuJ, 168. 
Nanabhai Haridas, 234. 
Nanaka; Guru, 11 5. 
Nanalal Kavi, vii, xvii, 266, 275, 

292-303, 375, 384. 
N ana Rasa, 292. 
Nanda BatriSi, 203. 
Nandallila Munshi, 209. 
NandisUtra, 32. 
Nandsha11kar Jivan:i Caritra,371 
Nandshankar Tuljashankar, 248. 
Naracandra, 68. 
Naraharidasa, 115. 
NaranariiyatJ£'inanda, 70. 
Nara.oai,yo-Bhakta Harino, n.136, 

n.149, n.186, 326, 339. 
Narasinha Mehta, n. 98, 125, 130 

136-49, 178, 184, 1d6, 188 
193, 217. 246, 286, 304, 326, 
371, 375. 

Narasinha Mehtan'Z Hunfi, 192. 
220. 

Narihrdaya, 275. 
Narmada, River, 2, 10, 11, 12, 16, 

18, 28, 202, 217, 230. 
Narmad-Arvacinoman Ad~ 

326, 
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Narmadashankar, Narmad, xvii, 
225, 235, 237-47, 263, 264, 
265, 305, 371, 37 5, 384. 

Narmagad~a, 239. 
Narmakathakosa, 239. 
Narmakavita, 239. 
Narmako5a, 239. 
Narsinhrao'Divatia, vii n. 98, n. 

99, n. 100, 149, 200, 253, 265-
71, 276, 28Z, 375, 383, 384. 

Nasika, ix. 
Natarshi, 91. 
Native Education Society, The, 

233. ' 
Nat~adarPatJa, 44. 
Navacetana, 372. 
Navajivana, 308, 312, 313, 320, 

373. 
N avalagranthavali, 24 7. 
Navala;ivana, 253. 
Navalram Laxmiram, 247, 253, 

281, 384. 
Navatatvabhash~a. 88. 
Nayasundara, 165, 168, 169. 
Na~ika-visha~a Pravesa, 239. 
Nemicandra, 24. 
NeminathacatushPadika, 85, 89. 
Nemisadhu, 48, n. 61. 
N ighantusesha, 40, 7 3. 
Nilakal;ltha, 68. 
Nimbarka, 77, 128. 
Niranta Bhagat~ 213. 
Nirzarit;Ji, 366. 
Nishkulananda, n. 225. 
Nitibhaktina pado, 220. 
NrsinharaJ;Jyamuni, 116. 
Nupura Jhankara, 265, 266. 
Nur-ud-din Satagar, 210. 

Okhaharatta, 188, 190, 220. 

Okha, port, ix. 
Olya Joshi, 359. 
Oriental Memoirs, 208. 
Oriental Research Department, 

( Gaekvad's ), 371. 
Osvalas, 39, 74, 77, 164. 
Otrati Divalo, 319, 320, 321. 
Ovington Padre, 174. 

Pa4-acha~a. 344. 
Padalipta, 23, 24. 
Padmanabha, n. 98, n. 100, 101, 

102. 
Padmavati, 203. 
Padmini, 303. 
Pad~aracanano Itihiisa, 292. 
PaisacT, 4 3, 150. 
Palamkot, Sohrab, 283. 
PalitaJ;Ja, 23. 
PancadasitatPar~a. 180. 
Pancakh~ana, 65. 
Pancali-prasannakh~ana, 199. 
Panca Patro, 355. 
Pancaratra, 126. 
Pancatantra, 65, 150, 152. 
PancikaratJQ, 180. 
PaJ;Jini, 126. 
Pa1JiPata, 249. 
ParamapadaPraPti, 180. 
Parasurama, Bhargava, 11, 70. 
Parikramattabalavabodha, 92. 
Parisishtaparvan, 41, 43. 
Parsi authors, 211, 282, 283. 
Parsi, GujaratT, 250. 
Parsis, xii, 211,212, 233, 248, 250, 

282. 283, 304, 305, 373, 374. 
ParthaParakrama, 70. 
Pasupata Cult, 76, 77, 78. 
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OPINION 

Dr. A. Berriedale Keith, D. C. L., D. Litt. oj the Universit;y of 
Edinburgh writes:-

Gujarata has of late attained world renown as the home of 
Mahatma Gandhi, the incarnation of the highest ideals of Hindu 
Dharma, the teacher of a living faith in work for humanity which 
appeals to all that is finest in the spirit of India, and has won for his 
motherland a measure of respect far greater than could ever be 
achieved by material means. It is fitting therefore that it is a devoted 
adherent of the Master, who has proved by sacrifice and hardship his 

· belief in his ideals, whp has essayed· t() sketch the literary history 
of his country in close relation.. to its political and cultural vicissitudes. 
It is not merely pioneer \\rod:, ba- the .field is vast, and the languages 
used ·range from Sanskrit through Prakrit and Apabhran5a, to Old 
and Modern Gujarati, demanding an eru~tion remarkable in one who 
has given so much time to public service and. who himself is an out
standing author, whose creative art (in 'the words of Dr. Taraporewala) 
has brought life and beauty to Gujarati,fiction and drama, and whose 
philosophy of life has given to Gujarita both joy and strength. 

It is indeed the outstanding merit of Mr. Munshi's work that it is 
written by one who bas studied deeply both the great masters· of 
European literature and the theory of their art, and who can -thus put 
true values on the work of the long series of writers of Gujarata. 
Where it is possible for me to test his judgment, it appears singularly 
happy and accomplished, and Gujarata shmild be deeply grateful to him 
for his work of love, which recognises her accomplishment in letters, 
but with admirable candour does not seek to..conceal her shortcomings. 
But the author in his love for his ·own land is fully conscious that 
Gujarata can have no meaning and no future except as an expression 
of Indian culture, and we must all share his hope that, under the 
stimulus of modern civilisation and nationalism, we may see, within a 
decade or so, the development of a national language and a common
wealth of literatures, to which each province of Bhiratavarsba will 
have contributed of its best and noblest. 

The thanks of all are due to the author for giving in original and 
translation some of the finest passages of the works he criticises, and 
for the useful discussion of the progress of language and of metrical 
forms. 



"Gujarat and its Literature" 
Is a remarkable work, full of 
light and life, an expression 
of the author's personality. 
His Intense love of Gujarat 
and his power of imagina
tion which vivifies whatever 
It tOI!Ches are unmistakably 
there. What might surprise 
most people-it does not sur
prise me, who knows the 
author well-is the Indomi
table Industry which he has 
brought to bear on his sur
vey, and that, too, inside 
prison walls and in spite of 
indifferent health. · 

The characteristic feature 
of the work, however, is his · 
attempt to study the litera-' 
ture of Gujarat in the lighf,: 
of its history and the his
tory of India. This he has 
done abundantly and done It 
very well. At the same 
time, one is glad to find that 
in his work the literary critic 
Is not lost In the historian : 
he has paid equal attention 
to the historical background 
and the literary figures. 
Estimation of literary worth 
Is, after aD, the main func
tion of a reviewer of litera
ture, and in the discharge 
of this duty he has been 
both just and sympathetic, 
and at times even generous, 
especially towards his con
temporaries. This is, as it 
should be. 

ANANDSBANKAR DHRUVA 
Pro. Via-Chancellor, 
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